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Glossary and Links
Blu-ray - The next-generation format for DVD capable of 1080p video resolution and
uncompressed audio.
Elder Scrolls Online or ESO - A MMORPG set in the Elder Scrolls universe created by
ZeniMax Online Studios in partnership with Bethesda Softworks.
Hearthstone - A collectable (digital) card game by Blizzard Entertainment.
Live Action Role Playing or LARP - A live action version where players act out what
the characters are doing, creating sort of a mix of acting and game playing.
Min/Maxing or Minimizing/Maximizing - The act of selecting talents, skills, abilities,
or spells, for your character in a way that gets you the most effect for the smallest (point)
cost in order to match your play style and desired build. When I say I am 'tweaking my
character' this is most often what I'm doing.
MMOG - Massively multiplayer online game. A game where thousands of players log on
at the same time and play together. Typically these have a monthly subscription fee.
MOBA - Multiplayer Online Battle Arena.
monies - lolspeak/leetspeak for "money".
noob, n00b, or newb - Short for "newbie". A person new (and unfamiliar) in a particular
field or task.
Theorycrafting - The act of contemplating statistics in a game which are mostly invisible
to a player in order to maximize your efficiency (without going beyond to a point where
you are gaining too little.) When I say I am 'tweaking my character' only on very rare
occasion am I theorycrafting. See related concept: Min/Maxing.
uber - lolspeak/leetspeak for someone who is superior. (Originated from the German
language.)
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Year 12

Day 4017 - 7/1
The last piece

Today was actually pretty good. I went to school, as I figure I'll be there this week
since I have the parking pass from last quarter that covers this week. A couple of people
waved hi to me, so that was nice. It kind of felt like I was a teenager and my dad was out
of town and I had the house to myself. I think there were fewer than six people on the
floor all day, though I did hear quite a few on the floor above me. There are only two
classes on the floor for summer, so I expect it will be extremely quiet (should I get a
parking permit, and gas, and continue to be there.)
I got into another special raid group in my MMO just before lunch and the second
loot that dropped was the last item I needed. (Usually only 5-8 items drop per run.)
There is still something that would be nice to have, so I may still do it a few more times,
but I now have the two sets I wanted and two others I probably don't really need which
were also completed during that time, so big things accomplished. And it feels like a lot
quicker than I was originally estimating. (Though it probably was 20 runs in total so far.)
I tested my wireless keyboard today with my shooter for about an hour. It was
surprisingly good. The keys were solid and there was no delay in the input. Though they
are a bit smaller, probably 95% full size, which is enough that it's both close enough to
full size to be fine but small enough that if I move my hand to type I have to look down.
It's also a touch weird to have a keyboard on my keyboard, along with my hand position
being less than ideal on my lap, but it's manageable. But being battery based, and games
pushing multiple keys at once, I expect it probably wouldn't last more than a couple of
days per battery set. So it's good to know it's an option if my keyboard becomes unusable,
but it shouldn't be more than a hold-over between that failure and ordering the USB one
on my wish list. It's weird to not use the laptop keyboard, but it's becoming enough of a
problem I need to consider changing soon. (Maybe within the next 6 months.)
I found another feather today. That makes four in the past few days. When I was
very young I used to say feathers were a sign from my mom that she was watching over
me. (Even though her name was Robin and there really aren't robins in this area. The
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feathers are all black.) Maybe that's what it is. Just a little message from Fate and Destiny
saying that I'm ok, that the path I'm on is not as doomed as it seems.
I hope that is true. I'm now just a couple of weeks from the car registration with
smog being due and I have no idea how I'd pay for it without help.

So I continue to

hang on to hope that help and donations come soon. And I try to hang on until they do.

Day 4018 - 7/2
Quiet start

Today will be the first classes on the floor for the quarter. I hear people above me,
but I've only seen two students on the floor so far. It seems like a slow start. (As I'm
typing this in the first class has started, so there are quite a few more now.)
There are no donations yet, so I'm very uncertain of my future.

I'll be critical

on gas by the weekend, and with no parking sticker even if I get gas my schedule seems
uncertain. It would be nice to not have to worry about parking. But not being able to
move the car because of no gas while homeless is panic inducing.

And, of course,

there is the car registration due in a few weeks at a seemingly unobtainable $200. I have
no idea how I'll manage that.
My level of need for help seems to again be at an all time high. And I don't know
if there is anyone listening to my sad story anymore.
on to hope.
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All I can do is continue to hang

Week 575

Day 4019 - 7/3

As expected, no contact
Today is the end of the week I had my parking permit, and as expected there has
been no contact from the professor. It's sad because it is really nice and quiet on the floor,
but not so completely empty that it feels super weird. I mean, sure, there were fewer than
half a dozen people on the floor before the class that started at 2:30, and even then I didn't
really see them. But I heard people on the floor above me all day, so it didn't feel as
empty as it was. I don't have a lot of choice, though next week I may try to see if there is
parking close by, I'll be there to shower anyways. I've heard over by the apartments on the
other far side of campus people often find spots, so I'll check over there. Though that is
probably as much as a 10 minute walk, so that's not great for my feet. I'll not worry about
it until next week. At this point it's still five days from now, and any number of things can
change before then.
I guess it was an ok day. My MMO was pretty empty, so I had a hard time finding
a group for the special raid. I tried to organize one and it ended really badly, like top five
worst group experiences since I started playing more than four years ago. There were
some brand new to the raid, so I was trying to go slow and explain things to them, and
there were some just completely rushing ahead not caring, starting fights mid-explanation
and wiping the group. Two wipes were because a pet ran off and attacked the boss, which
from what little I played of a pet class I know you can set it so they are passive and there's
zero chance that would happen. So I don't know what the problem was.
I guess it's ok though. There are so many people on the server I'll probably never
see those people again. And, I did a different group a few hours later and it was ok. I
didn't get any loot I needed, but I did sort of start collecting some for an alt character,
which I guess is ok. I really only play the one character, but it's good to have extra gear if
I do ever have a different body I want to play regularly.
I'm really tired today. I'm not sure why. I actually slept really well last night.
Possibly the best in the past year. I guess it's just stress and exhaustion from... everything.
Since I can't ever really 'stop' and get any kind of real break for my sad homeless life. It
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will always be pressuring and wearing me down at some level, even if I can distract
myself on the surface with fun nice things.
I got some help from a friend yesterday, but I'm still a long ways off from enough
to pay the car registration.

So I am still extremely worried about that. But I try to hang

on. Hopefully soon more help and donations will come. And hopefully I can hang on until
they do.

Day 4020 - 7/4
Unexpectedly ok
Today was unexpectedly ok. At least so far, as it's only late day / early evening
now. There is still the evening and pew pew time to get through later. But my connection
at the food store was stable, though low bandwidth. I did both everything I expected and
everything extra I had planned to do. I even got into a special raid, though I wasn't
expecting anyone to be grouping today, so that was a surprise. And I got an item that I
was hoping to get.
There were many beautiful girls and couples out and about getting stuff for
parties. And the later it got in the day the more I saw, and the more sad I became that I'm
alone and don't have people in my life to do that. Even if I did, that wouldn't change the
fact that I have nothing for gas, so I wouldn't be able to go places to do stuff even if I did
have people.
I suppose that the day wasn't terrible. It was more ok than I thought it would be. I
continue to try to hang on to hope that more help will come in time to pay the registration
due in a few weeks, and the car insurance hopefully too. And hopefully I can continue to
hang on until better days.
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Day 4021 - 7/5
Sad day
Today I am feeling pretty sad. The day was fine, I guess, but I don't know. I guess
maybe it was probably all the firework scares last night, or how that kept me up, or how I
knew people were doing things with friends and I wasn't. Or maybe just the general sad
life and everything getting me down, because with the start of the fail year I am reminded
of several timers ticking away and I feel like I can't stop them. (Contacts, damage and risk
from bad blood pressure, car registration and insurance coming due, even just weekly
gas.)
The connection at the food store in the morning wasn't the best, but I wasn't there
long. When I got to the library I started to get really cold as early as 11 AM. Though I did
get to do a fancy raid activity, and got an item I was looking for, so now there is really
only one more and I can stop doing it if I want.
I guess today was actually ok. But I feel exhausted. I want real food. I want to be
warm, somewhere private, and comfortable. I want to have a bath and put on clean cloths
after. I want to sleep and not have to worry about it, or worry about when I have to get up.
But that is not an option with my current life. And those things may never be
again.

All I can do is try to continue to hang on.

Day 4022 - 7/6
Still a bit sad
Today was ok, but I still feel a bit sad. I'm still exhausted feeling. I got into
another raid and tried some different abilities, but my brain was not having it. It just
freaked out, so I changed back to normal. I felt out of sorts and off overall, not just
because the ability was 'throwing off my rotation', but it felt like I was in high school and
I'd been sent to a completely different school than normal in cloths that were not my own.
I continued to feel off like that most of the day. I'm not sure why.
I guess it was an ok day. I had fun in my MMO. I watched some shows. The food
I had... was not completely terrible. And while I suppose nothing bad happened, I'm no
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closer to paying the overdue car insurance or registration. I continue to become more and
more worried. And I try to continue to hang on to hope.

Day 4023 - 7/7
Raid complete
Today I basically got the last thing for the second set of gear I was looking for
from the raid. As I expected, it wasn't as good as the first set I finished a week ago. It's
more group focused, and while I do heal far more often than not, it requires people
activate a special thing during combat, which they don't really do in pickup groups. So the
set that doesn't require that is a lot stronger. But I have all the things, and so I have more
options, so that's fun. Again it's a circular thing though, because if I don't do that content I
don't need that gear. And really the only other gear I want from that kind of content is a
raid mode people don't really do, sooooo. Options are good, and I achieved a goal. I got
something I tried to get, which is not something I have a chance to do 'in the real world'.
I guess it was a pretty ok day. I felt pretty sad and tired. The bandwidth at the
library started getting pretty bad by 2:30, and I was cold enough I had to put on my
hoodie by about 1. But I did have fun in my game. I grouped with some nice people .And
I did watch a few shows.
There were no donations or help, and so I'm extremely worried as I am now down
to just two weeks before the registration is due. I hope help comes, but I've not heard from
either of the regular helpers lately, so I have no idea if more help will come, or when.
All I can do is try to continue to hang on to hope that it will, from them or from others,
and hopefully I can hang on until it does.

Day 4024 - 7/8
Eight minutes
Today was the first day of parking around the other side of campus. I was right in
where I thought there would be parking based on what others have told me. When I got
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there in the S of the curved area I could see about 50 parking spots, and probably 90%
were taken. Plenty open to easily park, with no doubt more around the curve. I wondered
why so many cars were there as that street is between a dead mall (flagged for
demolition) and an apartment complex. I chuckled when I came back to the car in the
evening because only about eight cars were there besides mine.
The walk from the spot was about eight minutes. It's certainly doable, though in
the morning I was hot, exhausted, and it took nearly an hour to recover. The evening was
easier, likely due to a lower temperature, not carrying food, and knowing what to expect
from the walk. I recovered in probably 15 minutes. It's certainly a lot more bearable of a
walk than what it will be in a few weeks when I'm out of gas and my registration is past
due.

It likely will take longer than the eight minutes pretty quickly, as walking will

take a bigger toll on me as time goes on, but that will be nothing compared to the 1.5 hour
walk it will be without gas.
Still no donations. Nor other help. And no word on help coming. I do hope help
and donations come in time to pay the car registration in a couple of weeks.
be disastrous if not since I'm homeless.

It would

But all I can do is hope help does come, and

try to hang on in the meantime.

Day 4025 - 7/9
Winter is coming

Today is pretty gray and chilly. It's like winter is already coming. I got a 'walking
shirt' today and just wore that on the walk to campus. I think it helped a lot. My cloths
won't get stinky and I'm cooling quite a bit quicker. It's been about 30 minutes since
settling and I'm almost back to regular temperatures.
I didn't bring my hoodie as I noticed last night it was pretty stinky. I'm not sure
why, but I didn't notice before. I think I’ll keep that in the ex-garage with the other dirty
cloths and maybe probably swap to the old one I have in the car. It was washed then set
aside when I got the newer one. It's torn pretty badly in a few spots, but it smells nice and
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clean, because it is, so on the weekends when I'm at the library I'll use that when I need
to. A few days now and then shouldn't make it smell too bad for a while.
I don't know what the day will hold, but I'm settled in and pretty comfy in my
school spot. I'm on the verge of panic all the time about my car registration as it's now
due in less than two weeks.

But all I can do is continue to try and stay hopeful help

and donations come to pay it in time.

And try to hang on in the meantime.
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Week 576

Day 4026 - 7/10
Pain in the eye

Today one of my last contacts has been hurting my eye for a bit. It feels like
something is stuck to the contact and scratching my eye, but I don't see anything when I
inspect it. All the contacts I have (only three at this point) are three or four months old, if
not older, so I am on a very rapidly diminishing timer before they either cause extreme
pain all the time, or are simply unusable.
I suppose though, as extremely bad as that is, the fact that I have no money for the
car registration due in almost exactly 1.5 weeks is the more critical concern. I can deal
with some pain, and have been for months, but at this point I'm on a rapidly ticking clock
before I get ticketed, or worse. And with needing to keep my car on the street because I'm
homeless, who knows how rapidly that will end badly.

I'm sure it won't be very long.

The school has become a ghost town. People who were going to take classes have
settled in. They come and go, but no one is sticking around. They know their schedule
and they aren't around when they don't have class.
I suppose I had fun with my game, though for some reason population has been
down to like 1/4 the number of people it has been the past few weeks. I guess it's possible
everyone is on the test server, which just opened, but it seems like an extreme drop in
player count.
I have been peeking back in to my old shooter a bit too. It still feels pretty empty,
and since I can't do most things because a lot of stuff is behind a pay wall, I still feel like
I'm separated from the bulk of players and an unwanted player in the game.
I guess all I can do is try to hang on and hope help and donations come in time. I
don't know how I'll pay registration, insurance, or even weekly gas without help.
try to keep hoping. And I try to hang on.
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So I

Day 4027 - 7/11
Like a plastic bag
Today was a bit different. I chatted briefly with a couple of professors, so that was
nice. I watched a stream of a game that comes out on my birthday that I want very much.
And I played in my MMO.
In the afternoon my MMO took quite an unexpected shift. A call for the very
hardest version of the raid came up. I decided to give it a try. Fooooo was it way harder
than normal version. We spent not quite three hours trying to do just the first boss and
couldn't get past it. In regular mode you can do the entire thing in 30-45 minutes. I mean,
sure, if people were all super experienced we probably would have finished in half that
time, but it was super tough.
I guess I had a good time, but I think the super hard raid content isn't for me. It's a
ton more effort and stress for gear which is maybe 1-2% better than what I have. I may try
again with that guild, as there is an open invitation to try when they go again, but it may
be that just isn't content I'll do a lot, or at all, until I'm settled in a home again.
One of my contacts has been getting really bad. In a couple of hours of wearing it
sort of gets super dry and feels like a dry plastic bag on my eye. It has a hard time staying
in place and gets pretty blurry. I may have to change it to see if one of the other old ones
are better. Though if I recall things are all basically screaming levels of pain bad, so this
may be it.
There were no donations or offers of help, so I continue to panic over the car
registration being due in about a week. I don't know how I'll make it.

All I can do is

continue to hope help comes in time. And hopefully I can hang on until it does,

Day 4028 - 7/12
Not achieved

Today was pretty good, I suppose. The connection at the food store in the morning
was weak, but it's ok because I didn't spend a lot of time there. The connection at the
library was about as expected considering it's summer. It was pretty solid until about 1,
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and by 3 it was getting very questionable for gaming, so I got offline after that. I had a
couple of special dungeon things I wanted to do, and when I tried today I didn't get the
items I wanted. They should be just a few tries to get them each, so it's just a matter of
finding groups.
I was prepared to be freezing at the library, but it wasn't too bad. I had an
undershirt on and I never felt like I needed to put on my hoodie. Which is great, as it
means an overall reduction in clothing use.
I got word from dad he sent some money, so hopefully that will get to me in a few
days. It will help, and it's a decent amount, but I'm still a very far way from the $200 for
the registration and smog due in a week, let alone $40 for insurance, $8 for gas a week, or
the now rapidly degrading last few contacts.
My left contact was feeing flaky again. I took it out and examined it, for probably
the twentieth time lately, and I did notice a tiny crescent tear on one side, and a wiggly
not quite tear on the other side. I decided to swap what eye it was in. My right eye seems
to be handling it fine. The left kept freaking out. Though it still kind of feels like
something is off. Like something is stuck under my eyelid. I'll try to flood my eye tonight
or maybe tomorrow and hope it becomes less aggravated.
So I continue to try to hang on help and donations come in time. And hopefully I
can continue to hang on until it does.

Day 4029 - 7/13

Achieved / Bread and chips
Today I got half way through my lunch sandwich and decided to toss the meat. I'd
guess it went bad last night due to it being pretty warm. It's always a risk to keep food
overnight when it's not winter, especially if it's meat. So mostly today I've just had bread
and chips to eat. Oddly I don't feel as hungry as I thought I would. I'm ok with it.
The daily dungeons in my MMO are the ones I need items from. And in a huge
surprise after a few tries I got the things I wanted. Which is weird to think I not only got
one, but both. So I achieved the things I set out to get quicker than I expected.

I still

have stuff I need to do to tweak many things, so that is the next big goal. This could be as
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long as a month because it's based on special tokens which I normally only get about 5 of
a day, and each changed item takes 50.
I guess it was an ok day all things considered. By about 3 the connection was
getting really bad. I watched a show I had gotten offline and when I peeked back online
the connection had fully disconnected me. I popped back on, and after a bit it
disconnected me again. Which, I guess, is ok since I wasn't really trying to use it a lot
during those times.
Of course things would have been nicer if I had money to just buy a fast or
medium speed food dinner, so it was sad I didn't have that option. But I try to hang on to
hope help will come to pay for the bills. And I continue to try to hang on until it does.

Day 4030 - 7/14
A day of worrying

Today was filled with worry. I'm worried about the car registration I can't pay due
in a week. I'm worried I'm two weeks past on insurance. I'm worried about my contacts.
I'm worried about my overall health, especially with all the constant stress, which seems
ever increasing because of all the other worries.
I guess I had an ok time in my game, though bandwidth was getting really bad by
1 and after that I was limping along with lag locks and disconnections. I gave up trying to
play around 3:30, and just did offline stuff for a bit. After people started leaving around 5
I spent the rest of the time watching shows.
I was cold. I had to put on my hoodie just after noon. It had been warm enough in
the library the past couple of days I was hoping that would continue, but I guess not. I
was pretty hungry too. I guess not eating much yesterday finally caught up with me. I can
get better food tomorrow to catch up a little hopefully. But mostly today I was just
worried and stressed.
For the moment though I try not to worry too much. Hopefully help and donations
will come soon and I can pay the important bills. And hopefully I can continue to hang on
until they do.
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Day 4031 - 7/15
Unfocused
Today my eyes refused to focus on anything. I'm pretty sure it wasn't a contact
issue. Once you wear them long enough you can tell the difference between your eyes not
wanting to focus and their being unable to focus due to bad contacts. My brain was
equally unfocused. I suppose the two may have been related issues.
The graphics professor came by. He and I talk about science fiction movies and
shows, but also sometimes school stuff. It was nice to chat with someone a bit. I think
there were maybe four people on the floor all day. Which, again, is nice to have a day
that's relatively private. Privacy, dark, quiet, are all things you almost never get when
homeless. But I did feel a bit sad and lonely all day. I played videos in the background
while I played my game so I would have something to listen to. Normally multiple sound
sources like that bother me, but I put the game sound down to almost completely
inaudible. It felt too lonely to just play my game.
I found two more feathers today. Again almost the exact same size and color as
the others. One was right outside my car door as I got to campus to shower. The other was
on the grass as I was walking in to campus. I suppose it's just birds losing their winter
layers, or change in preparation for a new winter layer, but it seems like a sign. They are
too exactly in my path, which can vary from day-to-day, to not seem like some kind of
sign.
So I try to hang on to hope. I try to take the feathers as a sign I'm watched over.
And hopefully help and donations come in time to pay the car registration due in a week.
And hopefully I can continue to hang on.

Day 4032 - 7/16
So much crying

Today I still feel very sad from last night. Last night I was thinking about all my
loss and cried quite a bit.

I cried because my dad sent some help and he shouldn't

need to at his age. I cried because he wasn't a proper caring father when I was growing
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up, and that is likely an underlying cause of many of my issues in my life so far. I cried at
all the time and life lost trying to find a path in school and life. I cried thinking about
what the professor said last night, how he made about 10k per class, and that meant the
professor I was helping was getting 10-13k a month before taxes all these years I was
helping, and she never offered any kind of help or compensation. I cried at the loss of not
only my favorite tooth, but at the top front one, all the others, and that it may only be a
few more years before all of the top front ones are gone. I cried that my ankle that has the
partly deformed bone bits are feeling swollen and pained from all the walking to and from
my car. And again I cried at the loss of me, as it feels I am alone, no one cares, and I will
soon die, having never been able to recover.
But I know that isn't true. A few people every quarter said they wouldn’t have
passed without my help, so my sacrifice did mean something. A few do send wellwishing or help, so there are some who watch out and care for me. And while I probably
only have 10-15 years left before things physically really start to go bad, with hopefully
40 years left there is still time to recover, find new friends, and maybe even find love and
a family.
So I try not to cry. I try not to feel so sad. And I continue to hope help and
donations come in time. And that I can continue to hang on.
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Week 577

Day 4033 - 7/17
Saved again

Today I am saved again. The gray ghost sent a big donation and that is on the way
to my bank with my dad money. I paid the overdue amount of car insurance, and
tomorrow the money should clear and I'll pay the registration part of registration. On
Friday morning I've got a few hours to kill before the library opens, so I'll change my air
filter and get smog done. There have been an occasional rattle noise for maybe a year
now, but it's super rare, and seems more related to bouncing the car than anything else. A
car I had when I was a teen had a similar noise which was the butterfly valve. But there is
zero impact on the car acceleration or deceleration, so I'm not sure what the noise is.
Hopefully whatever it is won't prevent the car from passing smog.
So for the moment I seem saved again. By the start of next week things could be
current again. There may even be enough left to pay what I think is the last insurance
payment (until the new cycle in October.) I want to be sure it clears all the things and see
what is left of the money before making plans.
My eyes and mind again had a hard time focusing today. Lately it just feels like I
have blinders on. As if my eyes are staring forward, not moving around like they should
be, and the eyelids are half closed. I hope it's just extra stress and exhaustion due to all
these bill concerns, and hopefully much of that will be alleviated soon.
So for the moment I can rest a bit easier. But there are still many obstacles and
worries, so I continue to hope more help comes, and I can hang on until it does.

Day 4034 - 7/18
Half done
Today I am half done with the registration. It's been paid, but I still need to do
smog tomorrow. As always, even though nothing is really wrong with the car I am very
fearful it won't pass for some reason and I'll be screwed. I suppose I should have just
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waited to pay the registration money until after to be safe, but I am trying to hope for the
best.
My ankle is very definitely swollen and aggravated by all the walking lately. I
think the bone density is smooshing the cartilage and that is what causes the aggravation.
Though it does definitely seem to be getting worse over the years. So at this point I don't
know if it's something that can be fixed easily. The bone going up my leg also feels 1520% thicker than the left one at least half way up my calf. As if it's having to compensate
for weight and that side has grown to a different density. I don't know what is going on.
I keep hoping I can see some kind of specialist eventually, and I suppose technically I
could see a generalist on the current coverage I have. (Provided I had at least $20 for an
appointment.) But it seems doubtful they could do any kind of surgery that would be
covered if it is a slowly degenerating issue.
But with all the things in my life I have to look at just the short-term. Will I pass
smog? When I do how much money will be left? Enough to cover August insurance?
Enough for gas? Enough for an early birthday present? A parking sticker so I can avoid
further long walks on campus? A run of laundry? With an unknown amount left I can't
see what is ahead over the next week, let alone further out.
So for the moment I try to continue to hope for the best. I try to focus on what I do
have for sure, and hopefully more help and donations will come.

Day 4035 - 7/19
Squeaked by

Today brings some relief as I passed smog and things were ok enough. The guy
said I squeaked by with one of my numbers at 59 of 60 and another at 78 of 80. He said it
was probably an issue with the catalytic converter. So I asked if I ever got any money to
fix that how much was that, and could the shop do it, and if so how much that would cost.
We talked a little about how rarely I drive and he suggested not to worry about it until
two years from now if I fail smog. Apparently there is still a chance I could squeak by
again since I don't drive much. And I got the feeling that maybe that's something the
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government would help pay for if I failed. (I've never looked into that, but apparently
that's a thing.)
I also didn't hear the noise during testing, so I asked if he heard it. He said no, so I
described it, and mentioned it seemed more related to bouncing than anything else, even
though it was a clicking like noise. He said it might be something related to the
suspension, which I was then like, well duh, the noise is in the wheel well area, and right
on the other side of the tire is where that would connect, so that would make sense. It' not
very frequent, or very loud, most days I don't even hear it, so I likely don't have to worry
too much about it.
I'll check my money tomorrow, but I think if I do nothing else with the money
there should be enough to pay August insurance, and that's it. If I can I'll probably just
reserve that and then do it in a bit, closer to the due date, and hope more help comes in the
meantime so the bank account isn't so close to the edge. (And so I can be sure I have
something more for gas.) It'd be pretty terrible to pay that and then only have the one
week of gas I have in my tank and that's it.
But for the moment I am clear of bigger bill worries. There are still many smaller
things; insurance, gas, school in a couple of months, and even bigger things that
eventually need tending; next insurance cycle, contacts. But for the moment there is a bit
of breathing room and reduced pressure. The big yearly car registration is paid, and every
other year smog cleared, so those are huge reliefs. And that is something. So I continue to
hope more help and donations come in time, and hopefully I can continue to hang on.

Day 4036 - 7/20
A quick day

Today seemingly passed very quickly. I played my MMO, and again, or I guess
still, felt a bit sad and lonely so I had stuff playing in the background. Mostly live pen and
paper games, or news about a new version that's coming out in a few weeks.
Pretty early on the library connection was going bad. I'd guess by noon. By about
three it had been regularly locking and dropping me more frequently that I just stayed out
of my game. I did a bit of offline stuff and tried to watch videos after.
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Overall the day seemed to pass very quickly. I guess with the relief of stress over
the car registration my mind felt a bit lighter. I enjoyed my games and shows a bit more.
And my mind even wandered a bit to new things I may have an opportunity to do in the
future. (Not in the sense that I can do them because I have opportunity. In the sense that if
I had the opportunity I might like to try them.) So I guess my mind got to wander a bit,
when lately I'd been too sad and just focused on bills.
There are still many small bills to overcome, especially seeing how tight things
will be if I even just pay next car insurance. So I try to focus on the small victory I have
for the moment. And try to continue to hope help and donations continue and the smaller
things can be tended to as well. And hopefully I can make it to better days.

Day 4037 - 7/21
A little clean

Today I am a little cleaner. I don't have much left from the last batch of money,
but I decided to at least do a small laundry. I did socks, underwear, shirts, and one shower
towel. I'd forgotten how soft and smooth socks are supposed to feel when clean. I've been
wearing crunchy stinky ones for so long I just accepted that as normal. Some of the items
will last a couple of months without really needing to wash them without too much worry,
some only about a month. But for the moment I no longer stink. I am not reminded how
dirty and gross I am when I cross my legs. I no longer smell icky if I nod my head down
or bend down to get something.
The connection got terrible at the library almost immediately. All day it was
dropping me every 5-10 minutes. For a few hours in the afternoon it became so frequent I
just stopped playing for a few hours. It was freezing too. I as clinching my teeth for most
of the time I was there. I really don't understand their need to keep it at what feels like
65F all the time. It's always freezing. And on days like today when it's probably 80F
outside that can't be cheap to do.
I guess the day wasn't terrible. I lost nearly a week's worth of gas to laundry, but it
seems worth it for the moment. It may seem less worth it in a few weeks when I'm out of
gas and walking everywhere.

But I continue to hope help and donations come and that
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doesn't happen and I can at least continue to do the minimal amount of driving I need to
do. And hopefully I can hang on physically and emotionally until better days.

Day 4038 - 7/22
Memory in montage
Today I felt weird. I mostly played my MMO. I tried playing other games, but I
just couldn't get into anything. Things felt bland. I did the usual job check things, and was
met with the usual lack of postings. The day passed quickly and trying to think back on it
all I recall are a half dozen flashes, as if it played in montage.
I think part of the weirdness is an increasing pondering of my upcoming birthday
in less than a month. It's not that I'm comparing it to normal, or where I think I would
have been by now, all of that was tossed aside when I got divorced around 20 years ago.
It's the number that is sticking in my mind. A number people usually make a big deal of.
One people give both serious and silly gifts for. And the fact that not only will there
probably not be anyone truly celebrating me, but it is looking more and more like I won't
have any gifts. Not even one I'd like to buy for myself (as I'm not even half way to the
$40 needed if I took all of the not car insurance money I have.)
I suppose it will come and it will pass, and in time it will likely be like all days in
my sad life right now. One where I have what I have, where I miss what I don't have, and
wish I could have a regular life again.
So I try not to worry. I can't control what I can't control. All I can do is continue to
hope help, donations, and opportunity come. And that I can hang on until it does.

Day 4039 - 7/23
Settling

Today is just starting. I'm trying to settle and cool down from the walk. From the
knees up I'm getting a bit used to it. But from the knees down I'm still getting destroyed.
Thankfully there are only half a dozen more walks before I'm at the library for like two
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months and back to much more tolerable minimal walks. Unless, of course, I don't have
money for a parking sticker next quarter. Then I don't know what I'll do.
No donations today yet, so I'm very worried overall about money and the smaller
bills. I should be able to cover next insurance in a few weeks, but gas, and everything
else, is still not covered. So I am still very worried about all the things.
But hopefully today will be ok. Hopefully in time more donations and help come.
And hopefully I can hang on until better days.
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Week 578

Day 4040 - 7/24
Sadness returning

Today I think a lot of sadness is returning. While I am still ok on money for the
moment, it will be a very brief moment, as no new help has come. Soon I'll be out again.
And with that all the worries of how much longer I can hang on, and all the fears bigger
things won't be taken care of.
A big worry today is contacts. My right contact has been mildly hurting all day.
And both have been a bit blurry and not wanting to focus either far or near.

This is the

last pair I have, and I don't know how many more weeks, or days, they can hang on.
For some reason I'm extremely tired. And extremely hungry. It feels like I got no
sleep at all last night and that is taking a toll on me. But I did. I think I slept pretty well. I
certainly slept better than usual.
But I can't really do anything about that. Nor to alleviate my worries about the
unpaid bills. All I can do is continue to try to hang on to hope that help and donations will
come. And that I can hang on and get by until they do.

Day 4041 - 7/25
All about a kitten
Today was super hot again. In the basement of the school building I didn't feel it,
but walking about at night I heated up pretty quickly.
I got some good, but also sad, news from dad today. He asked if I wanted my
birthday money early. Because I very much want to at least get the one gift for myself I
said yes, as that guarantees I can get it in a few days when the money comes. And it
guarantees I can play a few days before my birthday, as I'd get early access. But, of
course, that is also sad because my birthday is still nearly a month away. And by then the
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happiness of the extra would wear off. Especially since that extra would rapidly be burnt
on non-birthday things which are everyday costs.
Ever since about two my back has been hurting me more and more. It's almost so
bad it feels like the early stages of fully locking up. It will take quite a bit of relaxing to
get it down to normal. Early in the day I had some pretty bad headaches. I wonder if the
two are related.
But really today my mind has been occupied with thoughts not of me. When I was
putting my food away in the car I looked around at the other cars, as I always do. And in
one car I saw a quick flash of a tiny kitten running up and down the seats, zooming as fast
as she could.

I said to myself I must go see her closer. She zoomed up and down and

over to the door when I came up to the car. She was the cutest kitten, mostly white with
some calico colors. I waved my 'claws' at her as playful kittens do and she zoomed away
and back.
As I watched her look up at me and zoom around I became very sad. Not just
because I missed having an animal in my life to love, but more because I saw a couple of
blankets in the car. It seemed this person was either temporarily homeless, or recently
became homeless. But I was most sad that meant this tiny baby kitten, probably not more
than six weeks old, was at extremely high risk.

The weather lately has been getting

into the 80s, and animals left in a car in that heat will not have an easy time. And a new
kitten who can't really regulate body temperature well is at extra high risk. So I was
worried about her all day, and my thoughts kept worrying that she was at risk.
But she was so very happy. She was so very curious. She wasn't fearful at all. And
so I hope that means her person was just not in a home this morning. And that the kitten
actually does have a safe and comfortable home. And she has a long, happy, life ahead of
her in a nice forever home.
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Day 4042 - 7/26
Locked back

Today my back is completely locked and extremely painful.

It started

yesterday afternoon and got progressively worse. Overnight I was hoping it would relax,
but it was just as bad. I took a bunch of pain pills and all that seems to have resulted in is
hurting ringing ears.

I suppose as painful as it was to move during the day, now in the

evening it isn't as bad. I'll maybe try to stretch a bit if I can and have to hope for the best.
I'm not in an environment I can do things like get up and try to stretch every hour. Maybe
I'll get a chance once a day if I'm lucky. Next week when school is back on I could try
that if it's still bad. Really I should do it a few times a week, and back when I was in a
home I could. But without... that's not an option.
I decided to get an unexpected birthday present since dad has sent some money.
There was a 50% off sale on some shirts (which ended this afternoon) so I got a super
cute bunny one where it has a game controller and headphones on and the words 'pew
pew pew pew pew' around them. With shipping it was like $16, so that is a super good
price. Most of my better shirts have been in storage for years. I've only really worn about
four the past few years, ones I don't mind wearing out. At least one has some pretty bad
holes in the sleeves. So really two are probably at the point they should just be tossed.
(Those are something like 15 years old.)
The connection went to garbage around 1, and by 3 it was so bad I couldn't stay
connected to the game at all. I suppose back and ear pain aside, today was ok. I try to
hang on as best as I can, and hopefully help and donations will continue to come in time
to pay the important things. And hopefully I can continue to hang on until better days.

Day 4043 - 7/27
A blur

Today is really little more than a blur. I played my game. I watched, or listened to
some stuff in the background. I typed in my writing. Bandwidth at the library got bad by
2, but I don't recall any specifics of the day.
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My back is still hurting very badly.

I suppose it's not quite as bad as yesterday,

so maybe that is something. Though it isn't a lot better, so I have a feeling recovery might
be another week or two.

I guess all I can do is continue to try and stretch when I can.

Continue to try to not worry about stressful things. And try to rest and recover.
There were no donations or birthday money yet, so I am somewhat worried about
all the things. But much like with my back pain, it seems things are still out of my hands.
I just have to continue to hope for the best, and hope I can make it to better times.

Day 4044 - 7/28
Slightly better
Today my back is slightly better. It's still for sure locked, but things that caused
great pain a day or two ago don't hurt as much. And some things I couldn’t do I can now
do again. It's by no means a full range of motion yet, but it's something.
I'm still pretty exhausted. And still a bit extra hungry. But tomorrow is Monday,
so I'll be back at school for one last week until basically the closed break. So I can have
micro food and hopefully a restful day.
No donations or birthday money today, so I am still pretty worried about bills
around the corner. But I try to hang on to hope. And hopefully I can continue to hang on
until better days.

Day 4045 - 7/29
All the pain
Today I am in extra pain, both physical and emotional. Yesterday something
changed with my top back left teeth. I noticed a very receding gum area where the edge of
the teeth are now prominent. Somewhere in that area I was in a lot of pain. Today there
was a crack and crunch after many hours of pain and part of the side came off. The weird
thing is it actually feels better. It doesn't have that jutting edge and is aligned with the
gum again. But, the tooth does feel grainy on that side, kind of like rough plaster, which
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I'd guess is the softer inside part of the tooth. And taking a picture, with what I could see
because it's not a great angle or easy to get a shot back there, the tooth is very black.
So it must have been corrupt for quite some time. And since my teeth are so horrific and
make me feel like crying all day when I see them, who knows how long that's been
corrupt.
I was also still in a lot of back pain. I was going to try to stretch today, but I
forgot. I only did twice all day. Maybe tomorrow I'll set some kind of reminder to try to
do it like every hour.
My extra long walk today didn't help.

For some unknown reason the entire

area I normally park in was jammed full. I had to park more than double the normal
distance from school, nearly tripling my walk time. If I had the $3 to park on campus I'd
have just gone back and done that. But I don't even have that much spare these days.
A guild event ran longer than scheduled, which also heavily threw me off
emotionally, so that wasn't ideal. And with no donations today all I can do is say to
myself that today was just today, and hopefully these things will not continue to trouble
me tomorrow. And hopefully I can continue to hang on.

Day 4046 - 7/30
Just don't move
Today my back feels a lot better, as long as I don't move. The pain goes from mild
to none when I hold still. It only happens when I change position, get up, or sometimes if
I rotate. It's not as bad when it does happen though. My tooth, on the other hand, is
getting pretty extreme. I'll have to take some pain pills and hope for the best. Historically
when my tooth pain has gotten bad I've had to overdose to the point of making myself
sick to deaden the pain, but I'm getting too old to keep doing that without suffering pretty
bad side effects.
I got my early dad birthday money, so I deposited that this morning. I can have
my birthday present game for sure.

Though that is really it. After I reserve some for

gas, a bit for the bank, I would be lucky to have the $12 to RMA my backpack to replace
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it. Every year or so the fabric near the zipper rips, making the zipper useless, and it's
getting pretty extreme as I haven't had money to do that when it started.
Yesterday my keyboard got worse. The D key is flopping around quite a lot, and
the F (used for 'interact' in all games) has pretty much popped off completely and doesn't
stay down. I swapped them with > and ? and that seems to help a bit. (Though it seriously
messes my brain up if I look at the keyboard.) It's still bad, but maybe only half as bad.
Hopefully enough to hang on for gaming without needing to use my external battery
based keyboard. But this is extra sad emotionally, as the broken keys remind me of my
broken teeth.
So this week was extra hard, both emotionally and physically, with extra loss. But
all I can do is try to hang on. And hopefully help, donations, and opportunity come. And
hopefully I can hang on until it does.
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Week 579

Day 4047 - 7/31
Early presents

Today was ok in the day. My back is freeing up a bit. It does still cramp when
bending. If I settle and keep still it's fine. But it is only cramping a little now when I bend.
I remembered to try and stretch out when I got up to pee a few times, and in less than a
minute my back was not hurting. So while it probably will still be a few weeks for full
range of motion without pain, I should be fine.
I checked the ex-house for the DMV stickers and was greeted with a surprise.
There were two small packages. I figured they were for my birthday, so I probably
shouldn't have opened them. But I wasn't sure, as I did order a shirt recently. One was
most definitely on my wish list, as it is a gift card for food.

Yay for nice food. I can

use that on my birthday and for a few other meals if I'm careful with it. There was also a
small box. I guessed there was a 50/50 chance it was razors or a movie. I again thought
maybe I shouldn’t open it yet, but I was so very curious and if it was razors I would start
using one in the morning. And if so, that is extra important as I'll probably only shower
once a week during August and September (as the college isn't on the way to the library
and that would take an extra $0.50 per day to detour.) I opened it and was right. Yay for
shaved soft and smooth (and probably healthy as the old razors really never get cleaned
and are probably four months old each, if not longer.)
So, while the day was pretty regular and meh, the evening ended with some nice
unexpected surprises.

I don't know if more gifts will come in a few weeks closer to

the actual day, but it is very nice to know there are still some people out there who watch
out for me and who do care. So while I am still very worried about the bills, I am feeling
a bit happier and more hopeful lately. And hopefully I can continue until better days.
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So nice the early birthday presents.

Day 4048 - 8/1

Not like sandpaper
Today my parts didn't feel like sandpaper. For the first time in maybe two years I
am shaved soft and smooth. While I do have some disposable razors I could use, they are
too rough and rip me up pretty badly, so I normally avoid them and just use my old good
brand ones. New ones of my regular brand have made me super soft. In fact, when first
using the razor it felt like I was using a feather. It didn't pull, rip, or tear at all. I'll assume
these will be the only ones I get and use them for two months per blade before changing.
That should last about 1.5 years. And maybe after a bit I'll try to clean them too. I have
alcohol stuff to clean them with, it's just in the ex-garage and not easy to get to like the
shower stuff in the car.
The last day of school was pretty ok. There were some oddities with the
connection. It was... wiggly. But overall it was ok. I had a good time with my game,
listening to some shows in the background, and I even had a fancy raid with the guild
which did not run late.
I guess I'm in an ok mood today and feel slightly better. But there are still bills
ahead. So I continue to hope help and donations come and try to hang on in the meantime.
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Day 4049 - 8/2
Quick day
Today felt like a quick day. I did my podcast editing in the morning, so that took a
bit of time. I played my game and in the background some stuff from a convention was
running that I was listening to. So the day seemed to pass pretty quickly.
My contacts seem to have settled. It's the same pair that was flipping out before,
so I guess changing the liquid more often is greatly helping. Like everything else in my
life it isn't going to get better, but knowing it seems to be in less decline is good.
My keyboard is worse. It's at the point where I'm carrying my little wireless
keyboard with me. I tried using it, but it was weird for my brain to see the full sized
keyboard and then the 75% sized one below that. It was like, 'wait, which one am I
supposed to use?' So, I'll try to continue to hold off if I can, or try switching for brief
periods, but it's going to take some getting used to.
There was a beeeaaautiful girl at the library who was suuuper attractive. It's very
rare for me to see someone like that. It's a nice reminder that, as much as my brain thinks
I am far from love and won't ever find it, my heart can still feel that way. Though I still
wonder if I will ever really find someone who feels something for me.
But today I feel a bit better, though I still worry about all the bills. So I continue to
try to hang on to hope that help will come. And that I can continue on and make it to
better days.

Day 4050 - 8/3
Have sticker
Today I put my car sticker on. So, phew. It's paid and now the sticker is on the car,
so no more worries about that. I guess I probably wasn't really ever in danger of getting a
ticket. I'm sure I was clear in the system, and likely they don't even check those until half
way through the month to avoid running into people who have paid but just not gotten the
sticker yet. But still, I worried.
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My bank is still slowly getting better. It only really hurt a few times today. I'm
sneezing a lot lately. For, I guess, three days now I've been sneezing a few times every
hour. I might have caught something those last few days at school, though I don't see how
as there was barely anyone there.
I had fun in my game, though the connection started to get really problematic
from 1 on. I could still mostly do solo things, so I struggled through a few group activities
then was solo, and got out of the game around 4. I tried to watch a show after, but there
was so much lag and pausing I probably only barely watched an hour in two hours time.
I'm really hoping the library is empty during the week. If kids are still out and it's still this
bad during the week that would be terrible.
No donations or gift money today, so overall things were unchanged in terms of
stress. But I continue to hang on to hope that help will come. And I try to continue to
hang on until it does.

Day 4051 - 8/4
Other worlds
Today, and really a lot lately, I've been thinking of other worlds. There is a new
version of a pen and paper game that seems really great. This past weekend there was a
gaming convention being streamed and there were several panels about it. And in the past
few weeks there have been a lot of interviews. It would be cool to get the new book in
.pdf as it's only $15, so I would probably get it if more birthday money comes.
But I don't know. I think the idea of a new system and new worlds, and fun times
playing with people, likely won't happen. I think back to, I think it was three years ago
now, when the last new version of a game system for a different game launched. I had
money to try and play with people and that didn't really work out. I mean, sure, it was ok
at the time. But here were no long-lasting bonds formed. Apparently none of the people
I'd met ever really cared about me. In fact many in the social group for the area were
outright mean to me. And none looked at my social page to find their way to my sad
story. And when I said I didn't have enough money to continue playing because I lacked
the $5 in gas to get there, neither of the two groups I was in offered any kind of help.
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I suppose that is more the people I found, and nothing to do with the game or a
desire to play with others. And it's very unlikely to be that they didn't have fun playing
with me, as they would have shown some kind of indication of that when we were
playing.
I guess, like all things in my life, I have to hang on to the dreams. I have to hang
on to the hopes that I will find what I am looking for. That I will have what so many
others seem to have and find for themselves. And hopefully help will come and I can
manage to keep hanging on financially. And maybe someday I'll have the better days I am
hoping to find.

Day 4052 - 8/5
Over an hour late
Today was ok, but ended extremely stressful. I again tried a raid with my guild
and it ended more than an hour late. What was supposed to only take an hour took 2.5
hours.

This will sound elitist, but if they keep taking much longer than the allotted

time I may have to stop going. (They are scheduled for 5-7 PST. The last two times they
didn't even gather and start until close to 6, and then they are taking 1.5-2x as long as
normal to complete it.)
I guess besides that the day was ok. Bandwidth held, though we are still in full
summer with tons of extra teens around. That may be the case through next week as well.
I guess it was ok though, as things didn't really get unplayable at any point. It was not the
best in the afternoon, but it cleared up a bit later.
I got my super cute T-shirt yesterday. The bag is the cutest ever. So that is very
nice. So, getting two gifts for myself, and two from a new friend person, is a pretty happy
birthday so far. (And the Gray Ghost and dad helped make that happen too.)
Though I am still a bit stressed from leaving more than an hour late (down from
extremely as it was happening), and I got no help or donations to take care of any bills,
today was kind of a better day. So I try to hang on to hope and hopefully tomorrow will
be a better day.
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Day 4053 - 8/6
The long good night
Today I am a mix of well rested and super tired. The night started with getting to
sleep early. When I first woke up to peep I wondered how close it was to day, as I'd felt
like I got a deep full night's rest. But it was extremely dark, so it had to still be deep in the
night. I again had deep sleep and dreams, and when I woke up a second time I again felt
like an entire night's rest had passed. It felt like it was an entire second night of sleep, and
still was dark out.
Sadly the third time I woke up because of a scare. There was a loud crash close by
and kitties yowling and growling. My heart slowly calmed down from the scare, as did
the yowling. However, I never got back to sleep. Checking the time I had been woken up
about two hours before my alarm. Sad, as that would have been about 9 hours of sleep if
it weren't interrupted. And, at a depth and comfort level I'd not had since I was last in my
room more than 11 years ago. I guess it's ok though, as it was 6-7 hours total to that point,
my usual for these homeless times.
It still barely qualifies for morning now. And the sun, while up, isn't really out.
The weather app said it would be mid 70s and low 80s all week, but with the current
amount of gray this morning and yesterday I'd guess that rain isn't too far off.
As always, I have what I have. And I am very thankful these homeless days it is
more than what I had in the early homeless days. But I am still very far from covering
basics. And still the lowest in my life ever.
But I try to hang on. I try to stay hopeful help will come. And hopefully I can
hang on until better days.
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Bunny pew pew pew.
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Week 580

Day 4054 - 8/7
A little upset

Today my tummy has been a little upset. Last night too. So it is probably from the
hot dogs I ate yesterday. I did them all Monday, so the ones on Tuesday probably didn't
last very well over night. It's always a risk in my homeless life to keep meat overnight
when it's not winter. I'll have to try to be more careful since I'm only at the start of two
months without cooked food. (Not counting gifted monies for meals.)
The connection at the library upset me a bit too. These weekdays have been like
weekends due to the load. By 2 I'd lost bandwidth to do group things. And by 4 I couldn't
even stay connected at all anymore. I'd just either lag for several minutes or drop entirely.
By 4:30 I'd been completely dead for more than 15 minutes, so I just gave up trying to
connect after that.
I guess it wasn't a terrible day. I got to game most of the time I wanted. I had food.
I found a new TV series to watch. And my day was relatively private. Though a heavy
smoker sat next to me half the day, so I was coughing and wheezy. And the library was
freezing cold, so by noon I had to have all three shirt layers on and was even considering
getting my hoodie from the car.
Though there was no help or donations I try to continue to hang on to hope. And
hopefully I can make it to better days.

Day 4055 - 8/8
Feeling sad in the end
Today was ok in the morning. But again the library bandwidth was crippled by
about 1, and by 2 I was lagging and disconnecting. I had to stop playing early due to the
lag being frustrating. It remained bad though the rest of my time there. I couldn't even
watch my Thursday evening show really at all.
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I pretty rapidly became sad as the bandwidth crumbled. It reminded me of what
basic things I'm missing in life. I was freezing, even with all three shirt layers on. I
couldn't stay stable long enough to play or watch my show. I had to get food that was a
'better choice' for eating (which wasn't really better at all) because I could not only not
cook lunch, but couldn't cook dinner either. I suppose it really started in the morning, as I
was driving to school to shower, then away to the library, as I considered how much time
and life I was losing for that detour for the simple act of showering. Twenty to thirty
minutes and half a day of gas, just for what is normally a one minute detour to shower in
a home.
I feel very sad and melancholy for what I have lost, and many times feel like I will
never have again. And while I do continue to hope I recover, I will always mourn the loss
of me. For I can never again be who I was.

Day 4056 - 8/9
Painful

Today was painful in several ways. The first was in my eye. It was unfocused and
blurry in one corner. It was in a way I know there is something up with the eye preventing
the contact from settling. But pretty quickly, maybe after an hour of wearing it, that
turned to a light burning that is going on even now. I prey clean solution overnight clears
up whatever is going on.
The next pain was the connection. Almost immediately it started going bad,
dropping me from the game and pausing video every 5-10 minutes. That cleared a little in
the afternoon, but it seemed as a strong reminder I don't have a decent connection, like
everyone else does.
And the library was again freezing. By noon I had all three shirt layers on, my
hoodie, and I was still so cold I had been clenching my jaw most of the day. It was so bad
I was thinking of leaving and going to school so I wouldn't be freezing.
Really though I suppose the physical just reminded me of the emotional pain. Not
having a home. Not having a way to cook regular food. Not being able to take care of
contacts, or just change to new ones. Not having a decent connection, or a keyboard
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without half a dozen keys that are flipping out or missing entirely. And the constant
reminder that this is it. This is my last contact pair. The laptop probably won't be able to
be replaced. And if something happens to my car... there are a lot more terrible things that
could happen.
But I know these things are not permanent. Though these timers cannot be
stopped, the physical things can be replaced. And a home, a place to belong, all the
things, are possible to have again. If things just turn around. So I try to stay hopeful. And
I try to hang on.

Day 4057 - 8/10
Blurred

Today my contact was blurred. It didn't burn at all, so that's good. But it may also
be done. This blurred state may be all I get. I would consider rinsing it between my
fingers to clean it, but with its advanced age I think that could be a great risk of tearing it.
I'll just have to keep hoping the issue is something with my eye and it clears and things
are fine until I can get both enough money for an appointment and enough money for new
contacts.
Today was a bad and sad day. Almost immediately after lunch the connection
started lagging. It cleared a tiny bit, but basically I was almost constantly lagging and
dropping all day. That put me in a bad and sad mood.

I lost about half my playable

day to lag and drops.
Things like this are the toughest days. If anything is off; bandwidth, temperature,
food, lights or sound, it just feels like someone punching me in the face.

And with

each punch an insult reminding me what I have lost because I am homeless and have no
control over anything.
I try to stay hopeful. I try to hang on. But with each day getting harder, each day I
feel more and more like I will lose what little is left, and all that will remain are tears.
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Day 4058 - 8/11
Maybe contact help
Today my contact was hurting again. And the other a bit. This has been pretty bad
pain when it's in for a few days now, so it's most certainly because the contact is dying,
even though it shows no visible damage to the naked eye. I posted my picture of my
contact box on both social pages. Someone I've known since high school said she might
be able to help. Her sister in-law might be able to help get me some. She has to check.
The amount of messages implies that help may come sooner rather than later, which I
hope is the case, as I'm not sure the contacts can last much longer, even if I can continue
to bear the pain.
I guess the day was ok other than that. The connection was bad, but not totally
unusable. In fact, I completed another gear set I was looking for. I kind of don't like it
though. I can't see when the special effect of the set happens, and I prefer the look of my
old set. Plus the stats of the old one make me feel better emotionally, even though
logically the new set should be better in many situations. But, as with all game things,
better gear is better gear, and sometimes you just have to accept a look you don't really
like until you change again.
I got some fruit again. It was probably better than a meat thing. At least my body,
in general, feels healthier. But I don't know, on these days where I only eat fruit my
tummy is a bit grumpy, and I seem to remain hungry. (And it's about 20% more than I
should spend on food for the day.) I feel full when I eat, but like now I ate dinner about
1.5 hours ago and my tummy feels like I ate nothing.

I'd prefer salad on the weekend

for a non-meat meal, but the bag is two days of food, and in the heat of summer it can't
survive the night.
But I guess it was an ok day. One with maybe a hopeful end. So, I just have to
continue on, suffer where I must, and hopefully there will be better days ahead.
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Day 4059 - 8/12
Ended with a happy surprise
Today was mostly sad. In the morning I got a shower at school, which was
actually good as the sportball team were starting practices for next year. Which means
they should be open for my showering though most of the rest of summer.
At the library things started nice, but rapidly declined. My game friend had sent
me the new DLC for my MMO which was super happy.

It was a super nice early

birthday surprise. I played in the new dungeons a few times and actually got most of a
new set I want to try out. But by noon the bandwidth was going and I was starting to lag.
By two it had gotten so bad I was locked probably 30% of the time and dropping from my
game every 5-10 minutes. Which mean I wasn't going to stay for any more tries for the
new gear, and it would be impossible to do the special raid with the guild in the evening,
which I'd been looking forward to all week.
So for most of the late morning and afternoon I was sad in my game. And I got
news the friend who maybe could help with contacts only does glasses.

While I may

be forced to see if that's an option someday that isn't great for me, as my motion sickness
is constantly triggered by the 'warp zones' around the lenses.
But my sadness was turned around in the evening. I went by the ex-garage and
there were some packages for me.

One is a small box, maybe 8" big and could be

anything. The other is an odd shape, as it's maybe two feet long and about 6"x6". I have
no idea what that could be. I don't know of anything on my list that would be that shape.
At first I thought maybe it is my replacement backpack in an odd box, as I sent that off a
week ago. But the box has markings of the online store, so it couldn't be.
Part of me wants to leave the boxes alone and not open them. But the more I
consider that the more I think that is a bad idea. In the ex-garage they could easily be
mistaken for any other box, and easily moved, meaning I might never see them again.
And with as sad as I've been lately it's possible they would be forgotten entirely. So, I
think that's not safe. I will open them early. If they are wrapped then I will keep them
wrapped in the garage. That, I think, would be safe. But a generic box, among dozens of
similar generic boxes, feels like a risk. I guess I could open them now while I'm writing....
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after all my birthday is just a day, like any other day that passes. The celebration is
whenever, especially since I'm on my own.
The things are wrapped.

I'm sure wrapped things will be fine in the ex-garage.

The large one I now have a very strong guess what it is. The others are two small ones,
about the size of my palm, and soft. I would guess bunnies? If so I look forward to
hugging them.

Though I always worry these days my bunnies would be moved and

lost. They are mostly in a bag, but some are just wrapped up in my trench coat on top of
the bag. Which, if moved, could easily fall out and be lost. And then there would be much
crying, as they are my only source of comfort I can count on these days.
So what was an otherwise bad day, filled with pain in my eye, sadness and
depression over the lack of connection and focusing on the sadness and loss in my life
because of it, is filled with hope in the evening. There are people who care. There are
those who watch out for me. And though I may not get everything I need to recover, or
even to stop my suffering, at least I seem able to have enough support to alleviate it in the
worst of times.
And so I try to hang on to hope. I try to hang on. And hopefully I can make it to
better days.

Day 4060 - 8/13
Mysterious present

Today is just starting. I don't know what the day will hold, but I will try to not get
my hopes or expectations up. I expect the library will be losing bandwidth and crawl to a
halt just after noon. My eyes are still not great. My time left with these last ones is rapidly
running out. I may need to stop wearing at least the one during parts of the day. I don't
know when I'll be able to get more.
One of my presents is a total mystery. I hope it's... ok. My only way to describe it
is it feels like a small soft ball which pinches down to a 0.5" size, then expands out to a
soft triangle? The other feels like it's possibly a bunny.
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So if the mystery one is also a

critter it doesn't feel right. I'm worried it might be hurt in some way, but I have to trust it's
ok because it doesn't seem like the outer package is hurt.
For now I have to try to hang on to what's left. Hope what is failing or lost can be
replaced. And hopefully better days will come.

Three nice presents.
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Week 581

Day 4061 - 8/14
More presents
Today was pretty good. In the morning I stopped by the ex-house to check for
more presents and there actually were some.

There is a wrapped box, which feels

super light. Maybe it's clothing, like a hat? And there were gift cards for regular monies,
so I have enough to sign up for classes. (Which I sort of did, and I'm on the wait list for
two classes.) And I'm hoping the rest is enough for at least getting a prescription and a
few pair of contacts. I've reached out to an optometrist who is supposed to take my
insurance, so we'll see if, or when, they respond. If they don't respond within a couple of
days, I guess by Monday, I'll reach out to the next one down the list. Hopefully there will
be enough to get a parking sticker too, but I can't get one until I've actually registered for
a class (as it only counts my financial aid discount then. It's double if not.)
I had an ok time in my game. Though kids were still off, so as expected the
connection started going bad by 1. And by about 2:30 I was dropping a lot and any videos
playing in the background would pause about once every other minute, adding up to
probably 40% of the time they would have been playing. Supposedly school starts for
them tomorrow, so hopefully weekdays will be clear and quick for the rest of summer. I
guess we'll see.
So today I remain extra hopeful, as birthday money should help greatly, and now
it's just a matter of waiting for replies on things. So I try to continue to be hopeful. And I
try to continue to hang on.
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More nice presents.
Large

Day 4062 - 8/15
Too slow, too hot
Today there were still way too many people at the library. I guess high school is
still out so there were still teens and likely their associated parents. The library was full
and losing bandwidth by 1, as usual.
There was extra sad today because I have my birthday game to download. It was
30 gig, and after trying at the library for about 8 hours it only managed to download about
20 gig. I guess that's sort of ok, as it doesn't unlock for play until tomorrow either way.
It was going at such a slow rate I decided school would be the only guaranteed
way to have it by tomorrow. I would have left the library with a few hours before having
to hide for the night, but the temperature was showing 100F outside from about noon until
almost when I left in the evening when it was only down to 97F. While laptops can run in
heat they can't for very long. Hot air in means it can't cool. Even at 85F you shouldn't run
a laptop more than an hour. At 100F I would guess even 30 minutes would be risky. Not
to mention that heat isn't good for monitors. So I pretty much reserved myself to going
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over in the morning. It is supposed to be in the 70s in the morning when I'd be doing it, so
that should be easy to download before the library opens.
My contacts are burning pretty bad lately, especially the one. I was really hoping
the eye doctor would have contacted me. I may just drive there and talk to them in person.
It's about 1-2 day of gas to do that, but I really need an appointment as soon as possible.
I've decided to risk finger washing them. You are supposed to clean them between your
finger and palm, which I haven't done due to their extreme age. But I looked up how to
alleviate the burning and one symptom is protein and dirt buildup. Cleaning them
alleviates that. It's probably just age, but I cleaned them, then redid the overnight solution.
And I'll change the solution every other day. And putting in eye drops seemed to help, so
if my eye hurts or not I'll do that every other hour or so. Hopefully that will reduce at least
any buildup as the days go on.
With my recent birthday money, and more money today, all I can do is hope it's
enough. Hopefully I can find an eye doctor soon, and get 'enough' contacts to last until I
can get more. I got my replacement backpack too, so that’s nice to have instead of the
torn up old one. So, as always, it seems all I can do is try to hope what I have is enough.
And try to continue to hang on until better times.

Day 4063 - 8/16
Pew pew pew
Today started with quite the run around. I hurried through food buying to get to
school to finish my birthday game download as quick as I could. I figured it should be
fast enough to even get a shower, which I just wasn't in the mood for yesterday. When I
started walking onto campus I heard the loud generators everywhere; a bad sign. There
was no power in the outlet when I settled in, the building lights were all dark, and there
were no lights on the router. Power was definitely out. I asked some maintenance people
who were in the area if it was just this building or campus wide. Apparently this is the one
day out of the entire year they shut everything down on campus to do maintenance.
Seriously?! So I make this big detour, all this walking time because I don't have a parking
sticker, for a total of probably 45 minutes wasted, for nothing?!
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I walked the long 8-10 minutes back to the car, having accomplished nothing, and
headed off to the library. Even though it would be nowhere near fast enough to get the
remaining client downloaded in the hour or so I had before they opened. I had to be
unplugged to get any kind of signal, as the plug is through a lot of concrete and brick.
When all was said and done and the library was about to open I had surprisingly got about
half what was left. And after settling in to my spot the rest was done by 11 AM. Which
was good, as the connection was completely dropping me from games and useless by
about 1, pretty much right on schedule.
So at that point I played my new game, and in the evening tried to watch stuff.
Things were ok and I managed.
So today turned out pretty good. Though it was still incredibly hot. In my brief
time in the morning walking I'd started sweating, with just a tank top and shorts on.
Similarly the evening when I left was pretty hot. It was so hot I was almost not
uncomfortable inside the library with my three shirt layers.
So today was a better day, though not without its flaws. I still think of all the
things I am missing being homeless. And although it has become a pretty happy birthday
due to gifts and the possibility of getting new contacts, I still wonder if I will ever have
birthdays in a home again, with people who I know 'in real life' around me. I guess I will
only know in time, but for the moment things seem a bit better. And that is something.

Day 4064 - 8/17
A step forward

Today I reached out to a different eye doctor since the first hasn't responded yet.
This one did. They said they would take my insurance, so the exam would be free.
However, they said there was a second charge for contacts, being basically $100? And
that isn't covered by insurance? That doesn't sound right. My old eye doctor never
charged that. While I had been with him for 30 years at the time he retired, it seems
unlikely he'd be waiving a $100 fee every year. So I responded back asking for
clarification on what that was.
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I found an online contact place that seems to sell them in any amount. My exact
brand and type even. So I could just get one box, or several, my choice. It looks like all
they require is proof of my prescription. Which again makes me wonder what that extra
cost is. Does the eye exam not give a prescription? What is the exam for then? I asked the
contact place if they knew what that was and could give me more info.
If that is an unavoidable fee it seems unlikely I'd have enough. I did get some
more birthday money from a friend, dad sent more, and another friend also said they'd
send help, but I'd be surprised if it added up to the $150 for that required cost and a
couple of boxes of contacts. If that is unavoidable I don't know how I'd manage. And
glasses make me motion sick.
The day was pretty good though. In spite of that it feels like a step forward for my
eyes not burning and tearing up constantly. The connection was seemingly stronger, so I
played my MMO until about 4. After that I played my new birthday game and had a super
fun time.
So for today I feel a bit more hopeful. So I try to struggle through the pain. And
hopefully I can make it to better days ahead.

Day 4065 - 8/18
Maybe closer

Today I reached out to another optometrist. They are further than the first, who
has not responded, but probably about the same distance as the ones who wanted the extra
$100 for the contact prescription. To my surprise a few hours later the eye doc replied,
and it's a day they are closed. He said the prescription would only be $60, so yeah, I'll see
about making an appointment with him instead. I'll have to reactivate the phone, so that's
another $10, but that seems unavoidable. I got a big birthday money gift from the person
who's sister might have helped (which fell through), so even though this is an unavoidable
fee it should be enough to cover that cost and get some contacts. I guess what I can do is
be mindful this time to stock up when I can to avoid that $60 fee for as long as possible.
Library bandwidth was ok, so I did some MMO playing. But, as usual, it got bad
by the afternoon. Which is fine, as I just played my super fun birthday game. The levels
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are fun and suuuper huge, so it's easy to have fun and lose myself there for many hours.

The library was pretty cold, maybe more than usual. I guess I'll go back to pants.
But it seemed like it was a pretty good day for the most part, even though my contact
burning is getting pretty extreme at times. But I try to continue to hang on. Hopefully at
least a few things can come together for the moment, and I can make it to better days.

Day 4066 - 8/18
Ok day
Today was a pretty ok day. The connection at the food store was nonexistent so I
played my shooter. After, I got to the library and the connection seemed ok, so I played
my MMO for a bit. There was a potential raid in the evening, and a show to watch, so I
had to split the day quite a bit. The connection held, but did lag and drop me a few times
during the raid, so it may not be really feasible to raid at the library. It was still full in the
evening for some reason, so school starting seems to have not really affected population.
At least certainly not yet.
I got another bride gift from a friend, so that will help settle contact costs. I am
beginning to wonder if my contacts are slowly being worn down by my eyes, lowering
the prescription. If they have any acidic quality, which I'd guess they would needing to
fight off stuff you get in your eye, it would make sense. And that would explain why it is
seemingly getting harder to focus and see clearly. Hopefully I can make an appointment
and in a couple of weeks have that done and new contacts in hand. I'll see if I can pay for
rush shipping too maybe, as they are estimating about 7 business days for shipping.
Getting them sooner would be very helpful.
But in spite of my sad homeless limitations today was pretty good. So I continue
to look ahead. I continue to try to hang on to hope. And hopefully I can make it to better
days.
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Day 4067 - 8/20
Actual birthday
Today is pretty good so far. I got two super cute bunnies, a super cute bunny hat,
and the nice keyboard (which actually can be placed on top of the laptop keyboard and
not miss-key underneath on the laptop keys.)
I don't know what the day will hold for contact progression. They are itchy today.
I am still a few steps from ordering, but much closer than ever before. Hopefully the
library will be quick and clear. If not, in an extreme emergency I should still be able to
get a free birthday play day from the game center. I considered going there, but the noise
and sometimes smell from other people is ... not ideal.
But today will hopefully be pretty good. Hopefully I can get new contacts soon.
And hopefully it will be better days soon.

All the bunny presents.
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Week 582

Day 4068 - 8/21

I can see clearly now
Today I had my appointment with the eye doctor. I set it up yesterday, so there
was no mention of it in the writing as I set it up after. I got there quickly, so I was pretty
early, which was fine as he finished with the person before me 15 minutes early. He said
the contact box with my old prescription was pretty much all he needed for a base to work
from, so that was great. when he finished some preliminary tests with the contacts in he
asked how old they were. I said, 'you probably don't really want to know because they are
suuuuper old.' And he replied, "Like a year?" And I was like 'whuuuuut'. Apparently he
commonly has patients who try to make a single weekly pair last a year, sometimes two.
Which seems mindboggling to me as mine typically start to tear or burn too much after
just 2-3 months. I told him it was like 4 months for sure, maybe 5-6, and he said that was
fine.
We did more tests and he checked my up close vision since we talked about my
'old man glasses' and how in the last year it's become incredibly common for me to need
them when reading. He said the +1.5 power they are is actually probably correct for how I
see. He said to try this new pair of contacts which were +4.75, approximately 10% lower
than my previous prescription. I was like whoa. Not only were they clear and sharp
because they were new, but apparently my old prescription was too strong. I guess
because it was too strong it was hurting my eyes, as apparently when you get older your
focus muscles lose their ability to focus and adjust quickly, so if a prescription is too
strong or too weak it makes the eyes unable to focus at the proper distance.
He also handed me a chart with tiny letters. He said, 'I'll bet you can read this
pretty good now.' I checked, and without my reading glasses I could read about half of
them, and with all of them. Apparently only the first of six is normal vision. So now my
eyes are back to normal. I am even writing this with no trouble at all without my glasses.
And when playing games on my laptop I mostly don't need them, whereas with the old
ones I was starting to need them about 85% of the time.
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It was immensely hot. I had just a t-shirt on in the car on the way and I was
sweating a bit. When I was back to the library I changed to my tank top. Thankfully my
usual library spot was open, so that was amazing. And for once I was glad of the cold. It
still took a good while to cool down to the point of changing back to my T-shirt.
So today, thanks to the many birthday gifts and help, was a good day.

I have

new contacts I'll probably wear for two months, since that usually seems fine, and
tomorrow I'll figure out how many pair are 'safe' to order. If they hold for two months
each (instead of the week they are supposed to work for) that means I'd only need two
boxes at about $30 each. That would be pretty awesome because if I used them weekly
like they should that would be just over 17 boxes.
But despite my driving through weather that was way too hot, today was a good
day.

So hopefully things continue like this and I can have many more.

Day 4069 - 8/22
Won a game

Today was pretty good. It started with a teeny bit of stream watching and playing
in the morning, then a shower. I watched a bit more of the stream at the library and then
won a game! I got to pick from a list of smaller/older games, but one was a game I've had
on my list for like a year which is an arcade-like game. So that turned out to be a super
good late birthday present.
The rest of the day was pretty good. I played my MMO for a bit, though
bandwidth started going bad by the early afternoon, so I stopped and played my birthday
game offline. I actually tried to play online to see how that is and it failed. I would guess
it's firewall blocked, as for some weird reason most shooters are. I think mostly I'd play
solo anyways. I would like to try multiplayer at some point, but if it's blocked at the
library I'll likely not bother as it probably wouldn't be stable through the VPN.
In the evening I watched some shows. I also sort of looked at what is left of my
birthday money and planned it out. The gift cards will, hopefully, go towards two quarters
of school. I will pull out $100 and hold it, as that's 2/3 of my web space cost for the year
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which is coming due in December. I got a small present of the new role playing game
rules on .pdf, and the rest will be saved for some gas and a couple of smaller cost items.
So today was actually pretty good. Though I am still worried about the big bills
coming at the end of the year. But hopefully I can hang onto hope, and hang on until
forever better days.

Day 4070 - 8/23
Cooling off

Today was just a touch cooler than it has been. I was chilly again in the library
and it was only a bit warmer coming in. The weather app said it was 75F when I checked,
peaking for the day at 85F. So that is a lot cooler than it has been.
The library connection started going bad at about 12:30, quite a bit earlier than I'd
hoped it would. It ok though, as I just spent the time playing my birthday game. It was
okish in the evening, so I watched a couple of shows.
Today was pretty good. My brain is still settling from the birthday gifts and well
wishing, so I still feel pretty good. But I'm sure sadness will rapidly return as the money
disappears. But for the moment things seem better. And so I try to continue to hang on to
hope.

Day 4071 - 8/24
Not much
Not much for today. I tried for a thing in my MMO and still didn't get it. I'm
beginning to wonder if it's worth the chase, as I've tried several times every day, like more
than 40 times now. Bandwidth held ok, but by 2 I was playing my single player game.
Not really a surprise there. It was a bit average in temperature, and not too hot.
I guess it was an ok day, but due to news of a friend's friends death I am again
wondering if I will ever recover. And if so, how many years will I have left? Have these
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years damaged me to the point of losing some of the time I should otherwise have? And if
I do, will they be good or memorable at all.

Day 4072 - 8/25
Out early
Today the library connection was dead pretty early. It was barely after 11 when I
started seeing signs of a poor connection. And it was lagging so badly it dropped me from
my MMO by 11:30. I struggled along a bit more, but by 12:30 I was seeing signs of
extreme lag. I have other stuff to do offline, as well as my birthday game, so I didn't mind
much. I still hope weekdays calm down enough to not lose any online time, but I guess
we'll see. Last week it was pretty busy more days than not, unusable for gaming basically
after 3.
It was warm, but not too warm. The library was actually not super terrible, though
I still had three shirt layers and my hat on, so I still wouldn't say it was warm.
I'm still freaking out a bit over my age, death, homelessness, and general health.
And with no one really talking to me in real life, always wonder if I will ever find 'real
life' friends and love again.
But I have what I have. I continue to try to look at what remains, what is good and
nice, and hopefully I can continue to hang on. And hopefully someday I will make it
through to better days.

Day 4073 - 8/26
Must be on hold

Today was pretty good. I tried for an item in my MMO in the morning, then
watched a show for a bit. A bandwidth test in the early evening seemed like it would be
ok to raid, so I did. But the library let me down. Three times during the raid I locked up
for a minute then dropped, and it took several for the connection to settle to come back in.
I apologized to the guild people after, and said this is likely a sign I should not raid (in the
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evenings) from the library. So, no more raids in the evening until I'm back at school. I do
have a new raid thing to try to get, but I don't know how many chances I'll get for that
being limited to morning and early afternoon, times people don't usually raid. And it's a
highly sought after set, so there is likely going to be a lot of competition for it.
I guess despite the bandwidth drops today was ok. I had a good time in the
morning with my MMO groups, played my birthday game a bit, and watched some of my
favorite show. My homeless limitations made me pretty sad, but being a thing out of my
control I try to let it go. So I try to hang on. I try to not focus on what I can't control and
just focus on what I can. And hopefully I will make it to better days ahead.

Day 4074 - 8/27
Tired and meh
Today I felt very tired and meh. I had a lot of trouble sleeping last night, likely sad
life sadness. I lost a lot of sleep because of it.

I feel meh today so far. My tummy is

hungry, but also a bit upset feeling. The food store seems much too loud, cold, bright, and
there is machine noise everywhere, and bad music.
But I hope the day turns out ok. Hopefully the library will be quiet, calm, and
normal. And hopefully I continue to hang on until better days.
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Week 583

Day 4075 - 8/28

New contacts / New friend maybe?
Today started with a very terrified squirrel and a very worried me. I went to get
my contacts from the eye doctor, which is down a road which is basically a 6 lane
freeway with stop lights. I was separated from the pack of cars and a squirrel came
running out from the center divide.
ok. But I could see they were terrified.

I had to hit my breaks pretty hard, but they were
I was so worried for them. They were in the

middle and so scared their legs were trembly. They could barely stand let alone hop.

I

watched in my mirror as I passed and they seemed to maybe get to the last lane before
they were out of sight. I hope and pray they made it across safely. I wanted to so very
much to stop and carry them to safety and help calm them down.

But I knew I

couldn't. Not only could I not stop, but they wouldn't trust me to let them do that.
After I got to the library I started to watch a stream while I was playing my MMO.
I chatted a bit with someone about my birthday game, as they were someone I'd seen in
the stream before. They said they were looking for people to play with. We tried a bit in
the afternoon. It was a pretty fun time for about 30 minutes, then the connection got too
unstable for me to continue. I don't know how feasible the library will be to play from.
Like my MMO raids, it may be something I have to put on hold until I'm back on campus
in about three weeks.
So today I have new contacts, which hopefully will be enough for a year. The
prescription is for two years, so I'm covered either way. And it's a good eye doc, so it
seems as long as I'm in the area I'll stick with him. And I had an ok time in my MMO, and
fun with my birthday game, especially for the short time I played with someone. I was
very scared and worried about the cute squirrel, but I hope now they are safe in a forever
home. And hopefully someday I can make it to mine as well.
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Day 4076 - 8/29
Dying connection
Today it's getting colder. All day the sky was gray like it's going to rain. When I
left the library I was actually chilly and there was a slight breeze.
The library connection is continuing to get worse. It's almost as if it's dying.
Lately in the evening I lose connection a lot, with it completely disappearing from the
connection list. Even my MMO in the morning is starting to be affected. What used to be
a solid gaming and raid capable connection has been losing strength and getting worse
earlier and earlier each day.
So from the afternoon on I basically just played my new birthday game offline by
myself. I'm just over 60 played hours and still having a super fun time and finding new
things. The devs even did a pretty important patch, which is great to see a dev do that
barely a week after launch. That's a really good sign for future support.
So I guess, even though my plans were deterred and pretty limited, it was actually
a pretty good day. I continue to try to hang on emotionally and not look at what is
crumbling around me. And hopefully I can hang on until better days.

Day 4077 - 8/30
Lonely and cold

Today I felt very cold at the library. By noon I was so cold I went out to the car to
get my hoody. It was warm outside, so I sat in the warmth of the car for 2-3 minutes to
warm up. I really wish they didn't keep the library at what is likely 68F. It's always way
too cold for me. Maybe I'm sick though. Yesterday I was sneezing a ton, like every 45
minutes. And yesterday and today I have had headaches and don't feel great. I couldn't
sleep last night until 2 AM either for some reason. I'm sure that didn't help.
I felt very lonely today too. These days the MMO guild averages fewer than a
dozen when I'm on, especially since I can really only be on 10:30 AM - 1 PM PST
because of the bandwidth being bad past that time. I again tried to find a raid, and again in
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like 30 minutes probably only half a dozen things were said in chat. No one is doing raids
at that time, especially the one I need.
I left to play my new birthday game. I thought maybe the new friend would be
around and want to play together again, but he didn't seem to be around. And apparently
at some point after I'd started playing the library disconnected me and I didn't reconnect.
So who knows how much of the 4 hours I was playing I showed as offline even if he did
check in.
So today I feel isolated and sad. And sadder still because my sad life is what
creates these limitations and barriers. A thing I can't control. Maybe it's because Monday
is a holiday and I'll basically be limited to the food store, which may have no connection
at all. And even if it does, it's not a great environment to stay in.
But I try to hang on to hope. And I try to continue to hang on until better days.

Day 4078 - 8/31
Feeling sick

Today I was feeling feverish and sick. It got so bad I almost had to stop playing. I
took some fever pills and tried to rest as much as I could. A bit later I didn't feel quite so
bad. I thought maybe it was the meat I'd had yesterday and today for lunch, as it was on
sale and I always wonder why a meat is on sale. I grabbed one of my birthday gift card
monies and went to get a cooked meal, with veggies. I feel a bit better still, but not
amazing. I do feel a lot better compared to earlier, so hopefully the real food helps speed
my recovery. I'm very grateful I have these choices to try and eat a bit better when I'm
feeling sick. The gray ghost is supposed to meet me tomorrow. I expect we'll grab lunch,
but we'll see.
For now I try to rest as best as I can. Hopefully my tummy will continue to settle
and feel better in the morning. I have still been sneezing a lot, so I may have a bit of a
cold. But I try to hang on, physically and emotionally. And hopefully tomorrow will be a
better day.
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Day 4079 - 9/1
Hamburger
Today was different and pretty good. The gray ghost indeed made it over for a
visit. He was actually early, which almost never happens for him. We went to get a
hamburger and he needed to go to a car part store for a break light. He said he'd take me
to a store to get cloths, or things to keep food, or food, but the question/offer surprised
me. I didn't know what to think of, and honestly I'm ok on things for the moment. I don't
need more cloths, as I really don't have money to wash the ones I currently have. I even
keep most in storage to avoid wearing them out or having too much to wash. And food,
even in an ice chest, wouldn't last more than about a day really. Plus, basically half the
year the car's trunk is a fridge.
He did give me lots of monies for my birthday, so that was a big surprise and huge
help. Part will be set aside and added to the yearly web bill. I put a tiny bit into the online
game store where I got my birthday game from, specifically for when that gets an
expansion. Though that may be more than a year off. But it's the first shooter in recent
years that hasn't disappointed me. I'm probably 70+ hours played and there are still new
things to be found, and I'm having a lot of fun, and pondering different builds / loadouts,
and leveling up new gear I get.
I had an ok time at the library, but the connection was still pretty terrible. It was
still disconnecting completely for a bit. I guess I expected that being a weekend day, but
it's still disappointing, as that limits my options. But I guess I had an ok time with what
was connected, and played a lot of my birthday game when not.
So today was a better day. I still try to hang on to hope for better days. And
hopefully I can make it through.
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Day 4080 - 9/2
Not so bad
Today wasn't as bad as I thought it would be overall, but it was kind of worse than
I'd hoped for. I started the day with a stream, but the food store barely had any bandwidth.
Even at the lowest 160p quality setting I was still losing 5-15% of the view time. I guess
it was ok though, as I did a quick backup of important things. I probably don't back my
stuff up as often as I should. But I try to remember when school and the library are
closed, or on bigger holiday breaks.
The stream stopped around 1, and so I did offline things for a bit after. I did the
writing entry for the week, and played my birthday game offline for a bit. In the evening
just for a bit I watched part of a show. Thankfully the connection wasn't too terrible and it
was running at tolerable settings and only a few pauses.
Starting in the later afternoon a lot of beautiful girls/women started coming
through. I would normally take that as a reminder (from Fate) they are always out there.
But maybe it's my recent birthday and officially becoming 'old' now that the odds of
finding someone feel extremely low. Not even counting all the bad and sad things in my
life it seems less and less likely to find someone who would be at all interested in me,
especially considering my age.
But now it's evening. I made it through another rough day and tomorrow should
be 'back to homeless normal'. So I try to stay hopeful. I try to hang on. And hopefully I
can make it to better days.

Day 4081 - 9/3
Felt like a week

Today it felt like I've been off my regular schedule for a week. Maybe it's because
of not just yesterday but the day before. It's still pretty warm and so I'm risking wearing
my shorts. Hopefully the library won't be freezing and it will have a good connection to
have a nice day. With all its slowness and disconnecting as early as 1 my time off is kind
of being ruined. Yes, I can play my birthday game offline solo, but it would be nice to do
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more in my MMO, or be able to at least consider getting a month of movies and having
the bandwidth to watch, or have the bandwidth to have the option to play my birthday
game online with others.
I barely have any time before I need to rush off for my shower. Yay for shower
and being shaved and clean. I don't know what the day will hold, especially now that all
the recent activity of my birthday is past. But I try to stay hopeful, and I try to hang on.
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Week 584

Day 4082 - 9/4
Frozen

Today I was frozen at the library. I really don't understand why they keep it so
completely freezing in there. My fingers were chilled to the bone, literally. While I didn't
put on my hoodie, I had three shirt layers, pants, and a hat. I probably should have put on
my hoodie because I had a headache most of the day, either from the cold or from
unknowingly gnashing my teeth together because I was cold.
I guess other than that it was a pretty average day. The morning at the food store
had enough bandwidth to do MMO stuff. I checked for a raid once settled in at the library
and saw zero replies for half an hour. I bailed on that to play my birthday game. I tried
connecting to an online game and again dropped before starting. I still don't know if that
is an unstable connection or random people just not doing things right. People talk about
playing with random people all the time, so I'm guessing that's the connection. And I
watched some stuff in the evening.
I guess it wasn't a terrible day, which for an average homeless day is a good thing.
For now I try to rest, hope I can warm up now that I'm not in the library, and hope my
headache goes away. As always, I try to hang on, physically and emotionally.

Day 4083 - 9/5
Lonely, sad, and genuinely cold
Today I felt lonely and sad. I guess more just feeling isolated and limited, and sad
from that. I grouped in my MMO, but the bandwidth was failing by noon. Immediately
after the group I had to rush out to avoid the terrible bandwidth. Which meant I while I
could play my super fun birthday shooter, it too would have to be offline.
The evening didn't help, as I went by the ex-garage and when I was around homes
I smelt various yummy dinner food. Even things as simple as spaghetti smelt way better
than what I've had lately. It's been a month since I even had micro food, and more than a
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year since I can even vaguely recall I last had the opportunity to make a cooked meal
myself. Smelling the yummy dinners and thinking I can't even cook something as simple
and cheap as spaghetti and garlic bread almost made me cry.
But that is not my life anymore. And I don't know when, or if, it ever will be
again. But I have to continue to hang on to hope. And I have to try to hang on and hope
for better days ahead.

Day 4084 - 9/6
The idea was better
Today I got something different to eat. I spent a bit more than I should have and
got a calzone. It wasn't a frozen one. It was one they make at the deli at the food store and
then are put in containers for people to reheat. I've been looking at that for more than a
year thinking how long it's been since I had one. Today, even though I couldn't warm it
up, I decided to get one.
The idea of it was much better than it actually was. In my mind it should be
something like a pizza with extra sauce folded in on itself, maybe just a touch thicker
bread. But this one was way too much bread, no sauce at all, and all the pepperoni was on
one layer, wrapped around a lump of cheese in the middle. The ingredients weren't
carefully or lovingly assembled at all, which I guess I should have expected since they
probably make a dozen or more of those a day.
As I've gotten older I've wanted more and more to try different things, especially
food. Sadly my body is sensitive to a lot of things, so that has to be extremely carefully
monitored. And now with further limitations of homelessness it is basically impossible.
I've always wanted to be, and experience, more.
The fact that experiment failed made me very sad. It felt like, more than ever, my
desire to be more can't even be partly fulfilled. Seemingly yet another reminder of
everything in life I can't have, and a reminder of all the chances to try more may never
come to be.
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So I end today, I suppose no sadder than before, but seemingly yet again reminded
of not only what I had which has been lost, but what simple things I have always wanted,
but may never have the chance to try.

Day 4085 - 9/7
Too cold

Today I was again too cold at the library. I've got three shirt layers, and my
hoodie, and I'm too cold. I'm beginning to think I may need to have my winter layer
underneath my pants to keep warm. That would be ridiculous. But again I kind of got a
headache there. Again I was so cold I was grinding my teeth, so I think it might be like an
ice cream headache. If that is the case I may have no choice.
I guess today was ok. Someone in the guild complimented me, which was super
nice.

But the bandwidth went bad pretty quickly, so I was playing solo, again by

about 1. I did watch a couple of shows in the evening at decent resolution, so I suppose
that was something.
I'm still too cold, and too sad, about all the things. I cried a bit last night.
I feel like I may again.

And

But I continue to try my best to hang on. It's all I can do.

Day 4086 - 9/8
Hungry bunny
Today I am feeling very tired, maybe a bit sad. I'm not sure why. I think maybe I
have a cold. I have still had headaches and I'm sneezing about once an hour.
Today I was a hungry bunny. I got a salad, which usually lasts two days, but today
I ate it all. I'm not sure why. With the birthday gift cards I've gotten more than the usual
amount of vegetables for summer. Maybe it's a symptom of my cold.
I guess the day wasn't really bad. I played my MMO for a bit, played my birthday
game, and watched some shows. Bandwidth at the library was terrible during the shows,
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and unplayable for games for about 1/3 of the entire day. Which was fine, as that was
when I just played my birthday game offline solo.
I feel a lot of loss today. I guess I was still sad from the other night, again
seemingly mourning the loss of the me who was. But I try to hang on as best as I can. I try
to continue to hope things get better. And I try to hang on until better days.

Day 4087 - 9/9
Felt like change

Today started out oddly feeling like change, as if this is the week school starts
instead of two weeks from now. I decided to spend my morning library bandwidth
playing my birthday game online. It was pretty good, but dummies kept running into my
line of fire and getting hit by my shots. One was even hit with an ultimate. (There is
friendly fire in the game.) And in another session when I tried healing one person kept
ignoring my healing and was never in range (despite the fact they were always below
50% hp.) But I get it. Unless you have that gear you wouldn't know what it does by its
appearance. And there is currently no way in game to communicate unless you do voice
(which isn't an option at the library).
All in all really nothing of significance was different today. And certainly nothing
changed in any way that I perceived. It was just another homeless day in a long line of
them. I was sad, but I guess not too sad. Certainly not as sad as I have been lately, which I
suppose is something. But it is still an increasingly difficult struggle to not be sad each
day. But I have to continue on. I have to hope things will get better. Someday.

Day 4088 - 9/10
An odd dream

Today I am slowly recovering from odd dreams. It wasn't scary homeless dreams,
thankfully. It was some super weird stuff like I was at a convention or something and I
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was partly made of plastic? It was very odd feeling, but I suppose a good sign my mind
feels 'safe enough' to dream weirdly again.
I still feel a bit sick. I'm sniffly and my lungs feel pretty congested. I'm pretty
cold, but I don't know if that is where I am or if it's because I'm sick. As always though, I
try my best to continue to hang on physically and emotionally. And hopefully I can make
it to better days.
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Week 585

Day 4089 - 9/11
Mysterious past

Today something odd happened. I was at the food store and someone probably in
their later 20s came up to me and asked me how I was doing and shook my hand. I said
hey with a questioning tone and he realized I didn't recognize him. He did look somewhat
familiar though. He talked about the college and a Linux class we had together, which I'd
almost completely forgotten about. I haven't been in programming classes for 7-8 years if
not longer. I recall he was in a couple of my classes and an at school friend, but I have no
really clear memory of those times. There is one friend I remember from those days who I
had like 6 classes with over the course of a couple of years, but I know that wasn't him.
It was weird to talk to him, as it is with anyone who knew me years ago. I can tell
by the tone in their voice they are ready to hear a success story, to hear I'm no longer
homeless and hear about my regular life things. But I couldn't really say anything but that
things were 'about the same'.
I guess my time at the library was mostly the same as any other homeless day. I
played my MMO in the morning. Hardly anyone in the guild was on. I think maybe six
people were on. I had a quick lunch. And testing the bandwidth at 12:30 after lunch it was
super strong. I risked it and played my birthday game online. It actually did pretty well.
One game I played until I got an odd bug where it wouldn't let my gun reload, so I had to
abandon the game. I played another where someone was walking in circles. His name
looked like a streamer name so I looked him up and indeed he had a stream running (with
zero viewers). Though through that I could ask where he was trying to go or do. He said
he was looking for a specific event. I knew where it should be, but we ran into a boss that
gave us trouble. We tried to beat it for a while then he had to go.
I suppose it was a pretty good day all things considered. There were many sad
things I'd have preferred not be sad, but my life is what it is. I try to hang on to what's left.
I try to continue to hope help and donations come. And hopefully I can make it to better
days.
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Day 4090 - 9/12
Probably a cold
Today I probably have a cold. My frequency of sneezing and congestion is worse.
I'm pretty tired too, though lately I've been losing sleep because I just can't seem to get to
sleep.
I guess today was ok though. I played my MMO a bit though no one was around.
It was pretty empty for some reason. The bandwidth seemed ok so I played my birthday
game a bit online. It was ok. I'd rather play with people I know, like the new friend, as
strangers are... weird. Two of the four games I connected to people were just standing,
maybe AFK or something, I don't even know what.
So while I was still very sad overall, I suppose today was an ok day. I had enough
to eat, though it wasn't even micro food. And I was warm enough, though I again had
three layers and my hoodie on. But I had fun with my games and shows, so I suppose
that's something. So I continue to try to hang on to hope. And hopefully I can hang on
until better days.

Day 4091 - 9/13
Not chicken
Today was "$5 Friday" at the food store, which means they had their eight piece
chicken deal. I hesitated and looked for alternate food options, even considering the $5
calzone that disappointed me before. I grabbed a chicken pack and took a few steps away
from the stand, holding the chicken. I thought of holding it in my arms, counted the parts,
what holding them live would be like, and I almost started crying at the thought of the
three to four chickens it would take to feed me for just the two days that would last. I put
the chicken back and got some cheese.
It's days like this I miss being in a home the most. Where I'd have the option to
make spaghetti, or a soup with just a very tiny amount of meat, or just a little meat with
vegetables and rice or potatoes. I find it most sad that things which hurt me emotionally
while homeless are often things I really can't control, or are a forced choice between two
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evils. At least there is only one more week and then school. At least then I can micro
foods again, and I can have options that aren't as dramatic.
I guess it was an ok day other than that. I played my MMO briefly. Again there
was really no one around. I played online in my birthday game, but I don't know how
much I'll do that with strangers. I feel no connection or care about their goals and
triumphs like I would someone I know. Maybe when communication is easier and I can
talk to people I'd be more interested in playing with strangers.
So again today was just another homeless day in a long line. One where I tried to
continue to hang on to hope. Where I continue to hope my car and laptop don't fail and
die. And I try to hang on until better days.

Day 4092 - 9/14
Legacy

Today was ok for the most part. Though all day there were a couple of people a
few tables away who talked almost constantly all day. If I see them again I'll be like 'hell
no, take it to the talking room'. (Yes, there is a room in the library where they allow
talking at regular volume.) And in the last few hours, in addition to noise on that side, I've
had someone behind me on the other side watching videos on a mobile device without
headphones. By the end of the night I was almost crying from all the noise and
disturbance.
I also got some disappointing news. I recently had the screenshot feature stop
working with my graphic card drivers. I checked and it said there was a critical driver
update I needed to download, but according to all the sources I'm on the most recent
drivers. I sent tech support a message about it and they confirmed, as of March, my laptop
GPU is now considered a legacy device and won't be supported. For those who don't
know what that means, that's not the end of the world. However, it does mean that new
games coming out have a higher and higher chance as time goes on that something won't
work right, or in more rare cases won't run at all. It makes sense, as my GPU is vastly
underpowered compared to more recent ones. Even lower-end chips rate around 400%
more powerful, and high-end laptop chips are about 600-700% more powerful.
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Everything I am currently playing runs ok, but newer stuff may have issues. Though I
already knew I'm on the verge of my system being completely unable to run new games.
There have been a few these past couple of years where I've struggled to even get it to 20
frames per second to run at a moderate speed.
I guess overall the day was ok though. I got salad, so there was no sadness over
meat. I was warm enough. The connection was almost complete garbage, but I played my
games and watched a few shows and things were ok. As always things could have been
much better. So I continue to try to hang on physically and emotionally. And hopefully I
can make it to better days.

Day 4093 - 9/15
Feeling weird
Today I feel kind of weird. Maybe it's because of my cold. I feel a touch dizzy,
maybe a touch feverish, maybe a touch of headache. I've been sneezy and pretty
congested. Mostly I feel generally out of it. I slept really deeply and had decently happy
dreams, and so I kind of feel like I've woken up into a different world, not quite pulled out
of the dream.
I guess it was an ok day though. There was no one talking in the guild chat, so I
just did my daily things then went offline. It felt weird to just go in and out so quickly, but
unless I get into a raid I have little to nothing to gain. I tried playing my birthday game
online, but it found zero matches. That hasn't been an issue before. I would guess maybe
that's a combination of it being Sunday as well as another game releasing at the end of last
week that people are playing. Probably many have moved to that since they would be
distracted by its newness.
I feel weird, tired, sad, about so many things. But I continue to try and hang on.
And I continue to hope help and opportunity come, and that I can make it to better days.
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Day 4094 - 9/16
Raining
Today started with rain. It was pretty hot a few days ago, but I guess that has
passed, as it is now cold and raining. It only really rained in the morning, but there were
gray clouds all day.
For being a 'smart building' the library continues to be very dumb about
temperature. All day I was freezing cold with three layers and my hoodie on top of that.
There were even parts of the day I could feel a breeze of warm air, likely pushed towards
me due to the AC air on my window side creating a current.
I didn't feel like playing much today. I played a minimum amount in my MMO,
and while I played my birthday game online for a bit, within about 45 minutes I'd had
enough of people being weird and dumb. I played solo for maybe just an hour more.
I guess overall the day was tolerable. I felt ok, not too sad, but not really much
towards happy. Just felt kind of bleh neutral. Which I guess these days is better than
depressed sad. But I continue to try to hang on. And hopefully I can make it to better
days.

Day 4095 - 9/17
Feeling out of place

Today I feel out of place, like I don't really belong where I am, nor am needed or
desired. It's likely just subconscious worries about school. I'm having to retreat out of
film, since I've basically done nearly every class there is, going back to graphic arts where
it all started. The new path I tried to forge has landed in a dead end for the moment,
seemingly as all paths have. I guess I feel more abandoned than anything else. Sure,
previous school also hasn't led me to a career, but this time I thought I had a support
system. I had a professor who I thought was behind me. I had students I helped and
guided, who I thought might get ahead of me, then return the favor. But it feels like those
paths have ended, like those I thought I was connected to moved on and forgot about me,
having never really cared to begin with. While I do have another friend professor I'll
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follow who I know is behind me, his field is a lot more independent, and a lot more
difficult to make connections and get into.
I suppose this homeless day is really like any other. I have little to no momentum.
So all I can do is try to hang on and hope that help, donations, and opportunity come, and
that things pick up. And hopefully I can hang on long enough to make it to better days.
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Week 586

Day 4096 - 9/18
Clean at last

Today I did laundry in the morning. I was considering doing it closer to when I
got the money just after my birthday nearly a month ago, but I figured I was ok smelling
enough to not need to. Now, with school next week it's time to refresh things. It cost more
than I'd hoped, but less than I was worried it might.
Overall I guess today was ok. The connection was fine all day, but lately I've not
felt like playing a whole lot. I did my dailies in my MMO, played my shooter for maybe
an hour, then actually played a card game (online) for about an hour. The rest of the time
I meandered about with random videos and shows. I don't think I feel super depressed. I
just don't feel balanced and safe enough to feel happy, especially since after I pay my
October car insurance my money will effectively be gone.
So today I guess I managed ok. But no new help or opportunity came, so I simply
tried my best to continue to hang on physically and emotionally.

Day 4097 - 9/19
Light play

Today I again felt pretty sad, and again didn't feel like playing a whole lot. I did
though. I did my daily things in my MMO, but then pretty immediately left. I played my
birthday shooter for about an hour. I played a CCG I'm sort of getting back into for about
an hour.
But I wasn't super excited for any. It wasn't anything wrong with the games, or
anything new that was sad. I guess I just feel very sad. I'm sad about all the forced
windows and times and limitations. I can't raid in my MMO really, as they do nights and
my schedule isn't really open at those times. I can't really do a lot of my birthday game
online because the times people are playing really aren't times I can play. (Though that
will change when school starts.) And just life in general. When I have dinner and unwind
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with a show is thrown into chaos because I really need to be leaving the places and hiding
for the night.
I guess, more than anything I just miss being free. Having the opportunity to do
what I want without worrying about what window in time is coming up and constantly
worrying about if I do or don't have access to this or that during that time. And because of
that, though I know I can never really be the old me again, it feels like a possible new me
is caged, in prison, never allowed to become more.
I guess overall the day wasn't terrible. Just another in a long line of sad homeless
days. I just wish I had... more.

Day 4098 - 9/20
Keep or mulligan
Today I felt pretty sad. Things felt slow and I felt lost. But I basically did my
normal routine. I did daily things in my MMO, then left. I played my birthday game
briefly. It's not really a thing you can do a ton as it has a limited number of things to gain
or collect. At nearly 150 hours played there isn't much left for me to gain, though it's still
super fun to play. I played the CCG a few hours though. It has a new 'season' coming up
late next week so I'm building up in-game currency to try and have a little something
saved for when that launches. I have a feeling it might be tough to get new cards though
(as a free player.) I guess we'll see. This one seems pretty generous with getting free
cards.
There may be some different stuff to talk about tomorrow, but I'll leave that until
then. Today was today and I managed well enough. Tomorrow is tomorrow, and that is
not today. So I will try to continue to stay hopeful. And hopefully donations and help will
come, and I can continue to hang on until better days.
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Day 4099 - 9/21
A specific kind of odd
Today was a specific kind of odd in the afternoon and evening. I went back to the
ex-house to help the ex-roomie with a thing, then hang out for a bit. It's always strange to
be back where I lived for so long, especially since so little has changed since I left. I got
to wash 'bed things', which it's probably been more than a year since I last had 'spare'
money to do that. And she cooked a healthy dinner for us, so I got to eat super yummy
healthy foods.
There wasn't much else to the day. The morning and early afternoon was regular
time at the library. The bandwidth wasn't enough to play in my MMO, so I tried playing
my CCG (which takes almost no bandwidth). It held mostly ok for that, though it started
to become pretty unstable by the time I left.
The day was pretty good, but as always I am still in the same sad homeless life I
was the day before. So I try to continue to hang on physically and emotionally. And
hopefully I can make it to better days.

Day 4100 - 9/22
Sad reflections
Today I still feel pretty sad. I guess it's mostly because of sad life reflection on
what I don't have - where my brain thought I'd be at this point in my life. I don't think I
feel so sad that I'm not married with kids. I mean, sure, probably, but I'm ok with that not
being the way my life went. But just overall. Wanting at least an apartment with enough
space and privacy, a kitchen, clean cloths, new contacts all the time, friends to do stuff
with. I really only have a very tiny fragment of the regular things I thought I would, at
any point in my life, let alone now 'as an adult.'
Tomorrow I should be distracted, though I don't have class. I guess the
Monday/Wednesday class is a 'hybrid' class that only meets Wednesdays. So Monday and
Friday would just be chill on campus days. At least I can get micro food, and in theory
have a very solid and stable connection all day. I guess we'll see if it is or not because it
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was pretty crazy last quarter. (Though I still wonder if it's something related to my
laptop's age.)
But tomorrow will be what it is. I can only see today. And I suppose I made it
through ok. So I try to hang on and hope help and donations come. And I continue to
hang on until better days.

Day 4101 - 9/23
Officially in

Today I am officially signed up for one of my two classes I was waitlisted for. I
mean, it's a guaranteed thing that I'd get in, but now financial aid people can see I'm in a
class, and tomorrow I'll be in the 6+ units they require to fend them off.
It seems the school is still avoiding night classes. I think there was only one night
class on the floor from what I could tell. So basically after 4 the floor was effectively
empty. I don't know how the other days will go, but that would be weird if it were that
dead every evening. Two people said hi to me, and two professors too, so that was nice.
I mostly took the day off. My brain was adjusting to being back on campus. I
played a game much of the day and my brain was actually having a pretty fun time. It
wasn't just to keep occupied until something better happened. It was actually playing to
have fun, think differently, solve puzzles, and relax. Maybe that was just because it was
happy because I was back somewhere where I don't have as many time windows to worry
about. I was sneezing and congested, so I guess my cold is still hanging on.
But overall today was pretty ok. I was genuinely warm, so I took off my tank top
and I've gotten shorts ready for tomorrow instead of pants. Deep down I was still sad.
There are many things, and may ways of doing things that are that way because I'm
homeless. So there will always be sadness because of that. But I try to hang on physically
and emotionally, and hopefully I can make it to better days.
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Day 4102 - 9/24
Sniffly sneezy
Today I am sick. Well, a bit. My occasional sneeze has become more frequent, I'm
a bit feverish, a touch dizzy, wheezy, and super congested in my nose and lungs I will
hopefully recover in the filtered warm school air. I can be restful all day at least, so that's
good.
I don't know what the day will bring. I have class in about 30 minutes, so there is
that. Then I have the rest of the day to chill. Maybe something new will happen.
Besides my cold I feel hopeful. I try to hang on and hope donations and help
come, and that I can make it to better days.
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Week 587

Day 4103 - 9/25
Tired paws

Today my feet hurt so much. It feels like I walked about 4 or 5 miles recently. I
am walking a bit more now that I'm at school, but it's probably a quarter mile total all day.
It was super hot today. It was extremely warm when I made lunch at 11, and when
I left in the early night time it somehow still felt very warm out. If I were to guess I'd say
it probably was in the mid 80s. It's amazingly hot after being in the low 70s and raining
the other week.
I guess class is ok so far. There is a lot of homework and research which doesn't
seem fun. But I guess I have to do what I have to do. It is certainly better than many
possible alternatives.
I'm still pretty sick. I've had a lot of headaches, sneezing, and am still a bit dizzy. I
feel really extremely hungry too, which is no good as my tummy feels fatter (though my
legs, especially from my knee down, feel thinner.)
I guess, as always, my life is what it is. I have to try to make the best of limited to
no choice. And so I try to hang on until help and donations come. And hopefully I can
make it to better days.

Day 4104 - 9/26
So tired, so hungry
Today I am extremely tired and extremely hungry. I guess it's my cold beating me
up. I have about zero attention span or memory, and I'm the most tired and hungry I've
been in I don't know how long. I'm so tired and hungry that for the past couple of days the
smell of the freshly cooked cafeteria food has smelt so yummy I have nearly started
crying at the smell of it.

No one should ever be that hungry.

I feel uncared for and like I have no value. Which is not true. I know the professor
who likes me appreciates when I talk in class, and when we hang out talking about stuff.
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And I chatted with a few other students, one even said hi to me. But I don't know...
though I know it's not true I feel like no one would care if they didn't see me ever again.
I guess the day was ok other than that. Though I'm getting dangerously low on
money. I'm basically out already. I have enough in the tank for a week of gas, maybe a bit
more, and that's it. (Without destroying what I have saved and hidden for important
things.) So I continue to hope help and donations come. And I try my best to hang on
until better days.

Day 4105 - 9/27
Fun, but not happy
Today was a bit odd. The only way I can think to describe it is that I had fun, but
was not happy. I wasn't super sad, or upset. I just wasn't really having as happy as I
should have been. In the morning to early afternoon I watched a streamer. Then the rest of
the day I took off to relax and play. Monday and Friday will be my big play days, since
the library connection on the weekend is unreliable, so that's a better time to maybe
considering doing homework with less 'serious' play.
While I was online in my MMO, and playing against people in my CCG, I didn't
really feel like either was with people. I guess I just feel a bit alone and lonely even
though I knew I was not, and people had even talked to me at school and a bit in my
game. While I had a lot of fun doing the things, I didn't really feel all that happy. Which
I'm not sure that has happened before.
Maybe it's because subconsciously I was actually really depressed and just don't
realize it, and maybe that was suppressing the happy feelings. Maybe it's because what I
was doing wasn't really new or different, so while it was fun it was stuff I was used to
doing. Maybe it was because all day I was feeling sad about things I was missing, forced
windows or forced choices (such as what food to have), or because even though I was
warm and comfortable 'enough' it was not private or in a home.
I'm still super sick too. I'm very sneezy, a touch dizzy, and today my ears are
ringing. I'm still just completely exhausted feeling and extra hungry. All day I've felt like
if I stopped and closed my eyes for even just a minute I'd pass out and stay asleep.
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Though, as exhausted as I feel I don't feel super tired, just a little bit tired. My feet still
hurt too. There were even a few times I felt pain shocks through the bottoms of my feet,
again as if I'd walked several miles today.
I suppose though things weren't super bad. I still have my gaming laptop. I still
have a stable connection to try to have fun. My car is still in one piece and hanging on.
And while many things are the worst ever, today things are not notably worse than
yesterday. So I try my best to hope help and donations come. I try to hang on to hope.
And hopefully I can hang on long enough to make it to better days.

Day 4106 - 9/28
Like feet and farts

Today was not very good. First I was still pretty sick feeling, lots of sleepy and a
touch of dizziness. Next there seemed to be flags on all the furniture at the library. There
were notices they are changing things and apparently that will happen Monday and
Tuesday. I talked to a librarian about it for a while and what they plan sounds like they
have no clue what the visitors would really want. What is even more mind boggling is
today the bandwidth was jammed up so badly I couldn’t do really anything all day. Their
connection can't even handle the load that is there now, there's no way it could handle
more people.
There were a lot of stinky people near me today too. All day about every 30
minutes I'd smell a disgusting sandwich, what seemed like feet, or farts. I don't know
what was going on. Maybe the AC wasn't working as well and smells were lingering or
something. I certainly wasn't as cold as usual, so I'd believe it if that were the case.
So today was pretty terrible, with indication things are going to be messed up at
the library. Hopefully it will be ok, but I guess we'll see. Wednesday night or maybe
Friday I'll go do a sort of preview of the changes and see if it seems like I'd be anywhere
close to what I have now.
But today seemed like just a reminder I'm not in control. I have no influence. And
my thoughts and desires are not cared for at all.
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Day 4107 - 9/29
Getting very cold
Today things are getting very cold. Much of the day the outside was gray and
looked like it would rain. It might still tonight. It 'feels and smells' like rain.
I guess today was slightly better. There wasn't enough bandwidth to play my
MMO, but I did homework and then tried to play my CCG. Bandwidth was ok for that,
but not great. Which I guess was ok because I just kept losing and it wasn't very fun. In
the evening I watched most of a show. I lost track of time, so there wasn't enough time to
watch it all. It's ok, I can finish the rest tomorrow.
I guess the day wasn't terrible, but I was pretty sad, didn't play hardly at all due to
low bandwidth, and as always there were many things I missed because of my homeless
limitations. But still all I can do is try to hang on to hope. Hopefully help and donations
come and I can make it through to better days ahead.

Day 4108 - 9/30
Maybe excited
Today I am still pretty sick. I don'[t feel super bad, just a touch dizzy, pretty
sneezy, congested, tired, and have headaches. I guess today was ok though. Bandwidth
was a bit wibbly wobbly in the morning, but cleared up pretty quickly. I played my
MMO, even did a raid in the evening. Most of the middle of the day I played the CCG
I've been into recently.
I find myself maybe excited about a game I used to play. I got upset at it for how
they always wanted more and more money for the next expansions, pushing way past $80
a year if I wanted to keep up. And they basically pushed anyone away who didn't have
them, giving a big FU to people like me who didn't keep current. I'm maybe excited
though because they are changing how they do the expansions, and more importantly
customization of things, and how you can now progress no matter what area you are in,
regardless of if that's a new or old area. So a lot of the pushing away feeling should be
gone. They are also moving a bulk of content to 'free to play', and claiming they have an
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emphasis on that, so we'll see how much content I have access to soon enough, and if they
keep their promise about focusing on moving content into the free to play space.
The change happens tomorrow and during much of today my thoughts wandered
to playing that game again. It is a pretty solid sci-fi shooter. My only real issues with it
were that it was extremely repetitive (scripted, not randomized) and there is a high
emphasis on group activities. Which is fine if someone has people to play with, but if they
are a solo player like me that's not the best. I literally have quests that are a year or two
old in some cases because they can't be completed solo. And that really hurt the
population on PC, as it created a group of people who had people to play with, and
effectively pushed people like me away because there weren't enough random people to
group with, and that led to effectively no one being around when I played. I guess we'll
see if that happens again in a few months when excitement cools down, or if enough solo
people will stick around random group things are feasible.
So I guess today was ok. Though I feel pretty lonely and I'm still very worried
about my money running out. As always, all I can really do is try to hang on and hope that
help and donations come.

Day 4109 - 10/1
Itchy eyes

Today I am pretty sure my cold is really not a cold, but instead extreme allergies.
I've been sneezing and had itchy eyes for a few days now. The itching today is pretty
extreme. These two symptoms really only ever happen with allergies. I do have a few
allergy pills left from a while ago, so I'll do one a day until they are gone. I don't know if
it will help, as it didn't seem to help before when I took them, but I'll try.
I was hoping to get to play my old shooter a bit before class, but it looks like it
doesn't start / re-launch until 10 PST. Which I guess is ok, as class should be in the free
lab period at that point, which I don't usually need since I 'work from home'.
I'm warmish and trying to settle and recover from my allergies or cold or whatever
it is. Hopefully class will be fun and I have a good day after. I'm still super worried about
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money for all the things, but all I can do is continue to hope help and donations come, and
hopefully I can hang on until better days.
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Week 588

Day 4110 - 10/2

Unwelcoming library
Today was an odd mix. When talking with the friendly professor yesterday he was
saying he wasn't feeling good from a surgery and had a follow up surgery set for later
today. I told him if he didn't feel good I'm sure I speak for everyone when I say he should
just take the day off and rest. Back surgery isn't something to mess around with compared
to an hour or two of lecture easily made up over the next class or two. I guess that came
true as today's class was canceled. I did a quick assignment he posted, but then took the
rest of the time off as an extra mid-week break. I pretty much played my re-launched
shooter, as I will be talking about it on my podcast.
The evening turned into something that depressed me. I went to peek at the library
changes and they aren't great. I'm sure I will adapt over the next few months, I have no
choice, but basically now what is a relatively private space - a two-top table set apart from
neighbors - has become a forced-choice of varying levels of no privacy to semi-private
but physically painful. A lot of desks were removed in favor of low-back chairs, which
likely will be hell on my back. And there are only an extreme few tables left. Which if I
don't find a regular spot at one of those, all of which lack privacy, I would have to sit at a
low-back chair. Which means there is a high chance of people being too close to me, too
noisy triggering issues I have with noise, or triggering allergies due to perfume or other
smells. The two-top area I used to sit in has been replaced with low-back seating which is
effectively a long booth seat along the wall. While that sounds great to regular people
there is zero privacy. And people could literally sit right next to you when it gets
crowded, getting so close they invade private space and privacy even if they don't mean
to.
I'm tempted to take a couch type single chair, because I could push it into the
corner and preserve private space. However, the 'desks' are C shaped things which barely
look like my laptop would fit on them, which is extremely problematic as that leaves no
room for a mouse or drink, and the slightest bump could knock it over. If I could rotate
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the C and put it across the chair it might be long enough to go over both arms and that
would act like a TV tray. But I feel that would be way too high to use comfortably.
I may have no choice but to sit at a four-top table, risking multiple triggers.
Though I know I could handle it, it would be extremely uncomfortable emotionally
compared to before.
But I guess I won't know for sure until after I've spent the needed time there. As
always it just seems to serve as a reminder that I am neither in control, nor wanted or
considered in people's thoughts.

Day 4111 - 10/3
Chilly

Today was fine. It was chilly out. It's getting colder and colder very rapidly. In the
morning I had my class, which was really all stuff I've heard and done in another class
recently. So I snuck in some CCG playing while there was lecture. After, I still felt sickish and was very tired, so I mostly rested and played my game. I did about 30 minutes of
homework, but I felt like just leaving it for the weekend when I have limited connectivity.
I guess today overall was ok, but I feel fat, out of shape, tired, still sort of sick,
and as always very 'homesick'.

I am very worried about money too, as what little is

left (which isn't reserved) is rapidly running out. And if I have to use my reserve, that
would be extra terrible because that is trying to be important bill money and I already
don't have enough.

So again today all I can do is hope help and donations come. And

hopefully I can make it to better days ahead.
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Day 4112 - 10/4
Feels like drowning
Today, and for a few days now, my breathing has been sort of difficult. It feels
like someone is squeezing my chest, or like there's a weight on it. In a way it feels like the
air is much thicker, and far more difficult to breathe, almost as if I'm drowning.
I think because of that today my thoughts turned to death and how I am trying to
take time off, like today, to try and play and have fun before I die. I looked at my fancy
mouse, thought about how I have so few nice things which define me, that people would
say 'he would have liked this', and it took everything I had not to start crying.

Even

with all my effort there were a few tears. I tried to remember I should have 35-40 more
years, but today seems to be one of those days my mind says, 'But what if you don't?
What if today is it because these homeless times have taken too great a toll?'
It was otherwise a good day. I chatted with the professor who likes me. I
mentioned an idea I had for a project for one of the classes and he said he loved it and
might actually change the assignment in the future to be more like that. I also played quite
a bit, making some progress in my shooter. Played my CCG a little - probably lost more
games than I won. And watched a few shows. I even found someone's wallet that she sat
down and abandoned outside of the classroom and returned it to her safe and sound. So,
all in all today was actually a good day except for the difficulty breathing and extreme
sadness.
But there were no donations or help, so I continue to be very afraid of running out
of gas, the upcoming car insurance bill, and other things. But I have little to no control of
things. All I can do is try to hang on, and hopefully help and donations come in time.

Day 4113 - 10/5
Take a seat

Today was the first library day with the new seats. It wasn't great. One hour of my
stay I was repeatedly checking behind me as it felt like someone was standing there. I
guess overall it wasn't as bad as I anticipated. Though there are 0-3 people near me, with
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0-5 behind me compared to a previous 0-1 and 0-2. So there is a lot higher chance to have
people near me who are doing things that annoy me, or have scents that I'm allergic to.
Plus I'm in a lot more congested area. Like today there were three people studying a few
tables down and I could clearly hear their conversation even through my headphones and
game.
I suppose things aren't terrible. The bandwidth hung on enough that I
accomplished more in my game than I anticipated. Though it still seems like it suffers
from the problem that no one is doing the 'old content' as I never see anyone doing the old
quest group content. Also it seems, in general, there is almost never anyone around in
public activities. I think only about 40% of activities I did had people around. The rest of
the time public areas were nearly or totally empty. So I don't know how long I'll stick
with my relaunched shooter.
But I played a bit, watched some shows, and did some homework. And I guess I
felt ok, though deep down I was very sad, homesick, worried about money, and lonely.
But I managed as best as I could. And I guess I held on ok. As always, I try to let go of
what I can't control, try to hope help and donations come, and try my best to hang on.

Day 4114 - 10/6
A bit worse

Today table people were worse. In the morning there was a lady who was all
crunch crunch crunch with nuts for like two minutes every 30 minutes. After the third
time she did that I was very tempted to yell at her to just eat it all until she was full and
stop repeatedly snacking on it. In the afternoon there was a guy who kept leaning down
and pushing his elbow into my area. I was very close to telling him to 'stay on his side of
the border'. (There are little 1/2" border bumps dividing the table. He kept pushing several
inches over into my area, nearly touching my laptop and arm.)
The bandwidth was pretty terrible too. By noon it was basically unplayable. I
couldn't stay connected to a game for more than 5 minutes. And by 1:30 it was completely
going dead for several minutes at a time. It didn't get any better and in the early evening I
just gave up on it and left early. I couldn't stand it anymore.
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So today was just another sad reminder of the limitations of my life. I was
uncomfortable, on an unstable connection, didn't feel very 'proud' of the homework I did,
and just generally felt bad health-wise and in regards to food options. But I struggled
through it. I suffered in silence, as I must always do. Hopefully help and donations will
come, and I can continue to hang on until they do.

Day 4115 - 10/7
Sneezy day

Today my allergies are going crazy. I've been sneezing much of the day. Earlier in
the day my eyes were super itchy and felt puffy though didn't look it. I got some allergy
meds, but I don't know if they are helping. It would be crazy if these are reduced
symptoms.
I spent much of my time playing today, though I felt like I was forgetting
something. Like there was something I was supposed to do or watch. But I don't know
what that is, and I couldn't think of anything.
Deep down I still feel sad and worried about bills. But there were no donations or
help, so there is nothing I can do but try to hang on. And hopefully I can make it to better
days.

Day 4116 - 10/8
Still very sniffly
Today I'm still very sniffly. I just got up a little while ago, so my eyes are also
super itchy. Yesterday was super warm again, but today it looks like things are getting
cold again. It would have been nice to have shorts the rest of the week, but that seems
unlikely.
I don't know what the day will hold. I should have class soon (though no one is
here yet) and then I'll probably play a bit. Though I'm already hitting content blocks on
my re-launched shooter. New quests I got are hitting the same block of no one is doing
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that content because it's not the newest thing, so I can't even catch up solo. It's one of the
biggest issues that pushed me away before, as I'm a solo player.
I'm still very worried about bills, but I try to not let it get me too down. All I can
do is try to hold on and hope help and donations come in time.
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Week 589

Day 4117 - 10/9

Power warning weirdness
Today I am all kinds of freaked out by recent power things. Yesterday school put
out a warning that they may get shut down. So in the evening I had to rush out into the
panic of everyone else to buy ready to eat food for the next few days. While not
completely terrible, it's not great to have extra lunchmeat in a week if I have access to a
microwave. Thank the gods though everything worked out normal today. And tomorrow I
even get an extra day off because the professor told me he's going to cancel even if school
is open. There was no warning about school closing yet, but I guess we are still on alert
that it might be.
So today I have extra incredible amounts of stress worrying if things will be
closed or not. I have enough food, but it's not 'good food'. But along with everything else I
have to worry about I still have that. My sleep was disturbed last night, and I expect it
will continue to be as long as this is a possibility.
But mostly I will try to take tomorrow off and relax. I will do some homework, as
there is stuff due Friday (not Sunday like it normally is.) So maybe I can get most of that
done and fully have Friday off like I should. I am extremely depressed and stressed about
money too, so I will try not to worry about that and hopefully help and donations will
come in time. And hopefully I can hang on until they do.

Day 4118 - 10/10
Slllooowww day
Today seemed like a very slow and long day. Stuff I did in the morning I barely
remember now in the evening, as it feels like days ago.
I guess the day was ok. I played a little of my CCG. I had lunch. I did a
homework. (So now there is only one I need to do on the weekend, not counting getting
ahead on things.) I played my MMO just a bit. I haven't played too much lately because I
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think deep down I've been extremely depressed. As part of that I often get very quiet and
tend to play things that don't require interaction with others, or if there is, indirect
interaction, which is why I spend the most time playing my re-launched shooter. Though
with content changing every week now I think if I really want to do the current things, get
the current gear, and not feel left behind, I'll have to spend an estimated $70, which... I
don't know... that seems like a lot these days.
I am still very worried about my health. I don't feel great and again today I just
feel stupidly tired and unable to focus. I hope nothing serious is going on. But with now
more than 11 years basically since I've been able to sleep in and not have restrictions on
time I have to watch out for, it doesn't surprise me that I feel unprecedented levels of
exhaustion. I'm still very worried about bills, and still no more help or donations have
come since the gray ghost's visit about 1.5 months ago. But I try to stay hopeful, and I try
to hang on.

Day 4119 - 10/11
Pale moon
Today I feel weird. For some reason I didn't sleep well, so I started the day with
only about six hours of sleep. So that certainly wasn't a great start. I felt kind of sick too,
as my allergies and cold is still going crazy.
I watched a show in the morning, one I used to watch on Thursday nights. Half
way through the fire alarm went off and so several classes of people had to leave the
building and crowded around it. Apparently someone pulled a fire alarm. It took probably
15-20 minutes for them to stop the alarm and let everyone back in. I finished my show,
played my MMO just a short while, and played my re-launched shooter.
I'm beginning to question it though. Without the newest paid content I'm grinding
through old areas that, just like when I was playing before, are often completely empty.
And, what is the point of being very high level with lots of gear options if all I'm doing is
soloing in the open world areas. It's starting to feel a lot like my circular MMO issue
where 'you only need raid gear if you raid, but since you don't raid you don't need to get
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the gear.' Which makes sense, as it's the same sort of 'evolving content cycle' in both
cases.
I guess I did get some much needed rest though. At least as much as one can rest
while homeless and sitting in a hallway on a school campus. Oh, there was also someone
from an intro class that I helped for a bit. It was nice to do old TA things again. I still
really wish my old professor had seen the value in that, stuck around, and gotten me into a
(school) full time position doing that. I'd have been pretty happy doing that for a paid job
the rest of my days. It's still weird she blew me off and abandoned me like she did. But I
guess she blew off others as well. The friendly professor I have classes with thought they
were friends, but apparently he heard about her leaving from someone else, and she didn't
even say bye to him. I guess she's just that kind of person. Which I feel sorry for her
knowing that. I see now all her flaws, why she was single with so few friends, and see a
long path before her that will be more lonely than mine.
But I guess today was ok. Though my tummy is upset about the lunchmeat. I was
warm. I was comfortable enough. The connection was relatively trouble free, so I relaxed
with my MMO, relaunched shooter, and played a small bit with my CCG. There were no
donations so I was still very worried about bills, gas, and physical health. But all I can do
is try to focus on what I can have, what I have left, and hopefully help and donations will
come in time, and I'll be ok.

Day 4120- 10/12
Library patrol

Today I noticed a person seemingly patrolling the library with a security uniform
on. I talked to someone I know who is a regular and he confirmed there are two full time
people there now. In the past few weeks there have been a number of unstable people
there now. A few have been semi-violent and made people fearful to be there, so that's
good.
The connection was really extremely bad today. By noon it was just about
completely unplayable, dropping completely about every five minutes. I completed
maybe 25% of what I was hoping to after struggling for a few hours. Thankfully, though
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it took an hour or more to struggle through I did do all of the homework for the weekend.
All that is left is reading, which I can do offline anywhere.
A sad day so far to be sure, with no end of reminders of why my life is sad and not
at all a normal life. But things didn't get worse. Now that it is evening and I can do
evening things, hopefully it will be ok, and tomorrow will be better.

Day 4121 - 10/13
Left early
Today was pretty bad. By about 12:30 the connection was basically dead, which is
weird because I'd been flying along with no issues before that. But by 1:30 it was unable
to stay connected at all for more than five minutes. From that point on I basically spent
the rest of the day doing a cycle of a few minutes on, a few minutes off waiting to
reconnect. I really should have immediately left to go sit outside of school. The thing is I
don't really have the spare gas, even though it's only about $0.75. And it has been getting
chilly, so I feared it would be colder than I was at the library. Games were totally
unplayable, if they could connect at all. I couldn't try to do any kind of homework or
research because even the most basic of sites were taking several minutes to even
connect. And because of all of the sadness and repeating cycle of, 'frustration, waiting,
connecting, disconnecting, repeat,' I was never not in a completely frustrated and helpless
feeling mood.
So today was a bad day. I barely got to play, and didn't accomplish anything at all.
I felt helpless, sad, and fearful of my general health and well being. But I guess I made it
through. I guess it's only one day. And hopefully tomorrow will be a better day.
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Day 4122 - 10/14
Spooky house is best house
Today there isn't really much to say. I feel extremely tired. I'm not really sure
why. Maybe because of extra stress from not sleeping well lately, or because of last
week's weirdness. I'm super sneezy too, and pretty hungry, so maybe I have a cold.
Lately when visiting the ex-house I pass by a spooky house. They have a big web
with stuffed spiders, lights, and other decorations. They typically decorate for Halloween
and Xmas, maybe a few other times a year too. I miss decorating. I miss having friends
who decorate, or being young, and having that sense of wonder and excitement seeing
decorations. These days if I see any at all, it's only in quick glance, as I must pass on by.
I'm ultra depressed lately. That might be affecting my health too. Like today twice
I got into groups in my relaunched shooter hoping to do some quests, but they weren't
doing that, so I may never get a group for that, as it seems people aren't doing it in that
matchmade activity.

And I did a raid in my MMO guild, but that too made me sad as I

can't dedicate time to do super high end stuff as I don't have access to a connection when
most people are doing that stuff. And that's been the case ever since I started playing five
years ago. Will it always be so? It feels like it.
I try to hang on to hope that money and opportunity come, as I can hopefully
recover if enough does. At least to some degree. Some things may forever be lost. But I
try to hang on to hope. And hopefully help and donations come and I can continue to
hang on.

Day 4123 - 10/15
Evidence of rain

Today there was evidence of rain, or a very heavy mist, on many of the cars when
I got up and about. I don't remember hearing any last night, but it wouldn't surprise me it's
coming as the sky is completely gray again and it's been getting pretty cold.
I guess I slept ok last night for a change. The night felt about three times as long
as normal, and for whatever reason I felt about three times as hungry. Maybe it's because
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for about the past 1.5 months I've had some regular cooked meals and so my body is
again extra aware of the vegetables it's normally missing. I don't know. I feel like with
eating normal food it'd take about double to quiet my hunger lately. And I'm still trying to
get rid of the chubby tummy, so I don't know how I'll do that. I'm going to try to redouble
my efforts to quit soda for a number of reasons, but it seems doubtful I can lose any real
weight as long as I'm unable to eat freshly cooked healthy food and am living a life with
drastically reduced stress levels.
I don't know what the day will hold. Class should be starting soon. But hopefully
help and donations will come, and I can hang on until then.
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Week 590

Day 4124 - 10/16
Bark bark alarm

Today I was woken up by someone walking their dog and the dog barking for
several minutes (not at me.) It was probably 45 minutes early and I just couldn't get back
to sleep.
I guess it was an ok day. Class was ok, not stressful, but also still not super
interesting as it was all stuff I knew.
I was considering playing my MMO more than usual, as lately I've just been
peeking in for like 30 minutes then going, but yesterday and today the connection was
terrible. And it's not school I don't think, as my re-launched shooter doesn't really have
issues. But both days my MMO has ping of 999+ and I'd get stuck just sitting doing
nothing, sometimes for several minutes before it moved again. That doesn’t put me in a
good mood to play. But I played my re-launched shooter quite a bit today and I guess I
had a pretty good time.
I saw someone I haven't seen in a while and we chatted. He's still taking classes,
but I would say he's part of 'last generation's' students. About every 2-3 years there seems
to be a group that passes through and is gone. Which makes sense being a 2 year degree
school.
It's weird to think he's one of the few of that generation left, and when those few
are gone that's it. There really won't be anyone I know because I'm not a TA anymore. I
suppose it's possible I could get to know the design degree people, as I've seen a few in
the classes I'm taking now who were in previous classes with the friendly professor. But
they don't talk to me, interact with me, or look to me for help and guidance like ones I
TAed for. If I were only on campus during class and not other times I wouldn't see them
any less, because I don't ever see them outside of class.
I suppose the day was ok. And I suppose overall I feel ok. I had an ok time with
my game, and there is news of interesting new games and events in my current games
coming up that seem potentially exciting. Though I'm very worried about my health and
money, I'm hanging on as best as I can. And hopefully I can make it to better days.
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Day 4125 - 10/17
Slightly more enjoyment
Today was pretty good I guess. It was better than average in terms of my mood.
The class was pretty fun and I had fun in my games.
Though underneath I'm still probably the most depressed ever. I still feel very fat
and unattractive. I feel unhealthy in terms of food and have little to no control over
choices. I often feel like 'why am I bothering to do anything', gaming, classes, whatever,
because it feels like nothing will change. And what changes I think I might even be
interested in or might like to do, I lack the money or freedom to do them. Today, more
than others since there are the highest number of classes and greatest number of people
walking around me, I felt like a kitten who has been beaten up and lost, left on the corner,
with everyone passing by uncaring and not looking at me.
But there were 'good' moments today. There were some chats with the friendly
professor and a student in class. A few former students were around and said hi. And even
though I am solo the whole time, I had fun in my games.
As always I wanted more for me, but I seem to have no control of the factors that
could change things. I just have to keep going forward, hoping someday opportunity will
come, and I can eventually try to regain control.

Day 4126 - 10/18
Didn't feel like it

Today was odd. I had a pretty good time with my shows and games, but I was
actually in the mood to study. At least partly. It's very difficult for me to study. Back in a
home when I got the urge, like today, I could just do it. I'd sometimes spread stuff out on
a rug on the floor, or maybe put a show on TV in the background. But now... now it's
different. I didn't study because I know I'd regret it on the weekend. I'd have probably
done my homework and such pretty easily, but then on the weekend when the bandwidth
is unstable for anything else I'd be mad and sad about wasting my good bandwidth.
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I hate choices like this. I hate days and times like this where it feels like what I do
is entirely forced because I know there are x and y windows of time and opportunity and
if I miss one then it forces it to be done during the other. Or if I use a 'good one' for
something that doesn't need a good one then it feels like a wasted opportunity.
I guess it is what it is. And it will almost certainly be the same. I'm sure bandwidth
will be not the best on the weekend, but enough for homework, and my windows will not
be wasted. But it makes me sad. I am choosing very little, as much of it is a forced choice.
And you can't really live, or be creative or emotionally fulfilled if you are forced to do
specific activities at specific times instead of when you really want to.
But I survived the day. And tomorrow is another day. And hopefully I will
continue on. Hopefully help and donations will come. Hopefully I can hang on. And
hopefully I can make it to better days.

Day 4127 - 10/19
Strike

Today was quite the upset. The day started with the stupidly long drive to do
recycling, as I was almost completely out of gas. The place was the busiest I've ever seen
it and it was horribly loud. In good news I've waited so long to do it that I got somewhere
between two and three weeks of gas, so that's good.
When I got to the library things were equally loud, as there were some protesters
outside. I guess there is some kind of union strike going on and it was the library people's
turn to strike? Sad news for me as it meant they shut down library services at that
location.
I had no choice but to go somewhere else. I decided to go over to school, since
that's what I did back in the day. It was pretty cold. I'd forgotten how cold concrete feels
like a slab of ice during the winter. But outside of a few hiccups the connection was stable
and solid. And since it was stable, and so much faster than the library, I got to do gaming
stuff I didn't expect to do today. So I started the morning basically doing lunch, since by
the time I got settled there it was an early lunch time. I played for a few hours after. Then
I was starting to feel like homework, and it's a good thing I did as today's work took a
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couple of hours to do. I wasn't expecting it to take so long. After that there was a little bit
of time left, so I played just a little more, then watched a show.
I guess as unexpected as today turned out, and as cold as it was, it was mostly ok.
I worry about the extra bit of gas spent, and if I'll have to repeat this tomorrow. I worry
that we are nearing the end of the month and unless I pull money saved for other bills I
have nothing for the monthly car insurance. For some reason my ears are ringing pretty
bad. Maybe because of the noise at school (there was a fountain close by running all day).
Maybe I had to listen to things extra loud, or maybe because I have a cold. But I made it
through. I try to hang on to hope help will come. And hopefully tomorrow will be a better
day.

Day 4128 - 10/20
A regular sunday

Today was a pretty regular Sunday. Bandwidth was pretty bad to start and almost
completely unusable by noon. I did a pretty minimal amount of playing, certainly less
than I'd have liked, but I guess it was enough.
I felt very sad and a bit weird, so I decided to go spend the 10 minutes to eat out in
the car. It was super warm, quiet, and peaceful. Most of the morning was cold and rain
clouds were everywhere. Now heading into night it is getting a bit chilly. But for the
moment it looks like the clouds have left, though it still feels like rain.
I'm congested and sneezy. And again my ears are ringing. They have been for a
few days, I'm not sure why. I'm a touch dizzy too, so I may have a low level cold.
I was pretty sad today, especially for two thirds of the day since the connection
was basically unusable. I didn't feel great about the homework I did, as this batch of stuff
are things I'm having difficulty with. But I'm sure it will be fine. But I am still worried
about bills, and very worried about my health, so much so I'm having bad dreams about it
lately. But all I can do is hope donations come. And try my best to hang on and suffer
through until they do. And hopefully I can make it to better days.
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Day 4129 - 10/21
Unusually warm
Today was unusually warm. It seems yesterday when the rain clouds went away
they took the cold with them. I've taken off my under layers for the moment and should
be dressed like spring until the weekend.
I was pretty depressed today. There was a bit of happy trying to come through. I
was going to update my PC hardware recommendations, but the sads held me down just
long enough to keep me in a game just long enough to miss my window to do that. Maybe
I will do it tomorrow. It will depend on how I feel after I work on my late homework.
I'm not really sure what to say for today. I was sniffly and sneezy. I had a
headache and my ears were ringing all day, so I certainly have a cold. Oh, I was extra sad
too because my MMO has a new DLC that came out today. I was expecting to get it as I
thought I had enough special coins (real world money for DLC), but I guess I don't. So I
will yet again be behind on the newest content. I am only a little short, but even just that
$5 short feels like a lot, as I'd need to take it from money saved for the yearly web space
bill. And until that is paid I absolutely can't do anything else. And when I do get 'extra'
that is going to immediately be drained by the monthy car insurance bill.
So today I am very depressed. And while I could feel a little happy trying to come
out, the weight of all the sad things kept it down. I continue to hope help and donations
come. Maybe tomorrow I won't be so down. And hopefully I can hang on until better
days.

Day 4130 - 10/22
Feeling very behind

Today I am feeling very behind in the Tuesday/Thursday class. There is a pretty
big project due around Halloween and normally I'd already have such a thing finished and
just be nit picking at it. But I really haven't done much work on it. Partly that's because
I'm limited to time when I'm at school, and further limited by certain time windows
depending on the day, because I don't have the software. Part I think is my extreme
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depression suppressing creativity or perception of things. I have plenty of time, plenty of
access to do the things, I just need to make the serious effort to do it.
I guess I feel ok other than that. I lost a lot of sleep last night. I guess in part due
to this, and in part due to my cold. I'm still freaking out about money, but that's not new
so it shouldn't be affecting me as much as it is. But I try to hold it together. I try to focus
on all the things. And hopefully I can hang on until help comes, and hopefully I can make
it to better days.
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Week 591

Day 4131 - 10/23

Warm shorts weather
Today was super warm. I'm very tempted to wear shorts the next couple of days,
but I won't because they were washed and I don't want to dirty them again.
I tried to help the friendly professor troubleshoot something. Our only guess was
that it was a firewall issue since they redid the network in the room right before the
quarter started. He asked if I was on work study, which I presumed was to ask me if I
wanted to be a (paid) TA for him. I'd love to as he's the one I've been friendly with for a
few years and he teaches stuff I sort of did in my previous 'career'. Sadly according to the
school requirements I can't. I'd be disqualified on three of the like six requirements. I have
too many credits, have a degree, and am not taking 12 units or more (full time classes).
Which I don't get the last one because that's four classes (or more) a week, which is like
24 hours of in-class class time. How would someone with that many classes have time for
working during school hours? I told him if I weren't disqualified for those reasons I'd love
to do that. I don't think there's any way around that though.
I guess I had fun in my games and watching my shows. I did feel a bit better than I
have been lately. Though that could be for a number of reasons. Though my cold is
maybe a bit worse. I'm still super sniffly and sneezing every 30 minutes. I'm still very
worried about bills, but can't do anything but try to hang on. And hopefully I can make it
to better days.

Day 4132 - 10/24
Ups and downs

Today I had a lot of ups and downs. The day started pretty good in class. I
interacted with people and felt a little bit appreciated. And even a little bit a part of the
group. I even made a beautiful girl smile and laugh at something I did that was silly.
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After class I discovered that my game friend sent me a very nice gift in my MMO.
She sent me a super cute kitty pet who has a witches’ hat, which is spooky Halloween
fun, and the expansion I mentioned I didn't have money for. So that was a super nice
surprise.
But for some reason my connection was being unusually bad. In the 15 minutes or
so I was on my MMO it had locked up from lag about four times, once getting me stuck
for several minutes before disconnecting. That kind of connection kills any happy play I
could do as it interrupts quest dialogue, or causes me to repeat steps, or drops me during
important times, so I decided to wait and play on the weekend.
I wound up helping someone in the guild with a tech thing though. They were
having an odd visual effect pop up. It was avoidable, and could be fixed, but 100%
repeatable if they did a certain thing. I looked through their dxdiag file and made some
suggestions, and they fixed the issue. Yay.
Not too long after, someone came to my area and sat in my view. It was a kid that
was overweight, a bit more than me, maybe 225-250 lbs. But I am reminded of how I feel
bad about myself when I see people like that. I can't help but wonder if that's how I look
to others; balding egg head, fat, tired, slow, unwanted and unpleasing shape. Seeing
people like that who make me wonder that makes me sad that changing my physical
health is so difficult. I am trying to increase my efforts, but with my homeless life things
are extremely tough.
It was a warm day, and warm night, though it's starting to get chilly. I am very
very happy with my unexpected early Halloween gift things, but I can't help but worry
about gas, car insurance, the yearly web bill, and my physical health. But all I can do is
try to hang on until better days.

Day 4133 - 10/25
New game for $1
Today it was super warm. I regret not having shorts on. But, with the weekend
library time coming up I still didn't want to dirty clean shorts for a couple of days use.
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Things were different today. Instead of watching a show in the morning I watched
a streamer. He was doing a game I've been interested in but can't afford. Apparently it's
part of a game subscription service, and that service has a promotion for $1 for the first
month. Even after that it's $5 a month for a while, then $10 full price. That's still a really
good deal. If you play even just two games a year that more than pays for itself. But, I'm
just going to do it the one month and play this new game for $1.

There is another

game on there too if I have the time. I think I can play in my offline time, which there is a
lot of time that isn't used for important offline things right now. So if I can, there's plenty
of time for it.
Unfortunately the download required Windows updates that took a few hours, so I
didn't really have much time for playing. I had, I think, a couple of hours, then watched a
show. I didn't even have time for my MMO stuff, but it was ok. I had fun, and more fun is
ready to be had.
But still I worried about all the bills. But I try to hang on. I try to distract myself
with happy things. And hopefully I can make it to better days.

Day 4134 - 10/26
No connection, no homework
Today was kind of wrecked. Immediately when I connected at the library I started
having issues and couldn't stay connected. After about 45 minutes trying to struggle
through things that shouldn’t even have taken half that much time I just gave up.
I played my $1 game pass game for about four hours and struggled through a
couple of videos that were less than five minutes each. Even with them being that short
they struggled, stopped during playback, and disconnected. I gave up on the connection
completely after that. While the game was fun to play, I'm sad I couldn't do homework. I
guess this weekend will be an ok loss if all I can do is play offline because I basically
have done all I could already (without access to the software.) So I won't really get behind
because of it. But it seems like yet another reminder that I'm not in control of my life.
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I struggle with worry about the bills. I struggle with worry about my physical
health. I struggle with everything feeling like it's out of my control. But I try to continue
to hope help comes. And hopefully I can make it to better days.

Day 4135 - 10/27
Smoke in the hills

Today was kind of sad emotionally. I expected nothing from the connection and
that's just about what I got. I had bandwidth to do the most minimal play in my MMO,
then watch a bit of a stream, but by 11:30 the connection was dead. I played my new $1
game pass game for a few hours. When I took a break I checked the connection, and nope,
still dead. I played a few more hours. Still dead. I entered the Fail for the week, and after,
with just about one hour left before closing it was working again.
From the early afternoon on I smelt burning. It wasn't until I left in the evening
and saw a hazy smoke layer to the north and east that I remembered hearing about fires in
the area. Nothing close. I think the closest big ones were like a three hour drive away, but
the air is clouded and smells bad. I hope it's not like before where we had to wear masks
for a couple of weeks.
But I guess I had an ok time playing today. I still would have liked to do
homework. And I'm still extremely worried about bills. But I can't control what I can't
control. So I just try to keep hoping help comes. And hopefully I'll make it to better days.

Day 4136 - 10/28
Late raid

Today I had a raid. It was kind of fun to do because I hadn't done it in a while, but
several people were tired and grumpy, and some hadn't done the raid, so it wound up
taking 2.5 hours instead of the 45 minutes to an hour I expected. It was a bit stressful
because of my sad life windows, but I guess things turned out ok in the end.
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There has been weirdness the past few nights and I've lost a ton of sleep. Maybe
1/3 of what I should have gotten. Plus added stress for a few hours a night I would have
otherwise had a restful time before sleep. So today, fooooo, I just couldn't focus.
Hopefully I can tomorrow, as there are some very important assignments I need to work
on.
I still worry about bills. I worry about all the things. But I try to stay hopeful help
and donations will come. And hopefully I can make it to better days.

Day 4137 - 10/29
Getting cold
Today it's starting to get very cold. The day of the fire there was a really strong
breeze and it seems that swept away the remains of the summer weather. If it gets much
colder I'll have to be fully in my winter under layers.
I have a big project that I need to do today (because the connection at the library
was out all weekend), so hopefully that won't take too long. Hopefully it will just be a few
hours and leave me a bit of time to relax. (I just got word post-writing today is just lab, so
that will help greatly.) I'm still hit pretty hard by a cold, and while I slept well last night
I'm nowhere near caught up on my regular amount of homeless sleep.
So I continue to worry about bills. I worry about my health. I worry about school
projects. But I try to accept what I can't control, and continue to hope help and donations
come in time.
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Week 592

Day 4138 - 10/30
Rest and recovery

Today I decided to take a little break and get some rest and recover. I did finish
my project yesterday, so that is one of two big ones down. I will probably just power
through the other tomorrow. Or if I don't think I'd finish, Monday. It's due Tuesday, so my
time with access to the program isn't much, but honestly it should only take 2-3 hours to
do a decent enough job to feel ok about it. I've kind of lost a lot of motivation for it, as it's
never really felt like I had envisioned it. So it turned from something I thought would be
cool, to something that looks fine, and I've accepted it just can't be as cool as it was
imagined in my head.
I'm still pretty sneezy and a touch dizzy, either from my cold or lack of sleep.
That's why I felt it extra important to try and rest today, and do the big work tomorrow in
the lab tomorrow when it's empty. Hopefully that will help me focus.
I guess today was ok. I did have fun in my games and watching my shows, but
because of the lack of connection all weekend I'm still behind and rushed feeling about
everything.
No donations or help today, so I am still very worried about bills and all the
things. But hopefully help will come, and hopefully I can make it to better days.

Day 4139 - 10/31
Inflated

Today I suppose was good for class stuff due to a forced event. The professor told
us when we present on Tuesday we also have to have a print out of the project. Which
meant that I only had that class and lab time to both finish and print the project. I guess
it's good in that I now don't have to worry about it, but I don't feel very proud of it. On a
scale of 1 to 10 I'd say I feel like it's a 6 or 7 of what I can do. But, I guess that's totally
my fault. My brain has been spacey and kept thinking I had plenty of time and not using
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the lab time. And it wasn't until about 1.5 weeks ago my brain realized how late it had
gotten. I'm sure it's fine. I've been getting extra credit on stuff, so in terms of points I'm
likely more than fine.
There were a lot more cute and beautiful girls around than I remember. It seems
odd to not have noticed how many were around on Thursdays. Maybe it's just I've been
too sad to really notice. I also saw some pretty hilarious costumes. I guess inflating is the
thing this year and I saw a gorilla and some green outfit that I'm not sure what it was since
I only saw the back. It was kind of wide and flat? Maybe Frankenstein's monster?
I'll have to hide extra early. It's the highest risk night. But people also ignore
everything that's not right in front of them, so I'm sure it'll be fine, and in a few short
hours it will be just like any regular night. But there were no help or donations. I was
really hoping dad would send money, which he did, but he sent a gift card, so I can't put
that towards car insurance like I'd hoped. I guess I have to keep praying help comes for
that soon, because if I spend money that's save that will put me even further from paying
what it was saved for. All I can do is try to hang on.

Day 4140 - 11/1
Quite unexpected
Today there were several unexpected things. It started last night with about 30
minutes of crying.

I started thinking about the kitties I'd lost, then my being homeless,

then the one poor kitty I've talked about before who I kind of made homeless by forcing
her to be outside. I hope she forgives me, and though I was barely 20 and very allergic to
her, I don't know if I will ever really be able to forgive myself.

I hope she found a

good home after, but I think I will always regret not just dealing with the allergies and
keeping her.
In the morning I heard about a convention that was showing new game stuff. So
watching footage of that delayed the start of my day by about five hours. It's ok. I still did
my important game stuff, so nothing was really 'lost'. But of the two games I'm interested
in it seems like they are more than a year away since they didn't say anything about a
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release date. They may even be several years off if they are showing them in very early
form.
I guess the day was mostly ok though. The connection was a bit off, and someone
was saying some super dumb stuff in a chat channel, but I just tried to ignore him.
I was still extremely worried about bills. I'm now officially late for the November
car insurance, and unless I use money set aside for next school quarter or the yearly web
space bill I have no way to pay it. I could try and hang on until Thanksgiving, hoping dad
sends cash then, but he will more than likely just send another gift card. And even if he
did send cash, I'd only be caught up for a few days before the next is due.
So though the day was good, I feel very down, worried about my future, and
crying over my past.

Day 4141 - 11/2
Loose and hurting
Today my top left wisdom tooth is loose and hurting. It actually started hurting
yesterday. I'm not sure what's going on, but it's at what feels like a 45 degree angle, as if
someone punched my cheek and it was knocked to the side. It's always been at an angle as
far as I remember, but I don't recall it being this angled.
I guess it would be ok if I lost it. It was crashing into the ones below it most of my
life. It's probably why those were lost. The wisdom tooth below it was the one that
popped out a few months ago. Maybe it's my body finally naturally removing the wisdom
teeth. When I was like 8 the dentist wanted me to remove like four of my new adult teeth
to make room because my jaw is small. I guess I should have said yes. They were
straightened by bracers during my teen years, but in all the years they've been crashing
into each other now they are all mis-aligned on the bottom, pushing up or turned and
twisted from years of smashing into the neighbors.
The library connection was pretty bad today, but I guess I expected that so I don't
feel too surprised. I had enough bandwidth in the morning to barely do the minimal
amount of things in my MMO, so I guess it's ok, but I'd hoped for more.
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It's getting pretty cold lately, and I'm hoping I don't get too cold soon, as the sun is
now going down. I am still very worried about being nearly out of gas, and being now
behind on the car insurance. So I am still very worried about all the things, but all I can do
is try to continue to hope help and donations come in time.

Day 4142 - 11/3
Feeling pretty sick
Today I'm feeling pretty sick. I feel a little bit like I'm going to throw up, but that
is likely because of the headache, possible fever, and what I can only think to describe as
the cold chilled inside feeling of chills without the shaking. My tummy feels a bit off too,
as does my blood pressure. But the weird thing is I don't really have symptoms other than
that. No one would suspect I feel this way. I have a very rare sneeze, maybe half a dozen
all day, but that's it for observable symptoms.
I barely got to play minimal amounts and watch part of a show. Again by early
afternoon the connection was so bad it wasn't even connecting. I'd seriously begin to
consider if something was going wrong with my WiFi if it weren't for the fact I connect
fine at the food store and I don't really have issues at school.
I'm still very worried about gas and bills, and there still was no help or donations
today. So all I can do is continue to try to hang on until help comes. And hopefully I can
make it to better days.

Day 4143 - 11/4
Feeling better

Today I am feeling better. Last night I must have had fever and chills all night
because I had crazy dreams. I had dreams of 'melting' through the 'bed'. And a few times I
was... repeating? Echoing? It's hard to describe, but if you imagine a video effect of a
person copied about 4-5 times, and the echoes are like offset from one another, that's how
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it felt. But the echoes were still, or extremely slow moving, and more like a 3d picture
held in that moment.
I helped someone move some gear they needed to return. She promised lunch and
gave me some monies for gas.

So nice.

I played my MMO almost all day. There isn't much point in my re-launched
shooter as I'm hitting the same stopping points as before. I'm debating if I should just play
once a week after the weekly quest resets just to get that one upgrade I can, or just
uninstall it again and not care. It's such a huge time sink at this point for almost no gain at
all.
But I was extremely tired today, maybe from recovering from the cold. By lunch
my symptoms were almost all gone, but what remained was an exhaustion and confusion.
I really couldn't focus or understand even the simple sentences people were saying.
The donation helps with gas for a week or two, but I still worry about the bills.
And I did have fun today, though I can't focus. All I can do is try to hang on and hope
more help and donations come in time.

Day 4144 - 11/5
Frosted
Today started out super foggy and my car was frosted over. Now, as the morning
starts to get brighter it's clearing a bit, but still seems like it will be cold and maybe rain.
I'm sniffling and a bit sneezy, but still better and a touch worse, from my cold. A
few symptoms like headache, dizziness, and slight fever still come and go.
I'm still very worried about bills. Donations outside of holidays seem to almost
never come anymore. And this year it seems more than ever I need them to keep going.
So I try to hang on to hope they will, and try to continue to hang on.
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Week 593

Day 4145 - 11/6
Inside out

Today started with evidence of rain. I heard nothing last night though. And by the
time I got to school I didn't see any other cars or areas on the ground that indicated rain. It
may have just been an extremely heavy mist.
There was something pretty funny today. At one point I was going to the
bathroom and looked down at the brand name text on my underwear and noticed it was
wrong. I had my underwear on inside out. hehe I thought about taking off my boots and
pants to fix it, but it occurred to me it really didn't matter. It's only something to be
embarrassed about if people notice, which they wouldn't. And since the day was nearly
over I didn't see much point in doing it as opposed to just waiting until I took them off at
night.
There really wasn't much else today worth talking about. I had an ok time in class.
I played my MMO quite a bit. And I watched a few shows. But there was no help or
donations, so I'm still extremely worried about everything.

But all I can do is try to

hang on.

Day 4146 - 11/7
Fake rain

Today it was fake raining. Again the car had moisture like it had rained last night,
and too when leaving in the evening. But it didn't actually rain. It was just heavily foggy.
Maybe it will genuinely rain soon, but so far it seems like fake raining.
I guess today was ok. Class went decent enough. My connection was ok, but not
great, so I soloed in my MMO. With as weird as it's been lately I again wonder if some of
the issues with the connection are my system. I wouldn't want to risk fixing it by spending
$40-50 for a new WiFi card though, as it can't take an upgrade. It would have to be the
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same one, which is 5-7 year old technology. Newer is way faster, but the CPU can't talk
to anything newer.
But as always, today was what it was. I didn't really have control over anything.
So I continue to hope help and donations come. And hopefully I can hang on until it does.

Day 4147 - 11/8
Just the same
Today was pretty much just a regular Friday. I watched my big show I used to
watch Thursday nights. I played games for a bit, mostly solo because the connection
wasn't the best.
I was actually a touch too warm at times, as I have full winter layers on. But I
guess I'd rather be too warm than too cold any day. I'm still a bit sneezy and a touch
dizzy. So maybe I'm still a bit sick.
I still have no money for car insurance, or the big internet bill coming up, and I'm
still very worried I'll have to drain what little is in savings for those big bill things to pay
the car insurance.

But all I can do is try to hang on and hope help and donations come

and I can pay the bills and be ok.

Day 4148 - 11/9
Greatly improved
Today the library connection was greatly improved. It showed a slightly different
login screen. It may or may not have been the same service, but the buttons were shaped
differently, were different colors, and had a different font. Right after logging in I
checked the speed and it rated at 45 MBPS, which is about the fastest I've seen the library
on no load. During the bulk of the day it still held around 10-20 MBPS, whereas before
during those peak times it'd hit 0-5 during those times. I'll know more tomorrow after a
second day, but all day it didn't have one hiccup, and it was smooth and stable throughout.
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I played for just about 4 hours with no issues. After, I did a couple of hours of homework,
and it seemed just as strong.
So I guess that is one strong confirmation my laptop is ok. Last weekend, and
several before, I couldn't even connect just one hour after the library opening. Now, after
whatever change they made, it was strong, stable, and fast all day. Plenty of bandwidth to
play whatever game I wanted or watch any show without interruption.
So I guess today was pretty good. I played about 3x as much as I thought I'd get
online. I did three of four homeworks I have this weekend. And while they haven't turned
on the heat yet, it wasn't completely freezing at the library.
Though there were no donations or help so I am still greatly worried. But I try my
best to continue to hang on.

Day 4149 - 11/10
Maybe getting better
Today I am maybe getting a bit better. Again the library was strong and stable all
day. Having my window be a single window to do whatever I want, be that games, shows,
homework, is a huge relief. You have no idea how much stress you get when you have to
worry about multiple windows to do this or that and are forced in what you can do during
those times. After two days being like the old days where I didn't have to worry about
things, I feel like maybe I'm starting to feel a bit better.
Though I think today I felt pretty lonely and sad, even though there were several
times watching my shows and playing my games I smiled and laughed. I constantly
wanted things running in the background. Normally I don't do that often as it gives me a
headache, especially when I'm running stuff in the background of a game. But I don't
know, even though I did have a pretty bad headache all day it seemed important to have
something in the background. I don't know why.
I guess today was good. I laughed a few times. I did the remaining homework. I
had plenty of time to play and accomplish some important MMO things. So overall it was
good, but it was still lonely feeling. I still felt isolated and lost. And again there were no
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donations or help, so if even just a little, I worried about bills.

But I try my best to

continue to hang on.

Day 4150 - 11/11
Weirdness
Today there was a lot of weirdness during my stay at the food store. In the late
morning there were about four police cars in the parking lot. For about two hours they
were investigating some white Mercedes. I guess it had no plates and the dash VIN was
removed, and there was a dealership sign in the window. They likely suspected it was
stolen as I saw them finger printing and investigating for about two hours.
Then in the mid-afternoon some lady who was nearing 60 apparently slipped and
fell and was lying motionless for about 10 minutes until EMTs came and got her up again.
So, quite a lot of weirdness on a day I otherwise expected none. But the
connection at the food store was... bearable. It was enough to solo in my MMO, but I
didn't trust it for group activities. And it ran buffering video ok. I watched a bit of a
stream, but it lost about 10-15% due to lagging or disconnecting. I was warm enough,
though my legs were a bit chilly, and I never took off my hoody. But I guess the day
passed surprisingly quickly, and it went well enough. Better than I actually expected, as I
expected the signal to be dead and unusable half the day.
But I had pretty bad food, so my tummy is fairly upset. There was constant noise
and movement around me. And with no donations or help I was often thinking about bills,
and worrying we are nearing 15 days past due on the car insurance, 15 days to the next
being due, nearly when I should sign up for next quarter's classes, and I may be forced to
spend what little I have saved for important bills on these day-to-day car insurance
payments.
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Day 4151 - 11/12
Early and late
Today I am both early and late. I got up about 20 minutes earlier than I expected. I
knew I'd have to get up extra early for the big shower I normally do Monday. But when I
took it, it took more than double my short shower time, so now it's almost time for class.
I don't know what the day will hold for me, but I am quickly settling. It's very
warm on the floor for some reason. I have just my T-shirt on at the moment, though I
expect the under and outer layers will be put back on soon. I can tell my body is way
more relaxed than it has been recently what with all the extra stress yesterday and cold
and extreme closeness to others over the weekend at the library.
Hopefully today will go ok. I am still extremely concerned about bills and my
future since very important things aren't paid yet, but hopefully help and donations will
come soon and I can take care of them in time. Until then all I can do is try to continue to
hang on to hope.
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Week 594

Day 4152 - 11/13

Probably too much chocolate
Today I think I had too much chocolate. I got some fancy cookies that I haven't
eaten in probably 6 months and I had about three at lunch. They are a graham cracker
with a slice of dark chocolate on them. For about an hour after I felt my heart racing and I
was a bit jittery. It felt like a caffeine overdose. I don't know if it's because I've cut my
soda drinking down to sometimes half and so I'm not used to it anymore, but it felt weird.
It might also be due to my bad blood pressure.
I guess today was ok. Class was kind of boring, but it passed quickly. I just tried
to play my game and relax after. I haven't been feeling great physically lately, in addition
to all my emotional worries about bills causing me stress. I still feel completely exhausted
most of the time, barely able to keep my eyes open. Hopefully I can recover some during
the holiday break, but it's probably more emotional distress due to bill worry and stress
than it is physical exhaustion.
I guess I had an ok time playing though. I am still extremely worried about bills. I
am still not feeling great physically. But all I can do is try to continue to hang on.

Day 4153 - 11/14
Missing day

Today seems to have missed an entry. As I was typing this week's fail in Sunday
night, I noticed things were off by a day. I don't recall what happened this day. I know I
had class. I know I had an ok time with playing and relaxing after class, though I peeked
at some homework due. But I don't recall the evening, or why I may have missed the
entry. It's possible I was starting to feel sad and lonely and simply forgot. Or it's possible I
did work on the podcast and forgot because I was editing and that took priority.
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Day 4154 - 11/15
Feeling lonely again
Today I again felt pretty lonely, sleep deprived, and hopeless. I watched one show
through the morning, then played for a few hours. But I just focused on my laptop. I
rarely looked up at all and I didn't really talk to anyone, not that there was really anyone
around to talk to. I tried to do stuff in the game with people, but noone joined me, so I just
soloed.
I guess it was an ok day. It could have been much worse. But I felt very bad and
sad. About everything. About me. About my seeming lack of a future. And I feel very
heartbroken.

Day 4155 - 11/16
Maybe not improved

Today the connection seemed to go pretty bad in the early afternoon. I did get to
play more than I did back in the day, but it wasn't anywhere near as stable or solid as last
weekend. Sadly I think it was a fluke.
I guess today was ok even though I didn't get to play as much as I'd have liked. It
was a bit warmer in the day, so I didn't have to put my hoodie on until early evening. But
there were no donations or help, so I am still extremely worried about how I'll pay for
insurance or more important things like the web space bill at the end of the year.

But I

try to hang on and hopefully help will come in time.

Day 4156 - 11/17
A bit better
Today the connection was a bit better (than yesterday). Not completely great like
it was last weekend, but almost all day I had a useable connection. It was a bit wobbly in
the middle, so I didn't go out of my way to do group things in game, but it was fine.
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There was a bit of weirdness with a guildie on the forums though. People were
talking about roles and doing dps and I mentioned this, that, and 'oh hey by the way I
have a theory your system specs and connection speed may limit your ability to dps, as I
seem limited by my old laptop and public wireless speeds, though I can't confirm it.' And
this one person went nuts saying I was "being extremely insulting" and I needed to "slum
it" sometime to get perspective. And I was like, 'uhhhh... slum it more than using a fiveyear-old laptop and public connections that average 5 mbps, with highs of around 15
mbps, compared to way more powerful systems and home connections that average 50
mbps?' I don't know what set her off about my theory, but I basically just chocked it up to
her not really understanding how the technology works. It seemed really hurtful for her to
tell a person with very limited gaming tech, who has been homeless for years, to "slum it"
to gain perspective. But she didn't know. So I'll just chock it up to not knowing, not
inform her of why she's way off, and forget about it.
It was super nice that someone sent me a PM shortly after simply asking they'd
seen the chat and wondered if I was ok. I was still a bit hurt at the time so told them I'd be
ok eventually, and I don't blame the person. But I explained a bit of my sad life to them
and why things made me sad.
I did an important homework today, so that was good. I don't know if I did a great
job, as I'm not entirely sure what the professor expects (though I made sure to do all the
things on the grading sheet), so I just did a character write up like I would for a game
since the assignment is to create 'persona profiles'. I made them kind of silly, but they
could easily be real people.
I guess today was ok overall. There were a few rough parts with the connection,
but I played probably between 4-5 hours, did the homework, and watched a show. There
were no donations or help, so I'm still extremely worried about the overdue car insurance,
the next rapidly approaching, the web space bill, and the next school quarter, which I
really should be signing up for already. But I'm holding off to figure out what will happen
until I see if dad sends anything for Thanksgiving. I may not need to lose as much from
savings if he sends cash that I can use to catch up.
But, as always, it seems all I can do is try to let go of what I can't control. Try to
remember and enjoy what I do have that's good. And try to hang on until help comes.
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Day 4157 - 11/18
Warmer
Today it was a bit warmer, especially for November. I guess there is another warm
front or something, as it's been a touch warmer for about a week now.
I guess today was ok. I played my game quite a bit and I watched a stream for a
while. There was almost noone around in game though. Normally there are 2-3 times as
many on. It seemed odd. So guild chat was very quiet all day, and I just soloed stuff. I had
a pretty bad headache and was extremely tired all day, so it's probably for the best that I
soloed. So that feels pretty sad.
There were no donations or help, so that is still very sad and worrisome. But all I
can do is try to hang on and hope help comes in time.

Day 4158 - 11/19
A little rushed
Today I'm in a bit of a rush. I had to adjust something that I'm presenting in class,
and now it's less than 20 minutes until class start. (Though oddly I'm the only one here.)
I'm super sniffly today. My lips are chapped. I guess from being outside so much,
though it's not colder than normal yet. It's in fact still warmer than normal for this time of
year. Hopefully I can do a mix of relaxing and working on a big project that's due Friday
after class and the rest of the day will be good.
No donations or help yet, so I am still extremely worried. But all I can do is try to
hang on.
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Week 595

Day 4159 - 11/20
Early homework

Today was ok. Class was busy. I couldn't play through any of it, but it was fun and
interesting. I did my homework after. It only took an hour. It's due Friday night instead of
Sunday, so I didn't have a lot of choice in finishing it early. But, that means I can either
get a touch ahead, or just spend the weekend relaxing.
I guess today was pretty good. There was interaction in class a bit, so I feel a bit
more connected and a part of things. A few people were nice to me, so that helped my
mood too. And though I didn't do a lot in my game, I did get an important piece of gear.
It's from a raid I don't get a lot of chances to do, so now I'm kind of just down to one
piece I need to complete a big goal.
But there were no donations or help, so I'm still extremely worried. Classes are
already filling, so I really should be spending my saved school money to sign up. But I
may need to unfortunately need to use it to pay car insurance, and all I can do is keep
waiting. Hopefully dad will send cash next weekend for Turkey weekend and I can at
least catch up on what is overdue and use the school money for school. Hopefully more
help will come too. If not... things will get very bad quickly. Not only am I behind on car
insurance, but the yearly web space bill is coming in about a month. And I only have like
half of what I need to pay that. If that has to be spent to pay for car insurance...

Day 4160 - 11/21
No emotional defenses
Today it feels like I have no emotional defenses. I'm not sure what is going on. If I
had like three medications for psychological issues, I'd say it felt like I took too many of
one and none of the others. I feel exhausted, hyper, super depressed, like I'm going to start
laughing, and like I'm going to start crying. All the extremes, and all at the same time. In
fact, two or three times today I smelled yummy foods and became very sad. When I was
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microing lunch someone came by with a hamburger and fries to get ketchup and napkins
and I almost started crying because it smelt so yummy.

Yesterday I mentioned in

game when someone asked how I was doing that I felt sad and wanted curly fries, and
someone replied "you need to eat something better." And that almost made me cry.
Not so much because it felt like an attack, but that someone reacted like that instead of
reacting out of kindness or concern and asked something like, 'when was the last time you
could have them?'
But I suppose I barely made it through the day, and now it's night. And so it is
basically over even though I can't sleep for three or four more hours. There were no
donations or help, so I am incredibly worried about what will happen with the bills. But
all I can do is try to hang on. Hopefully help will come in the next week for Turkey day.
Hopefully I can continue to hang on until they do.

Day 4161 - 11/22

Feeling unacomplished
Today I felt pretty sad. I felt like a failure. I felt like I can't accomplish anything.
And I suppose what's worse is I feel like I won't be able to accomplish anything if I tried
something different. It feels like I wanted to paint this beautiful picture full of colors, but
all I had was gray, and a single broken old brush. No matter what I really wanted, what I
imagined, how hard I might try, it felt like it would never be the beautiful color picture I
imagined. And so I didn't really try much of anything.
It's not how my day really went though. I chatted with a few people briefly. A few
asked for help - people I've never met before. I gave some chips to someone (of a flavor I
don't like from a multi-pack.) Yet these positive interactions didn't really matter or
register in my mind. Because I still felt incapable of succeeding at anything.
There was no help or donations today. There were a couple of well-wishers, so
that was nice. But without help another day has come and gone putting me one more day
behind on the car insurance for the month, and one closer to the next. And we are rapidly
approaching the web space bill.
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I still hope help comes in time, but this year more than any other I fear it may not.
So little has come this year so far.

Day 4162 - 11/23
Tiny help
Today started with a big bear. There was some water display at the food store with
a really big stuffed bear sitting on top. He must have been like three feet tall from butt to
head. (He's in a sitting position.) I hugged him when I passed by, and then hugged him
again on my way past to a different isle. It made me laugh.
I went to the bank before the library. A few weeks ago a manager from a local
branch called and left a message. I contacted the bank asking what that was about, as she
didn't say, and apparently it was to try and help with the charge they do every month. I've
tried contacting her a few times about it, but she was never there. So this morning I gave
up and checked my options at my local branch. The person changed the account so it's a
lot lower fee, and actually set the fee to be waived for a few months, so that helps a bit.
The rest of the day wasn't great. It wasn't really bad, but it wasn't good. I actually
had a solid and stable connection, so I pretty much played all day. But guild chat was
silent. And I didn't really group. I felt very alone and sad. By about 3 I was very much
feeling like I wanted to play other things, but didn't really have anything else to play. I
dabbled with the current CCG I sometimes play, but wasn't really into it. I watched a
couple of shows after.
I had asked a few different chat groups for help with homework too. Only one
person helped so far. It's really disappointing that no one seems to want to help. I even
said it should take just five minutes and be pretty fun. It feels like no one cares.
So today I feel uncared for, a little abandoned, and with no help for the bills, very
alone.
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Day 4163 - 11/24
Not the best
Today was not the best. There was no help or donations, so I am still extremely
worried about bills. I felt very lonely and sad, so I ran junk videos in the background
while playing. The connection was again strong and stable, so I did play all day, save for
the hour I did homework.
But without help the same fears and worries dominated my mind. And there was
no opportunity for change. But I try to remain hopeful.

Day 4164 - 11/25
All the things are worse
Today it very much feels like all the things are worse. It really started last night
while watching a new series. About once an hour my movie watching software crashed
after visual and audio glitching. This has become somewhat frequent probably for about
the half dozen times I've watched stuff. (Oddly up until this point it had only happened
with series, not movies.) After its third time last night it refused to load the disk at all. I
tried a serious frustrated cleaning and the problem persisted. My optical drive may be
dead. I've tried different disks, both types, and three different software. At most it will
'load' the menu data, but then locks up when it should start playing the disk.
I'll try to clean the lasers again tonight after I'm done writing. Maybe a different,
more careful and serious cleaning will work. If not I'd have to watch high-def stuff on my
console, which is not the best as that requires unburying it from storage. Even if I did, it
would have extremely limited viewing windows. The more likely case would be to watch
old-school DVD versions of things on an external drive I got years ago. Assuming it still
works. It's been in storage for probably eight years or more.
I again woke up much earlier than I needed to. Over an hour early today. That's
been happening quite a bit since the time change. It's like it's impossible for me to sleep
more than about 7.5 hours, and I'm averaging closer to 6.5-7.
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During a chip snack I noticed the gum between two teeth felt... different. I
checked in the mirror, but both looked pretty 'normal' in color. But sucking very hard at
the spot did result in an iron taste. And checking I confirmed there was blood. It's almost
certainly a small shatter in the area, probably between them were I can't see or feel. Yet
another start of what will eventually be another lost tooth. Twelve now are highly corrupt
or completely gone.

I'm always on the verge of uncontrollably crying about that.

I

can't ever get that back. And it's a reminder of a lifelong story of abuse, hurting, neglect,
and poverty.
After only three hours of playing and trying to relax at school I really didn't feel
like playing anymore. I did, because there was nothing to watch due to the holidays, as
well as an extremely massive headache preventing any kind of attempt to do something
like homework.
So today just felt full of loss, reminders of previous loss, and being pushed
furtherer towards failure and the eventual loss of what little is left.

Both physically

and emotionally. Inside and out.

Day 4165 - 11/26
Smallest of victories

Today there are the smallest of victories. Last night I cleaned the optical drive,
and it wasn't immediately fixed, but did show signs of improvement. I waited and cleaned
it again and it again wasn't fixed, but did show an older error that is often fixed after a
restart. I restarted and it worked fine. In fact, it was running the smoothest and quietest it
has in years. I used to have a disk cleaner I'd do about every 25-30 hours, and I think I
know where it is in storage, but for the moment it seems fine again.
Another very small victory is last night I fell asleep a bit early, and stayed asleep
almost all the way until my alarm went off. I probably got about 8 hours of sleep, maybe
a touch more.
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I'm still extremely worried about bills. Things are looking very bad.

I'm still

hanging on to hope dad and hopefully others can send help for the holiday this weekend,
but help these days is the rarest it's been. But all I can do is try to hang on to hope.
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Week 596

Day 4166 - 11/27
Closer

Today was ok. Class was busy, but fun, so it was ok. After, I decided to check on
doing a homework that's due this weekend because my software options are extremely
limited with what I have. To my surprise it only took about 45 minutes from start to
finish, so one of two things are done. When I was playing I finally finished a kind of
bigger goal I had, so that is finally done after a few weeks of trying.
I got some help from a friend too, so I am a bit closer to paying the bills. If dad
sends a medium amount for Turkey weekend, in cash, I shooouuuld have enough to pay
for web space and school registration like the saved monies were originally intended for. I
won't have anything for car insurance, parking next quarter, or monthly gas, but the
biggest most important bills would be covered. So, hopefully that will happen and I can
worry about the others with the next help.
There is maybe a visit to the ex-house and ex-roomie on Friday, so I will finally
be able to do another laundry. So that will be hugely helpful.
So for the moment I try to stay hopeful another couple of helps will come and the
things will be covered. That would be a huge relief. But all I can do is try to hang on until
they do.

Day 4167 - 11/28
Chilled to the bone

Today at no point did I warm up. The food store was much colder than I
anticipated. The connection was ok, so I did the minimal amount of playing and really not
much else. I didn't trust the connection for group activities, nor was anyone really on.
There were only about eight guildies on at any given time, and even in world events there
were less than half the normal number of people.
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I'm concerned dad may not be sending anything at all, as I sent an e-card and he
replied with no mention of sending a physical card. He did send extra help around my
birthday when contacts got so bad, so that may have tapped him out. Which would be
pretty disastrous. A friend sent help, so if dad did send the normal cash amount more
things would be ok. Without it I will have to make some drastic choices.
But today was what it was. I have all night to survive, but it seems all I can do is
try to hang on until help comes. And hopefully it comes in time.

Day 4168 - 11/29
Short day
Today was a short day. In the morning and early afternoon I was at the food store.
The connection was ok, but not amazing. I got through my important dailies. There was
no guild chatter, as again being a holiday most weren't around.
In the early evening I went to visit the ex-roomie. So I got to do an important
laundry and we watched a few shows I don't have access too. I didn't get to do all the
laundry, as there wasn't enough time, but I did enough that the important things will last a
while. Certainly enough to cover me through the upcoming winter vacation. After that,
well, my lack of shifting outer layers would be noticed. But for the few weeks until then,
and during the break, I don't think any will notice the frequency of change, or care.
To the point when I went offline there were no donations or help, so I am still very
worried and don't know if I should expect help from dad or not. So I continue to try to
hang on until help comes. And hopefully I can hang on until it does.

Day 4169 - 11/30
Ghost drain

Today was ok I guess. It started with a bit of a scare. At the food store I turned on
my laptop and logged in. Instead of logging in it simply shut off. I turned it on again and
the battery showed 0%. A few restarts of trying things and it never showed up correctly.
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However, since it worked fine plugged in I just stopped trying and continued on. When I
got to the library I again messed with the battery, by shaking it vigorously and blowing
off the connections. When I turned it on it showed the normal 96% and not
charging/charging cycle it normally does.
I noticed later that my tablet was also extremely low, down to like 40%, which it
really never gets that low without doing multiple heavy app things at the same time. So
either the unusual cold messed with the batteries, or a ghost visited me last night and
drained them a lot.
I checked what I had saved for the bills and added it to the help I got the other
day. It was indeed enough to pay the yearly web space bill, so I did that. I have the gift
card money left from my birthday, but I'm still uncertain what is safe. I should have
already signed up for classes, especially with one of them being a first half of a two part
class, as that will be difficult to take if I miss it. But as of tomorrow I'll be officially two
months due on car insurance. They haven't been upset about that in the past when it's
happened before, but that could very rapidly get extremely bad. There was no card from
dad today, and while that doesn't mean he didn't send anything, without mentioning
anything on Thursday, it is probably more than likely nothing was sent.
So I am still extremely worried about bills. The last of my gas money will go in
the car tomorrow. And with things unpaid that still need to be, my future seems very sad
and uncertain.

Day 4170 - 12/1
Like wet dogs
Today the library smelt lightly of wet dogs all day. It's been super stormy since
late yesterday, so everyone coming in was wet.
I guess the day was ok. The connection was ... enough. I did ok on some
homework I had left to do, so I think I just need to spend Tuesday and Thursday finishing
the projects. It's all lab on those days, so it should be plenty of time to do the projects.
I took a bit of a risk and signed up for class today. The one is only offered a
couple of times a year, so I wanted to be sure I didn't miss it. I'll pay for things on
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Wednesday if there are no extreme threats from the car insurance. But now I am officially
behind two payments. And while I've done that once or twice before with no
consequences, I do really hope late Turkey day money is on the way from my dad, as well
as maybe other help. Basically all I have in my gas tank is it. No other money for car
insurance. None for more gas after the week runs out. Nothing.
But all I can do is hope things are ok. Hope I make the best choices I can. And
hopefully more help will come in time.

Day 4171 - 12/2
Feeling maybe brokenhearted
Today I am not really sure how to describe how I feel. I guess above all I feel sad,
and worried that these homeless times are taking an extreme toll on my body. I feel like
one day I may fall asleep and just not wake up due to the stress being too much.
Maybe it's because I woke up with a pretty bad headache, like from sleeping with
my head and neck at a terrible angle. Or maybe it's because someone corrected me in a
way that seemed unnecessary and hurtful. I don't think that's why I feel how I feel. Being
wrong about the order of things that happened 20 years ago is more a curiosity than
something I'd be upset by. So I think I'm just sad about... everything. And I feel
brokenhearted. And I have no way to do what I'd normally do when I feel this way, which
is have some alone time with the things I enjoy to cheer myself up. I can't cook. I can't
play games or watch shows alone because I am always in public. I can't do chores,
because everything is in storage and I don't have a place to do chores.
And it's odd, because my cheeks hurt a bit from laughing. Stuff I watched today
was unusually funny. I've probably laughed and smiled today more than maybe in years.
And, someone complimented me on how my character looked in game; a stranger, out of
the blue.
So outwardly things were happy and unusually good. But inside I feel alone, sad,
brokenhearted, and maybe a bit hopeless. Yet I try to hang on. I try to continue to hope
help will come in time. And eventually maybe I can recover. But these days things seem
extra hard.
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Day 4172 - 12/3
Everywhere smells
Today I'm sleepy. Everywhere smells like wet dogs now. I guess all the rain on
stuff and stirring up the soil has made stuff smell not the best.
It's just lab for class today, so I have a couple of hours to do a big project. It would
be nice if I could finish, but I don't think I will. It's not really due for two weeks, so even
if I don't finish soon I have plenty of time.
There are no donations so I'm still very worried about the bills. But all I can do is
continue to hang on, and hopefully help will come in time.
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Week 597

Day 4173 - 12/4
Doom clock

Today the doom clock started. Actually it started yesterday afternoon. People who
regularly follow on the social page would have seen the notice. My car insurance has
officially given me warning that if I don't pay what I owe they will cancel the policy. I did
call today and get a few weeks extension, but I basically have to pay three months owed
by January 1st. Which sounds more unattainable than it is. Yes, without help there is no
way I'd have the money. But it's only about $120 total. Which, if dad sends Xmas money
in cash, not a gift card, and he sends a big amount, like he often does for Xmas, I'd only
need one other person helping to make it. So, it's within reach, but I will have to hope
there is help.
I hate to do that though. Gift money should always be spent on gifts. They should
be a celebration of you, and the person who sent them, and your relationship. I've never
felt good about spending gift money on bills. Sadly, much of my life has forced the issue.
At this point I've spent way more gift money on everyday things I couldn't otherwise pay
for.
These days it always feels like I am on the verge of uncontrollably crying over
what I've lost. And that I am not in a position to help others who need help. So many are
in pain and can't ask for help, or won't. I wish I were in a position I could be the guardian
angel for others, instead of the one in pain and needing help.
But all I can do is try to hang on. The web space is spared for another year. School
is secure for another year. And while things are still unpaid and under threat, I have to
continue to stay hopeful help will come in time.
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Day 4174 - 12/5
A big help

Today my online friend who sometimes sends help sent a pretty big help.

I'm

not safe yet, especially if we look beyond a month's time, but with one other medium
sized help before the end of the year I'll be able to make the three car insurance payments
and be clear through January.
I think I mentioned in the past how the professor I'm friendly with who I chat with
has paid TA positions. He asked me earlier in the quarter if I'd be interested, but I couldn't
qualify as far as I knew due to many reasons. I recently found out some of those might be
able to be waived, so tomorrow I'll make a detour across campus and see if that's possible
for me. It seems unlikely, but I'll check. It wouldn't solve my problems completely, but it
would help quite a bit.
I was feeling very sad and down today, and on the verge of crying most of the
day. When I got notice of the big help in the afternoon things started to seem better. The
sad cloud that has been around me has parted some, and the haze of confusion,
depression, and constantly feeling sleepy has lifted a bit. Not completely, as I'm not safe
from even the car insurance yet, let alone other costs. But being much closer to at least
partly safe has helped lift my spirits quite a bit.
There were odd things I discovered yesterday though. I guess finals week is next
week, not the week after like I thought. So I had quite a lot less time to do my big final
projects than I thought. I powered through the one I've been working on and finished
early. It's ok. I'd say C work, maybe a B. I am not really proud of it. It's just ok. There are
some good things, but I don't have the week more that I thought I had to polish it. But that
does mean I have to do quite a bit this weekend on the next to pound it out in the software
on Monday. Which is also good and bad. It should be plenty of time, as it's more research
and concept than time with the software.
So I guess the day started bad and sad, but with the news of help coming my
spirits are greatly lifted and I have hope again. But there is still more around the corner.
And I'm not safe yet. So I continue to try to hang on. And hopefully more help will come
in time.
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Day 4175 - 12/6
Fundraiser
Today the 'fundraiser' I set up on the social page has finally been approved. To my
surprise two people sent help a few hours after it went up. And, one person sent so much
help it funded the two car payments I was asking for help with. (It has a few days until
completion.) So, I'm still hoping more will come in the days it will stay up, but there is
enough to be safe. That is assuming the money comes by the 1st. The page said it could
take a few days to be sent, then a few more for the bank to process it. So hopefully it will
be there in time. Or, hopefully more will come through regular donation channels that can
be drawn immediately.
It would be really great if they added up to enough to pay it off entirely. For some
stupid reason they charge almost an extra $10 a month if you pay monthly, which is like
25% interest. Which is some pretty big BS there.
I still feel really extremely sad though. All day my mood has been incredibly low.
Possibly one of the lowest days ever. I guess maybe I don't feel the stress relieved because
it's not actually paid yet. That would be logical. But I don't know. I feel like I'm isolated
in a house on the side of a snowed mountain. And looking out of the window all I see is
snow and storm, and I have no connection to anyone or anything.
Maybe it's stress, in general, doing massive damage to my heart. I have been
feeling extra bad lately. And so I am very worried about my health.
But hopefully help will continue to come. Hopefully I can fully pay off the car
insurance, maybe even have extra to save towards other bills around the corner. But all I
can really do is try to continue to hang on. And hopefully I can hang on long enough.

Day 4176 - 12/7

Pouring rain, dead table
Today it has been pouring rain most of the day. On the good side that means the
library actually turned on the heat and I didn't need to wear my hoodie. On the bad side it
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meant that from about noon on it started to smell like a wet dog everywhere because
people were wet. Thankfully it wasn't too bad though.
About an hour after I was at the library I noticed my laptop had no power. I didn't
panic as I knew the tables are often dead, and the other side of the one I sit at has been
dead for years. Checking with a different device, and plugging in to the outlet directly, I
confirmed the table was dead. Really? They spend who knows how many probably tens
of thousands of dollars 'updating' the seating in most of the library, but they didn't think to
check the plugs at the tables they didn't change?
I guess today was ok. I had an ok time in my game, though everyone was quiet
and I didn't really group. I spent a few hours doing what feels like decent progress on the
final school project. Hopefully I can finish tomorrow and then just hammer it out Monday
when I have access to the software.
I feel a bit better about the bills. But I continue to hope more help comes, as it's
better to have things paid in advance then to worry about the doom of their approach. For
the moment I should be safe though, it's just a matter of the monies getting to me. And
hopefully I can continue to hang on emotionally.

Day 4177 - 12/8
Clear for a bit

Today the sky, and my mood, was clear for a bit. It was moderately raining in the
morning, and partly in the afternoon. But by mid-afternoon the skies cleared and it
actually looked very nice out. Yesterday and today when it was raining I could also see a
rainbow outside, which stayed and slllooowwwly crossed the sky for a few hours.
My mood was a bit better too. I wasn't quite as sad. There was no one around
online. And even though it showed 20 in the guild, no one was chatting. I stopped playing
my MMO early and left to watch things and play a little bit of another game.
Nothing changed today really. Just a regular Sunday, but I try to stay hopeful
more help comes, and I can hang on until better days.
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Day 4178 - 12/9
Clear day
Today it was a clear day. I don't think it rained at all. I played for a bit in the
morning, then did the important project, then played a bit more. I visited the ex-roomie
again. I think maybe recently she has had some guilt due to the rain and the extra cold.
Though I'm not sure it's more of either than it normally is.
I guess my mood was a bit better. Though I'm sure things will get more sad and
distant feeling again once we hit vacation and I'm at the library (which doesn't feel as
private as school.) But I try to continue to take everything one day at a time. It's really the
only way I can manage these days. And hanging on lately is tougher than ever. But trying
to hang on is all I can do. And hopefully better days will come.

Day 4179 - 12/10
Safe for the moment
Today I expect a calm day. There are a couple of classes people are waiting to
take a test for now, but I expect things will be pretty calm and quiet for the most part.
Yesterday I got word my food money was approved again, so I have food for at
least a bit again. I don't know when the homeless food money help will run out, but due to
the few months it was delayed I may want to try and save up a bit just in case. (As far as I
know there's no point they 'take it back'.)
There is the car insurance 'fundraiser' help that will close tomorrow and be on its
way to me. It seems like the few that have helped so far will be it, but it will be a cushion
for a little while.
Sadly I got a confirmation I'm disqualified for any paid TA work due to having
too many units, which while not surprising is a bit disappointing.
I don't really know what the day will hold for me, but hopefully it will be calm,
quiet, and I can continue to hang on until better days.
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Week 598

Day 4180 - 12/11
Early notice

Today was ok. The final was super short, barely an hour. Then I spent the rest of
the day trying to relax and stay stress free. I'm not really sure I succeeded though. I was
extremely tired. I felt like I should just go out to the car and sleep all day. And I was
pretty depressed. There were a few moments of happiness or laughing, but mostly if
someone were to look at me I'm sure they would have seen a frown more often than not.
And I really only said a few sentences all day.
I suppose in good news I got word dad sent Xmas money early. And it's a bigger
amount. I'm not quite sure what I'll be able to do with it, as I'll have to put it all in a big
pile and see what I have before spending anything, but I'm hopeful it's enough to at least
have some options.
For the moment I'm still trying to hang on and make it one day at a time. I
continue to hope more help and donations come. And hopefully I can make it to better
days ahead.

Day 4181 - 12/12
Hurting paws
Today my feet have been hurting pretty badly. I haven't walked any extra lately,
not really, so it must just be from how flat the bottoms are getting. If I remember I should
check my car for the gel things I got years ago. Maybe that will help alleviate the pain
until new boots come. I have a vague memory that I couldn't use them last time I looked,
but I'll check when I remember.
I guess today was ok. It was really dead in my game. No one was talking in guild
chat and again world population was probably at half of normal. I'd guess people are
starting vacation and doing other things and not playing online. That tends to always
happen around this time of year.
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My fundraiser money is supposedly processed and on the way to my bank now, so
that's good. That would be great if the estimated 3-5 days was actually just one. That
would speed up things greatly. I probably won't get dad's money until the weekend or
early next week, so I'll know how much I have to work with and plan then. In rough
calculations today it would only be enough for about half of what is remaining on the car
insurance, so I won't be able to pay it off entirely. But I can pay some and save enough for
some regular payments. Maybe that will be a bit of a cushion. We'll see.
I guess today was ok. Though it felt extremely slow, quite lonely, and a bit sad.
But hopefully things will get to my bank soon. And hopefully more will come in the
future. And hopefully I can hang on until it does.

Day 4182 - 12/13
Weird by noon

Today things got weird by noon. As has been common the past few years, really
no one is around on the floor anymore. As tests let out people immediately left. So when
the last test on the floor ended around 11:30 the place emptied pretty rapidly after.
I guess today was an ok day. I felt a bit lonely and sad while playing. Again
almost no one was around. Because of that I've kind of started playing my shooter a bit
again. There is a new 'season', so things are a teeny bit different. I'm still on the fence
about the game. On the one hand I get that they can't change too much or they will throw
off the balance. Because shooters are a lot harder to balance they have to be really careful
with that. But on the other hand I'm still really kind of doing the same things, in the same
way, as I have for years. What little has changed is too small to alter those patterns.
My tummy is pretty upset over lunch and dinner food. I decided to get hot dogs, as
a pack lasts two days, but microing them makes them pretty greasy. And so my tummy is
all upset by that today.
There were no new donations or help, but in a huge surprise I checked my bank
and it already shows it pending. I just need dad's money to pile it together. It's more than I
needed to not be canceled, but I'm worried it will only carry me through a few months.
And with help so rare these days I could be in a terrible spot again pretty quickly. But I
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have to try to not let it get me down. As always I will have to just try to focus on what I
have left, how I can survive (just) today, and try to stay hopeful more help comes soon.
And hopefully I can hang on until it does.

Day 4183 - 12/14
Broken feeling back

Today as of the early evening my back has felt kind of broken. I don't know why,
but it's almost as if it's locked up on one side. It's difficult to stand up straight.
Other than that the day was kind of good. The library connection was strong and
stable all day, even under full load. I had no problems playing or watching whatever I
wanted at any point all day. It was nice, and with several weeks before school starts again,
a relaxing time. I was actually warm enough to have my hoodie off until it got dark. And
it seems like (since my recent email griping about it) they actually fixed the plugs at the
table I normally sit at. Quite the surprise since I mentioned it years ago and it hadn't
changed.
There was no new help or donations, but with a recovery day I feel ok. And so I
try to hang on until more help will come. And hopefully I can make it to better days.

Day 4184 - 12/15
Like a snack

Today I am pretty hungry. I had what was left of salad from yesterday and a small
fruit bowl. I don't understand why fruit doesn't feel as filling anymore. When I started
somewhat regularly having the bigger bowl maybe six months ago, that and a bread roll
would be enough food for all day. Now if I have it I am almost immediately hungry for
more food. As if my tummy doesn't think fruit is a food anymore.
The high school kids must not be done with their quarter yet. There were a ton in
the library studying yesterday and today. Hopefully during the week it will turn to almost
empty. Oddly, in spite of it being pretty full the library connection again stayed stable and
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solid in my game playing and show watching. So again I did that uninterrupted and tried
to relax. It's still odd because my brain still feels like there are several weeks left of the
quarter. And even now, four months after the new school year has begun and I haven't
been TAing for the previous professor I still can't fully grasp how, after roughly six years,
she just dropped me and doesn't seem to care about my struggle or value the time I spent
helping her. I haven't heard a single word from her, nor has she replied to any of the three
funny notes I sent to her.
But, despite my hunger, and continuing back pain, I guess today was a better day.
I laughed a few times at stuff I watched. I had fun with my games. And though I was in
public, my brain was relatively able to block it out and try to have a bit of privacy. There
were no new donations or help, so I'm still at the very least waiting for dad money to
make a plan. But hopefully help will continue to come. And hopefully I can continue to
hang on until it does.

Day 4185 - 12/16
Table wars
Today there was a bit of table weirdness at the library. It started in the morning
when I got to the table a few seconds before someone else. She asked if she and her friend
could sit there and I replied, confused why she was asking for permission, 'sure, there is
plenty of room.' She said, 'oh, my friend needs to sit on your side because he's tall.' Which
I guess he was probably 7' or taller. I replied, 'I don't understand. There's a space here,'
and gestured next to me. She said, 'oh there will be four of us. You can say no, it's fine.'
Reluctant to give up the one space in the library I am comfortable where I always sit, I
replied again that I didn't understand. We exchanged a few more words before they left.
She seemed fine with it, but I genuinely did not understand why they felt it important to
have my spot. Yes, there are single couch like chairs behind me, so there might be 1-2
more feet of room. But it's the same as four more down, and five, and at ten at the end of
the row. On that side of the library there are several tables with the same amount of room.
I don't get why they gave up completely and went to the other area of the library. I guess
I'm the bad guy there or something.
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The next was a much more subtle weirdness in the afternoon. Someone sat next to
me who smelt odd. A little... not to my liking, but not 'bad'. It smelt off in some way.
About an hour after he sat down, and every hour for the next six, he kept snacking on
little chocolate Halloween type candies. Then it hit me about what smelt off and slightly
wrong. It's that same kind of smell that is around in a bucket of Halloween chocolate that
has been out for a few weeks. You know what's inside is still ok, but overall it just doesn't
smell good.
I guess it was a pretty good day. The connection was stable and solid all day,
which is super happy. But it wasn't as empty as I'd hoped it would be. After about 1
people started filling the place up. Again there were a bunch of teens and college people.
Hopefully they will be done tomorrow or the next day. Having the library full for the next
few weeks would be... taxing.
But I had fun with my games and shows. I was warm enough. I had enough food.
And I suppose the weirdness is just a one and done thing. Hopefully it isn't something that
will repeat and I can be back to semi-private space. Though I do really miss the smaller
more private two-top table I used to sit at.
But I try to continue to hope more help comes. And I try to hang on until better
days.

Day 4186 - 12/17
Big pile
Today the money from dad is in the bank. I'll sort through things later today and
see how much I can send to bills now and how much I need to save for future payments.
Until it's paid completely they want the same amount each month, so a bulk payment that
doesn't pay it fully isn't as much cushion as smaller and saving for more payments.
I had good but strange dreams. I woke up feeling rested, but now out in public I
feel tired and a bit drained. I checked for my shoe gel pads and have definitely lost one.
I'm not sure what happened. I only have a vague memory of the other tearing.
No other donations today, so I will see what I can do with the money I have.
Hopefully the day will be ok. And hopefully I can hang on until warmer and better days.
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Week 599

Day 4187 - 12/18
Headache

Today was actually pretty good, but for some reason I had a migraine headache
that started shortly after getting to the library and is still there a bit now in the evening.
The connection was again strong and stable. Hopefully this means they got
upgraded and it won't fall into unusable speeds again. I remember I was extremely
disappointed last break, and summer, when half the time it dropped to unusable speeds.
But I played my games and watched a show and it was fine. I accomplished a couple of
bigger goals I've been working on for months, so that is really good. I just barely did
normal things in my MMO. Lately the population has dipped so low I really can't try for
the big goals at all. There are so few people on the odds of finding groups is effectively
zero. So I usually just pop on for daily crafting and that's it. I will try to continue to
monitor population in both games to see where I can get the best gain. I have a few games
I'd like to finish on the game pass, but it's tough to do them because I'm required to be
connected online despite them being 100% single player games.
I made a tentative plan for what to do with the help I got. I'll wait a few days
before spending it though. I want to be sure I'm not forgetting anything potentially
important. Granted I can't do much, just a few payments for the car insurance, which is
great, and it's what I asked for help with, and then probably the domain name bill early.
I'll probably finalize decisions on Friday. Though much of it is x over y time, so it's not
like I'd be immediately spending all of it. So if I do forget something critical I'd hopefully
still have money and time.
But there are always bills around the corner. And always unpaid things who's
timers are ticking away. So hopefully more help will continue to come. And hopefully I
can hang on until it does, and I can make it to better days.
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Day 4188 - 12/19
The last school shower
Today was very likely the last school shower until school starts up again next
year. I'm glad it was still hot and I could do it. Hopefully the extra care I took shaving my
parts will last. I expect for the next two weeks all I'll get is brief shaves and maybe rinsing
off my parts. It won't be amazing but it will be enough.
Today was pretty good. The library population is lessening and probably didn't
peak much over 85% full. In fact, it wasn't until about after 1 that it hit more than 50%.
The connection was a touch wobbly in the morning, so I was worried, but it cleared up
and was stable the rest of the day. I ran a speed test right after the issue and it showed a
peak of 50 mbps, where it's normally been 5-15 mbps during fast times. So maybe they
did actually increase bandwidth lately.
There were no new donations or help. I don't think any gifts have come yet. My
ex-roomie hasn't said I had any packages, but maybe I'll check in a few days. I never
really expect any, but it's always nice to have something. Hopefully someday I can be in a
position to be the gift giver again. For now I continue to hang on. I continue to try and
make it through days one day at a time. And hopefully I can hang on until better days.

Day 4189 - 12/20
Peaceful
Today was pretty peaceful. I heard someone on the phone say today was the last
day of school, so hopefully I won't see many teens around the library until next year. It
was pretty quiet and peaceful at the library. Again the MMO had pretty low population
from what I saw, so I didn't stick around there too long. I think I played for about 1.5
hours, then spent time in the shooter before watching a show. I did get an important thing
done in the shooter, so that was good.
There isn't much else to say about the day. I paid two important bills with the
monies I've gotten recently. I still have two more car insurance payments saved. Though
sadly there wasn't enough to pay extra. Hopefully more help will come, and bigger help
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will come before the next big bills in May and July. Hopefully I can continue to stay on
time with the car insurance payments.
Oh, I did hear I don't have to worry about the wolves coming for me any more
(debt collectors.) I talked the other day with someone I chat with in the morning and they
mentioned they knew a lawyer back in the day and he mentioned credit card collectors
have 7 years to try and collect, and if they send the bill to a collection agency it's out of
their hands after that. So with things being 12-13 years since I last paid a credit card bill,
they are way out of their time to come after me. Though I kind of figured once we'd past
10 years that was the case. But it's good to hear confirmation. I can't escape the student
loan debt, and that's the big crushing one hanging over my head. But it's good to know I
should be clear of all others.
But today was fairly quiet and peaceful. I was warm enough. I had enough food.
I'm a bit tired and sneezy, but ok. So for the moment I continue to hope more help comes
for future bills. And I continue to hang on until better days.

Day 4190 - 12/21
Another visit

Today there was another visit to the ex-roomie in the evening. We watched part of
a series she has access to and I had a cooked dinner. I'm not used to being around the
kitties, so I only stayed a few hours. I was pretty sniffly and my eyes were itchy when I
left.
I guess it was a pretty regular day other than that. There were a lot of teens at the
library, which is weird because I thought they were supposed to be off and on vacation
now. There were a few bumps with the connection, but not as bad as it used to be.
No gifts, donations, or other help today. So I try to focus on what remains. And I
try to hang on until better days.
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Day 4191 - 12/22
Cold and lonely
Today I felt cold and lonely. I had to put my hoodie on just after noon. It had been
raining all morning and the library got too chilly very quickly. I played my MMO and
people said hi, but I still felt pretty lonely all day. I played my shooter for a bit after
lunch, and again, though there were people around I felt alone. (Though there it's not a
surprise as no one talks in zone chat and I have no guild.)
I wished my day would have been a lot warmer. I wish I could have been
somewhere private. But I had a connection. I had enough food. And lately that has to be
enough. I still have my games. I still have food. And so I continue. But I always hope
more help will come. And I continue to hope I can hang on until my forever better days.

Day 4192 - 12/23
Seems like no presents
Today was ok. I tried to do a raid with the guild, one I technically didn't need. It
ran super long. I stayed about 45 minutes longer than I basically said I would. It turned
out it was ok to do that, but I don't know how often I'll continue raiding with my
limitations.
I guess the day was ok other than that. I was pretty chilly as the library was cold
most of the day. But the connection was stable and strong, so that was good.
It doesn't seem like I will have presents this year.

That isn't to say some won't

come tomorrow, or late, or be just gift money (like the early one from dad). But there
haven't been any packages left for me yet. It's a little sad, but I have no tree to put them
under. I expect monies sent back with my contact emergency when it was around my
birthday was probably more important since it was my 50th, while presents now is just
another homeless Xmas in a long line of them.
But I never know what tomorrow will bring, so I continue to try to stay hopeful.
And hopefully I can hang on, physically and emotionally, until my forever better days.
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Day 4193 - 12/24
Xmas Eve
Today things started a bit weird. Again my battery is showing 0% and not
charging while plugged in. My tablet also seems to have lost 25% overnight when I know
it was 100% when it was put away. I'm not going to worry though, as I'm at the food store
where it had weirdness a few weeks ago. I wonder now if it's something with this plug, or
maybe something happening to the batteries overnight due to cold. I'll probably know
more in about an hour. (Edit: as I type this in it's been about half an hour and it's jumped
up to 75% from zero. It might be an issue of weirdness with the outlet, though I don't see
how, especially since I've got a mini surge protector.)
I'm hopeful today will be mostly normal and ok. I have to leave the library about
an hour early, so hopefully it will be close enough to normal. So I try to stay hopeful
everyone has a good day, help comes for all the things, and I can hang on until better
days.
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Week 600

Day 4194 - 12/25
Xmas monies

Today my ears hurt. The food store was absolutely packed. So much so that my
ears are ringing from all the noise of the people, music on the intercom, and having to put
my headphones up pretty loud to drown them out. It was actually so crowded, and
smokers in my area, that I left over an hour earlier than I originally planned. I'd rather be
out early and in the quiet of my car than have most of a connection with all that noise.
Yesterday the person who usually sends gifts sent monies. They didn't have time
to shop for people, and that's why I didn't get any packages. I think I've decided what to
do with it. Part I'll spend on a few things. Well, set aside for, as an MMO expansion will
probably be pre-orderable in mid-January. I should really get an oil change with part of it.
It's been 10k miles, so since you should get one every 3k I'm quite a bit over. Though
with as infrequently as I drive that's less than one a year.
I noticed the other day too the couple fighting so hard for my spot was sitting at a
table at the opposite end of the floor, one of the three I mentioned had the exact same
amount of 'extra' leg room. So, yeah, I still don't get why they kept fighting instead of
responding to my saying I didn't understand why they needed that specific one. I suppose
it's not really important, just, I guess reassuring that I wasn't the bad guy, and they just
didn't communicate clearly.
I'm cold. It's only late afternoon going towards early evening. But I guess I
survived the day. Tomorrow should be back to homeless normal. So I continue to try to
hang on and hope help comes for future bills. And hopefully I can hang on until better
days.
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Day 4195 - 12/26
Indeed homeless normal
Today was indeed homeless normal. Which is about all I can hope for. I had a bit
of time at the food store in the morning, which felt bad due to having the big day there
yesterday. But at the library things were quiet, calm, and basically normal for recent
homeless times. I would have liked to be warmer, not had a window causing glare on my
screen, and to have not lost an extra 4-5 hours due to driving and needing to hide at night.
I suppose on the good side there was a cute/beautiful girl at the next table over.
(With her back to me.) And I suppose in a home I'd have been alone all day, so there's
that. Though being in a nice quiet warm home where I could have all time free, control
temperature and brightness, and have good cooked food would have been much better.
I suppose the day passed at a good pace. It was neither too slow nor too fast. I
played my two bigger games and watched a bit of a big show. I'm considering a 'winter of
shows' and watching a new series, and catching up with three others. So that would be 1640 hours of shows to watch. My regular shows are pretty much all on break for the
holidays, so that would give me something to watch in the meantime.
I guess today was an ok day. I was warm enough. Food was ok enough. Though I
was lonely and a bit sad I had access to my games and my laptop and car worked well
enough. But there are many things I miss. And with as much as I've lost, and will lose,
loss and sadness are constantly on my mind. But I try my best to continue on. And
hopefully I can make it to better days.

Day 4196 - 12/27
Literally freezing

Today when I woke up and started moving about the car was frozen. I guess it
didn't surprise me really. At 4 or 5 I was woken up by being cold. I was having dreams of
moving in somewhere (with others) and my room was solid concrete, with no windows,
and the entire house was slab concrete and had no heating. So probably the concrete and
no heat was a mixture of my subconscious thinking of my physical cold and my
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emotional feeling of being in prison. (Which is odd because I've seen shows and know
solid concrete isn't how they are anymore.)
I guess today was ok. I was warm enough. I had ok food. The connection was
stable and solid.
Hopefully tonight won't be too cold, but apparently the temperature is supposed to
get down to the mid 30s. It will warm up a touch for about a week after that. But I try to
hang on physically and emotionally. And hopefully I can make it to better days.

Day 4197 - 12/28
LFG
Today was pretty good. I discovered at some point the mobile app for my shooter
added a looking for group section. It's not the best, I still have to do some hoop jumping
to join the group, then hope the people talk and are coordinated enough to complete it.
(So those like me without regular people to play with are still fairly 'out of luck' since
most activities don't have 'matchmaking' and the LFG listing may or may not work.) But I
completed something I'd had sitting for months, and did another important thing I had
wanted to do. So that is super good that I got to complete two fancy things that I needed
groups for.
I guess the day moved pretty quickly and felt pretty lonely outside of those
groups. I eeked out an extra Xmas gift from my money and signed up for the movie/show
service for a month. That gets me access to a bunch of super good shows. Lately there
have really only been two shows I really care about, though I'm watching about four
others, probably more out of momentum than anything else.
So I guess today was pretty good, despite feeling lonely. I continue to try and
focus on what is good that remains. And hopefully I can continue to hang on until better
days.
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Day 4198 - 12/29
Early
Today everything was early. I got up quite a bit early, likely because I was super
tired and fell asleep early last night. Because of that I had extra time and finished my
MMO dailies early. Then started and finished my shooter early. Which meant two shows
in the evening.
The day was pretty good. I was warm enough. I could just about always be
warmer. I had ok food. Things were quiet and calm enough at the library. It started
raining again. That may have led to my feeling clam and peaceful from when it started in
the afternoon on.
Though there were no donations or help today, there is enough for the moment, so
I am not panicking from stress. So I continue to try to hang on to what is left. And I try to
hang on emotionally and physically.

Day 4199 - 12/30
A touch dizzy
Today was, I guess, good. It seems the rain has passed, though the day was still a
bit gray. The library was super quiet until the afternoon then it got a bit more full. The
signal stayed strong, so I played my games without issue. I did feel pretty lonely though,
so I left sooner than usual, and watched three shows instead of what would normally be
one.
After driving at night and settling in again I felt a bit dizzy. It seems to have
passed now, but it has happened the past few nights as well. I don't know if that's due to a
cold, or because I'm too sedentary at the library. (I move two or three times as often at
school even when I don't have class and am just hanging out.)
There were no donations or help, and no one really talked to me at all, I guess
today was pretty ok. I was warm enough. I had ok food. Things were sort of private. And
I got to play my games and watch shows. Which for a homeless life is about as good as it
gets. Hopefully I can continue to hang on and make it to better days.
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Day 4200 - 12/31
A cold start, confirmed cold
Today had a pretty cold start. It wasn't freezing like it has been the past week or
so, but it felt pretty close.
The laptop is again showing zero percent charge. I tried a different plug and it
shows the same. It works fine plugged in, and always shows normal at the library. I'm
basically sitting on the battery now for a few minutes. It's possible being so old and
getting so cold the battery fluid isn't slowing correctly. I'll see if it's any different in a bit.
I'm not worried, because even with a fully dead battery as long as the system is plugged in
it's fine. I never use it unplugged anyways. (Confirmed after about 5 min of warming,
plugging the battery back in and starting up shows the normal 95-96% 'not charging'
display. So it must be the cold.)
Besides that I don't know what the day will hold. It should be a relatively normal
homeless library day. It's open just about weekend hours, so a few less hours (in the
evening) than a normal weekday. Besides that my day should be normal. So I try to hang
on to hope help and donations come, and that I can continue to hang on mentally and
physically until better days.
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Week 601

Day 4201 - 1/1/20
Maybe recurring

Today started with word from the gray ghost. He had a good Xmas and New Year
time with his family and wanted to let me know that he's going to try to send a recurring
payment to help me out. He said he may need to cancel if there is an emergency, so I told
him if there were don't worry and take care of them first, and I won't 'expect' one every
month. So that will be super helpful.
The rest of the day was pretty tolerable. The sitting area at the food store was
basically empty. There were a few around during eating times, but mostly I was alone.
Due to the bright lights and constant loud music my ears were ringing a bit. It will take a
while to recover.
But now it's night. I can settle and hopefully rest a bit. And hopefully I can
continue to hang on emotionally and physically until better days.

Day 4202 - 1/2
Open for showering
Today was the first day school was open again and I could do a big shower. I
dedicated all of my pre-library time to the shower to be sure I had enough time. It's a bit
odd to not feel itching or scruffiness from too much hair now, but it's how I should feel,
so things are starting to return to normal feeling.
Other than that it was a pretty normal homeless library day. Losing those first few
hours things felt a bit rushed, but really since it's just playing games right now it was fine
to be rushed and have what feels like a little less time with things.
Overall it was a pretty ok day, though much colder than I'd like in the library, as it
was so cold my towel I brought in wasn't drying even after two hours inside. I took it
outside to the car and it was much warmer there. But the connection was fine, and no one
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at the table bugged me, so I guess the day was ok. I try to continue to hang on physically
and emotionally, and hopefully can make it to better days.

Day 4203 - 1/3
Hoodie day
Today the food store and the library were too cold to take off my hoodie, so I've
not taken it off all day. I hate to do that. I guess it was ok though. Sometimes it bothers
me, but it didn't bother me today. I guess because subconsciously I knew I'd be cold if I
did. Even with it on I was still chilly.
For some reason it felt like it's been a week since yesterday, not less than one day.
I guess maybe because all the 'vacation time' has blurred together to basically be the same
day over and over that it's starting to seriously distort my sense of time. Well, two more
days then I'll be back at school. Yet again trying to take classes to land somewhere, yet
again hoping maybe something will change because of it.
But I guess outside of those things the day was ok. I survived. And so I continue
to try to hang on.

Day 4204 - 1/4
Way too cold
Today the library was way too cold. By the early afternoon I'd put my hoodie on.
And by early evening I was shivering from cold. I really don't get why it's so cold there.
There was some old man sitting next to me who kept farting and reeked of death. I guess
it's not his fault, but how can you be unaware of that and not chose the spot not close to
others.
I guess today was ok other than the extreme cold and smell. I played my games
and I guess I felt a touch sad, so I stopped playing things early and watched some extra
shows.
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There were no donations or help, but I try to continue to hang on to hope, and
hopefully I can make it to better days.

Day 4205 - 1/5
Fancy theater
Today I left the freezing library early in the mid-afternoon to go see a movie. I
didn't have enough on the gift card for the super fancy version, as that's typically around
$20-25, so I decided to try out a new version that took the $17 on the gift card instead. I
think it actually wound up being a better choice. The theater was crazy. The chairs had a
couple more inches room, but the fanciest part was they had head and foot rests that were
controlled by a motor independently. And when it got very loud all the seats got rumbly.
As it seems like it always must be lately I had some bad neighbors. There were some late
teens who were yapping and wouldn't be quiet. After about 15 minutes I stared right at
them and said, 'can you shut the hell up or move over.' Of course the entire rest of my
row, and the two in front were empty, but they had to be right next to me. (Around here
seats are 'assigned' now according to what you buy.) They did stay quiet after, but at that
point their yammering had already burnt into my brain.
That was really it for the day. Nothing else special or terrible happened. Hopefully
in the coming days my mind will only remember the good parts of today. And hopefully
school will be good since it starts tomorrow. And hopefully I can continue to hang on
until better days.

Day 4206 - 1/6
A good start
Today felt like a good start to the quarter. I have sort of an intro level class
(M/W), so it probably won't be anything I don't already know, or haven't already done in
other classes recently. But she seems nice, which I kind of knew already because she's
passed by my spot many times in the hall.
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She did chat with me a bit after class wondering why the professor I TAed for left.
She also mentioned the current friendly professor has that open position. She seemed
genuinely shocked when I said the school disqualifies me for paid positions because I
already have my Associates and Bachelors. She said she was happy to have me in class,
and I did get a big smile and laugh when I mentioned that the time I worked in graphic
design was, "before most of these kids were born," using my 'old man voice'.
Though it seemed there were a higher number of classes than usual today, things
were pretty quiet and calm. But I suppose that was mostly due to the continuing trend of
students coming to class then immediately leaving the floor when they are over.
I'm sure tomorrow will be fine since it's with the (current) friendly professor. I'm
sure we'll chat about the movie I saw the other day, as he's a pretty big fan of the
franchise. I expect it will be a pretty regular day other than that. So I try to focus on
what's positive that I have left. And hopefully I can hang on until better days.

Day 4207 - 1/7
Too cold
Today it is too cold for me. It's not too cold overall though. Things aren't frozen
like they have been lately. Which is good, as it means things may not get as cold this year
as it has been in the past. But it is cold enough that walking around outside my feet get
half numb.
It is a bit early, so I don't have to rush writing today. But class is starting pretty
soon and hopefully it will be fun and interesting. I'm slowly starting to warm up, so that's
good too. I haven't checked online yet, but hopefully more help will come soon and I can
hang on until my forever better days.
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Week 602

Day 4208 - 1/8
Wrong pants

Today I kind of had the wrong pants on. It's not that they weren't functioning, or I
had a special event. It's just when I grabbed them in the dark after peeking with my tablet
light I thought I got one specific pair. When I got them on and looked at them in the light
they were a different pair. It wasn't so much the fact that they were the 'wrong' pair, but
why they were that bothered me.
It served as yet another reminder that my life is less than everyone else. I didn't
have full, or even half light, to see what I was getting. I got them out of a bag, not a
drawer. I had to consider carefully what I'm wearing, for how long, which days, all so I
can juggle the appearance of changing more frequently than I actually do because I don't
want to 'wear out' my good cloths from over-use, so my choices of what to wear is greatly
limited.
Today I was listened to and maybe even appreciated. (I noticed a girl even smiled
and laughed as I said something to someone else that was funny. I've seen her on the floor
for a few years and always considered her 'cute as a button'.) I still feel sad and depressed
lately. More and more I am not talking in the guild chat in my MMO, and doing quicker
and quicker sessions. And sometimes I may play my shooter more than normal, but it's
just because I'm shooting things and there is zero thought just about, so it's an easy loop to
lose myself in and ignore my sad things. But even that lately is losing appeal and I'm
starting to leave after shorter sessions to just watch nothing videos.
I guess the day wasn't terrible. Things seemed too loud, and my ears are ringing.
Class seemed fine, though there wasn't much too it. It feels like I'm two weeks into the
quarter instead of only three days. And though there is a little bit of extra news for a
computing show that means slightly more powerful laptops just around the corner, it
makes me very sad that I don't have the even $1k for what will be the cheaper ones, ones
that would be 400-500% more powerful than my old system. (And, of course, not crash
when trying to play more demanding new games.)
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So today I again put my head down, while I hear what is ahead. I try not to look
because it mostly reminds me of limitations I have in my life. I try to focus on what is still
within my reach, and hold on tight to what is left before it's all gone.

Day 4209 - 1/9
Raining again

Today it's raining again. It didn't rain too much on me though. I just saw evidence
of it and heard it in the night.
I guess class was ok. We talked a little about upcoming projects and then watched
a few short videos. I guess I like my classes ok. People seem to appreciate my comments
and the class work seems ok, just busywork. There are a few cute girls, but as always they
don't give me a second glance. Which is fine, as they are basically way too young to be
interested.
I had a bit tougher time in my games. The connection was kind of garbage,
disconnecting me several times and heavily laggy when trying to do group activities. I
gave up early and played a bit offline, then just watched extra shows.
I was extremely sleepy today - to the point of wondering if something is wrong. I
had good sleep last night, and a decent amount. But I barely could keep my eyes open. I
couldn’t focus on anything. And all day, even now, my head feels like it has a headache,
and like so many repeating thoughts are bouncing around in my head that it will explode.
My ears are ringing pretty badly, and I have sneezed a ton. So maybe I have a cold, I'm
not sure.
As always, it seems all I can do is hope help and donations come, and that I can
hang on until forever better days.
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Day 4210 - 1/10
In the hall
Today was a regular homeless day in the hall at school. I took the day off and
watched shows and played some games. I do have something due Wednesday, so I should
maybe work a bit on that on the weekend. And I think some stuff is due the Sunday after
this one for the other class. But there is enough time for that.
There were quite a few people around early in the day, with a peak of three classes
on the floor. But by about 1:30 things slowed down a lot. Two of the classes had ended
and at 4:30 the last one ended. The floor was still open for a couple more hours, but it was
empty at that point. It felt pretty lonely today, but it felt lonely all day emotionally. I kept
thinking how I'm doing everything alone and with the combination of limited opportunity
and being a bit picky with who I would do things with, my thoughts kept returning to
wondering if I would ever really 'have people'.
I guess I made it through the day. The day started frozen, so it was a rough start,
but things continued to work ok through the day. So me and my stuff survive another day.
And hopefully I can continue to hang on until more help and donations come. And
hopefully I can make it to better days.

Day 4211 - 1/11
The out of towners
Today went very quickly. My time at the food store and library was ok. But in the
early afternoon I went to a sort of hang out party with some people visiting from out of
town who I probably haven't seen in 10 years. I also saw someone who I haven't seen in
probably about 5 who I've known since I was 12. I see them every 5 or 10 years. We've
never really been super close, but this time I'm not sure if they recognized me or not.
Aside from my hair I really look the same as I have for probably the last 15 years. I look
vastly younger than others 'in my age group'. But then they know how to get a hold of me,
so it may just be a case of 'I've always been in the background and always will be' so they
don't expect that to change.
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I guess today was ok. I got some unexpected laundry time, so that was a pretty big
boon. Things were ok and different, but a bit loud and overly stimulating. I didn't get to
play or watch shows much, but that's ok. Things will be normal tomorrow I'm sure. I
suppose I've survived another day and sometimes that's all I can do. So I try to hope help
and opportunity come. And I try to hang on until better days.

Day 4212 - 1/12
Maybe need a sign

Today I feel like maybe I need to make a sign for my library table that reads, "no
smoking, no farting." This is the second week in a row people have sat nearby that didn't
smell good. I really miss the days of my semi-private two-top table.
I guess the day was pretty good other than that. I played my MMO for a bit. I
watched news about a game that's going into open beta in a couple of weeks that I've been
pretty excited about. (Open beta means it's not released, but everyone can play.) I played
my shooter too for a little bit. Then watched a few shows before leaving. It was pretty
cold in general today, and I had to put on my hoodie (in addition to the other three layers)
by early afternoon.
I guess today was ok for a homeless day, but I still hope for days where I'm back
in a home. Where I can control my temperature, lights, sounds, cook food, and have no
restrictions or limits on what or when I do things. I continue to try to hang on to hope, and
hopefully will someday make it to better days.

Day 4213 - 1/13
Free punch
Today was ok. It started out with some of the deepest and longest sleeps last night.
I don't remember the dreams now, but it was something to do with being at a convention I
think? Most likely just stuff bleeding in from my subconscious as there is a lot of laptop
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news coming from a computer show lately. Oddly, a few hours after I got to school I
started to crash and started feeling exhausted again.
When I went to micro my dinner there was a vending machine with an automatic
door going voop voop... voop voop... voop voop, as it tried repeatedly to open its door to
dispense a drink. It's kind of the worst idea. It gets jammed about every three months. I
decided since I had several minutes to kill waiting for my food that I'd try to help it open.
I gently pushed the door the way it was trying to go, and after four or five pushes it
opened. I kept the drink near me in the open for all to see, but since no one was watching
the machine or came over after I released it I assumed it had been abandoned long ago.
So, I got a free punch drink. I haven't had a punch drink in forever.
I guess the day was ok other than that. Class was ok. But I kind of got a headache
during it. I played my games and watched some shows and tried to relax when I wasn't in
class. There was no help or donations, so I tried to continue to hang on. I was thankful my
laptop and car still work ok. And I continue to try to hang on until better days.

Day 4214 - 1/14
Evidence of rain

Today there is evidence of rain. It wasn't quite as cold last night, which is great as
things weren't frozen over by morning. But it's a bit odd I didn't hear it at all during the
night. I was super zonked out with very deep and vivid dreams again.
I'm super congested and sneezy lately. I feel like I've got a cold. Hopefully it
doesn't get too bad because the way my colds escalate can get super terrible.
There were no donations or help, but things seem like they will be a normal
homeless day. So I try to continue to hang on and hopefully I'll make it to better days.
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Week 603

Day 4215 - 1/15
Almost rain

Today it almost rained. Things were frozen in the morning and there was evidence
of rain from last night, but it didn't actually rain during the day. I saw a crazy news post
that it's supposed to snow, which in my entire life here it's only snowed twice ever, both
for only about 30 minutes.
I guess today was ok. We spent like 1.5 hours going through everyone's
homework and talking about it. I could see that some might get ideas from others, but
really probably 60% of the work was the same thing. I'm not sure it really served to
inspire as much as I think students were just bored. A very beautiful girl said by to me by
name.

Normally I don't like to hear my name, but it seemed nice. (Likely I don't like

to hear it because it feels connected to how I look, which I also didn't choose.) She has a
wedding ring, so no doubt she was just being friendly.
There were no donations or help, so the day was mostly the same. I am pretty
sniffly, have had a headache lately, a few sneezes, and now my ears are ringing. Though I
don't know if the last is from a cold or maybe too many pain pills.
As always, I try to hang on to the happy things I have left. And hopefully I can
make it to better days.

Day 4216 - 1/16
Broken back

Today, and yesterday though I forgot to mention it, my back has been kind of
broken. It's in old man mode where it's ok curved and still, but it doesn't want to
straighten out if I get up to walk somewhere. And if I try to, it's pretty painful. I should
probably try to stretch it, but it's super cold lately, so I don't really have anywhere to do
that except for school. Which means I can try tomorrow if I don't forget, but that's it until
Tuesday.
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Today was a pretty regular homeless day. I had class which passed quickly. Then I
played and tried to relax with what was left of the day. We had to pair up with people for
group projects, and sadly I wasn't grouped with any cute girls. Which I suppose is for the
best anyways.
There were no donations or help, though someone may send me a shirt that's on
sale, so that would be super nice. So I try to hang on to what's left. And hopefully I can
make it to better days.

Day 4217 - 1/17
Feeling very down
Today I am fully depressed. In the morning I watched a stream of a show. Where
six months ago I could picture the scenes in my head, lately all I see are the talking heads
of the people playing. I can no longer imagine the scenes. I had planned to do extra things
in my MMO, but I barely did my dailies, and jumped out early after probably not even 45
minutes. I half heartedly played my shooter, and similarly left super early after only
maybe 30 minutes. I watched a new series I picked up recently the rest of the time.
I think lately I've just been saddened by feeling trapped. I can't really look ahead
because I no longer have money for anything. Even if I did my laptop is aged to the point
that if it were a game I was looking forward to, there is a very high chance I couldn't even
run it. And not being connected to people I would want to hang out with, those things
aren't an option either.
I think lately I feel like I'm trapped by my limited options. And the options I have
to try to change things also feel like a prison of a different kind. I think lately I am losing
hope again.
But I have some games still. And yesterday I spent some Xmas monies I'd saved
on an expansion for my MMO, which at least for the moment I can still play. (The
expansion doesn't come out for like five months though.) And for the moment I have a
few shows to watch still, though those are running out. So I try to hang on. And hopefully
I can make it to better days.
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Day 4218 - 1/18
Thrid time's a charm
Today the food store was being weird with power again. It took warming the
battery up under my legs twice to work. The first two times starting the system it just
immediately shut down showing zero battery. After keeping the battery under my legs to
warm for about 5 minutes before the third try it started normally and showed the '96% not
charging' full like it normally does. I don't get why this only happens at the food store. It
doesn't have this issue if I go straight to school after grabbing food, a difference of less
than 10 minutes before starting.
I guess today was ok, but I have some critical homework that is due tomorrow and
I'm just not feeling good or creative at all. I half-assed my way through some, and so I
should be able to get through the rest and be fine pretty quickly tomorrow, but I don't
know. I am sad because I know in a home, where I'd be warm, have private space, don't
have to worry about time limits or time windows, and could have cooked food, I'd have
no issues getting through it. But with all the cold, with limits on my time, with people
pushing into my space, I just didn't feel like I was at all in a good space today.
Though there was no new help or donations I suppose the day was ok. So I try to
continue to hang on. And hopefully I can make it to better days.

Day 4219 - 1/19
Opposite of food

Today my dinner had the opposite effect. I mentioned before how a big fruit thing
from the store used to fill me up for the day. But more and more it feels less like food. At
this point, when I had a small one for dinner, it just felt like it had the opposite effect. It
felt like each piece of fruit was removing that much food from me. I don't know how to
explain it, and it doesn't make sense to me. I've never had a food that made me feel
significantly hungrier. I guess I have to stop eating it as a meal until my diet is rebalanced.
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I guess the day was ok other than that. I didn't have too much trouble finishing the
assignments that were due. They weren't great, and it's really the start of other future
projects, so it will come back around, but they are done for the moment.
There were no donations or help today, but I suppose I was warm enough. I had an
ok connection, and so I try to continue to hang on. And hopefully I'll make it to better
days.

Day 4220 - 1/20
Better than expected / all gray
Today went a bit better than expected. I went to do my very overdue oil change in
the morning and it was both super quick and pretty much the exact amount I'd reserved
for it. It's kind of funny that the head guy there was like 'it hasn't been that long' when I
mentioned it was three years since the last change. It feels like less than one, so I'm glad
I'm not the only one who feels like it hasn't been as long as three years. I'd planned to do
my typing for the week while there, and I almost got through it all. Not that it mattered,
since I had all day to do it.
At the food store I watched part of a stream and played my MMO just for a little
bit. The connection wasn't the best. The connection got worse pretty quickly after that and
it was too unstable to play my online shooter at all. Which is fine as I was prepared for
little to no signal today. So I just hopped into my shooter I have with the game pass.
(Which maybe I should focus a bit more on anyways if I want to finish before that runs
out in like six weeks.)
The day outside was constantly a light gray and cold. I left the food store in the
late afternoon and discovered it was actually warmer in the car than it was inside the food
store, which seems dumb. There was a constant flow of people and my ears are ringing
from the noise, but it didn't seem to bother me as much as I thought it would.
The person who maybe was getting me a shirt said it's on the way, so that seems
super nice.

There were no other donations or help though, so I try to hang on to what I

have left, and hopefully I can make it to better days.
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Day 4221 - 1/21
Extra day off
Today it seems I have an extra day off. Which really isn't as much as it sounds
like, as the lecture part of class is only about two hours. I had started my day getting here
about 20 minutes early. Since parts were itchy and bugging me I decided to take a super
quick shower. When I was done it was a touch later than usual for getting to class. I got to
the room when it should have been open, but it was closed, dark, and no one was around.
It seems today has been canceled. A few came by. I saw the younger beautiful girl and
told her we were canceled as she came down the stairs. I saw someone I know from other
classes who's a gamer and we chatted a bit before he left. But now the floor is empty and
silent, and I'm pretty much the only one here for the moment.
I do have a pretty important homework for my other class I have to do, so I should
probably do that first while things are quiet and calm. But I'm settled and warm, though it
was pouring earlier so it may still rain later. But hopefully today will be calm and I can do
all the things then have fun. And hopefully I can hang on until better days.
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Week 604

Day 4222 - 1/22
Weird mouse day
Today was a weird mouse day. For a period of time it wasn't normal in games and
outside of the game the pointer kept changing to some kind of auto scroller. The right
button has been weird for about a week, so it's possible one or both buttons are getting
seriously stuck (at the electronic level.) I went to the ex-garage and grabbed an old
wireless one I used before this current one. If I recall, the only issue I had with it was it
wanted to be charged every day, and charged slowly. So I was effectively keeping it
plugged in nearly all the time. Normally that's not an issue, but it has a receiver that has to
be plugged in, so that means it uses two ports instead of one. Even if your laptop has the
available ports that's a pain. But I can put that in the car and keep it in the trunk in case
the regular one dies all of a sudden. I also have a tiny one that is super little and cute, but
it's a lower resolution and only has the two main buttons. But it's an option if things are
desperate, assuming it still works, as it's probably nearly 10 years old.
Class this morning was meh. We spent half the class talking about super basic
stuff. Important to people new to design, but all stuff I knew already. So I basically zoned
out and played a game while lecture was happening. It's second half we again very slowly
and painfully went over pretty much everyone's homework. On the one hand I get that
critiques help students get more ideas. But on the other hand I think probably 75% of the
class just didn't care and doesn't pay attention. So I'm just not sure if they are a great use
of the time.
I did try to rest and relax the rest of the day. I was again super depressed, so I
didn't play as much as normal. I did an extra side thing for a while which was a nice
distraction. And I watched some extra shows. I did get some super good news that a free
game I'm looking forward to is giving access to people who signed up early a day sooner,
so I get to play that starting tomorrow afternoon. So that should be fun.
I guess the day wasn't super terrible, yet there were still aspects of it I'd have
preferred gone differently. I'm still sniffly, sneezy, and my ears are ringing pretty badly.
But I made it through the day. And sometimes that has to be enough.
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Day 4223 - 1/23
Maybe able to avoid the broken
Today I did some more tests with my maybe broken mouse. It was doing ok until I
tabbed out to a web page. It almost immediately started doing that stupid double arrow
with dots auto scrolling locked mode. I considered what I had been playing and thought
about the buttons. Since that's a feature enabled by double touching on mouse pads I
wondered if that was maybe an unused button toggling it. I thought maybe it was 'middle
scroll wheel button'. Since that's an enormous pain to use, and I never use it, I fully
disabled it in the mouse preferences. That seems to have maybe solved the issue. So
maybe it's not the right, or the left, but the 'middle' mouse button that is having issues
with misfiring.
I have charged and checked the mouse I'd use as a replacement. And I'll keep it in
the car at least through the weekend. If there really aren't more issues during the weekend
I'll consider it 'fixed', or more accurately avoidable, and put the other mouse back into
storage until the problem gets worse. They are different enough I'd prefer not to switch. I
did send a notice to support, but it seems extremely unlikely they'd replace it since it's
more than 5 years old, and from what I can tell it has 3 years of coverage.
I did get into my new card game. It's pretty fun, though as with all CCGs I don't
know if I'll enjoy it once I start getting into matches with people. I'm doing training with
the A.I. now, so I'm still learning. Hopefully I won't get repeatedly beat by people, but
only time will tell.
I did want to play more though instead of leaving and hiding for the night. It was a
sad reminder that the next 4-5 hours would be lost hiding, as it is pretty much every night.
Time I could otherwise spend playing, watching shows, or working on homework. If it
wasn't lost time that order of things would likely be reversed. I'm so constantly stressed
by everything all the time I just feel really depressed. So when I am somewhere I can do
stuff it's hard to not to try and relax to relieve the stress. At this point I wouldn't be
surprised if someone asked me to rate my stress from 1-10 and I said 6, but in actuality it
would really be 26 because I've lived with so much sadness and stress for so long I've
completely lost touch with what normal levels are. And it makes me sad potentially losing
so much time every day just seems like something to shrug off as part of normal life now.
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But I have what I have. And what I can maybe someday have again is in storage,
presuming it survives the time. And maybe what is lost can be found again someday. But
for the moment all I can do is try to hang on.

Day 4224 - 1/24

Sudden extreme exhaustion
Today it feels like I'm suffering from sudden extreme exhaustion. It feels like I got
no sleep at all last night. I'm just totally wiped out. My ears are ringing like crazy. I'm
slightly dizzy. I'm so hungry I feel like I could eat an extra meal and a half (beyond the
normal amount I've already eaten today.) I didn't even try to do anything but passive
watching stuff or casual playing because I have zero ability to focus.
And it's weird because I know I slept really well last night. At least it felt like I
did. Up until about an hour before I normally would get up when I was woken up by what
sounded like someone walking or running down a street yelling, "Aaaah. Gah. Oh God,
oh God. Aaaaah," cycling over and over. It sounded like someone had been seriously
injured and this person was reacting to it, not knowing what to do. But the voice slowly
faded away down the street, so I've no clue what was going on.
I wasn't able to think at all today. All the words of the day are echoing and
spinning in my head. They may sound clear, but it's like creating a bridge, or tracks, while
what's behind me immediately falls apart. I sometimes wonder if there is something
wrong with my brain. Some kind of tumor or degradation. My focus and clarity seems to
constantly be getting worse. I suppose that is really just a combination of my getting older
and this terrible homeless diet I can barely keep any kind of control over.
I suppose the exhaustion and headache could be an indication of a cold. I do
suppose that may explain it, especially the sudden extreme exhaustion. I can't really take
measurements to check, nor can I really alter my routine with things like extra sleep or
better food.
I suppose it wasn't really a bad day. But I feel like it was lost because I didn't get a
chance to even try to do homework. Hopefully I'll feel more normal in the morning and
can catch up. But all I can do for the moment is try to hang on.
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Day 4225 - 1/25
Slightly clearer
Today my brain feels slightly clearer. I had fun with my new game in the morning
and played about three times as long as I'd planned before hopping off to have lunch and
do homework. I pounded through my homework pretty quickly in about 1.5 hours. I think
I was pretty creative too. Though I wasn't able to finish because part needs to be done in
the software that I don't have access to outside of school. I guess that's my bad for
skimming the directions and seeing "some may do it by hand" and not really noticing a
later step said a certain part had to be in the program. I guess I can try to do that before
class on Monday, but I'll only have about two hours to try. It shouldn't take more than one
though.
So I guess today was pretty good. I had a super fun time with my new free game. I
felt creative and like I did well on the homework. Though I'm a little sad at progress being
blocked by not having the software, but I guess overall things were ok. There were no
donations or help, but with the other positives I managed to hang on.

Day 4226 - 1/26
Almost a day off
Today was almost a day off. My brain had tried to set aside school since I needed
the software I don't have access to. I tried to relax and play my games and watch shows.
In a way I succeeded. I had a genuine pretty fun time. But undone things were always at
the back of my mind. My brain kept wanting to do stuff it couldn't.
I guess for a day mostly off it was pretty good. My brain tried to reconcile setting
things aside and tried to have fun. Tomorrow I'll have to crunch and do unusual things
since the thing is due just past noon and I’ll only have a few hours with the software.
But I guess today was ok. I'm still sneezing now and then and have headaches, eye
pain, and ringing ears, so I must still have a cold. But I am trying my best to hang on.
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Day 4227 - 1/27
Sudden migraine and exhaustion, again
Today started out ok. I felt rested enough, and played just a bit before using the
lab. Then when the lab was open I pounded out my homework in an hour. It wasn't great,
but it was as good as it needed to be, maybe a bit better.
I had lunch after, and rather suddenly after lunch, maybe within 30 minutes I
again started to crash hard. And within the next 30 minutes I had a pretty bad migraine
and my energy started to crash. Now, in the late evening my ears are ringing pretty badly,
and the headache persists, pushing out to my ears, crushing my spinal column, and
pushing on my eyes. And while my energy is slowly returning, for about four hours I felt
like I was just going to pass out.
I guess it's ok. An assignment I have due Thursday can probably be completed
tomorrow. Apparently it's 100% lab time, so that's three hours I'd have to do something
that hopefully will take maybe half that time. The assignment only needs to be in a partly
done state, so I should be able to mostly finish.
I did try and play and relax a bit today, and I guess I did. Though the sudden
migraine and energy crash killed half of my day for me. But I have what I have, and so I
have to try to make the best of it. And so I try to make it through to better days.

Day 4228 - 1/28
No sign of frost

Today I have a lab to do an important project. Then there is about a week to
casually work on all projects. It will be a nice change from the rushed high pressure dates
so far.
I'm still sniffly and sneezy with hurting ears. Hopefully I won't get the migraine
and energy crash I've had the past week. I was going to take a multivitamin I have, but I
forgot. I'll try to remember to do that for about a week to see if it helps.
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Class should be starting soon. Then I'll hopefully have the rest of the day to rest
and recover from whatever this is. Hopefully just a cold. But with cash on hand running
very low, I try to hang on, and hopefully can make it to better days.
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Week 605

Day 4229 - 1/29
Another unexpected day off
Today there was another unexpected day off. I don't know what we would have
done in class. There were no assignments due for her to spend half the class talking about
this time. I probably just missed a couple of hours of time I would have worked with the
software on projects, but it's fine. I can do the remaining things later at a casual pace. I
have about a week to do them.
For my time off I tried to relax and play my games. I thought I might spend more
time than usual in my MMO at first, but as is usual lately for some reason the connection
was pretty bad. It was showing red ping connection more than half the time when I was
doing daily crafting, and a few times it just hung stuck for several seconds. So I instead
spent some extra time in my new card game. Since it's basically just a turn every few
seconds a slightly wobbly connection isn't a big deal. I also watched some shows and
played a single player game I have on a game pass for a bit.
No donations or help today, so that seemed very sad. Especially since more and
more lately I'm beginning to wonder if my laptop might be dying. But, I have what I have.
And all I can do is try to hang on.

Day 4230 - 1/30
The big visit
Today was a quick day at school. I had class and only hung out for a few hours
before heading off for a visit to a friend's. They forgot they said to come over, so they did
work while I basically just did stuff I would have done while hanging out at school. I did
get to do a big laundry, which probably would have been about $15 if I would have had to
go to a laundromat, so that was good.
Though I've got a bit of pet allergies happening now, it probably was a good day.
It started with worry about the laptop, as it showed the 0% battery issue in the morning. A
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first for being at school, but I guess it was a pretty ok day overall. So I continue to try to
hang on.

Day 4231 - 1/31
Felt like crying
Today all day I felt like crying. I guess what started the sad feelings was setting up
my laptop and seeing all the broken keys. These days that reminds me of my lost teeth. I
started watching a stream, and lately with any videos, especially streaming, it seems like
after a little while the video gets desynced with the audio. Which might be an effect of my
aging system. I can maybe check if that happens with other browsers (as the one I'm using
just did a big update), but it seems like the laptop is having more and more issues.
I also got another game on the game pass yesterday. Today I tried to play and
even at low settings it's beating the system up pretty badly. (While stable and playable, it's
probably running about 15 FPS.) Which is always just a reminder that even if I were
gifted a new game I wanted, there is a lower and lower chance it will run on my laptop.
And I know for sure one of the games I'm looking forward to the most basically has no
chance of my system being able to run it.
So today all day I felt like crying. I was reminded of my dying laptop, and the
reality that maybe someday soon it could stop working. Which always reminds me of my
own ticking clock, especially while homeless, and that maybe soon I may stop as
well.

Day 4232 - 2/1
Caught up
Today I am caught up with homework. (Since what remains can't be done without
the software.) So I got a fair bit extra playtime today, and have all of tomorrow to play
and watch shows as well. It will be nice to have a little break for a bit.
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I still feel a bit off. My ears are still ringing all the time. I am a touch dizzy. And
I've sneezed probably a dozen times today. I'm a touch tired and low energy, but I don't
think I have any symptoms other than that.
I was warm enough at the library. But, as always, with the new layout I'd have
preferred if no one was at my table, or just one person was. People were too close and too
smelly for my preference. (Not that they smelt bad, I'm just hyper sensitive to smells due
to my allergies.)
I guess other than that today was a pretty good day. I started the day with
homework, finished pretty quickly, then got to play and watch shows without stress.
Seemingly a rarity these days. I still worry my laptop may rapidly be dying due to
evidence of a few game crashes and issues with video playback (which is becoming more
common in even older games I know should run fine.) The optical drive is also failing
much more often than it used to when trying to watch movies. But I suppose there isn't
anything I can do about that.

But I made it through the day. And for the moment I

continue to hang on.

Day 4233 - 2/2
Cold spike
Today started off a bit warmer than usual, but when I left the library it was super
cold, like the kind of biting cold you get when you are somewhere that has snow. I don't
know if it is a sign of return of winter, or coming rain, or what.
I would say today was pretty good, but I also seemed more depressed than I
originally felt. I started the day feeling pretty good. I was well rested. I had plans to play
my MMO longer, maybe an amount I used to do a few months ago before the recent
depression. But that didn't happen. I only played maybe two hours total. Then I didn't feel
like playing. I only played maybe two hours total. I played my card game for a couple
hours, but I started to feel sad and lose interest in that too. I played a different game for
maybe 30 minutes, watched a show for an hour, then played a different game for an hour.
I just wasn't feeling interested.
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I think still my heart is being broken by issues with the laptop and the inevitability
of its death. Hopefully this month or next the new one will come out that would be an
incredible replacement. It would probably be literally 500% more powerful, and
supposedly has an extra M.2 slot where I could put in a 1 tb drive for games, all hopefully
for less than $1200. But that's not money I have. I don't even have 5% of that. And so
seeing the laptop's broken keyboard, issues streaming video, loading issues with the
optical drive... all seem like it will end very soon, without the possibility of a
replacement.
On that day I will cry a lot.

And I hope that day doesn't come before I can

somehow get that new laptop just around the corner. But it seems things are continuing to
get worse. So I struggle to hang on to what little is left. Physically and emotionally.

Day 4234 - 2/3
Putting the mouse back
Today I put the extra mouse that was in the car back into storage. The main mouse
hasn't had any issues since disabling the middle mouse button, so I'm fine with that. I
have zero desire to use that button since it's on the scroll wheel. It's never been
comfortable to push on any mouse. Especially since I have two buttons on the side.
The day was actually pretty good. I played a bit in the morning before class.
During class I not only finished the thing I needed to do tomorrow, but got a head start on
something due in a week. So I'm actually kind of ahead a bit for the moment. Which is
good, as I have limited access to the software.
After class, since I was current, I played a bit more. And I made some U.I.
mockup suggestions for my new card game to submit to them. It's a couple of options that
aren't in the game, which is mind boggling to me that they got this far into development
and are missing these features which seem basic and key to me.
There was the new monthly help from the Gray Ghost yesterday, but no other help
today. I try to hang on to what little is left, and hopefully I can make it to better days.
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Day 4235 - 2/4
Cold and biting
Today outside it is again biting cold. But there is no frost at all. Yesterday it took
3-5 minutes to clear, but today not a single drop anywhere. I guess that has to do with the
moisture, or lack thereof.
I don't know what the day will bring. I'm basically current with school
assignments, so things are a bit less stressful. I expect classes will be ok, then I will try to
relax with games and shows.
But today will be what it is. I have little to no control of it. So I try to hang on.
And hopefully I will make it to better days.
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Week 606

Day 4236 - 2/5
Feeling better
Today, and I guess the past few days, I'm feeling a bit better emotionally. I've
gotten a bit ahead now in one class and am right on track for the other. So I feel better not
being slammed by deadlines.
With that emotional boon I've been spending a touch more time in my MMO. It's
still probably only 1-3 hours more often than not, certainly not the more than 4 I was
spending in the bigger days. But it's not the 30 minutes and leaving as soon as possible as
it has been during my recent depression. For whatever reason when I get more depressed
being in my MMO with people around me who I know don't really care tends to make me
more sad. But I'm feeling a bit better, so I'm spending a bit more time there, as well as
other games here and there.
I've kind of quit my shooter again. I have a love hate relationship with it. It's like,
yeah the shooting is fun, and very solid, but I'm still really at the core doing the exact
same patterns I have for the last two or three years. And there really isn't anything worth
my time to gain by playing, so why bother when there are other games and worlds I can
experience instead.
No new donations or help today, so that was sad. But I had a fun and productive
time in class. I had fun with my games and things I watched. So today was a pretty good
day.

Day 4237 - 2/6
Dream about a bunny
Today I still have a cold. I've been sniffling with a plugged nose and sneezed
several times per hour all day. The cold weather lately hasn't helped. It's dipping down
into freezing again at night, and from the looks of the weather app it will stay cold for at
least a week.
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The cold affected my dreams in the night. I dreamt I was living in a home again.
But it was up in Alaska (likely something put into the dream due to the cold.) There were
some other people I was living with having a party with people I didn't know. I kept
yelling at them to close the door because I had a super cute bunny pet who might run
outside into the cold snow.
I guess today was ok. It was just presentations for the class. My poster project
wasn't picked to present, but that's ok. I would agree most others were better than mine.
Though either people didn't get it, or didn't know what to make of it, as there was only
one comment on the comment sheet. Though, it was a reference and joke about the movie
I based the work on, so that made me laugh and smile quite a bit.
I had an ok, but not great, time with my games. In my MMO the instability of the
connection still wasn't worth trusting to play very long. It's happening so frequently now I
wonder if it's my laptop and not the connection. I left to play my card game, but I only
played a couple of rounds because I was just losing. It made me sad. After, I played a
single player game for a bit.
My school work is pretty much caught up, and I have all of Tuesday class to work
on the project for that class, so plenty of time to finish that one. I may do some work on a
presentation due in a week and a half, but I otherwise have all the weekend off to try and
rest and recover from this cold.
No new donations or help today, so I continue to worry about bills that are coming
soon. But all I can do is continue to try to stay hopeful. Continue to try to look at what
remains instead of what is lost. And hopefully I can make it to better days.

Day 4238 - 2/7
Full moon
Today when leaving school it looked like a full moon. There were only a few cars
in the lot. It reminded me of when I was young. I would go out walking or sit in the back
yard and just... be. Even when I was a younger adult I would sometimes open my window
so I could see the moon and night. Even on warmer nights opening the window and turn
down the game or TV sound to hear the night creatures.
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That's ruined now. Feelings of peace and being a part of something greater have
been replaced with fear, paranoia, and always watching out and being fearful of who is
near, am I being watched, and do I need to move.
I'm extremely tired again. Likely I am still fighting a cold, as I sneezed several
times today. My eyes were barely open, and stared blankly forward at what I was doing. I
can't even clearly remember much of the day. I spent way too much time watching a
stream or putting it in the background of my games. There was a constant talking in the
background, which was too much. I did win some cookies in a giveaway, so that should
be nice.
I guess today was ok, but I am getting beaten in my new card game more and
more. I feel exhausted nearly all the time. I constantly wish for 'real' food. And I almost
always feel on the verge of breaking down and crying over the seemingly smallest things.
But I have what I have. All I can do is hope the things that have changed can go
back to the way they were someday; inside and out.

Day 4239 - 2/8

Ham and cheese, without cheese
Today there was a super weird fog. It was pretty thick in the morning, and
everywhere looked as if it had rained it was so thick. It disappeared and was a clear day,
but it must have returned at night, as there were no stars and the sky reflected the city
light.
I was pretty disappointed today when I grabbed my lunch from my bag. Because
of my issues with food choices I struggled quite a bit last night trying to think of what to
have for food today. I'd settled on a light ham and cheese sandwich. Too much of either is
typically bad for me, but light amounts of both is both yummy and usually without too
many consequences. But I guess when I was focusing on other unusual purchases at the
store I somehow forgot cheese. So yes, having too much of just ham at lunch reacted
poorly with my tummy.
I guess the day was actually pretty good other than that since it was relatively
stress free. In the morning I watched a bit of shows while I had lunch after I'd gotten to
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the library. I played my MMO a bit more than usual, and had a chance for a raid I don't
get to do. (After two runs I still didn't have the piece of gear I'm missing.) After, I played
my new card game for a bit. Then watched a bit of a show during dinner. Then actually
felt in the mood to work on a presentation due in about a week and a half. And after,
played just a tiny bit with a game on my game pass (that I still have for a bit.)
I was a bit sneezy, but I guess emotionally I felt a bit better, as I pulled in my
focus and attention so I was just zoned in to the 3' right immediately around me. That
doesn't usually work, but today it worked pretty well, and I was able to mostly ignore all
the sad things in my life.
But things are still sad. I can never really get away from that. There were no
donations or help, but I made it through the day. And hopefully I can make it to better
days.

Day 4240 - 2/9

Ham and cheese, with cheese
Today I got cheese. It's really all I needed besides bread since I had everything
else. Now I still have cheese though, as that lasts 2-3 days and not getting it yesterday
threw the timing off.
I guess today was pretty good. I did a fairly minimal amount in my MMO because
... I don't know. I guess I sort of lost interest compared to doing other things. I played my
card game a bit. I didn't do great in ranked, but I've made a rule when I start losing ranked
I just play unranked. And if I stop having fun I stop playing. So I played only as long as I
had fun. I also played quite a bit of a game I have on the monthly pass. The $3 I spent on
the three months is getting very good value. I'll probably get through four or five games I
wanted to play. (And I'd have gotten through more if my laptop could handle them.) I'd
say if I could afford it that it would even be worth continuing at the normal $10 a month.
(Though I'd be hesitant to get it since my old laptop can't handle most of the new ones.)
I guess mostly I feel a bit better today emotionally. Things didn't seem quite so
bad, though there was again some battery weirdness during the morning. Again the
battery showed '96% not charging' after I fiddled with it, so I guess it's fine.
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No donations or help, so I'm still worried about upcoming bills, but hopefully
more help will come in time. And hopefully I can make it to better days.

Day 4241 - 2/10
Faster and slower
Today felt both faster and slower than a normal day. It felt slower in that time
seemed to pass at a very slow pace when I was doing stuff. I watched a bit of a stream in
the morning then played my MMO a bit before class. During class, since I was ahead, I
helped people print and spent most of my class time doing the work for tomorrow. Which
is super good as I probably still have 30 minutes of prep before I can officially start the
project. Though honestly at that point it's just throwing everything into a single file that's
probably only 30 more minutes of work.
After class I played my card game for a bit. Someone from the animation class
who I've seen a few times asked what deck I was playing. I said, "oh, I don't follow
meta." And we talked about the game and decks for a few minutes. After, there was just a
little time left for one of my game pass games before watching a show during dinner.
The day passed slowly and I felt like I did a lot. Though now that it's over it feels
like it went fast, like it's only just now half done. It was nice to be of help to people in
class. Even though the old professor never rewarded me, and now looking back probably
didn't really appreciate me, I do miss being a TA. But I guess today was pretty good. And
hopefully there will be more good days ahead.

Day 4242 - 2/11
Hopefully calm
Today will hopefully be pretty calm. It's just lab for class today, so there should be
plenty of time to do all the projects and then have extra time to rest.
I'm extra sniffly and sneezy today. Though it seems a bit warmer. Hopefully I can
get over that soon.
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The day is just starting, so I haven't checked online, but hopefully donations and
help come soon, and I can continue to hang on until better days.
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Week 607

Day 4243 - 2/12
Off, for the moment
Today I decided to take off my under layer of thermal pants. My legs were a touch
chilly, and I'd have liked to have been warmer, but it's nearing the point where the under
layers may no longer be necessary. I'll put them back on Friday morning though, as I'll be
at the public library through the weekend, and at the food store Monday. Things are weird
because of the holiday.
In class a ton of people hadn't printed stuff out that they needed to. It was a mad
frenzy that killed probably the first hour and a half. Since I was one of the few people
who knew how to print on the two printers people were a mad frenzy of 'help help help'. It
was nice to help people, and they were lucky I was caught up enough that I could. I do
still wish I could be a paid TA all the time. Helping and doing creative things are really
the only times I feel happy doing work-like things.
My day was a bit chaotic too. I started expecting to play my MMO, but couldn't
log in. Later I discovered they were having some kind of server trouble, so I didn't play at
all until the afternoon, after class, when there really wasn't time left for it.
I guess the day was ok. I liked helping people. The day felt odd in general. And
because of the game stuff and unexpected helping, a bit chaotic. I suppose it was good
though. There were no donations or help, but I continue to hang on to hope help will
come in time. And hopefully I can make it to better days.

Day 4244 - 2/13
Wheeling a girl
Today started out pretty differently. When we started going in to class the
professor noticed a girl who was going hop hop hop. Apparently she slipped on some
steps on the way to school? We were super worried it might be more than just a sprain, so
I rushed over to the health center to get a wheelchair or crutches to bring her over. They
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said there was a "liability of transport" issue and they couldn't help her come over. So I
went back to class and we put her on a chair with wheels and I pushed her aaalll the way
around to the other side of the building, because ramps, then to the health center. I don't
know what the severity was, as she was in there for 45 minutes. I only waited until they
took her in, then went back to class. In my three checks after that she had disappeared
between the second and third check. It seems odd they would spend so long examining
her, as she didn't seem to be in a lot of pain. I guess we won't know the result until
Tuesday after the holiday.
I guess the day was a pretty regular day outside of that. Class was good, but I was
kind of out of it. But I know, or can catch up, with what I missed.
The rest of the day was pretty regular. Though I did watch a stream for a new
game that looks super fun that's coming out at the end of the year. It's very unlikely my
system could handle it, so that's sad. But I'll keep my eye on it. Sadly with mainstream
laptops being 400-500% more powerful than my system there probably won't be a lot of
new games releasing that my system can handle well.
I guess all things considered today was an ok day. There were no new donations
or help, but I continue to try to hang on until better days.

Day 4245 - 2/14
No date
Today was a bit weird. School was closed so I was at the public library, which I
haven't done on a Friday in what feels like forever. I guess it worked out ok. Things were
quiet, as expected for a Friday, and I suppose warm enough.
I played my games and I suppose had fun enough. There are still occasional weird
issues with the laptop. I'm still not sure if it's because of the GPU not being supported
anymore, and thus a driver issue, or if it's failing. It seems to only happen when playing
games AND watching videos, so I guess it's probably just age and maybe the update to
the browser. But still I worry. Even if it performed amazing it couldn't run the newest
most demanding games, so there's that.
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I suppose I made it through the day ok though. So I continue to try to hang on and
hope help and donations come. And hopefully I can make it to better days.

Day 4246 - 2/15
Wishing for a new game
Today I spent a lot of time researching and watching videos for a new game. I saw
it in a stream the other day and it looks really good. It's an ARPG, a genre I've kind of
burnt out on. There's one I do go back to every eight months or so very briefly, but that's
about it. But due to the options with character skills and an open class system it has me
pretty excited. And I haven't been excited for a game in this genera in maybe five years or
more. I've actually known about this one for almost that long. It originally had a different
name and was doing different things and it just looked 'meh' in previews, so I set it aside
(mentally) and stopped paying attention to development. But now, with the release
version, it looks really good and I wish I had the $40 to get it. (Of course this is assuming
it would run fine, since it looks similar to other ARPG games I've played on the laptop.)
(Double checking spec requirements now they are actually lower than the other ARPGs
I've played on the laptop.)
I guess the day was ok, but I found myself wishing for other things. Part of me
wished I had the software to do a couple of homeworks that are due Wednesday. Another
part of me wished I had a regular home, friends, and could invite people over for games
and maybe BBQ for dinner. But I can't do either of these, nor get the game. I have what I
have and that's it. Though I suppose the day wasn't really 'bad'. It was, well, just a regular
homeless day. One of many. And so all I can do is hope help and donations come in time.
And hope I can hang on physically and emotionally until better days.
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Day 4247 - 2/16
Felt extra
Today felt like an extra day off. Which, I suppose, in a way it is. Being the third
day at the library that is an extra day more than I'm used to. However, it's not really an
extra day off, as I already always pretty much take Friday off. I guess it feels like more
than the usual days off because normally Friday I have access to the lab and software to
do my homework, so that potential is always on my mind. And I suppose in a way my
mind is paying attention to who is around, to say hi or help anyone who needs it.
I guess the day was ok. I did have fun with my time in my MMO and my card
game. But I found myself wanting to play the new ARPG. And in the early afternoon I
really wanted to work on the homework, but I didn't because I knew my creativity would
be crushed due to the distraction of the people at the table. (Which would be much easier
to do alone in the car since I can do writing on my tablet.)
So I guess today was ok. But I longed for a new game I'd like to play. I longed to
be able to do homework I can't do. And I worried about lack of money for future bills just
around the corner. (And, of course, have a slowly ever increasing concern about my
laptop's age, and my teeth.) But I suppose I survived the day. And since every day is a
new chance, I suppose I will have another in the morning. And sometimes that has to be
enough.

Day 4248 - 2/17
Not completely terrible
Today wasn't quite as bad as I expected it would be. While I am totally drained
from the constant blasting music and movement of the food store, I did manage to do the
work for an important homework. I'd thought I was going to be too distracted and
disrupted to do it, so it was good I made it through. I still have more to do for another, but
that is easy in comparison. I've left pretty early, as it's just late afternoon, not quite
evening now, and I'm in the quiet of my car. Hopefully my brain will decompress a bit
and I'll do the other homework pretty quickly. I still have to do some stuff with the
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software for both homeworks, but hopefully I can do that in class while there are
presentations.
Holidays are always extra taxing when the food store is my only real option. But I
guess I managed through ok. And as sad and not ideal as it was, it was tolerable. As
always I will try to focus on the fact I made it through today without verifiable bad things
happening, as I’m sure there were unverifiable bad results while I'm homeless. No new
donations or help today, so I try to continue to hang on. And hopefully I can make it to
better days.

Day 4249 - 2/18
Presentation

Today I have a presentation for class. I'm pretty nervous about it because we had
to work in pairs, and in such situations I always feel out of control. So I'll let my partner
do almost all the talking since he put together the slides. I'm a bit concerned about how
minimal they are and that we won't have enough to talk about, but it is what it is.
There are no donations or help yet, but it's good to be back to my normal homeless
routine. Not that it's normal by any means, but I guess it's normal for me. And it has to be
enough.
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Week 608

Day 4250 - 2/19
Unexpected expected bill
Today I am extremely depressed. I checked the ex-house for mail in the morning
and there was a pretty big bill waiting. It was very unexpected, as it's due in a month. It
was expected in that it is the membership portion of the car insurance. But I thought this
wasn't due until about three months from now. I will have to check in a bit, but I'm pretty
sure I have money for school next quarter saved, which should be paid in a couple of
weeks. If that is the case then I can only pay for one of the things. Meaning my saved
school money will have to go to the bill.
I was energetic and positive feeling when my morning started, but as soon as I
settled in at school and saw that my heart sank.

I was extremely sad, and by noon

extremely depressed. My energy plummeted to nothing. And it took all I had to not cry.
There was sad news yesterday too. The Monday/Wednesday professor said she
needed a TA for next quarter. I messaged her and said I'd like to do it. But, as expected,
the same issue that prevents me from doing it for the nice professor I'm friendly with
prevents me from doing it for her too. Even though the dean is apparently ok with my
doing it, due to the way the position is paid there is no way around the requirements. So
there is no way for me to take the happy job I'd like to do.
I suppose there was one nice thing. The professor was thrilled with one of the
things I did for one assignment I did on the weekend. She was like 'omg this is amazing'
and was smiling and laughing and excited. So that was very nice, but because of how
depressed I am I couldn't feel much more than 'meh.' I didn't feel special.
My heart is broken by all the sad news of yesterday and today. And it seems even
if I do have the money saved for next quarter's school it will have to be sacrificed for this
bill.
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Day 4251 - 2/20
More sad
Today I was feeling pretty down all day from the sad news of the day. I did
confirm last night I have barely enough saved for school next quarter. So, having to
instead use that for the car insurance membership will sacrifice almost all of it.

All I

can do is pray help and donations come in the next few weeks and I can still make the
payment for next quarter. If I miss it I'd not only lose the buffer keeping the financial aid
wolves at bay, but an extremely important class that only happens once a year.
In the afternoon I got more sad news, though this was certainly not the catastrophe
the bill news was. I saw an ad for what was one of my favorite shows. Its first season
ended maybe a year or so ago or more. I heard there were writer strikes and if they were
to continue they'd have to find new show writers. So everyone was predicting the show
was canceled and wouldn't continue. Apparently now they are deep into the airing of the
second season. Since I thought it had been canceled this means I've now missed my
chance to see several of the shows. I guess, and hope, that someday I can get it through
the library. But discovering that I nearly started crying at missing out. All day my back
has been almost completely locked from sadness of the bills. Any news like this pushes
my already frail state and it feels like I'm going to break.
I suppose there was one good news today. Almost a week ago the streamer I
watch had a giveaway for some cookies. I won and today they were at the ex-house. So
now I have yummy homemade cookies.
There is a very tiny part of me super happy and bouncing around because if it. But
there is so much sadness and stress around those feelings that I feel like Eeyore with
flopped ears. And I feel like any second my tail will fall off, and there won't be anyone
around who cares to put it back on.
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Day 4252 - 2/21
Very extremely sad
Today things felt very extremely sad. The day started off with a private shower.
Well, the old man was there but that was it. So I turned up the heat a touch more than
usual and took my time. It was kind of nice.
But the rest of the day I was still just extremely depressed over the timing of the
bill. Help and donations are extremely rare these days. And while gift money may come
around bunny day that is weeks after both things are due. I haven't given up hope yet, but
unless help comes very soon I will have no choice but to sacrifice the money saved for
next school quarter to pay the bill.
So all day those thoughts deeply depressed me. I barely played my games, and
what I did didn't feel very enjoyable. And even the show I watched barely lingers in my
memory, as that too is suppressed by depression.
For the moment all I can do is try to hang on. Hopefully once this week is posted
and people see my extreme troubles the word will spread and help will come. All I can do
is try to hang on until then.

As difficult as that may be.

Day 4253 - 2/22
Complete bunny family
Today was a bit different. The morning and early afternoon were normal, but the
later afternoon was spent helping the ex-roomie clean some of her storage. I got a very
important item out of the storage. Years ago they had taken part of what I had in the exgarage and moved it to a separate location. I was pretty devastated because, while it
wasn't anything I was currently using, it had some very important stuffed critters. Some of
the oldest I had. It separated me from part of the only family I have. But now the bunny
family is together again. And tomorrow after I rearrange some things they will all be in
the same place in the ex-garage.
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It feels nice to know my 'family' is complete again. There are some critters I'd
completely forgotten about. Yet upon seeing them I remembered their names and
memories came flooding back.
Though it isn't without sadness. Even though all my things are together in one
place they continue to age. And I don't know the real condition of many things. Especially
things in boxes. And I still have no idea when they can be put back into a proper place in
a home. Or if they ever will be again.

The missing members of the bunny family.

Day 4254 - 2/23
A forgotten life
Today I spent a bit of time putting the recovered storage stuff into my existing
area. Doing so required I remove some stuff. A lot of removed items were boxes of
products long dead and discarded, so that was fine. But some were things of my past life.
And some of the recovered stuff was too. Things I'd forgotten, but remembered once I
found them.
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It's almost as if this current me has become hollow. The only memories I have are
ones of times in my homeless days. It's as if pieces of me have been lost to time. By
recovering a few things I remember some of the old me. I don't feel as hollow. I feel more
connected to things, even though those things, and relationships, were long gone.
Though the me that I am can only move forward, it is a nice feeling to have a past.
To know that I existed in a time before these sad homeless times. And to actually have
mementos and memories of those days. I still don't know if I can ever be ok again. Or if I
will ever really recover. But it is good to know at some point things weren't as bad as they
are now.

Day 4255 - 2/24
Too many assignments
Today I am swamped with too many assignments. I don't know what the professor
is thinking. It's like she gives out assignments that are due the next class that are a ton of
work. These are basically things like I used to do for a living for 5 years, and these would
take me hours to do. I can't even imagine how most of the students feel who have never
used the software before and aren't used to doing graphic arts work. (This is a beginning
level class.) They must feel insanely swamped.
I guess the day was ok other than that. I'm pretty sick, I guess. I've been sneezing
a ton every hour. Maybe it's allergies from the storage visit. Maybe it's from a cold
someone passed to me at the library. But I'm just sneeze sneeze sneeze.
I'm still terribly worried about the car insurance membership bill. I will have to
sacrifice the money that was saved for next quarter (in a few weeks) if help doesn't come
very soon.

But all I can do is post my sad story, hope people hear and care, and hope

help comes in time.
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Day 4256 - 2/25
Sad start
Today has had a sad start. I took some old pillows to the donation bin because
there isn't room in the storage for them. Those weren't super sad, as I'd replace them every
few years anyways. What was sad was the comforter that has been worn out over the
years. It was my favorite and I'd had it forever. But it had big holes that I sewed closed,
and sewed again, and lately that didn't stay closed, so all the insides were coming out.
Since there were others in the reacquired stuff I swapped it out, and tossed the favorite
into the donation bin.
Bits and pieces of me are wearing out and getting lost in this sad journey. And
with each I wonder; even if it is ever replaced, can that scar ever heal?
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Day 4257 - 2/26
On, off, on, off, on
Today things seem to be warming up just a little bit. I had my undershirt on and
off several times today. Apparently the weather app said it was in the mid 70s today, and
almost will be tomorrow. But in about three days the temperature will drop by almost 10
degrees, so obviously it's not quite time to take layers off yet.
My professor was super impressed and happy with my assignment again. She was
like 'omg you do such great work. You should be really proud of this.' And I mentioned
how this was basically a thing I used to do for a living for 5 years. I talked a bit about
how I was getting like 1/3 of what designers with degrees were getting because we were
just a copy shop and I'd only do work like this once every other week. I think she could
hear some of the extreme depression in my voice and assumed it was related to the class
and asked if I wasn't proud of it. I said it's pretty good and I'd feel ok about giving it to the
client if I was being paid to do it.
It's tough to explain how I feel about that kind of work. I guess as the friendly
professor would say it's 'graphic design for function' not 'for art'. The emphasis is on the
use of the thing, not so much the visual aesthetic. I don't really care for things like
business cards and newsletters much anymore. I mean, yeah, you can get creative with
them, but it's not as creative as something like a logo or a poster used for advertising.
I am still extremely depressed and worried about things. I took what money had
been sent to me so far and paid the car insurance today. So that is something. Safe for
another month. But the membership is still looming ahead. And still threatening to drain
what I have reserved for school. So I am sad, worried, and extremely depressed about it.
But I have what I have. What money I have is all I have, and only one or two
things can be paid. My laptop continues to struggle at times. My car continues to hang on,
though always smells like old engine. But I have what I have. And all I can do is try to
hang on until help comes.
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Day 4258 - 2/27
Swamped
Today I was pretty swamped with project stuff. I have a really big project I had to
work on and then a somewhat big one after that. I spent most of the class doing
preparation stuff for the big project. Then I got into a lab and spent the next few hours
basically finishing it. It's 'good enough' to turn in. I'm not super proud of it. I'd like several
more hours to fiddle with it. But without access to the program outside of school I just
won't have time before it's due.
The other project should only take a couple of hours to do and I'll have to try to do
it tomorrow. Probably after lunch, as there is a fair chance the person who opens the lab
might not be there before then. He's super lazy and often comes in 30 or more minutes
late. I should be able to do it quickly. If not then I could do it Monday before class if I had
to.
My project totally distracted me a lot from my sad things, but they were always on
my mind. The professor said class signups are starting now and talked about his classes
for next quarter. But still not knowing what will happen with my money I'm not sure if I
should risk signing up yet. Help to pay the bills would really be great and super
appreciated, but it's never guaranteed. In fact, these days it's extremely rare.
But, as always, all I can do is talk about my sad things. And hopefully help comes
in time.

Day 4259 - 2/28
Long
Today felt like a very long and sad day. At my core I am still super depressed and
worried about money. I basically couldn't stop worrying all day.
Though there were some ok moments, and some moments that I actually laughed
at shows. I tried to do the important homework and was blocked. Since I'd started on a
Mac, and the labs are PC, it was missing several basic Mac fonts. And missing the font
meant it changed all of the paragraph style spacing. So, I changed the layout how I
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wanted with pictures and text placement, but I can't actually finish until Monday when I
can use a Mac again. I was proud of what I did, especially since I pounded it out in about
30 minutes, which includes times to change the pictures, but sadly I couldn’t finish.
The day has felt overly long. Probably in part due to a lot of lag in the connection,
as that always makes watching and doing things extremely frustrating. I played a few
different games, and felt like I had fun, but not as much as I would have without the
worry of bills, and without lag. I watched a few different shows, catching up a bit with
one, and watching part of a long stream.
I have maybe thought of a way to juggle some things to reduce the stress of the
bills in terms of timing, but really I'm going to be suffering without help.

But all I can

do is try to hang on. And try to stay hopeful that help will come in time.

Day 4260 - 2/29
Less homework
Today was weird. I played a game for a bit, but that had reading, and my brain and
eyes couldn't read or focus on the information at all. And, twice there were muscle
spasms. Once in my shoulder, which hurt for several minutes. And another in my hip. I'm
sneezing less, so that's good, but still sneezing.
There was less homework than I thought. I did one assignment super quick, and
another I thought was due apparently has been pushed to Wednesday. So I'll worry about
that later. Though that professor again sent out a huge assignment basically with
unrealistic time to complete it.
I guess my day was mostly ok other than that. I had an ok time in my game, but I
was extremely sad all day. I didn't feel great due to my cold. I'm exhausted, and my brain
and eyes aren't focusing. And my ears are ringing. I'm extremely hungry too.
So today really I feel beaten, sick, hungry, and am very sad and worried about
bills.
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Day 4261 - 3/1
Feeling more sick
Today I feel more sick than I have been. Sneezing has been more rare. But I'm still
pretty congested, my ears are ringing, and I'm more off balance due to general dizziness
than usual. Everything I ate upset my tummy and I made extra trips to the bathroom.
I guess the day was ok. I wish I could have had a freshly cooked soup and had no
constant noise and movement from people around me. But that is not my life. I wanted to
work on homework stuff, but without the software I'm basically stuck and can't do more
for the moment.
I discovered, with some risk, if I juggle when things are paid I can cover the
critical parts of school costs and sign up, and probably also the car insurance membership.
What is at risk in trade for doing those is the next car insurance payment, as I don't expect
to have money for it until past the April due date. And by burning everything now I'd
have nothing for gas, school parking next quarter, or upcoming bills (like the domain
registration or car registration). So, help is still critically needed and I don't know how I'll
make it through.
As always, all I can do is try to rest and recover to get over this cold. And try to
hang on and hope help comes in time for the bills.

Day 4262 - 3/2
Fast assignment
Today I had to do an assignment. I pounded it out in probably 15 minutes, maybe
30. It was basically taking a bunch of what I did, manipulating it, and putting it into
advertising and marketing material. So there was a poster sized ad, a to go box, and water
bottle. It is just a black logo on red background, so that was super easy. Though all black
text makes it heavy, and kind of hurts the eyes, so in some of it the text was changed to
white. I like how they turned out and feel pretty good about them.
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Class was actually canceled today, so the other assignment I couldn't finish over
the weekend will have to remain unfinished until tomorrow, which is basically fine. It
should be like 15 minutes to finish.
I guess today was ok, but I feel weird. I felt out of it, disconnected, confused,
hungry, very sleepy, physically exhausted; though a few times in the day felt hopeful and
positive.
Still there has been no help for the bills, so I still worry a lot. But I try to continue
to hang on and hope that help will come.

Day 4263 - 3/3
Unknown day

Today is kind of unknown. I know we are showing a big project we did in class,
but I don't know what else we are doing. I have a little bit to do for another class' project,
and maybe a bit more on another depending if I get information I need, but I'm not sure
what else the day will bring.
I haven't checked online yet, but so far there has been no additional help for the
bills. The two that are helping monthly are a huge help, but really that barely covers car
insurance. Everything else is still unpaid.

So I am very worried about getting help for

the bill due by the end of the month, and the two coming very soon after. But I try to
continue to stay hopeful help will come in time.
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Day 4264 - 3/4
Tired day
Today is a tired day. I've felt pretty exhausted all day. Thankfully there is one
small assignment I have to work on, but really this weekend can be taken as a break, as
there is a little bit before the next big assignment. Which is good, because with my
generally sad life, my cold, and all the extra stress about the recent (still unpaid) bills, I'm
basically completely burnt out. At this point I'm doing routine patterns as a zombie
would, stumbling exhaustedly through steps and days I will hopefully reach in the future
when I actually need to recall stuff.
It wasn't a bad day though. I did a fun assignment in class, and I helped out some
people, so things felt ok. TAing for the former professor seems like ancient history now.
Though I suppose always in the back of my mind I am finally letting go of some of the
tension I didn't know I was carrying (because of all the stress and anger at so many years
of broken promises.)
I am still very worried about the bills. I can move money to pay the critical bill,
but as mentioned, doing that will leave me vulnerable as the next month's car insurance
payment will not be there in a few weeks when it's due. Not to mention nothing would be
left for gas, school parking next quarter, or bills around the corner in the next few
months.
But all I can do is try to hang on emotionally. Hopefully someday I can catch up
on some rest, relax when bills are not so stressful, and maybe have a new game. But I
don't know when, or if, those days will ever come. So all I can do is try to hang on and
hope help comes. Hopefully soon.
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Day 4265 - 3/5
So very extremely tired
Today I am very extremely tired. I have felt like I was half asleep all day. I have
no energy and feel like I need a nap.
Class felt like it started and then almost immediately over, though I know it only
ended about 30 minutes sooner than normal. We had some lecture about classes that are
coming up that I only half paid attention to since I don't have much freedom in that
regard. Then we watched a couple of videos.
The rest of the day I played a bit, but mostly watched mindless stuff. Because of
how exhausted I felt I really couldn't focus, nor did I have the attention span to do
anything important. It also didn't help that the connection was the worst ever. It was
running super slow, and at several points completely disconnected. I don't get why but in
the past year or two the school connection has gone from great to more often the worst.
The only time it seems to be really decent anymore is Friday. Which has just about the
same number of people on my floor, so I don't get why that's the only seemingly decent
time.
There were no donations or help, so I continue to be very concerned about the
bills. But all I can do is try to hang on emotionally. And hopefully help will come before
things get too bad.

Day 4266 - 3/6
Boxes and shelves
Today was a bit different. I was at school hanging out a couple of hours then I
spent the bulk of the day helping someone move boxes and shelves. They gave me some
monies, so that is super helpful as it pays about 40% of what I don't have to pay the
immediate bills. So I'm a decent amount closer to having money and being back on track.
I'm tired and sniffling. It's only early evening, so there is still a bit left in the day,
but I expect things will hopefully be calm and restful. My ears are ringing and I'm extra
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sniffly, likely due to all the dust I was breathing all day. So hopefully that will clear up
soon.
I guess it was an ok day. I'm a lot closer to the unpaid bills, but I will still worry
until they are fully clear. Hopefully more help will come and that happens soon.

Day 4267 - 3/7
Low population
Today at the library there was a pretty low population. I'd guess it was more
because of the increasing virus panic than it was the cold and sometimes raining weather.
I'd guess it reached a max of about 60%, which is very low compared to the 100%
average on Saturdays just after noon. Hopefully the low population will continue.
I guess it was an ok day. I'm trying to take a bit of a break since my only
homework due requires the software, which I don't have. I also don't have to turn it in
until Wednesday, so Monday and Tuesday during class should be enough time to pound it
out.
I still feel quite a bit off due to worry about the bills. I'm super stressed, which is
making me extremely tired. But I'm trying to hang on and continue as best as I can,
physically and emotionally. And hopefully I can continue to hang on, and hope that help
comes in time.

Day 4268 - 3/8
Feeling pretty sick
Today I'm feeling pretty sick. The cold I've been fighting for a few weeks is
winning. My lungs feel both super congested, but dry, my nose is still pretty stuffed, and I
still feel pretty tired overall. I kind of feel like it's a bit of a fever and chills, but I don't
feel warm on my body, yet I do feel a touch dizzy in general and my ears are always
ringing.
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If I were in a home I wouldn't have done much of anything. When I'm sick like
this I tend to put a throw blanket on me, not do much except mindless things, and eat
chicken soup and fries with extra salt.
I guess it was a pretty restful day. I watched stuff most of the day. I did play a bit,
but not a lot, as I have been too sad in general to play much, and with how my cold is
beating me up I have nothing left to enjoy games with.
At least tomorrow I can micro food and have something warm. Maybe that will
help. I may get a cheap soup, or maybe some super cheap ramen. I don't eat soup
anywhere as often as I used to these past few years as they are more often $3.50 than they
are $1.50 on sale.
I guess I survived the day. No help or donations came, so I am still extremely
worried about the bills. But all I can do is try to hang on emotionally and physically. And
hopefully help comes in time.

Day 4269 - 3/9
Cone of congestion
Today people barely stayed in class. Granted most of it became an open lab, but
not even half way through the class period it was down to about five people left. Fear of
the virus is pretty extreme. Even in my driving in the evening there was almost no traffic
at all.
I'm still feeling pretty sick. The fever feeling has passed, but I still feel a bit of
chill effect inside, especially in my tummy. My sinuses are pretty stuffed up. It's like
there's a cone of congestion from my sinuses down to a point in my belly button. Oddly
the sides of my lungs feel pretty ok, it's really just the middle that feels stuffed up. There
is a little dizziness, but really that seems more paired with my extreme level of
exhaustion. I still feel like if I were in a home I could rest and lie down and I would likely
just sleep most of the day. I suppose if it gets much worse I could just go out to my car
and do that if I'm not in class. Though with the ever decreasing population it's not a lot
different to just be restful in my spot in the hall.
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Still no donations or help for the recent bills.

Which is extra bad news today

as I was told I don't qualify for the $10 discount advertised in all the renewal forms.
As always it seems all I can do is try my best to hang on physically and
emotionally. And hopefully help will come in time.

Day 4270 - 3/10
Not strangled feeling
Today I am not feeling like I'm being strangled. I didn't mention yesterday that
part of my congestion was my lymph nodes in my neck were swollen and felt like I was
being strangled. Today it's only half as bad, so hopefully I'm getting better.
I had a rough time getting to sleep last night, and needed extra due to my cold, so
today is starting a bit late. Class should actually be starting, but not even a third of the
class is here yet.
Hopefully today will be calm and restful and I can continue to get over my cold.
No donations or help, which is very worrisome with the upcoming bills that are critical.
But I continue to try and stay hopeful that I can recover from my cold, and that help with
the bills will come in time.
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Day 4271 - 3/11
Doesn't feel good
Today I am feeling pretty bad emotionally. There has been a lot of panic about the
virus lately. School has become more and more empty. Today there was official word that
starting Monday they are shutting down most services and classes will either continue in
hybrid mode or simply finish early, depending on the professor. Technically I am
basically done with both of my classes’ finals. I even turned them in early. But, if they
require more work, or the professors want me to do more I won't have the software. My
system can run it fine, but I don't have the $25 I need for other school costs, nor the $40
for car insurance due on the first, let alone $40 for the 6-month license to the software.
So today things don't feel good emotionally for a number of reasons. People are
happy for the time off from work and school as places shut down for the virus. But I have
no home. I can't just 'stay home' like everyone else can. I'm forced to be out in public, like
it or not. So I worry what if it does spread and I'm exposed because of that? I can't just
avoid it. What if I become a carrier, and again, can't avoid people so I wind up spreading
it.
And what if panic continues, and school remains in its hybrid form? I don't have
any extra money for the software or other costs. Will I be unable to do projects if that
happens next quarter?
And what about food? My food choices are bad and limited enough even with a
microwave. Losing access to school cafeteria and the microwaves I'd be limited to
lunchmeat and other ready to eat food.
I'm better than I have been feeling in the past few days. My forehead feels almost
cool to the touch, certainly not at all feverish like it has the past few days. Sneezing is
finally decreasing to only a few per hour. Though I'm still congested it's not super bad
congestion. There is still a touch of swelling in my lymph nodes in my neck, but that is
also getting better.
But with having a cold and not feeling well I feel bad emotionally. With all this
virus scare I worry. With all the closures I wonder if I'll lose access to connections to get
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online, and places to be. And what about prying eyes? As outside population continues to
become more and more rare I'll stand out more and more when I am out.
I still worry about my unpaid bills. I worry about things like my mouse starting to
disconnect at the slightest touch on the cable. I worry about wear and tear on the laptop
overall, on my car, and on me. My otherwise dark times seem to be getting even darker.
And all I can do is try to hang on. Hopefully extra help and donations come soon in these
dark times. And hopefully I can continue to hang on until they do.

Day 4272 - 3/12
Basically over
Today my quarter is basically over. I turned in my finals early, and outside of any
unannounced projects that should be it for the quarter. I do half expect the professor with
somewhat unrealistic expectations to bust out a previously unannounced project, but
hopefully that won't happen. Hopefully what was due is all that will be due.
I guess today was pretty good though. The class with the professor I chat with was
good, and he used my final I did yesterday as an example for the class on what would be
done to print them out. (Which we can't do due to the lost time.) And we chatted about a
few movies and I recommended one to him he actually hadn't heard of, so that was good.
My cold is generally better. I don't feel my symptoms or fever at all. I think I may
have sneezed a total of four times today. My chest still has some congestion. That seems
to come and go depending on the time and day. I still feel pretty exhausted, but hopefully
these extra two weeks off will help with that. Though the extra stress of everything may
interfere with any extra restfulness. I guess only time will tell.
I'm pretty tired. I'm extremely worried about the bills, as no help has come beyond
what the two people who help monthly sent. Very rapidly I'll get into trouble if that's all
there is.

I feel forgotten about.

And with all the fear of the virus I think there will

be even fewer worrying about me as time goes on.
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Day 4273 - 3/13
Feeling very sad
Today I am feeling very sad. I'm still extremely worried about the bills. I get little
enough help and attention as it is, and with the virus it seems even less likely people will
reach out to help in my time of need.
And my sad life situations don't help, as more and more areas go into lockdown
type practices I get more and more worried I won't have anywhere to go. Not only worry
because it would be a psychological relief 'to be safe at home', but also because then I
would be limiting exposure. While I can spend most of my time in my car instead of out
in public, there will always be that fear, however small, that because I need to buy food
basically daily, because I have to clean myself in public showers, that these activities will
put me at risk.
And so it again feels like my life being at risk is out of my hands, out of my
control, and all because of my sad homelessness.
But all I can do is try my best. Try to continue to manage my fears of everything.
And try to continue to hope that help will come in time. Before the bills and other things
get too bad.

Day 4274 - 3/14
Library closure

Today there is more bad news. As of 3 this afternoon the library system in the
entire area declared they are closing for basically at least a month (until at a minimum
April 12th), possibly longer.

So while there may still be areas I can be at school the

next two weeks, after that, and on weekends, the only place I have access to is the food
store. Which seems pretty high risk at the moment. I was there for a bit today and it was
extremely crowded. The person who is at the library and food store a lot said he talked
with one of the managers and he said they were seeing sales that topped even their highest
sales days. So, in terms of ordinary people, at least right now, the food store is at the
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highest risk it could be. So I may have no choice but to do what I did in the very early
days and just spend hours and hours sitting outside in my car.
In good news I got a good sized donation. It won't clear all of my recent bill
worries, but it will certainly be a huge help. So that's something.
Up until the notice of the library closing I was having a pretty good day. The loss
of my being at school was settling in and I was getting mentally prepared for about three
weeks at the library. I guess that is all flipped around now and all I can do is hope enough
areas at school are open long enough that things won't be weird. Though that will only
cover me for two weeks, at most, and then I'm completely out for a week.
These days seem little more than a reminder of how much is out of my control.
And it seems all I can do is try my best to hang on physically and emotionally. And
hopefully help will come in time. And hopefully things won't get worse.

Day 4275 - 3/15
Felt like high risk
Today I again felt at high risk. It was still raining, so I was again forced to be at
the food store where there were a ton of people. I was very sad and felt at high risk. At the
end of what I could handle my lungs felt... bad. And going to the bathroom, where I know
probably 50 or more guys had been that day, and that they only clean once a day, I was
almost hurling from anxiety.
I guess though the day wasn't completely terrible or as bad as I expected it would
be. There was... enough... bandwidth to do important game things. Though with how
much I had to blast the game sound to even try to drown out the store noise around me I
had a hard time enjoying things.
I checked what was left of my one class' final assignments. I was supposed to turn
in two more sketch projects for the final, but those assignments seem to have disappeared.
I would guess the professor removed those parts of the final since the change to the online
format. I sent a message asking about it, but got no reply back by the time I went offline.
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The day isn't over yet, and we aren't into night. But so far I made it through ok. I
survived another day. And hopefully I can continue to hang on emotionally and
physically and more help will come to help me through to better days.

Day 4276 - 3/16
Shelter in place

Today things went from weird to bad to completely insane. Around noon someone
posted a link to a 'shelter in place' article for my area (like eight counties.) Effectively it
means the entire area is sort of in lockdown for three weeks. People aren't supposed to
really be out of their homes, and almost all businesses will be shut down. While I suppose
I could stay at the food store during the day, since that's the highest exposure it's more
likely I'll just visit quickly in the morning for critical things, then probably just be out in
my car in the parking lot. (Out of range of connections.)
It will be extremely bad, very like the early days when I had no devices, but I'd
rather not be that openly homeless, nor would I want to be continually exposed to
shoppers and homeless who will likely converge there.
I will likely have extremely limited play time for a while.

And I'll likely be

losing 85% of my entire day to doing nothing at all. But I don't really have a choice if I
want to stay safe during the lockdown. And even if I do make it through these weeks,
what then? This likely isn't going anywhere anytime soon. I've heard predictions that this
may last as long as 1.5 years.
These dark days just got a whole lot darker for me. And while I can hope help
does come to cover the bills, I'm now more worried than ever that I may not be able to
make it through.
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Day 4277 - 3/17
Simulated apocylpse
Today is the first day of the simulated apocalypse. I'm sure it will be bad. With the
library and school closed my only public connection left is the food store, which would be
extreme exposure. So unless things change and I have more options it seems the vast
majority of my time will be spent in my car, basically doing nothing. With a very rare dip
into the food store or the ex-garage to check online for news.
For most I'm sure this will be an odd vacation. I know if I were in a home I'd do
just about my regular game and show watching and not really be affected by the closures
or shelter in place rule. I'm a pretty private person and don't go out much, so I already live
like that. But now, with public access to things shut down, and I'm sure what will become
rapidly diminishing outside populations, my future seems less and less certain.
I try to continue to hang on, but with the bills that is hard enough. Now losing
access to my only outlet to try and feel normal, my games and shows, I don't know how
well I'll be able to hold on.
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Day 4278 (V:2) - 3/18
Sick from worry
Today is the second day of the quarantine state. My heart has been feeling like it's
racing most of the day. Even though I know people are saying 'just wash your hands' I get
so nervous when going in to the food store to buy something or use the bathroom I feel
like I'm going to throw up. (I'm even going to try using my 'tablet pen' at the store instead
of my fingers. It was too wide to use for my tablet.)
No matter what I do or think, without being able to play games or watch my
shows, my brain is consumed with worry and fear. I am trying to listen to podcasts to
occupy my time and reduce my fears, but my mind can't stop worrying if this virus will be
the thing that ends me. Will I not get a fair chance to have a home and a normal life
again? I have no control as it is. Losing access to the internet, and even just places to have
power and set up my laptop to do offline things, is shattering what little is left that I have
to try and hang on keep it together.
Maybe soon I won't worry as much. Two police came casually strolling through
the edge of the parking lot yesterday, and two sheriffs today. None stopped. They were
even kind of going too fast to give anything a serious look. And by about 10:30 there
were enough shoppers coming and going I was easily disguised and visually ignored the
rest of the time. It basically seems like any other regular (non-lock downed) weekend day
in the store parking lot. So, if things don't get weird I may be able to calm myself
emotionally a bit. Though if I'm not mistaken there are 24 more days in virus lockdown,
so I worry it may become a ghost town and I will start to stand out and become very
obvious.
I'm writing early, only 2/3 the way through my day. Much of yesterday and today
I was freaking out over things so much I started crying, shaking, and felt like throwing
up.

I have so little left and now much of what I have left is being taken away. And if

things get worse I may lose even more.

I feel so empty now. I feel like what was in
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me has been hollowed out and I'm an empty fragile shell, and with nothing left inside that
will shatter into a million pieces at the slightest further damage.
But I am writing now, while I still have the strength to do it without crying
uncontrollably.

I don't know what the rest of my day will bring, but it's been raining

for a bit now, and so hopefully that will help me and maybe bring some comfort. But I
have very little left of me.

It seems all I can do is try to hang on. And hopefully there

is enough left to hang on to that I can make it through.

Day 4279 (V:3) - 3/19
Cold, hot, crying
Today was very bad and very rough. I hid well enough in the parking area at the
food store. People are still shopping as if it's a pretty normal weekend day.
The day started out cold, chilly even. It was raining and cloudy in the morning. By
noon it cleared up a bit, but the heat was blasting through the clouds. I got so hot I needed
to open all the car doors for a bit to let the very slight breeze carry out the heat.
Thankfully it only remained hot for three hours, then rapidly cooled to a touch chilly a
few hours later when more clouds came back.
Emotionally the day was one of the worst ever.

I have old podcasts to occupy

my time with, sure, and music I may listen to from play lists I've created. But I don't have
much else. I connected to try and keep up with things for a couple of minutes every few
hours, but I still feel very much alone. More of an outsider than ever. And even though I
know the ways to protect myself, I still nearly feel like I'm going to throw up from stress
when I go into a public restroom. I even feel pretty nervous not touching anything and
just going in to pee.
My ex-roomie said she had some sanitary wipes for me. I picked up the packet last
night. This afternoon when I went to put some separately in my car glove box (from the
main package in my backpack) I saw she had written my name, drew a smiley face, and I
started freaking out and cried a little.
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I'm still allowed to be in the ex-garage a little bit, so I can visit my bunnies, hug
them, cry a bit, change cloths, and now do a critical recharge of my devices because I
have nowhere else really to charge. Those few moments are the only way I can keep it
together. But with how many V-days remain until the quarantine is lifted and things might
open again, I wonder how I will make it through with what little sanity and emotional
strength I have left.
It's so easy for everyone to be cautious when they are out. Then they go home and
are safe. But I am left out. I feel so very alone. So few seem to care at all.

And with

almost nothing left I feel like if things get worse I won't make it through.

Clouds and rain.

Day 4280 (V:4) - 3/20
A very brief moment
Today I am writing early in the morning to start. Things were happy and sad this
morning. This is the second day of peeking online in the morning at the small bank at the
food store to get my daily MMO login bonus (a struggle at about 5 FPS unplugged),
check news, gather podcasts to listen to, and watch a very brief video about a game I
would be playing if I had access. (It occurs to me now with all the shock and emotional
loss lately I didn't go over the food store sitting area closure. I think it happened after I'd
submitted last week on Tuesday is why I forgot. They closed down their seating area,
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which had three tables with about 12 sitting spots referencing the rule about no social
gatherings. Most places in the area have shut down their sitting areas. Apparently the
store people don't mind if there are people at the tiny bank there though (which has now
temporarily shut down completely), but there is a standing bar, and only a very small
space for one person to sit. So even if I wanted to stay in the food store for a connection,
it's no longer a real option as I can't plug in and am not supposed to be staying around.
(Though a regular homeless vet does.))
Over a very brief 15 minutes or so I started to feel somewhat normal. Instead of
seeing people in masks and gloves and fearing for my life constantly I saw people talking
about games in chat, talking about general life things, and remembered fun times. For a
very brief moment I felt like my more stable homeless self.
I am out in my car again now. It's still pretty early morning. Sadness and fear once
again are starting to settle in and consume my thoughts. Though I am 'safe' in my car I am
still very fearful. I don't have a regular life. I can't just play games and watch shows and
cook foods at home and ride it out. I am an unwanted, and often feel like an unwelcome,
outcast. And, true or not, I can't help but feel more than ever people would rather just
leave me to die than offer to help.
The crowd around me is pretty high already; a crowd normally not as large as it is
for a couple of hours from now. Maybe that's a sign I'll be better hidden. We are still a
long way from the 12th when things might start to re-open, so I hope this is a sign people
are starting to relax and adopt a normal routine and it will continue. But I can't help but
feel the opposite will happen. And soon it will be obvious to everyone who sees me why I
am there, as opposed to now where it is only a few local workers who give me more than
a passing glance.

Day 4281 (V:5) - 3/21
Hands of Fate
Today I was listening to something and was reminded of fate and fortune reading.
I looked at my palms and they seem very foreign to me. I remember three big lines, but
now there are many breaks, many smaller folds, and cracks between them. Most
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noteworthy seemed an insane number of lines that looked almost like scratches running
down each thumb pad and thumb web area.
People use the expression 'like the back of your hand', but the back is still smooth.
The back has always been wrinkle free. And while the cell marks may be interesting, they
seem almost unchanged since I last recall, unlike the palms which look foreign to me.
These days are long and very sad. The day has been gray and sometimes
sprinkled. The grayness helps me hide, as people don't pay attention to what is around
them in the rain when they have something to do. If a thing isn't in the way, or the thing
they are doing, it's ignored.
At least the day so far. Technically there is still 1/3 of it left.
Though I only went into the store for a 10 minute peek along with my laptop, then
three more times very briefly to check later, I feel exhausted. The memory of the bright
artificial light and basting music burns in my mind. Maybe because I'm not feeling well.
The lunchmeat I've been having is reacting badly to my tummy. Three times I had to
make critical trips to the bathroom. I don't know if it's just too much lunchmeat lately or if
that is a bad batch. I'll probably eat just a little bit more then toss what's left. (About $1.50
worth of food.) Maybe salad tomorrow for my main food will help.
Today was another horribly rough day. A few times I almost started shaking,
panicking, and crying from stress. But I managed to get through. Hopefully I can stay
healthy and make it through. But I feel more broken and alone than I ever have.
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Hands of fate.

Day 4282 (V:6) - 3/22
Missing comforts

Today I am very much missing my comforts.

It is extremely difficult to

manage my stress and anxiety without at least being able to play offline games.

But

without power that isn't an option.
I did my morning check of things and dipped to about 55% laptop power. I
discovered there was a final thing I had to do within the next few days, but I burned out of
the remaining power before I could finish. I was nearly done, so I rushed in and plugged
in with the hopes the forced shutdown didn't lose what I had. Thankfully it started back up
and finished fine.
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In the afternoon I started to crave other comforts. I wanted cookies, but most of
the kind I eat would be destroyed during the day. It actually rained very big drops today
for about 30 minutes, with thunder too, but there was still about two hours of nearly
unbearable warmth. I'm beginning to wonder if my arms are going to be sun burnt soon if
this keeps up. I may get animal crackers. They are pretty yummy and would be the only
ones that could survive the warm times.
I also had a craving for fries. The store does have potato wedge cut fries in their
warm food area (which I'd have to pay for out of pocket since food stamp money doesn’t
cover cooked food), but I'm not sure if that would still be 'open'. I checked the bulk mixed
food area and it's wrapped up and 'closed'. They have also started to individually wrap
things like donuts and bread. I may look into like $2 of wedges tomorrow, but I have to
be extremely careful as I'm almost out of money.
It's very hard to make it through these tough times.

Even more so now that

this lockdown is also preventing my using the few comforts I could have.
It's not even really evening yet, as there is still 1/3 of my day before things settle
down. All I have is my car, the hope I can stay safe in it, and podcasts to kill time on my
tablet. As always everything seems out of my control. I feel very alone and isolated. But
all I can do is try to hang on, hope everyone stays safe, and hope enough help comes to
make it through.

Day 4283 (V:7) - 3/23
Detour

Today there was a big detour in the morning to hopefully get a shower on campus
and then use the super good wireless for a bit. As expected though everything was locked
up. When I arrived there was even an electric cart with student security that came by. So,
sadly, it seems highly unlikely I could use campus wireless outside, or even the bathroom
they normally leave open for the bus drivers.
Since the library is pretty close, and a stronger connection than around the food
store, I decided to detour over there. I had a quite ok time there and even did a touch more
than normal in the morning. On my way out I knew there was a plug by the coffee shop,
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which is closed, so I stopped by to recharge there a bit. To my shock I got a decent
wireless signal at the plug. (I'd recalled previously I couldn't.)
So, that might actually be a viable spot to get a signal and play from. The
downside is it is fully exposed to anyone within about 100 feet along the road, and in
direct line of sight for about four condos just across the street. So, sadly, I probably
shouldn't do that. And if I did I should probably just limit my play to an hour or less.
Which, after having my heart broken and 'gotten used to' nothing at all might do more
harm emotionally than good, since it would only be once every few days for a very brief
period. (And likely even then still an increasing fear with each visit.)
The rest of my normal 2/3 of my day to this point was pretty regular. Maybe a
touch happier, as so far I've not seen evidence of police or sheriffs. I'm still constantly
worried they will start to question people being in their car. (Though upon quick
inspection it looks empty. I put everything in the trunk save for a small bit of food hidden
in a bag under my legs/feet. So I would look like any other random person just waiting in
their car.)
Lately there is a constant ringing in my ears and a slight dizziness. No doubt from
the extreme stress and lack of safety, not to mention lost sleep. In the warmer hours of the
afternoon I often fall half asleep, as many nights, like last night, I only get 5 hours of
sleep.
Everything still seems like some kind of crazy fever dream. And I keep hoping
someday I'll wake up and be back to my regular homeless life.

Day 4284 (V:8) - 3/24
Worried

Today hasn't begun yet, but I am getting very worried. People are starting to
notice me in my waiting spots. I may need to change spots, at least part of the time, or do
something like take more walks outside of my car so it seems I'm coming or going
(instead of just 'waiting' in my car.) I can't control what people will do or think though, all
I can do is hope things stay as they are and people don't worry about why I am where I
am.
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I still try to hang on to hope that a miracle will occur. Maybe things will suddenly
get better and the quarantine will be lifted and things will go back to homeless normal.
Maybe my ex-roomie will somehow convince her boyfriend, or he will become
compassionate and change his own mind, and he will agree that I can be in the garage to
be safe from all the things during the quarantine (and ideally, if the wireless reaches, let
me be on for at least part of the time each day.) But again, I can't change the world. I can't
change others. I can only be and do me, and hope that what I do influences others in a
positive way. I try to stay hopeful, but I am scared and panicking nearly all the time now.
All I can do is hope I make it to better days.
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Week 613

Day 4285 (V:9) - 3/25
Maybe good news
Today I felt like a nervous bunny. Which I guess is not unusual these days. I'm
terrified all the time now. A few times while in the lot I've gotten a scare and my heart
raced each time. One sheriff passed by very slowly up and down not every other isle, but
all of them, so they went right behind me. I have to try and stay calm because they are
looking for trouble. Me sitting in my car is not trouble. There is no reason I should worry.
But I do. I can't help it.
Today felt extremely unusually long. By the time it was barely noon it felt like
three days had passed. I don't know why things were moving so slowly, but several times
I looked at the time and only like 15 minutes had passed.
In some good and bad news I was talking to my phone people about the phone my
ex-roomie is giving me and it seems I can't change my plan easily. A change would
require $10 for a new SIM kit, deleting my current account, waiting 72 hours, resurrecting
the account in the new form, and then paying the new minimum of $15 a month, or $25
for the slightly better plan. The good news if I did that would be it has unlimited talk time
(compared to my 30 minutes) and a fair bit of data. But that is a huge increase over the $3
a month I'm paying now. And apparently the good news on that is I'm grandfathered into
that plan, which doesn't exist as an option for new customers.
The really promising news is I've been hearing the economy is rapidly getting
wrecked. While that isn't good news, the indirect result of that is the president wants that
to stop. Especially since the economy couldn't recover before the end of the year if this
continues to the 12th, even more so if it continued after. Since that is past the election he
absolutely won't want to risk losing voters. So the resulting good news is he is saying he
wants to restart things after the minimum amount of quarantine time, which is only 5 days
from now. That would vastly help my situation if it started that soon. Even if it didn't
open the library or school for a while, even just opening more stores and letting people
work would vastly increase my ability to hide among other cars and likely re-open public
connection areas. So I try to stay hopeful things will reverse much sooner than expected
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for me, but also for so many others who are greatly hurting from the forced closures. I
don't want people to get sick at all, but if others can't buy food or pay rent that is a big risk
to their other needs.
So while I am still terrified and in the worst position ever, I am hopeful that it
seems like I may be back to homeless normal much sooner than expected.

Day 4286 (V:10) - 3/26

Missing my favorite event / School online
Today there is sad news. My favorite yearly event has started in my MMO and
there is really no way I can participate.

Even if I can somehow get enough power,

unplugged my FPS just couldn’t handle combat. It even struggles just to move around the
world. I really look forward to it each year, as it's one of the few ways I can celebrate
bunny day. But unless some kind of miracle happens I will miss it since it's only a week
long.
There is some sad school news too. I got a message that next quarter is 100%
online. While I should get access to the software I'd need through school, and if not
someone promised to help me get a subscription, not being at school will be very
problematic. The greatest concern is will I be able to connect online at all. If the library
re-opens on the 12th as they originally said they would I'm fine. (Even more so if they
open sooner due to presidential order.) But if not, and I'm left with the connections I have
and no power except for recharging as I am now, it will be almost completely impossible
to manage.
And then there are non-class losses as well. The biggest is shower and cooked
food. Getting showers three times a week is a huge boost in feeling normal. Getting
cooked food, even if it is just microwave food, is a huge boost to my getting anything
close to proper meals. Sure, salad is good, and I have that once or maybe twice a week,
but lunchmeat the rest of the time is a far cry from what I can do with micro foods.
I guess I will still have to wait and see. I'm still trying to stay hopeful things start
to return to normal as early as the 1st, so my stress will at least get lowered by not being
so suspicious being out in my car in a parking lot or out and about in general. Ideally the
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library will open too, but not being deemed essential at all, nor connected directly to the
economy, it seems unlikely.
As always it seems everything is out of my control and all I can do is try to remain
hopeful and try to hang on.

Day 4287 (V:11) - 3/27
Shaking, panicking, and crying
Today was a very bad day. Oddly the morning up until noon I felt pretty good.
There were a ton of people around me all day, making it extremely easy to blend in with
everyone else.
But by the afternoon things started to turn.

I thought about how some are

buying lots of food and going to be safe home for a few weeks. And I can't do that.

I

again started thinking how I'm forced to be at basically the most dangerous spot. Even if I
manage to hide things and pee in my car to avoid going in that still means I go in once or
twice a day to get food and/or poop. I try to remind myself that everyone is being
extremely careful and with as long as the incubation time is the new cases coming up are
likely people who were infected before we started being careful. So I should be ok if
everyone else is careful too.
But such thoughts are of little comfort with only podcasts and music to really
distract me. From pretty much noon on my hands were visibly shaking from anxiety. A
few times I started almost panic breathing. And a few times I cried.

It is very hard to

hold back the tears now. Especially hearing people in their homes nearby laughing and
having a good time in their home.
I don't know what I did wrong to be outcast all these years and not have enough
close friends who both know about my sad situation, but could offer shelter and help. The
Gray ghost is helping when he can. The ex-roomie is giving me stuff to try and keep
things disinfected. But that's it for local people. The only others who care are online.
Some even hundreds of miles away, or even in other countries. And even those people are
extremely few.
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I continue to hope this crisis makes more realize just how fragile we are. How
precious and short life is even in the best of conditions. And hopefully people move
forward being more caring and more honest with each other, and learn to let things go that
aren't important in order to help others out.
All day just about I have been terrified, shaking, panicking, and crying. Anything
to reduce my stress would be greatly helpful right now. But with things being so bad, and
my options so limited, I constantly fear losing what little I have left.

Day 4288 (V:12) - 3/28
Gray, inside and out
Today was very gray inside and out. I was glad of the rain, which it did rain most
of the day and evening so far. It let me keep my car mostly closed, which helps me feel
safe. And everyone ignored me, as I either went totally unnoticed, or they were too
worried about the rain.
In a home today would have been great. I always find rain calming. I probably
would have peeked my window open just a touch to hear it and smell the fresh rain air
while I played games or watched shows. In the evening I would have cooked a little
something special and watched a movie, as that's been a thing since I've been single.
But that is not my life anymore.

I have no home, not even a room, so I can't do

that. And with everything closed and all my access to the Internet and power blocked off,
today was little more than sitting in my car and listening to things. Though I suppose I am
very glad I at least have that. That helps a lot.
I was still pretty scared today, but not quite as much since I could isolate myself
since nearly all day it was cold. I still hope the president can push his agenda and get
things open soon. There were talks today, and will be tomorrow, as he's still pushing for
that to start on the 1st. But right now all I have is what I have. And seemingly all I can do
is pray help comes, hope things don't get worse, and hope things get better for
everyone.
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Day 4289 (V:13) - 3/29
Doesn't seem promising
Today is very sad. At 4:30 I got some news that doesn't seem promising. It seems
the meetings with the president have convinced him to keep things closed, as he's
increased, not decreased, the social distancing time period to all the way through April
30th. I guess I should remain hopeful because there was no mention of the shelter in place
being extended, so maybe that will be lifted and changed to a suggestion. And apparently
full rules for the extended social distancing will be announced by Tuesday. But this
breaks my heart because it sounds like it would force the library to probably remain
closed during that time, or if open close the seating areas. Meaning no access to the
Internet or power beyond what I have already, which is almost non-existent. All I can try
and hope for is that these rules and exceptions will be something that allows places to
open, including the library.
My hair is beginning to drive me crazy. Parts I normally shave completely have
been growing since this all started weeks ago. While I feel I should probably let my hair
be more 'normal' so I don't stand out as much, I guess I need to start considering patterns
to keep it manageable. I think tonight, Sundays, I'll make an attempt to shave and do a
sponge bath as a regular thing. Hopefully it will be enough, as I've previously shaved dry
with a disposable razor and it's nowhere near as good as my regular one. But I don't know
if just shaking my razor out in a little bowl of water will work since it's not an old school
straight razor designed for that.
Today is not yet over. Almost 1/3 of it remains. In terms of mood and managing
stress it has been a bit better than average so far. But with this sad news of the extended
social distancing I worry that means access to critical things I need both to feel ok and
function as a normal person will remain effectively non-existent much longer than I
thought it would.
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Day 4290 (V:14) - 3/30
Feeling slightly safer
Today I'm feeling slightly safer. There again (so far) have been no security passes
through the parking area. And there have been enough people coming and going I've been
ignored, and spaced a few spaces away from where I'm parked.
There hasn't been news of the social distancing rules, but I'm trying to be hopeful
things will calm down a bit as I keep forgetting I'm in one of like 8 or 12 areas in the
entire country that have the shelter in place as a rule (instead of a suggestion). I think
since that runs out tomorrow things should remain relaxed through the day and hopefully
that will remain.
But, as always, it seems the important things are out of my control and all I can do
is hope help comes, and I can make it through my bills and these terrible times.

Day 4291 (V:15) - 3/31
Trying to hope

Today I am hoping things will go well and good news about the state of things
comes along. This is the last required day of the shelter in place, so hopefully it will
become a recommended suggestion as the different social distancing rules take effect and
things start to open up.
I am still fearful during these terrible times, but I am trying to remain hopeful my
life can at least somewhat return to 'homeless normal' again soon. I try to continue to hang
on and hope help will come soon, as my gas is running out and bills loom ahead. But with
as rare as help is these days, and things being so extra sad for everyone, help for my bills
and troubles seems unlikely.

But I try to continue to remain hopeful. For myself and

everyone.
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Week 614

Day 4292 (V:16) - 4/1
Another 32 days
Today I am still reeling from what seems like an insane decision to extend the stay
at home order by 32 days, just over a month, ending now May 3rd. I get wanting to keep
people healthy, I really do, but this is a virus. Controlling these six or eight counties does
just about nothing for the spread if it comes from outside. The vast majority of the
country is not doing this. Sure, maybe these areas have the greatest population. But what
about homelessness? Or just straight up eating and paying bills? Sure, some in the area
can work from home, but what about the probably 75% of everyone else who lives
paycheck to paycheck? The majority of them, I'd guess, will have an extremely hard time,
or simply not be able to survive, having a six week pay cut. Even if the $1200 stimulus is
guaranteed that may not cover much income lost for those 1.5 months for those people.
For me, I continue to be very worried. Today may be one of the last days I use my
laptop to check in. I mean I kind of really should at least log in once a week, but there is
no one using laptops anymore out in public. While people checking phones is extremely
common, people with even smaller tablets like mine is an extremely rare sight. I had my
laptop set up outside for a bit, saw a sheriff at the very extreme end of the parking lot as I
was packing up, and just about had a heart attack from how fast my heart was racing
worrying if they saw me with it out. (Even though it was unlikely they saw me at all at
that distance.)
Granted I really shouldn't have anything to fear, even with 32 more days. If you
look at the whole of it I'm 1/3 of the way through with no trouble really at all. There
really is no indication of things changing, nor any reason I should be in a position to be in
trouble. But I am still extremely fearful. I am still extremely stressed, both from my
general sad life, and now this additional worry. I am still having sort of panic attacks
where I get shaky and almost start to cry uncontrollably.
There is maybe a bit of good news. I put the video watching site app on my phone
and tested it out. It worked pretty good and there was far less drain on it (compared to my
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laptop or tablet.) If this was a normal amount, I think it was about 15 minutes of video for
just a few percent of battery. That is about 1/3 of the cost on my tablet. Though honestly
there isn't a lot I keep up with these days, as a lot of the normal news things I would
watch will be outdated or unnecessary by the time I can play and do stuff normally again.
I also downloaded the app for one of the sites I watch shows. Unfortunately it
didn't fare as well. It streamed for about 3 minutes then stopped, likely due to low
bandwidth. I tried again later and it had the same pattern. So it seems the outside locations
I normally use are too weak to stream shows. So, sadly I guess that means I may miss m
shows, as the sites typically only keep the most recent 5 online.
I did get a nice donation today, hooray.

But there was much sad news for

today. I feel burnt out, my ears are constantly ringing, and I am constantly a touch dizzy,
almost certainly both from lack of sleep and extreme and constant overstimulation. But, I
guess I survived the day. And all I can do is try to continue to move forward one day at a
time and hope I can make it through.

Day 4293 (V:17) - 4/2
One whole show
Today started out ok. I decided to try and watch a show again in the morning, on
the theory there might be more bandwidth. I don't know if that was the reason, but I
actually did get through a whole show. It wasn't a great experience though. The phone
screen is pretty tiny, like 5", which even compared to my 7" mini tablet seemed incredibly
small. It ate around 40% of the battery to do it, so it's a pretty big hit to watch something
that big. I might test the drain for a show on my tablet to compare. I've watched a few
shows on it before and it was ok quality. Small news on games and such is fine though, as
the drain for short videos is almost nothing and the quality on the phone isn't a big deal
since they don't require a lot of visual quality, but as I think I said I don't feel super
compelled to stay current on everything with that, since with 31 days left before I can
even try and do any gaming again many of the things talked about seem unattainable.
It was pretty hot in the afternoon today, but with no sign of patrols, and a pretty
high shopping population, I felt reasonably ok. It still didn't feel good sitting in the public
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parking lot all day, but really that and the main roads are the only places with traffic.
Though from what I've seen from the afternoon on it seems there is no shortage of people
walking, jogging, or biking around. It seems those activities don't count for the stay at
home order. Which I guess is good, as that does at least give me some options to blend in
if I want to consider alternate things. But, my anxiety about being exposed, both as an
outsider and to the virus, has me freaking out sometimes pretty badly when I'm not sealed
in my car.
I suppose though these days where I get through without confrontation or anything
bad happening should still be counted as a win. There seems very little I can do to control
my nerves or fears these days.
As always it seems all I can do is try to hang on as best as I can. Maybe I can
think up some alternatives to help calm my nerves or make me feel safe. But it feels like
everything is totally out of control and I'm more afraid than ever I may lose what little is
left.

Or worse, lose my life.

Day 4294 (V:18) - 4/3
Controlling the flow
Today was extra sad. It started ok, and lots of people filled the lot most of the day
and I felt pretty well camouflaged. But just past afternoon I got very sad. I felt sad about
all the time I've lost in my life, not just the time since I've become homeless. But again I
wondered how I've become so much of an outsider that there has been no one to catch me
when I've fallen. I thought about how I've tried all these homeless years, and several
before, to try to have more in life. To try to continue to move ahead and get into that
better position instead of just surviving week to week and paycheck to paycheck. Yet I've
never gotten it. And with the few times I've felt like I've had a solid chance, I've been
more taken advantage of than helped in such a better position, putting me no closer to a
real step forward.
When thinking of all of this I again started trembling, breathing quickly, and cried
a little.

It took all I had several times today to not start uncontrollably crying.
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Last night while doing a sponge type bath cleaning I noticed I've probably lost a
lot of weight these past few weeks. Which really isn't surprising, as I'm probably only
getting 50% of the calories I would have been getting in a normal school day. I'm not
really hungry. All the stress and worry has my heart racing and I'm trembling much of the
time, so it's rare I'm genuinely hungry. And on the rare occasion I am I have to carefully
consider what such a meal would do to my system, as it's so very fragile lately.
Today it looks like the food store has started to control the number of people
entering and being in the store at any given time. They have one entrance completely
blocked off, and only a few checkers open, every other or once every three, apart. On the
one hand that makes me very concerned it will discourage the number of people around
me. I've seen 5-10% of people just turn around and leave when they saw a line. On the
other hand it seems that has greatly increased the length of time per stay. Which means
my sitting outside and appearing to be waiting for someone would actually be more
visually ignored.
The weather seemed weird. In the sun in my car it was incredibly hot from the
afternoon on. But leaving my car to go into the shade near the building the breeze made
me freezing cold. I watched another full show and within 15 minutes in the shade, with
my hoodie on, I was still shivering a bit from the cold.
I started watching on my tablet and the drain wasn't too bad. It probably would
have drained about 30% for a full show. However, the tablet takes about 3x as long to
charge, so that kind of loss is upwards to just over an hour additional charge time
compared to the phone taking 20-30 minutes for that same amount of drain. I guess it
wasn't too bad on the phone. The screen is about 75% of the tablet size and this show I
didn't feel like I was losing as much visually as the last. (I switched to the phone after the
first 25% and saw the drain estimate.) I'll probably just stick to the phone for video
watching since I have so few things to watch until their season ends.
It's only just late afternoon, maybe barely early evening. But I suppose I've lasted
another day. But with 30 more for the shelter in place period to end it feels like an
impossible task that I may not survive with how fragile and shattered my health has
become. I am starting to jump at the smallest of things, then panic for a while after. And I
grow more and more fearful I may suffer that fatal heart attack the doctor warned me I
was in danger of.
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Day 4295 (V:19) - 4/4
A little bit of homeless normal
Today, a few times, I felt a little bit closer to homeless normal. There were no
patrols through the lot, and with only two yesterday seemingly looking for someone
specific, I felt pretty safe from official persecution. It was gray in the morning, and by
about 11 it started heavily sprinkling. It continued to rain more on than off the rest of the
day, so I kept my windows closed, and I felt hidden from the attention of those around
me.
I did do a bit extra of stuff watching. I watched two shows of one of my favorite
shows, getting caught up or to the end of the season. The last show felt like a regular
show, so I don't know if it was the finally or not. I watched a few videos for hardware and
some video game news. Reviews of the new laptop I've been wanting to get are starting to
show up and are super positive. It can run the newest games at high settings at 75-100
FPS depending on how demanding the game is. Also, the CPU is very low power, yet
super powerful, matching the performance of those twice its power requirement. So,
combined with the bigger battery, that means its battery life is insane compared to my
current one. Reviews played games for several hours, and used creative software for
several hours on battery. That would really be critical for me if my inability to do stuff
while plugged in continues once school starts up. (Which it would for at least two weeks.)
That would mean my current use time of probably 45 minutes with the software and 0
gaming would increase to several hours doing either or both. The original release date
showed the 10th, just in time for bunny day, but that seems to have changed to the 30th. I
suppose though for the moment that is still just a wish on my list. But it would be greatly
helpful for school, or maybe even if I could somehow find people to do creative stuff for
pay while I have access to the software.
I guess really overall today wasn't that different. I guess I just had enough positive
things to distract me to feel somewhat hopeful again. Which these days hope for me
seems very hard to come by.
The evening is just starting. The sun hasn't even started to set yet. But with the
good news, seeing a double rainbow, and getting to watch some shows, I try to hang on to
the positive things. And maybe I can make it through these darkest of days.
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Double rainbow.

Day 4296 (V:20) - 4/5
Curtain of rain
Today it rained almost constantly all day. It was actually kind of comforting in
that it created a sheet of water over my windows, creating sort of a curtain between me
and the rest of the world. It was super cold and even with my under layers back on for the
day I was shivering a bit during a few points in the day. I dozed off for probably 30
minutes a couple of times during the day, which isn't really unusual these days.
It's not even evening yet, and for the moment the sky has cleared. It looks like it
may not stay clear during the night, which I'd prefer it not as that provides more cover. I
guess we'll see. The weather is obviously something I can't control.
I feel a touch better emotionally than usual, but still extremely depressed. I have a
bit of allergies maybe? A touch of congestion in my very upper chest area. A cough a few
times a day. It may be a bit of a cold though, or just too much stress and lately an
overabundance of cold weather. My feet right now feel like I've been walking through a
bit of a creek; cold and damp. Of course I never know how many of my symptoms may
also just be panic and psychosomatic, or anxiety from being out in public and worried
about everything.
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I suppose, good or bad, better or worse, I survived another day. And all I can do is
try my best to hang on. Try my best to stay as healthy as I can. And hopefully I can
eventually make it through to better days.

Day 4297 (V:21) - 4/6
Double under shirt

Today it was rainy and extremely cold, far colder than any other day in a very
long time. Since I was so cold yesterday I put on an extra under shirt layer. So now I have
five layers. I was warm enough, but with it pouring cold rain nearly all day there were a
few points I got a bit too cold.
The day passed quickly enough, kind of quickly for a change. I felt hidden and ok
enough emotionally. But now in the early evening I've had a touch of a scare. I feel
nervous, anxious, shaken, am trembling a bit, and like I will throw up, cry, or both. I am
more worried about if I will make it through than ever before.

And so often I feel like

I will be ended by that fatal heart attack the doctor warned me about.

Day 4298 (V:22) - 4/7
Trying to stay hopeful
Today I am trying to stay hopeful. Things have been going the worst ever for me
in these darkest of days. And with all the closures and fears there is effectively no chance
to find work or change anything. Even the few places which are remaining open have
started cutting back staff to accommodate the new social distancing rules.
I keep praying someone who can offer me shelter locally will read my sad story
and be able to do so. But I don't think anyone who knows me IRL reads my story. And
really only a couple of them have even talked to me recently.
Each day I worry more and more the few comforts I have will remain lost to
me.

I worry more and more I will remain uncared for and left on the street.
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And I

worry more and more, especially with everything being forced closed, I will never have
an opportunity to recover.
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Week 615

Day 4299 (V:23) - 4/8
Still almost a month
Today I feel kind of bad. My tummy is unhappy with my food, which is not
surprising considering this was day three with a pack of lunchmeat in a somewhat warm
environment. With my being more and more fearful and unstable overall I'm continuing
to eat very little. The pack could last two more days, when this kind of pack would
normally last barely half that time normally. I'll probably eat it tomorrow then throw out
any that's left. The ex-garage has a fridge and I was told I could store stuff in there if I
need, and so I may need to start storing parts if even these small packs last three or more
days now. That doesn't seem safe for that long.
There is still just about a month left of stay at home quarantine time. It's insane to
think of 25 more days like this.

I don't understand why the majority of people are still

shopping regularly. I see people coming in to the lot then leaving with only a few small
bags all the time. A full cart happens maybe one out of fifteen shoppers. Even when we
lived in a safe world I preferred to only shop once a week or two if I could manage it. I
don't get why people are still willingly going out and risking catching the virus when they
obviously have a home they are going to and from. I get the emotional strain. Everyone is
sad and trying to manage. But if you have somewhere safe to be I don't get why you
wouldn't want to maximize that safety, and bring in all your loved ones close to be safe
who need it.
Unless, of course, I'm overestimating how easy it is to come into contact. Which I
sure hope that's the case. Because with 25 more days in the parking lot, several hours of
which are too hot and uncomfortable, forcing me to have my windows open to passer-bys,
or sit near a building outside of my car, I grow ever more worried one of those passer=bys
will infect me.
But I guess all I can do is try my best to keep my mask on. Try my best to wash or
disinfectant wipe my hands and stuff if I come into contact with things not from my car.
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And continue to hope I make it through the virus, through my extremely sad homeless
times, and can continue on until better days.

Day 4300 (V:24) - 4/9
Slight balance
Today I still don't feel that great. Stress, poor nutrition, and lost sleep are still
hurting me pretty badly. I still feel a slight dizziness a lot of the time, more extra
bathroom trips some days, and when trying to hold my hand still I am still trembling more
often than not.
I guess though in an odd way I am getting a slight balance. While I can still suffer
bouts of P.T.S.D. and feel fearful, scared, and on the verge of crying uncontrollably, I am
not jumping as often at the sight of patrols through the lot or people passing by me who
are close.
Nothing new today really. Everything is still the worst. I am still by far the lowest
in my life and in need of the most help. And still extremely little comes, as very few
follow my story.
While the sky is darkening it is only from rain clouds, as evening is still a few
hours away. But I hope it continues as it has in recent times. I hope I don't panic or fear
too much. I hope I can get a reasonable amount of sleep. I hope my 'sponge bath' and
shave work out ok. And I continue to hope I can manage things emotionally and
physically. And most of all I hope help comes and I can continue until I make it to better
days.

Day 4301 (V:25) - 4/10

Old friend, maybe new friend
Today has felt like it's moved a bit quicker than normal. Though technically I'm
probably only about 2/3 the way though, so there is still a fair bit left of the day. Though I
don't expect anything unusual.
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I am basically caught up with my shows as of yesterday. At least the important
ones I was worried about missing. I guess there really were only a couple for each that I
hadn't seen. A half-hour comedy I watch is still getting new shows every week, so I have
a few more of those to watch. It's good I'm caught up. I won't feel like I'll miss anything.
And I suppose a couple of hours a day of video watching can now be taken up by lecture
and class show watching starting next week, so it's good I have that time freed up.
This morning there was a friend request on the social app from someone in the
guild I'm in for my MMO. It seemed odd they sent a request since I told the guild I can't
play pretty much at all back a few weeks ago when the stay at home time was extended. I
guess we'll see if that person is friendly in just over three weeks when I can hopefully
start playing things again.
It seems insane to think there are still just over three weeks left. Adding on the
original time before the extension puts me barely half way through. It still seems mind
boggling small businesses are forced to be closed all these nearly seven weeks. I wonder
how many will never recover, or how many will suffer because of it.
On the social page someone sent a friend request. Someone I've known since I
was 12. It seems odd timing. We were kind of close in my 20s, a time when if you didn't
see someone or call you could easily lose track of them. But I think I've always been a
background person from their perspective. One of those people who is around because
they know someone who they are closer to at the time. But then there really are only
maybe half a dozen people I'd say are anything even remotely close to me in my life, and
really the rest have always probably just considered me a background person. I suppose if
things were different I'd never have fallen this far, nor for this long.
Maybe today has passed a bit quicker because I'm hanging on to hope. Hope I will
be able to gather enough to pay critical bills. And hope that I will get a stimulus boost and
can finally upgrade my laptop. (Which is now showing release on the 20th.) That would
put me in a great position to do things without power as my current laptop gets 30-45
minutes of use without power, compared to the new one which I think a few reviews were
saying it could do like 5 hours without power, even when gaming. Plus, it being 500%
more powerful helps if I'm going to maybe try and do work on it as a graphic design
contractor. And I continue to hope all the people are ok and everyone makes it through.
It's been what feels like quite a while since I've seen bad news, so hopefully things are
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calming down a bit. Though I've heard it could be over a year before we are fully in the
clear. And I suppose I'm hopeful because today didn't feel so bad, though I did still have a
few minor panic attacks related to death and missing pets. Maybe because I saw some
super cute stuffed bunnies at the store, and so there were some sad tears today.
So I guess today I still hang on. I still hope help comes for me, and everyone else
these days who need it. And hopefully everyone can make it through to better days.

Day 4302 (V:26) - 4/11
Two more
Today was incredibly rough. At the very start when I was at the food store when I
was considering what food to get I was thinking how rough of a time my tummy has had,
how I should be careful, and how if I had a home I'd just get a variety of things and eat
what I wanted at the time, safe in the home, not needing to come back to the store. I felt
very sad how I have to take care of me. There is no one checking in with my health if I
don't feel good. Or my mood if I seem sad. Or to hug me or do something silly to cheer
me up. It's just me.

And I cried a little in the store holding my salad like I would one

of my bunnies.
The rest of my day didn't really feel any better. We are now at three weeks and a
day until the library should open, but I can't help having the fearful thought of, 'they are
typically classified in the same category as school in terms of holidays and closures, what
if they too remain closed for several more months.' I can only pray they DO open, and just
do something like limit the 4 top tables to something like 1 person per table. Probably
also something like cutting weekly hours so they are the same as weekend hours for a few
months or something (to discourage people from doing more than staying for a brief
while.) But I don't know. I have no clue. The website shows no updated plan, and I don't
expect it will until probably one or two more weeks.
I saw someone in the parking lot who reminded me of a character in a show. One
I'd forgotten about. So I had two of those episodes to catch up on. I watched on and may
watch the other before the night is out. I may save it for tomorrow so I at least have
something for bunny day. One of my favorite shows also posted another, so I was right
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that the previous last one was not the season finally. The comedy show I watch is also
still posting new episodes, so I still have a few more shows to look forward to.
Today seemed exceptionally rough. I don't expect an easy time tomorrow. I
already missed the bunny day celebration in my MMO, the only real kind of bunny day
celebrating I can typically do. And now tomorrow I will miss the entire day.

Even

though I'm single, it's really one of the only holidays I care about. And now it will come
and go with no way to celebrate.
Today was exceptionally rough, and tomorrow will probably be no different.
These darkest days have been the hardest of them all.

Day 4303 (V:27) - 4/12
The cookie misdirection
Today isn't very far along, though I suppose it's close to when I typically write. It's
late afternoon, so I am writing a little early, as things are closing a touch early for Easter
and things might get a bit weird later.
Last night my ex-roomie said she was making cookies, which she'd mentioned she
was going to do at some point about a week ago, and said she'd leave some out late in the
night or in the morning. I said I'd stop by and check in the morning and didn't think about
it after that. I had gone into the ex-garage and set up stuff to recharge and sneak a bit of
game playing time in (a single hour, the first in probably a week.) She came in and I
gasped in surprise and started tearing up as she was bringing a bunny day basket to my
area.

She said she remembered how important bunny day was to me and said she

wanted me to have a little something. I took the basket and hugged and kissed the cute
bunny as I started crying. I told her how hard and sad things have gotten and thought I
might have nothing as I cried a little holding the bunny. We talked for a minute or so
more. I left most of the candies there, as there is zero chance chocolate would survive in
my car with as hot as it gets. And the new bunny is safe and sound with the rest of the
bunny family.
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I don't have access to my rabb1t email without my laptop, which I've only brought
with me a few times these past few weeks, but on my last check of my donation site there
hasn't been anything for a bit. Sometimes people send some for bunny day, so I am
hopeful help will come later. I have the car insurance on the 1st, domain names due in the
middle of next month, and the huge $150 due for car registration in mid-July, so quite a
bit due very soon. I'm always very sad when I have to use gift money on bills, but with
what my life is these days more often than not it's all I have.
I did decide to spend far too much on an actual cooked meal today. As I expected
though since I have so much anxiety and have been eating so little lately, what would
have been a single meal just a couple months ago today was all of today’s food and a split
for at least one meal tomorrow. So basically one meal has become far more than three,
because that doesn't even count that in the old days I'd also have two snacks and these
days I often don't even have one.
So quite the surprise in that there were bunny day things. And though it was
expensive, a very needed cooked meal with meat, vegetables, and even some starch. Still
today was one of the roughest ever in my life

, but I suppose it wasn't as rough as I

expected it would be.
The evening is just starting. The sun hasn't even started to set yet. But with the
good news, seeing a double rainbow, and getting to watch some shows, I try to hang on to
the positive things. And maybe I can make it through these darkest of days.
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A very unexpected bunny day surprise.

Day 4304 (V:28) - 4/13
Maybe a touch of good news

Today in the early evening someone posted a bit of news from the governor.
Apparently they are starting talks with Washington (the state) and Oregon to re-open our
coast. Apparently here in California in these six or however many counties they were
expecting to be hit the hardest and shut down early is doing really great and only got half
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the expected cases so far, at just over 5k when they were expecting roughly 11k. So, the
governor and health agency are super happy with that number. Supposedly re-opening
early is extremely unlikely to happen, but opening quicker than planned is looking like an
option. So I feel much more positive about the library re-opening at the end of the period
on the 4th, as the article said they wanted people to get back to regular routines, work,
and get public services like the library going again.
My tummy has felt a bit off today.

I haven't saved as much from the fast food

place as I did until now. I've saved a small bit of meat before, but not chow mien and
steamed rice. I don't know if it was either of those specifically that did not keep well, or
just the length of time I had it. (Roughly 8 hours longer than before, including warm
times in the car instead of just cold times overnight.)
I did a bit of school stuff today. Some stuff posted and was accusable. But the
majority won't be up until tomorrow, as class is officially Tuesday/Thursday. I may have
to split what I do though due o battery until I'm back in the library again. Hopefully that
will be ok, and the rest I can do offline or just by hand, or on my laptop during the brief
chances I get for 1-2 hours some evenings.
I guess the day wasn't terrible, but my system is really getting messed up from all
the stress, the constant loud listening to things, and all the physical outside stress/strain
(sun, heat, walking, etc.). But my life is what it is. I can't control what I can't control. I
may need to start taking a few minutes to try to 'mediate' and clam myself during the day,
or at least just take off my shoes and socks and put my legs in more comfortable positions
to maybe try and do some self-comforting. But both options are extremely tough to do in
public and truly relax.
I guess, as always, all I can do is try to hang on, hope help comes to pay the bills,
and hope I can hang on until better days.

Day 4305 (V:29) - 4/14
School online
Today is the first official day of school online. I'll likely have to split what I do
because of battery. But hopefully things will ramp up a touch slowly and I can ease into
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both a manageable routine and have enough battery and access to do all the things until I
can at least balance a bit.
It would be awesome to have a laptop to do all the things, and I'm still hoping for
the new one I've been watching, as it claims a 12 hour battery life, which means about
half that doing things like production software or gaming, which is way way way more
than the about 45 minutes my current old laptop could handle. The page changed though
since I last looked at it. It now shows a May 11 th release, so I'm not sure what's up with
the bouncing date and changed page. It does show a different monitor than its 15" brother,
which is good, as that was the only weakness in the reviews for that model. (No one has
reviewed the one I'm specifically waiting for, possibly due to changing specs, which
would explain the shifting date.) But so far it is just a wish, as I still have unpaid critical
bills and no stimulus check.
The day is just starting and it will likely be a bit more chaotic due to school
starting. But hopefully that will make things feel a bit more normal. But I can only try and
control what I can, so I guess we'll see in time. Hopefully I can continue to hang on until
help comes, and hopefully I can make it to better days.
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Week 615

Day 4306 (V:30) - 4/15
Slow carnival
Today is passing extremely slowly. It's only just mid-afternoon and it already feels
like it should be about four hours later than it actually is. I'm not really sure why it feels
so slow other than my level of overall exhaustion maybe combined with the lack of
people coming and going. For some reason since bunny day there has only been about
half as may shopping as there was previously. (Oddly the reverse is true for people
walking, jogging, and biking, as that number is the highest yet.)
I spent some time doing an actual assignment for one of my classes today. As
expected it was one that we do just with sketching. It was probably an hour or two of
sketching things while I listened to stuff like I normally do. I feel pretty good about them.
Today someone showed up and started playing an instrument in front of the store.
It's one of the ones you have strapped to your chest and squeeze while pushing keys. I
think that's an accordion? It sounds like carnival music, or maybe like something you'd
hear at an Italian restaurant if they had live music. At first it was pretty nice. My brain
floated to different places and times. It probably didn't hurt that I’m so exhausted lately
I've dozed off half a dozen times for half an hour each. But now, after two hours, it's kind
of driving me a bit insane. Like 90% of the time he's done one song over and over, and it's
only about a minute long. I think I've heard four songs in total. I get it. He's pretty good
with those, and if you are actually at a carnival type event it would be extremely unlikely
people would notice. But still.
I've often wondered how different my life would be in an alternate timeline where
I had actual musical ability and could play an instrument like that. It would have to be an
alternate universe me though, as those kinds of events are completely exhausting to me
after just one or two hours.
Nothing else really to talk about today. If everything goes well I'm over the hump
of half way through the stay at home. It feels like I can finally start counting down again
instead of feeling like I'm counting up. There are still just about 2.5 weeks left and I
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expect it will be another week before hearing any kind of confirmation that things
(especially the library) are on the way to reopening.
With days like today where I feel completely physically and emotionally
exhausted to the point where I’m uncontrollably dozing off and feel like I'm dizzy and
going to throw up (in an I'm sun burnt or heat exhausted kind of way) it feels like I may
not make it through. But all I can do is try to hang on, hope help comes, hope I can cover
bills, hope the library opens when it should, and try to hang on and hope my stimulus
check does come (along with a bit more) so I can get the new laptop as this may be my
only chance to upgrade. And hopefully help comes for all the others who need it and they
have people who care about them and take care of them. And hopefully we can all make it
to better days.

Day 4307 (V:31) - 4/16
Normalish for a brief moment
Today had some very weird weather. It was cold and gray much of the day, but in
the late morning and early afternoon there was no air movement. So even though it was
gray and looked like it might rain it got pretty hot in the car.
For a few brief moments today I felt normalish. The class streams seem to eat 1520% of my phone charge, so with losing about 1% per hour just having it on there isn't
going to be much left for doing anything else on class days. But for those few brief
moments during the video chats I almost feel normal. At the very least I felt a part of
something, maybe even like I belonged.
But the sadness of my days rapidly took over. Quick glances of people in their
homes in chat, hearing people walk by me with shopping carts, or driving by in cars,
rapidly reminded me that I am not. I am not in a home. I am not just online and after I
shut down the stream I could do homework, or play, or whatever in an instant. For me
after I shut down the stream I basically have nothing. I will have enough battery on my
tablet to listen to stuff, and again I'm very glad I invested in that all those years ago when
I had the chance with a brief influx of cash, but I have nothing beyond that. I see game
news of events I'll miss because I can't log in and play with my current system. I see news
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of game launches I can't play because I don't have the money, or my system isn't powerful
enough. And I see people talking about stuff they did, or will do, and I'm reminded I don't
have the option for those things.
I feel a bit better now that school has started, but with the overwhelming constant
reminders of how bad my life is now, it does far less to help my mood than I thought it
would. Hopefully the library will re-open on the 4th. Hopefully I can go back to at least
part of what my homeless life was. And hopefully I can feel a bit better then. Right now I
only feel defeated, extreme loss, and though I hope it's not the case, a future which only
remains bleak and without opportunity for recovery.

Day 4308 (V:32) - 4/17
Software access
Today was pretty much more of the same extreme sadness. I think I may indeed
be suffering some form of heat exhaustion. I've noticed at times when it's particularly hot
in the car my skin, and even more so my forehead, feels like I've got a fever. But once it
cools down, or if I get out of the heat, I feel normal again. Hopefully in two weeks and
two days it will no longer be an issue and I can be in the library.
It looks like access to the software I need for being productive in class has finally
come through. I'm not sure how easily I'll be able to get it though. I'd guess each program
(I need 3) are a gig or two, which at the food store connection would take forever to
download. I may need to go outside the library to the very exposed spot. (Where there is
both a fast connection and a plug.) When I was last there a few weeks ago I updated my
phone and it pulled 2 gig in about 20 minutes, so if they are that big that should be ok. I'm
not sure if I can see the size on my tablet. I'll have to check later.
For a few brief moments today I felt sort of homeless normal. Once when I
worked on a class assignment, and once peeking at a $10 expansion to last year's birthday
game. I miss my life.

Now more than ever.

me.
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But what is more sad is I miss being

Day 4309 (V:33) - 4/18
No new news
Today there is still no new news about the stay at home order. Yesterday
apparently the president released it and left it up to governors to re-open and I'd seen
news of other states starting to open things up again. I'd hoped to see news about my area
today, but so far nothing. There was news we'd only hit half the expected cases and the
governor was very excited a few days ago, but without news today it seems unlikely I will
see such on early re-opening. But I’m hoping maybe they are in talks this weekend and
hopefully I will get some good news maybe next week.
Today I was still extremely sad. I am still keeping up on game news of what I'm
missing in games, and just in general feeling sad I can't play games that I can't play.
I haven't heard anything from dad yet about bunny day either, which seems
unusual. I was hoping he would send something, as I'm really only a couple hundred short
from getting the new laptop if I get the stimulus payment. But I've heard nothing from
him, nor has a payment come. With no bunny day money even if I get the stimulus check
getting the laptop I've been watching would be impossible until it goes on sale.
I guess today wasn't much different from any other lately. Some anxiety and shaky
feelings. Lowered appetite. I did do a homework though, so that's good. I’m covered until
new ones come next week. But my depression about everything has crushed my spirit
today.

I managed to make it through, but with no comforts and no care from anyone I

feel on the verge of breaking down and crying.

Day 4310 (V:34) - 4/19
The little things

Today was slow, sad, and mostly gray weather. The lack of sleep is getting to me.
For a while now I've averaged closer to 5-6 hours and today I zonked out for nearly a full
hour. I really don't like to nap unless I'm very sick as it tends to mess me up later in terms
of normal sleeping times.
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Today the little things kept me going. When shopping I wanted a snack, and really
nothing was on sale I'd normally get. I saw some chocolate bunny cookies I'd had once or
twice before. They are super yummy and I'm glad I got them. Even though the cookies are
sealed tight in a container to keep them fresh I will keep the empty box a few days
because it makes me smile.
I also watched a video for a game I would be playing if I could. It was some pretty
cool news that made me a bit happy, but also made me a touch sad as it reminded me that
I'm missing out on something because my life is pretty much opposite of everyone else in
terms of opportunity.
It's only late afternoon and the day is crawling by. Sadly there is still no news of
things opening up earlier than expected. I suppose though I survived the day, and these
days I suppose that is just as important as anything else. I still hope we make it through,
but I am still very worried about my unpaid bills as there is no sign of help or a stimulus
check so far.
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Yummy bunny cookies.
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Day 4311 (V:35) - 4/20
Returning rain
Today it seems the rain might be returning. Though it hasn't rained yet today, I
heard a bit last night. With these days what they are I'd prefer rain, as it allows me to keep
windows more, or completely, closed, which makes me feel a bit safer.
It's later afternoon, not really evening yet, and there is sadly nothing new. No
news about the library or my area re-opening things. No news of donations or my
stimulus check. I suppose though there is also no bad news today, which with what things
are lately is, in a way, kind of good news.
I am trying to stay positive and be hopeful, but spending basically all day in my
car these days I can't help but think back to the early days of being homeless when I was
similarly limited to 1-2 hours of access and no gaming. Now more than ever it feels like
I've gained nothing and I'm no closer to recovery than I was when this terrible journey
started.

Day 4312 (V:36) - 4/21
Predictive

Today is being written the night before, as my position is terrible lately and it's
better to post very quickly the night before so I can leave my laptop somewhere safe.
But today I am hopefully down to about 1.75 weeks and then hopefully can return
to at least partly homeless normal. And hopefully that first posting in May can be
properly done in the morning from the library.
I don't know what to expect for the day. I have two classes which pretty much
splits my day in two. On battery that is just about all I can do besides listen to stuff in my
car. Other class stuff would have to be done on other days when I don't need to drain the
battery for video chats.
But all I can do is try to hang on as best as I can. Hopefully the stimulus check
comes soon, and hopefully some help beyond that so I can pay the important bills and
upgrade to the new laptop so even if these terrible limitations continue I would at least
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have a little bit of flexibility. But that is out of my control. All I can do is hope. Hope help
comes. Hope opportunity comes. And hope everything gets better for everyone.
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Week 617

Day 4313 (V:37) - 4/22
Some happy, some sad
Today was a bit happy and a bit sad. It started oddly, as I went to the closed
library to use the fast connection and power to download software I needed for school. As
I expected, it took about an hour, which gave me enough time to gather a bunch of
pictures and fonts for an assignment I can hopefully throw together quickly offline.
Honestly I can't put in quite as much effort as I normally would because it's an early
assignment and really I'll only have one or maybe two hours a few times before it's due.
So it's better to do a 'good' job over a great one and mess up my limited schedule.
I also got a big donation in the morning.

So it was good I did it today, as I'd

have missed the money for who knows how long if I waited. (Probably until Monday or
Tuesday, though technically I can check if any money has come in through the website.)
Sometime between my check about a week and a half ago and when I posted the
fail week I got a late bunny day present of a game that will release in about a
week.

That should be super fun to play. I hope the system can run it ok, as it may use

the same engine that the previous game in that series did, which my system kind of had a
bit of a struggle with.
In sad news I got a confirmation that school will indeed be online for summer
quarter and if campus is open at all it would only be temporarily for a few health class
meetings. I may go by and check on if the shower area is open if we get to 'phase three' of
reopening things, but it seems more likely they will take the safe option and just keep
things closed until September. So, definitely no microwave food until then, and probably
no showers either.
In other sad news the more reviews of the new laptop I've been watching I see the
less likely it seems the specific model I've been waiting for will have a good monitor (for
production). It's a new type and early reviews of the 15" version seem to say it's got pretty
low color range and accuracy and wouldn't be very good for content creation (like using it
for contract work in graphic arts should I find any.) In sort of good news there is a review
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of a higher end different model with a faster monitor which gets good reviews. Originally
I thought the 15" version of the one I've been watching could also have that monitor type,
but no evidence of that seems to remain on the current page for it. Technically the one I'm
waiting for has been pushed to the 11th, so I guess we'll see how it's monitor rates.
I guess today wasn't so bad. I wish I could have been in a home.
have done my homework in a relaxed environment instead of in my car.

I wish I could
And though

it's only late afternoon I hope the rest of the day goes ok, I'm ok through the night, and
that we all make it through as best as we can.

Day 4314 (V:38) - 4/23
A touch more normal

Today I felt a touch more normal, at least in parts of the day. I ate a normal lunch
and dinner amount and even had an afternoon snack. I felt a bit more normal too when
watching the class steams.
Though as the day went on, and my classes were over, I felt alone, lost, and
forgotten. I thought back to the people who had their video on, their homes, their pets, or
others I saw in their background. I thought how they are all doing fine and don't seem to
have a struggle with having a home, staying in shelter, trouble eating or sleeping, or
regular life maintenance. I saw posts online with similar reflections.
As it turned towards night I felt very alone, very sad, and again wondered if I will
ever be able to recover. I started to again feel physically burnt and exhausted from the
day. And there was no stimulus check, word it is coming, nor word of the library
reopening.
As always it seems all I can do is continue to try to hang on. Continue to hope
help and opportunity come. And continue to hope we all make it through to better days.
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Day 4315 (V:39) - 4/24
Ok for terrible times
Today was, I suppose, ok for these terrible times. I did one homework, so that's
good. I watched a show, so that was fun. I saw some exciting news for one of the games I
play, so that was super happy.
It's late afternoon. There are still several hours in the day, and it's very hot, but I
hope things stay ok as the day cools into evening. There was no new news of the library
reopening, but with just about a week of stay at home time left, I would guess that means
they will post something next week and reopen when the other things do on the 4th. I
think with it being this close to the date, after already having 15 days and then an
extension of more than 30 more, they wouldn't extend it again on such short notice.
Still no stimulus money today, so I continue to worry that I won't get any. No new
help either. But I can't control what I can't control. I can only try to manage what I still
have as best as I can. And try to not be too sad about what I've lost or can't have.
Hopefully help and opportunity will come in time. And hopefully we can all make it to
better days.

Day 4316 (V:40) - 4/25
Research

Today had some odd weather. It felt pretty hot. I guess yesterday hit 80F and it
wouldn't surprise me if today did as well. I guess it is supposed to be hot until about midnext week. But now in the late afternoon the sky has almost completely become covered
with wispy light gray clouds. There is barely any breeze so it seems odd they appeared.
I'm current on homework and there was only one new show to watch this week, so
mostly I have just been listening to stuff. However, due to my worry about not seeing the
stimulus money yet I checked the site and apparently there is somewhere you can check
the status, which did confirm I should get one. I hope it's the full 1200, but I haven't seen
anyone confirm how much they got. (And no one seems to be talking about it.)
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I researched some more, or I suppose more accurately tried to research more,
about the new laptops I've been waiting for. The 17" version still shows release on the
11th (a full month after its original date.) But the price seems to now be showing $1300
instead of the previous $1200. Which really doesn't seem worth it compared to the 15"
version with the more powerful GPU at $1400 set to launch next week. (The more
powerful GPU is ~475% more powerful than my current laptop while the less powerful
one is ~425%.) So, it seems currently the 15" version would be the best upgrade for the
money. It has the same 5-6 hour battery life when doing production software or gaming
(compared to my current system's 30-45 minutes), so that is awesome.
Sadly though even with the recent donation I only have about $25 and have the
$150 car registration coming up in about 2.5 months, which I really need to pay before I
consider any laptop upgrade to be sure that's covered. Which means currently I'm really
probably going to wind up about $325 short, not counting any price changes, tax, or other
costs. So it seems unlikely I'll be able to get either of the two I've been most looking
forward to.

At least without some kind of sale, which won't happen on brand new

items. And the next potential big boost in donations wouldn't be until my birthday in 4
months. So I'm very fearful the money would get nibbled away over time and I'll miss my
chance.

I suppose there is the possibility of an older model going on sale (older

generation systems would have 1/3 the battery life), which wouldn't be completely terrible
if I had normal access to connections and power. There's also a version of the 15" new
laptop with the lesser GPU that I mayyyybe could get, but that has disappeared from
listings and the only one I saw today showed a June re-stock time.
I guess, as always, I just have to try to hang on and hope help and opportunity
come in time before my chance is fully lost. Hopefully my old laptop can continue to
hang on. It's got about 8-10 keys that flip-flop or don't really work, which is easily
avoided with the external keyboard someone sent me. But there are an increasing number
of error windows when shutting down, and the monitor has started becoming flat white if
I move the angle while the system is on. (Thankfully it stops at certain angles, or when I
put the monitor angle back to where it started when I turned it on.) So I am becoming
increasingly fearful one day it will just be fully dead.
before.
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I've never had a laptop this long

But all I can do is try to hang on. Try to stay hopeful. And hopefully help will
come to those who need it and we can all make it through to better days.

Day 4317 (V:41) - 4/26
Download detour
Today had a bit different start. Someone got me a game for bunny day, so I
detoured to the library this morning to download it. It took about twice as long to get as I
expected (based on average 'good' library speed), so it was just under two hours. (It's
about 15 gig.) It was actually fine. There was a dog walker or jogger about every 5-10
minutes, but no one seemed to mind my sitting there. There was even a dad and his two
sons playing hockey at the other side of the entrance who showed up about half way
through, and were still there when I left. To my surprise when the download finished it
showed 'play', so I started it up and it looks like I can play now even though it doesn't
launch until the 28th. I guess pre-order people can play early. Yay.
Mostly I tried to not use bandwidth for other things while I was there to give the
download as much bandwidth as I could. But I did play a handful of games in my card
game (since that takes almost nothing at all), so that got daily rewards and a tiny bit
towards weekly rewards. It was nice to have the figuring out puzzle solving side of my
brain working again. So much of my brain has been shut off for so long now.
The weather was strange. It was pretty hot in the sun, but due to a breeze it was
cool in the shade, and even downright cold in the shade where there was concrete.
My day is barely half over, so I'm writing a bit early, but hopefully the rest of the
day will go ok. There were no donations, and being Sunday I didn't bother to check for
my stimulus money. As always, it seems all I can do is continue to try to hang on.
Hopefully help and opportunity will come. And hopefully we will all make it to better
days.
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Day 4318 (V:42) - 4/27
Extremely disappointing news
Today is only the second time ever I've done a writing for the day and later had to
completely change what I'd written. It's early evening now (I first wrote a few hours ago)
and in the last hour some extremely bad news has come out. Apparently the word is that
government in my area wants to extend the lockdown through the end of May. (So
possibly as much as 28 additional days.)
I don't even know what to say. In a home, if I could afford it this wouldn't affect
me. Especially if I had Internet to do schoolwork, possibly paid work, and play games.
I guess I will hear more about it in the coming days, but I wouldn't be surprised if
there was some pretty extreme backlash. I expect a not-insignificant number of the
reported 7 million who live in these counties will not fare well with another 28 days. We
are already at 42, pushing the end date to 76 seems insane. Especially if other areas aren't
doing this.
I guess, as always, I am reminded I have no control over anything.

All I can

do is try to hang on physically and now more than ever, emotionally. And hopefully help
and opportunity will come. And hopefully I can hang on and make it to better days.

Day 4319 (V:43) - 4/28
Another predictive day
Today will be a class day, which means that is really all I can do as the class
streams take most of my battery power. I have a big assignment due in two Sundays, so I
will probably have to start on that soon as I have extremely limited time with my laptop
since it effectively can't do anything unplugged, and almost as much limitations with my
mobile devices.
Hopefully I can make it through the day ok. Hopefully it won't be too hot. And
hopefully I can continue to hang on.
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Week 618

Day 4320 (V:44) - 4/29
Exciting day
Today turned out to be an exciting day. I checked my money and my bank show
the stimulus money is pending. So that finally came and I have the full amount. Checking
the laptop I've been waiting for things are still not quite ready in timing. I maybe have
enough for the entry level one, but no one has that in stock. Some don't even show it as an
available option at all, and the online store I normally use and have it on my wish list for
now shows a date of June 11th. So that likely isn't an option anytime soon. It has a fancier
version that is very worth the increase (bigger hard drive, a bit stronger graphics), but it's
$1400.

I'd be $250 short for that.
There is also the mystery of its 17" version. I don't know if that would be worth

the increased cost though. It's a 17" screen vs. 15", sure, I have always used 17" laptops.
But it's the less powerful graphics card. So I'm trading a bigger screen size for graphical
power. Which I don't know if that's a good trade. Many reviewers say it's a small enough
difference that you get used to 15" quickly. And probably 90% of all laptops made are
15". Plus, in theory I could just pull it a few inches closer to me and the visual difference
in my field of view would be compensated for. But, this model seems to also not yet be
out. They originally were supposed to come out at the start of April, then were pushed to
the middle of the month, then the end, and now all versions show June 11th.
So, possibly very exciting laptop upgrade news, but it will depend on exactly what
I have saved and when things come out. Hopefully I won't miss my window to get an
upgrade. While help to cover bills is becoming less and less frequent and my bills become
more and more of a struggle this has been my only real shot at upgrading in years. And
with the world and my life what it is right now, I wouldn't be surprised if something
'working from home' is my best bet for finding work in the future.
My card game released for mobile today. So, to my surprise, I got the client early.
My tablet doesn't have enough space, so for now I just tested it on the phone. It draws
power at a similar rate as streaming video does, so basically I have to put that play time in
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the same category as show watching. So I'll probably only be able to play 30-60 minutes a
few times a week, and much less on other days. Which while disappointing, is much more
than I could otherwise play, because that's zero right now.
The weather turned oddly cold today. In the early part of the day clouds were
coming in, and by late afternoon when I was in the shade I was actually kind of chilly and
clinching my jaw even with my hoody on. Which is weird since I was nearly sweating hot
the past couple of days.
So today had exciting news. And though my terrible life still sometimes make me
feel like throwing up from all the stress of everything, the potential for choice is
something. So often lately I have no choice, as it's all forced decisions. But with potential
I can hope, and will watch the laptops I've been waiting for, and for news of other new
ones from other companies, and surprise price drops of older models that might be good
that are getting phased out. With my sad and terrible life what it is right now, that is
something.

Day 4321 (V:45) - 4/30
Game of waiting

Today I did some more research on the places that might have the laptop I've been
looking at. I found one other place that lists it that referenced 'order fulfillment in 30
days'. So that to me means everywhere is out of stock until June 11th and I have to wait.
So it seems like with all the sites it may be a game of waiting until it's actually in
stock. Which I suppose is fine because I would feel more comfortable with a bit more
saved for it, so hopefully more help will come or there will maybe be a different version I
could consider.
And too I discovered due to my current laptop's age, even though some reviewers
don't consider the monitor on the new laptop to be that great, it should be better than my
current one in every way. So even though it's not 'great' compared to other recent laptops,
I should still see an improvement.
I'm further behind on assignments than I'd like to be. The past few nights when
I've done stuff I was like 'this should take 30 minutes ‘and it's wound up to be like an hour
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or 1.5 hours. This current one is sort of a rough draft assignment, so I'm probably already
making it much better than required, but I may need to hurry it alone. That, or start doing
work in my car. Which with my current laptop would probably only be an extra 30-45
minutes per charge. But with all the heat lately I'd worry. Laptops (and other hardware)
shouldn't be out in the heat, especially if they generate heat themselves. We'll see how my
homework goes.
There wasn't much to my day, though I'm only about half way through now. I'm
'between classes' so this is a good time to write. If I were in the library I'd have done my
homework today. I am in a mood for it. It makes me extra disappointed that the new
laptop I want has been delayed basically by two months. I really could have used that
awesome battery to at least do homework somewhere cool (like in the car in the
mornings, or in the shade outside.) Who knows, maybe it will be bumped back to an
earlier time, or a different manufacturer will have something I could consider. I don't have
much money though, really just what my stimulus check got me, as the rest needs to go to
bills, so most things will be out of my price range.
But for the moment I try to hang on. Hopefully more help will come along with
more opportunity. Hopefully I can continue to hang on physically and emotionally. These
days either one of those is difficult enough on its own. And hopefully we can all stay safe
and make it through to better days.

Day 4322 (V:46) - 5/1
The math

Today I am writing early, partly because there is stuff to say, and partly because I
don't want to forget it. I did a bit of an experiment last night during a brief 30 minute play
time on my laptop. The math says 17.3" at 90% is 15.6". The math says that 1600x900 is
very close to 90% of 1920x1080. So, for about 20 of the 30 minutes I played a game
windowed at 1600x900 to simulate a 15" screen. It actually was not as bad as I expected
in terms of size. It seems a bit smaller than 10%, but the full 17" size actually felt too big.
I suppose that's because I've become used to 5" and 7" screens over these past 46 days, as
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I've probably had less than half a dozen play hours total with my laptop during that time. I
think the transition wouldn't be as difficult as I originally thought.
I guess though if I get a 15" or 17" will really depend on what releases when and
how much I have saved. Right now with what I have to 'safely' spend it looks like the one
most basic version of the Asus A15 is my only option. But, I guess with the world staying
at home that has caused a delay in the launch and lack of production of laptops overall. I
probably won't have any real options until things start back up again. Which I suppose
should be soon since my area is one of the few not opening back up.
In other happy news I'm not as behind on homework as I thought. I was thinking a
big project was due Sunday, but it is actually due the Sunday after this one, meaning I'm
actually right on track.
But it seems, as it has for many years, I have what I have. Though I do continue to
hope more help comes, which would allow for more options. And that more opportunities
come in time. And especially now, I hope I can hang on to enough until that opportunity
comes. And hopefully we can all continue to hang on and make it to better days.

Day 4323 (V:47) - 5/2
Fearful P.T.S.D.
Today I have become fearful of death again. Maybe because someone was talking
about people they knew who died from the virus , or maybe just because I feel so vey
alone and cast aside being one of the only people I know or hear about on social pages
who doesn't have a safe shelter to be during these times.
I have tried my best to make it through the day. With no shows to watch I got to
play my card game about twice as much as normal, so that was fun. The day was a cooler
temperature as rainy looking clouds came in. Things were pretty quiet, I suppose.
While I still hope more help for bills and a new laptop will come in the future, I
have pretty much decided that on the 11th I'll go ahead and preorder the entry level
system. So much of my life lately is about living small, while trying to have what
comforts I can, and it seems that might be my only real option. And hopefully it will be
good and its limitations will be acceptable. I would still have about a month to cancel if I
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needed to for whatever reason. (I'm not even certain they would take the money out of my
bank for a preorder.) But I think if I do preorder, especially if the money is taken right
away, I would feel a bit safer that the purchase was secured before the money was
somehow lost on lesser things. Either way, even that is still a bit over a week away.
But today I feel pretty scared and nervous. I'm shaking a bit more again, and I'm
fearful my terrible journey will be the end of me. Especially now with all the danger of
the virus. But I only have what I have, so I have to plan and move carefully, and try to
hang on to what is left as best as I can.

Day 4324 (V:48) - 5/3
Chilled

Today is only 2/3 over, but I don't expect anything to change. The weather was
actually quite chilly in the shade. There were some gray clouds, but the big thing was a
very cold medium strong almost constant breeze. I guess a common thing for a coastal
area, but this area is about 30 miles from the bay or the ocean, so it's not super common.
I guess the day was ok. I was still a bit extra fearful of death and a bit extra
nervous about everything. But I guess it was less than yesterday, so that's something.
For a brief moment when I was playing my card game looking at new cards and
considering a new deck type, I kind of felt like I was calm and in a home. Which is
strange, as I never had this game when I was in a home. It hasn't even been out much
more than 3 months. But with still four weeks of stay at home lockdown remaining I can't
help but feel like with these recent losses my sad life will just continue to get worse until
there is nothing left.

And I will be no more.
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Day 4325 (V:49) - 5/4
Crying day
Today was extra hard emotionally. In the morning I had fun playing my card
game. But maybe I had too much fun, as I started to miss being in a home.

After a

few games I stopped, went back to the car, and cried.
I think I may delay my new laptop preorder by a week. So not Monday, but maybe
do it the Monday after. I saw some news from about a month ago that made reference to
new high-end systems. While these new systems would be way out of my price range
they would be a really good upgrade (probably 700% or more), being close to starting at
just over 2k, with the true higher end being closer to 3k. But it would be a new high-end
system to put on my wish list. (I have a previous generation one on my wish list now that
is 600% more powerful than my current system for something like $2100 that the new
line is replacing.)
But why I may delay the preorder is that there is supposed to also be a more
mainstream version of the system, meaning something maybe close in price to the highend option of the one I've been looking at, possibly in the $1400-1600 range. While still
out of my price range, as I really only have $1200 at most, it might be close enough to
hold out to see if I can get it if more help comes. But again, it will be all up to timing, as
the only dates for this new system line is 'spring'. And with the one I've been watching
originally set to launch a month ago, and still not launching until a month from now, it's
possible the high-end options will be delayed too.
But today was emotionally very rough with my sad feelings and
crying.

Physically I was ok, though I still more often than not feel like I'm suffering

from heat stroke. Food was not the best, but it really won't be with the extremely limited
options I currently have. It was pretty hot, but manageable. Though my day was
consumed by sadness and my limitations prevented me from doing anything productive, I
guess I survived. And I suppose that is something.
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Day 4326 (V:50) - 5/5
Continuing predictive
Today I guess I will be continuing predictive Tuesday posts. At least for four
more weeks. Today is class and I have a big assignment due Sunday night. Hopefully I
have enough time to do it. With my limited access to my laptop being basically 5 hours a
week doing school assignments may start to become more difficult. I may need to start
bringing it with me to do work in the car while the battery lasts. I'd prefer to keep it safe
and cool in the ex-garage, so we'll see how assignments go in time.
I guess, as always these days, all I can do is try my best to hang on. And hopefully
we can all make it to better days.
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Week 619

Day 4327 (V:51) - 5/6
The steady hand
Today, for the first time since the stay at home time started, my hands are not
shaking uncontrollably from anxiety and fear. Trying to hold them still, usually they are,
but I still feel some fear and the nerves being unsettled inside. But for the moment I don't
seem quite as shaken.
I got a message from someone who I haven't heard from in a couple of years. She
is pretty worried about my sad life. I'd honestly forgotten our conversation and that she
was out there worrying about me. It seems lately so much is forgotten.

I feel sad I

forgot about someone who watches out for me. I know they are out there, and knowing
they are keeps me going, but with all the struggles so many things seem forgotten and lost
these days.
In surprise good news the new high end laptop arrived at the online store site. It
shows a launch date of, I think it was the 25th. So I added it to my wish list as it replaces
the previous generation high end, surprisingly at the same price. Sadly at $2200 that price
is way beyond the $1100-1200 I have to spend, so it's just a wish. Though honestly with
all its parts being so much better and more powerful than the entry level system I can
afford, it actually would last probably a lot longer than the 'cost per power' when
comparing the two. It would definitely be worth the cost if I could afford it. But barring
any kind of additional federal help, or a donation of unsurpassed level, it will only be a
wish.
I decided to get myself a little treat. I got a few super yummy potato wedges. I
think they were about $1.40. But it was enough for a small snack and a few during dinner.
They were super yummy and made me smile, and lately these very small treats and
moments are all I have to keep me going.
The day is 2/3 over, so I don't know what else may happen today. But these days I
always pretty much have to write early. Everything these days is shifted by about 2 hours
earlier than it used to be. But I gess I survived the day. There was a little bit of good
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news, and a nice reminder I am cared for, so I try my best to hang on. And hopefully we
can all make it to better days.

Day 4328 (V:52) - 5/7
Doesn't seem good
Today more and more I've been feeling like the project I'm working on that is due
this weekend doesn't seem good. My original design for it seems kind of ugly and bad.
The professor today stressed how it's a work in progress and this weekend is just turning
in what we have so far, so I may polish the ok parts and just scrap the bad parts and add a
note that I'm refining that bit. I'm sure I'm just overly critical, but with only a little time to
use the software each day I feel extra pressured, and extra impaired.
It was extremely hot today. So much so that I have decided to spend a bit of extra
time outside of my car. Which will be weird, because in the shade it's cold. I may need to
consider wearing shorts if it continues to be super hot like this.
Being a class day I'm writing pretty early. But so far there isn't anything new. I
feel extra sad being homeless, all the time I'm losing to nothing, all the time I've lost in
my life never finding a good job or good place, and all the permanent loss during these
homeless days I will never get back even if I do recover someday (such as my teeth, or
these lost years of life.)
But I guess I made it through the day, sad and troubled feeling as it was. And I
will continue to hope we all make it through to better days.

Day 4329 (V:53) - 5/8
Liquid coold chicken / Phase 2
Today I got some chicken on sale. And as seemingly always when I get chicken
that is still chicken shaped I almost immediately regretted it when I started eating. I did
have a moment of pause before the purchase when I considered if this would happen. But
at $7 for three days of healthier chicken food vs. shredded chicken at 60% of the cost and
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50% as much in terms of meals, it was the best option. I would still really like to not eat
meat, or at least a lot less. But really that is not something I can do unless I'm in a home,
as that for me means mostly pasta, or salad, or soups, none of which are realistic while
homeless except salad. But salad is a minimum of $3.50 per day, which is upwards of
double the cost of lunchmeat type food.
It was insanely hot today. I spent a few hours less in the car than I normally do
because the bulk of my in car time was putting me on the borderline of sweating. To help
keep the chicken cool I put them under a jug and a half of water I have in the trunk. I
figured maybe that would help. The temperature in the trunk was cooler than expected, so
the chicken felt cool when I got my dinner part. So maybe liquid cooling the chicken
helped.
Apparently California is entering 'phase 2' of reopening. I haven't seen any news
that doing so will impact me in any way, but at least that may mean attitudes and
concerns may somewhat lessen as places start to become a bit more relaxed in
restrictions.
I guess really all that can be said for today is I survived the day. The heat hasn't
done too much damage to me or my stuff, though I constantly feel a lot less great than had
I not been constantly exposed to extreme temperatures. But I guess I made it through ok.
And most times these days it's all I can really do. I try to hang on, and hopefully we can
all make it to better days.

Day 4330 (V:54) - 5/9
Sad day, cool day
Today was a pretty sad day. I did the start of research to do better on my project,
but I can't really do more with it until later. With my limitations it feels like what
normally takes minutes takes me hours, and what normally takes hours takes days. And of
course too there is mood and motivation. When you are in a mood to do a thing you often
do it faster or better. So, often with my life my mood doesn't always line up with
opportunity, and so I feel like I can't do things when I desire to.
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Today I feel very sad about being in this position. How is it I still feel like I'm the
only one being put out? I see so many beautiful women and couples out on warm days
like this. How is it I've been so alone in life I've only been in relationships for roughly
20% of my life? How have I not been appreciated enough in work to get decent pay?
There was a manager that walked by a while ago, returning with a bag of fast food later.
I've never had a job where I could afford to go out to eat with coworkers for lunch, or
after work, or even just to get it for myself.
Today was pretty warm, but not as warm as I think the weather predicted. I chose
a shady spot, and while the morning was pretty hot, once the shade started covering me
around noon it cooled pretty quickly as the breeze picked up.
I still hope I somehow get the money for the high end system on my wish list. It
wouldn't have as much battery life as the entry level system in non-gaming use, but by the
time either would release that wouldn't be as important as it's vastly better cooling, better
monitor, bigger monitor, and better CPU and graphics. But I have what I have, and so I
may have no choice but to get the entry level system. It will be way better than what I
have, but being entry level it has shortcomings that might worry me as it ages.
But my day was what it was. I have what I have, both physically and emotionally.
Both now, and in the theoretical near future. All I can do is continue to try to manage as
best as I can with what I have. And hopefully we can all make it to better days.

Day 4331 (V:55) - 5/10
A Mom's day

Today was Mom's day. Until about 1 there were a lot of people coming and going
and getting flowers and balloons. After that it was more of a normal Sunday crowd with
very occasional Mom's day purchases.
The day was much less hot than expected. In fact in the shade, especially near the
buildings, it was actually chilly. I'm considering going back to pants. But my pants are
three weeks or so dirty, while my shorts haven't even hit one week yet. I suppose things
aren't too stinky, and I suppose it doesn't really matter since my days are all alone in my
car. If things do get bad though I can go to an apartment complex close by with machines.
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I'm still trying to save everything I have for the new laptop and bills though. There
was early word of a possible new system between the entry and high end ones. I'd guess
maybe such a system would be a decent improvement over the entry level one, but
probably be about $1400-1600, which is out of my range by a few hundred. This was an
'engineering sample' the reviewer had, so actual launch might still be a couple of months
away. I suppose if I really wanted to wait I could take my laptop money out of my bank
account (once they are open and could do a big withdrawal), but I still feel fearful it might
get nibbled away if I haven't invested in a laptop while I can soon.
The day is only 2/3 over, but I guess it was ok. I felt relaxed for once. Maybe
because of the increased crowd and my acceptance of what I can and can't do for school.
Though I did make a hopefully big step forward in a big project. So often working on
tablet feels like I just mixed a bob of dough together and I can't shape or cook it until
later. But the day was what it was. I have what I have. And I can hope for more, but can't
really plan until that hope is realized. If it ever is. So I try to stay hopeful. I try to hang on
to what is left. And hopefully we can all make it to better days.

Day 4332 (V:56) - 5/11
More good laptop news
Today really only has some good laptop news. I took another look at the high end
model, wondering if there were some options, and there are. The base model has a 144Hz
monitor, down from 300Hz, which I'm sure is enough for me. A slightly less powerful
graphics card, which is like 600% more powerful than my current one compared to 620%
more powerful. And only a 512 gig drive, down from 1 tb. But I can manage with that and
upgrade by adding a 1tb M.2 drive later. And that base model is only $1700 compared to
the $2200 of the other. That is still sadly out of my price range having only $1100 to
spend, but it feels a lot closer and more possible to stretch to. So I hope more help comes,
either from more government help or other sources. That would be such an upgrade for
me compared to the base A15 model with no worries about system shortcomings.
The day was pretty warm, though not hot, as some gray clouds and a strange
breeze came in starting in the early afternoon.
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I guess I felt ok. I'm still very worried about where I am in life, especially now
with so many unemployed due to places being forced closed due to virus precautions. But
I guess food wasn't terrible and I feel a bit better about where I am on homework.
I try to continue to hang on to hope for more help to get the best laptop I can, to be
in the best work from home position I can be (since an 'at home' contract position seems
the most likely for me in the near future.) I try to continue to hang on emotionally for
these remaining just under three weeks until I can be back in the library. And I continue
to hope everything works out ok and we all make it to better days.

Day 4333 (V:57) - 5/12
Another class day

Today is another class day. It feels strange now. With how limited my life is it
feels like weeks pass between class days, especially during the weekend. I'm still tempted
to bring my laptop with me, but knowing it would last maybe an hour, and that I'm putting
it at risk of damage (from extreme weather or dropping on the hard concrete) it doesn't
seem worth the risk. I think I still have plenty of time before assignments are due to be
ok. I'll take what I did for one assignment before and probably put it into the software
tonight. The other class' project is really just tweaking at this point and can probably be
done in 1-2 hours, so I'm not really worried about that one at all since they aren't due for
nearly two weeks.
As always for Tuesdays I don't know what today will hold for me, but I continue
to hope help comes for me, and all who need it. And I continue to hope we all make it
through to better days.
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Week 620

Day 4334 (V:58) - 5/13
Migraine and rain
Today most of the day passed pretty quickly. It was gray and rained a bit, so with
little to no sun my mind had no visual cues to fixate on the time that was passing.
For a lot of the day I had a migraine; pounding in my skull, a bit of upset tummy,
and my eyes felt like someone was smushing the back half of them. There was a bit of
oddness with breathing too. It's not that I couldn't, there were totally clear and I could
make deep breaths easily, but it felt like there was no oxygen coming in when I did. I'd
guess it had to do with the humidity level or maybe the air in my car being stale.
It's possible I got a headache from homework. In the back of my brain I'm
constantly trying to think about what to do about the assignment I'm not happy with. It's
considering the art, placement, filters, should I do something 'by hand', etc. But without
access to my laptop and the program there aren't a lot of options it can think of without
getting frustrated.
I'd still love to get the base model of the high end system. If I had $650 more than
I do I would have already preordered in a heartbeat and it would probably arrive at the
end of the month. But that much is probably all I get in an entire year, adding both
donations and gift money together, so it seems very unlikely. And I couldn't just spend
that if it were to happen (gifted all at once), as there is still the big web space bill at the
end of the year I have to watch out for. With two weeks until it releases, and still about a
month for the entry level system to launch, I try to stay hopeful. But the high end system
seems like an impossible dream, especially now with all the virus things going on.
I guess my area has had its restrictions lessened a little bit. But since my area is
still super restricted nothing noticible has changed. I saw that the L.A. area (about 500
miles from me I think?) is having an outbreak and their stay at home order got extended
through June. They were a bit further along in reopening than my area until that
happened. I'm quite a ways from that, so I'm not super worried, but with days like today
where I'm so limited I can't do much but wait, and my brain so frustrated it makes me
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physically ill feeling, I continue to pray my area stays on track and I can be in the library
in 2.5 weeks when we are set to lift restrictions.
I guess not really much to say so far today. As always lately my life feels
completely on hold and I can't do much but try to hang on and wait. So I try to continue to
hang on physically and emotionally as best as I can. I try to do my best with school and
hope someday that will lead to some kind of decent wage at a job. And I continue to hope
we get a vaccine soon, everyone makes it through who can, and we make it to better days.

Day 4335 (V:59) - 5/14
Still feel weird, maybe shutting down
Today I still feel a bit weird. I'm still almost constantly a touch dizzy, which is
most assuredly stress and exhaustion, as I've felt that way for a few months now. And
though I can still breathe totally free and clear, when in my car I still sometimes feel like
I'm not getting enough oxygen, even with the window open.
I don't feel quite as bad about things emotionally. I'm beginning to wonder if that
is just this terrible routine settling in and parts of me are deciding to shut down due to
lack of use. It feels like logical thought and puzzle solving are shutting down because I
can't spend a lot of time doing school work or gaming. Emotions and feelings are shutting
down because I can barely be social. It feels like muscles are shutting down because I
pretty much just walk to the store, or stay outside, then go back to my car, and that's it.
And general observation and cognitive thought seem to be shutting down because I pretty
much just listen to stuff since there is too little battery life with devices to do much else.
Checking money today was a touch depressing, but I suppose a touch hopeful too.
I have barely enough (barring unexpected costs like tax or shipping) to get the lowest
entry level system, pay car registration, and car insurance for one month. I'm very
tempted to preorder since I'm so extremely close to the line of not having enough for even
the lowest cost system, but I don't think they would take the money on a preorder until the
item ships and becomes an actual order. So it wouldn't actually protect the money to
preorder in that case. I'm still just holding on to hope more help comes to get a better
system, and that help continues to come for future bills. But more help for a better laptop
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seems very unlikely, especially with everyone in a bad place these days. Checking the
calendar it looks like the entry level systems still won't launch for exactly 4 weeks, so that
still seems extremely far away. (The high end systems launch in 2.)
I guess today there was a lot, and nothing, to say. I continue to try to stay cool in
the increasing nearing summer heat. I continue to try my best to hang on physically and
emotionally. And hopefully we can all make it to better days.

Day 4336 (V:60) - 5/15
Upcoming visit
Today was mostly normal. I was pretty warm in the car, but it sometimes got
shady and cooled off. It's on the verge of being too hot again, but isn't quite done with
being kind of rainy I guess.
My tummy is still being weird. It seems to rapidly get upset by food, then on days
like today when I have salad it's mostly ok again. I guess I don't blame my tummy, as in a
home or with access to a microwave I'd not be as one sided about having vegetables or
not.
In the early evening I got notice I can have a brief bit of a time in safety outside of
someone's house. Mostly that time will be Saturday, as I expect only a bit will be tonight
or Sunday. I wonder though if such things aren't equally harmful as they are helpful. On
the one hand I'll get a safe space free from worry about bumping into anyone who might
be infected, a very overdue and needed laundry, and some yummy foods, as well as
access to power and a connection while there. But on the other hand I will still be put out,
still on the outside, and most of all the time will just be for a brief moment. I suppose any
time I can have that is normal is good. But often it can wind up reminding me what I've
lost, and that I am still an outsider. I guess tomorrow is what it is.
I suppose I survived the day, as I must. And hopefully there can be something
more tomorrow. Hopefully there will not be too many sads that come with the nice things.
And hopefully I can continue to hang on physically and emotionally. And hopefully we
can all make it to better days.
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Day 4337 (V:61) - 5/16
Possibly some good news, and some waiting
Today there is a bit of good news, possibly some good news, and news of waiting.
In the good news and waiting category the entry level laptop models dropped in price (a
reported 13% according to the note.) Which means the base model is about $250 less, and
the higher end model and the 17" version are basically about the original price, which is
the price I can afford. So, I have enough for one of those instead of the cheapest base
model, if I want. I'm honestly more tempted by the 17" version I think because I use it
more as a desktop replacement, so the size is a big boon. But, the boost in GPU power
would be better for gaming with the other version. Really it will probably depend on if the
17" version stays cooler. However, in the news of waiting the release have yet again been
pushed back by about two weeks. They are now showing a launch date of the end of June.
(Similarly the high-end models now show mid June instead of the end of the month.)
In other possible good news I heard there is a second stimulus payment on its way
through government. It may or may not happen, but if it does that would open up a lot of
possibilities. I think I would be more cautious than not if I were to get more. I may take
just a little from a second payment to see if I could get into a mid-range system and then
save the remainder for bills. But that payment hasn't been promised yet. And until the
mid-range system appears on the market I have no idea when that would be available.
The day was pretty good. I got to sleep in. I got to do a bunch of laundry. I did
some school stuff while I did that. But as I suspected, as I interacted with mask and
gloves, and was outside 'distancing', right when my laundry was done I hurried it out, as I
could feel tears starting. Thoughts of what I've lost, what I don't have now, all the dangers
outside, and how I don't know if I'll ever recover to be in a home again, or even make it
through these homeless times with all the virus and other things.
It was almost too much. But I moved to a 'safe space' and was able to calm down
before too much crying. So I made it through today ok. And hopefully we can all make it
to better days.
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Day 4338 (V:62) - 5/17
Small extention
Today I got a small extension to my time. So I got to stay and play games and do
stuff quite a bit. Though near the end of the time, after I'd finished my important game
things and was just hanging around, I got pretty sad. I went to my game home. I listened
to the sounds of the things, looked at the things I'd placed, sat in a peaceful meditation
area I'd made, and cried a lot.

The in game home is the only home I have. I made my

character emote cry, as they have animations and sound, thinking that might cheer me up
so I didn't feel as alone. But then it just felt like I was crying on the outside and the inside,
literally. So I cried more.
So I got continued sanctuary for a bit. And it was very happy, but also very sad.
And when it gets to night I will be back to my exiled life, not knowing if I will make it
through. But all I can do is try to hang on.

Day 4339 (V:63) - 5/18
Pants falling down
Today pants that usually don't really have much trouble staying up have been
falling down unless I tighten the side tightners to full and pull them up to the fattest part
of my tummy (a few inches higher than where I normally put them on my hips.) I would
guess that area does loot a touch trimmer, but I can still grab half a handful of chubbiness
on the side, and a full handful in front, so it doesn't at first glance look like I've lost much
more. I am eating more normally than before, but I'm still down at least 15-20% of
previous normal, if not more, now primarily because of needing to use public bathrooms,
having to walk past people to get to them, worries me.
I guess overall things are back to homeless exile normal. I did my usual routine of
a quick morning check online, waiting hours in the car listening to things, a small visit
online in the early afternoon, a few more hours in the car, repeat, repeat. Nothing seems
to have changed much in worldwide news save for a new tri-drug showing the first "very
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promising" results in treatment of the virus. No local news about anything opening or
being further postponed, which I guess is good news.
I continue to try to hang on to my small life and find happy moments when I can. I
try to hang on physically and emotionally, but these days that seems harder than ever.
And I continue to hope as many make it through as we can.

Day 4340 (V:64) - 5/19
Big assignment

Today I don't know what to expect. I know one of my classes will have info about
the final project, which I think is three or four weeks from now, so it's still a ways off. But
it will be one that requires a lot of research, which may be difficult if I can't pull stuff to
read offline. Even then it will still be a question of power on my tablet to read, even when
offline and doing nothing else. Hopefully there will be enough time I can manage ok with
the other projects I have adding on top of that.
As always all I can do is try to hang on to what is left, hope I have options for
finally upgrading my laptop (especially since it seems my old one is starting to have
battery issues), hope I can continue to get help for bills, and hope opportunity comes. And
hopefully we can all make it to better days.
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Week 621

Day 4341 (V:65) - 5/20
Final answer, maybe
Today I feel a weird mix of things. I feel maybe a bit better about things
emotionally because I may have thought of a way that could lead to improving one of my
homeworks, a breakthrough of sorts with something I was kind of stuck on. But I also feel
kind of sick. I lost sleep the past few nights, so there is that, but also in the past couple of
days my allergies have gotten worse. There are more frequent migraines, a half dozen
sneezes today, and my eyes are pretty itchy. I feel kind of sick overall too and just want to
have some nice chicken soup and go to bed, but I can have neither.
Yesterday I may have found a final answer to my laptop search. The 15" version
of the high-end systems showed up in a search. It actually has a touch better specs than
the previously found 17"; a slightly better monitor (240Hz) and a little bit better hard
drive (1tb). At $1500 it's a touch more than I was hoping to spend, and I couldn't do it
unless the second stimulus money comes, but it would be way better than the entry level
systems. The downside is that it is listed as not coming out until the end of July. It seems
with the dates of the new systems, any option I choose would likely come after the stay a
home period is over. Not that I don't need it after, I absolutely need a new system, but
getting it to do school things and play while the library is closed would have been a big
help.
I suppose though things are still the same on a new laptop. It will all come down
to how much I have on the launch date. So at this point I'm holding on as best as I can
until there is final word on the second stimulus. If it comes, I'd have the awesome highend laptop preordered, and enough to cover the big web space bill at the end of the year,
car insurance for a full year (cycle date in October), the car insurance membership fee,
domain name renewal next year, the next expansion for my MMO (in 2021), and a bit for
school. Oh, and last night I took my yard stick and measured the screen. It looks like 15"
would be about 1/2" smaller vertically, and about 3/4" cut off of each side horizontally.
Which the math again verifies is 90% of the 17.3" size. So I really do think with most
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things it would be easy to adjust to. My MMO, having a text box, and the small panels in
creative software would be my only concern. But at $200 cheaper with slightly better
specs, really $250 cheaper if you match the hard drive space, it is probably worth the
savings, as I really don't have the additional money to up to the 17" size (if I do want to
pay all those listed bills.)
I guess not much is different today. I feel a bit sick. I probably should have taken
a nap. I guess I feel a bit better about a school project. And I have a new high-end laptop
model to look forward to, provided the second stimulus money comes. So I guess I'm a bit
hopeful today. And as always I try to hang on emotionally and physically. And hopefully
we can all make it to better days.

Day 4342 (V:66) - 5/21
Slightest change

Today really the only news is the slightest change in the food store that I sit
outside of. They have two entrances and weeks ago they blocked off one and started
limiting how many could be in the store at a time. But it looks like, starting today, they
unblocked the second entrance and are not limiting how many can be inside. While it's
only a slight change it is kind of a big deal these days. The bathroom is immediately to
the left of the previously blocked door. So now if I'm just going in to use the bathroom I
can go in, turn, and the odds of passing by anyone is pretty low, especially before about
11 AM or after 6 PM. Previously when going all the way across the store, even in the
slow times, I'd have to pass close to half a dozen people or more.
The person I've talked video games with before and after class sent a message
about a game thing this morning when we were waiting for class to start, so that seemed
nice, kind of like older/better days.
I had a strange dream about a friend the other day. He is in Florida, and in the
dream I was going in to a hotel bathroom because I was 'sheltering in place' in my car
outside and he was there for a convention as a speaker. I wanted to talk and tell him I was
worried he would catch the virus (none of the convention people were wearing masks).
When I woke up I thought about messaging him on the social page to check in with him,
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but I saw he posted a new video on his hobby page, so I didn't. I first met him probably
about 32 years ago. We always got along great when we happened to be in the same
place, at least I thought so. I always thought we could be super close, maybe he could
even be a best friend. But for whatever reason he never seemed to want to hang out. So
really I've only hung out with him maybe half a dozen times over the years.
I'm between classes, so it's a couple of hours earlier than I normally write. There
was again news of a promising drug that's helped 91.6% of those who took it who had the
virus, so that was good to hear. But no news of the second stimulus money, no new laptop
news, and nothing else to talk about. So while I have maybe a bit more hope than usual,
really my day is no different. I try to continue to stay hopeful and continue to try to hang
on emotionally and physically. And hopefully we can make it to better days.

Day 4343 (V:67) - 5/22
Could be the (sudden) heat
Today I don't have much to say. I'm not feeling great, especially physically. It may
be the sudden heat we've gotten that is rapidly ramping up towards what will supposedly
be 90F+ in a few days. It's making me feel pretty heat exhausted from all the extreme
environment changes and constantly being outside. And, as always, making things like
my lunchmeat super hot doesn't help.
I guess in good news I had a sort of breakthrough with my other project last night,
the one I'd previously mentioned before about not liking how it was turning out. It's in an
ok place now, but I would not claim it's one of my best.
In other sort of good news another reviewer had a video about a possible maybe
mid-range system. I say maybe because it's one of the 'ultra portable' line, which usually
means they have a nice screen (for designing), good specs, but usually their price is
higher for the specs it has due to that extra thinness. Which these days I don't really get,
as even basic systems are already really thin and like 1/3 of the thickness of my old
laptop. Comparing not ultra thin to current regular size there's almost no difference. But
with no date or price so I don't know if it will be a better option than my current favorite.
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Today there are tons of people at the store. No doubt everyone is getting extra
stuff to BBQ for the holiday weekend. No doubt I will smell it everywhere the next few
days and it will remind me of what I can't have. I don't know that I really mind not having
any, but not having the option is very sad.
I'm so very tired. Very exhausted. But all I can do is try my best to hang on.

Day 4344 (V:68) - 5/23
Date unknown

Today there basically isn't much news. I planned to watch a video for an
assignment but there is no link on the page. I guess it's ok. With both previous big
assignments done, and another due in, I think, two weeks, I was going to take today off as
a sort of break, as the next big one is a lot of research and then a lot of organizing.
There is yet another laptop change. All of the high-end systems I was watching
now show as not able to be preordered with an "unknown restock" date. It doesn't mean it
won't happen by the previous date, it could reappear, but it's very unlikely. I suppose it
doesn't matter since I don't have the second stimulus money to preorder anyways. The
entry level dates have also been blown back, now pushed to the end of July, a full three
months past their original launch window. At the rate things keep getting pushed it's
going to wind up being my birthday before they come out. (Oddly no other manufacturers
have really shown new launch dates either. They are similarly absent or showing late
dates. There must be some kind of chip shortage holding everything back.)
There is still no word on the library reopening. I'm still hopeful it will open in a
week, as we'd be around day 76 of everything being closed at that point. But it seems all I
can do is try to stay hopeful and try to hang on. And hopefully we can make it to better
days.
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Day 4345 (V:69) - 5/24
Like a hopeless new normal
Today I feel at peace with my limitations (in spite of having extremely stressful
sad dreams about being homeless and abandoned last night, which caused me to cry in my
sleep.) It's almost as if my mind has accepted nothing will ever reopen and this is my new
homeless normal and it will be so until my days end. More and more I see ads showing
places like restaurants are 'reopening' but only for takeout orders or calling in for delivery,
making it feel less and less likely the library will reopen in a week, let alone anytime
soon. And it feels like more and more I won't be able to look for jobs or play games until
the summer is over, especially with laptop launches continually delayed.
I got a big prize in my card game I can play on mobile, so I guess that is
something. At least a tiny progress forward. But Tuesday the new expansion for my
MMO launches, which I'd preordered months ago. And while it doesn't really matter if I
immediately play or not since the content will always be there, it feels sad to not be able
to play at all, and even more so the new content I'd been looking forward to for months.
I guess nothing really changed today, save for it starting off feeling hopeful and
excited that the stay at home should end in a week. But now, nearing the latter portion of
my day, I feel like that won't matter for me, because everywhere I could be will still
remain closed and off limits. Possibly for months. But I try to hang on physically and
emotionally. I try to stay hopeful for a new laptop that allows me to do schoolwork, look
for jobs, and play at least a little each day. And hopefully we can all make it to better
days.

Day 4346 (V:70) - 5/25
Cooked in the trunk
Today and the last couple of days non-liquid foods have been getting cooked in
the trunk. Yesterday when I took out some bread from a 6-pack of sandwich sized bread it
was so hot it was heated to very warm all the way to the center. This morning when I had
'lunch' the one I got was about 15% dried to hardness. I think I'll just leave the last one for
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the birds. I've been feeding them crumbs from bread and crackers for about a week now. I
know it's not really good for them to eat, but I want the birds to have at least something to
eat. It's so quiet around here and I barely see any, so I worry they aren't getting enough to
eat with people staying inside.
No news today. Everything is pretty much stopped in general, even more so
because it's a holiday. I was expecting it to be packed with shoppers, but I guess they all
came Friday. Maybe it's the heat, but it's been pretty slow today. (The weather site said it
was nearly 100F today, and will be 80-90F all the way until Friday.)
I sort of started research for the next big project due in two Sundays. I grabbed a
bunch of links to read. I guess I lost track of my power use though, as the tablet was down
to 'set it aside' amounts, so I'll have to read them tomorrow. I guess it's a start though. It's
still sad I'm so limited with everything. I'd probably be half or more done with it by
now.
But I guess I have what I have. I have to hope I can continue to hang on to what is
left, and hope help and opportunity come to have more. And I try to continue to hang on
emotionally and physically.

Day 4347 (V:71) - 5/26
Hopefully not too hot
Today hopefully it won't be too hot, though it's supposed to be pushing into the
high 80s. There isn't a morning class, so that will be a bit odd. I guess in a way I can use
that power and try to do research for the big project.
I don't know what else the day will hold, but it will almost certainly be extra sad,
as it's the launch of the expansion in my MMO and I can't be there.
I can be in my game again.

I don't know when

All I can do is hang on to the thought that, like things in

storage, it will be there waiting until I can get to it again.
And until that day comes all I can do is try to hang on to what is left, physically
and emotionally. And hopefully we can all make it through to better days.
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Week 622

Day 4348 (V:72) - 5/27
Still too hot
Today it was still way too hot. Though I did stay in the car more than I expected I
would be able to. I did have to take a tablespoon of water to dunk on my head and neck to
keep cool in the latter parts of the day. But in the early afternoon a breeze started, and
now in the very early evening it's cooling off quicker than I expected.
I'm pretty sad today. There was news in the early evening yesterday that most of
California is moving to phase 2.5 or 3 of reopening, save for 11 counties. Of course my
area is one of those. I try to stay hopeful, but at this point hearing that news I wouldn't be
surprised if things were extended to mid June, or like the L.A. area, pushed to the end of
June.
I did struggle through a homework. Limited connection and ability to do stuff,
coupled with this recent news depressing me, made it difficult to do. But I did make it
through, so I guess that is something. And so I guess I made it through the day. And I
continue on one day at a time, as it seems there are only a few things left in my life I have
control of at all.

Day 4349 (V:73) - 5/28
Feels like burning

Today it feels like my parts are burning. All of the parts facing the light have
gotten too tan in these past few months. It's still super hot, and now sitting in a sunny spot
where I can feel heat waves on my exposed spots feel like they've gotten burnt. I guess I'll
have to try harder to always be in the shade.
The day passed extremely quickly. I'd guess that was a combination of having two
classes and so much I need to do by Sunday, or very soon, that I feel swamped with stuff.
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I spent probably 60% of my not class time trying to do what I could for the various
projects. I'm sure it will be fine, but still.
Really nothing else happened or changed besides that. Oddly I haven't seen any
update about the stay at home conditions in my area. Maybe they are still deciding things.
But we are pretty rapidly getting to Sunday, the last day of the current double extended
time period. I still feel with the Tuesday news it's unlikely anything will change in my
area, but I continue to try to stay hopeful they will let things go back to normal.
But really today has been no different. Things continue to feel like they will be
this way until my end of days.

And I have no idea when, or if, they will go back to

homeless normal. All I can do is try to hang on, emotionally and physically.

Day 4350 (V:74) - 5/29
Probably not until August

Today I'm feeling pretty sad. Yesterday evening I saw some videos from news
reports talking about reopening times in my area. Limited inside restaurant eating isn't
going to happen until maybe July 15th. And gyms aren't going to be let open until midAugust at the soonest. While the library can control interaction more by requiring masks
and having social distancing, it seems unlikely they would open anytime soon since it's a
government controlled thing and they would likely want to be extra cautious to avoid
blame.
There is a little bit of happiness. I decided to watch the streamer I used to watch
all the time just for a little bit. It felt a bit more normal. A few I knew in chat said hi. And
it was a nice break from all my sad things. I probably won't get a lot of chances to do it
with needing power for things, but maybe I'll peek in once or twice a week. And after
class lightens up and stops I could watch a bit more.
I did a bit of preliminary work for a homework I need to do tonight, so I guess that
was good. Though I'm still sad with all the time I have free I could have finished, instead
of what will probably wind up being the most minimal amount before it's due.
I passed out for about an hour today from being too sleepy. There are odd red
spots on my arms between my elbow and sleeve. I don't know if those are burns due to
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not being used to so much sun. There are similar ones on my knees too. It could also be
an allergic reaction. I'm not sure.
But I guess today is 2/3 over, and so I suppose I survived the day. The weather
finally seems to not be ridiculously hot, so maybe it will indeed start to cool. But it seems
as always lately I have extremely little opportunity. And all I can do is try to hang on,
emotionally and physically.

Day 4351 (V:75) - 5/30
Back to space
Today there were some unexpected happenings. Some people were talking about a
space launch. It happened to be around when I was taking a break from my car, so I
watched the launch happen. That was pretty cool.
The weather has gotten gray, and while the launch happened it rained for about 30
minutes. I think it rained last night too, I'm not sure if it did or if I just dreamed it.
I took some time to pull the text for some links I'd gathered for a big project. I
don't have enough power to read the copied text today, but now that it's been copied it
will take a fraction of the power to go through it, as well as not needing an active
connection, so hopefully I can do that offline maybe tomorrow. I basically have to take it
all and turn it into a 7 minute presentation, so I've a lot of recording to do, picture
gathering, and then putting it into a program.
So I guess today had some pretty important things. Really probably only 2 hours
of activity if you added it all up. Oh, speaking of that, I feel a bit more ok with being
limited in terms of time with software. Last night I was again wishing things were
homeless normal and I realized that would mean I would not have the software on my
laptop. Which means I'd have 1-2 hours of lab time per class t work on projects, unless I
made a special detour to a lab outside of those times. So, considering I made it through
the last couple of quarters like that I now feel a bit more confident about my ability to be
ok. Oh, and I hammered out a quick assignment last night that I feel pretty ok about.
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It's not even 2 yet, and while I expect the rest of the day to pass slowly it doesn't
feel as terrible as it usually does. I guess that is something. So I try to continue to hang on
physically and emotionally.

Day 4352 (V:76) - 5/31
(Not my) dropped food

Today I feel pretty deeply sad.

With no new news about reopening, and

further sad news from several riots happening, it seems less and less likely things are
going to get better any time soon. It seems the early reports of things not opening enough
to have somewhere to be and to continue my sad life as it was may have been right, and I
may be looking at an additional 60 more days minimum.
I tried to do work on my big project this morning, but after about 2 hours I'd
drained what power I could spare and I didn't get anywhere near as far as I'd have liked. I
will just have to continue over the next few days and do what I can. As with all my
limitations these days I have to accept it won't be as easy or as well done as I'd like. I
think why I feel sad about it is because I thought I could make this cool thing that would
entertain and inspire, but due to the limitations I have a feeling it will be little more than
'meh'.
I saw someone coming out of the food store carrying too much. I hear a 'flop' and
noticed something dropped. Without everything that's going on I'd have gotten up and
picked it up for them and followed them to their car. With things as they are I said and did
nothing, as I was too far from them to hear me through my mask, nor did I hurry over to
help, as you couldn't be that close and I had no gloves on. I did wait there, at the drop, and
discovered it was sushi. Most of it was still in the container, but they didn't come back.
They just drove off after a short while. I felt very sad for them that they lost special food.
And sad they chose to just abandon it. I felt very sad for me. I can't remember the last
time I had a special food. It must have been about two months ago when I used the last of
a gift card to celebrate what I then thought was the near end of the stay at home period.
And I think it's probably been years since I've had pizza, which I've craved lately (not
counting micro pizza.)
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So today I feel very sad. I feel great and profound loss. And I feel hopeless in
thinking that my life will get no better for at least two months. I may try to change with
small peeks into the stream on some weekdays, or get a chance to have a very small peek
online with my laptop. But usually those feel like the briefest of moments and that the
great void of loss I feel is all I really have left these days.

Day 4353 (V:77) - 6/1

A step closer (for schoolwork)
Today I guess I feel a bit better about the big school project. I felt 'in the mood' to
work on it, despite my deep overall sadness lately. And I did a short ' test read' for a bit.
The test was about 30 seconds and I had way way way way more text than I'd need for the
7 minute total. I suppose though I'm a lot happier, and far more confident, about cutting
down the time than padding up. My expected schedule for it is to record and edit it
tomorrow night, then that leaves Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday times to put
it into the program. I'm hoping it will take way less than that, but with 1-2 hours per
session it seems unlikely. Editing usually takes about 1 hour per 1 minute completed for a
solid rough cut in my experience.
Nothing else really to report today. I'm extremely tired and exhausted feeling. I've
lost a lot of sleep over the past week after finding that sad discovery. It looks like the heat
is coming back for a few days, though it wasn't too bad today. I guess all I can say is I
survived the day. Though with looking at 60 more like this it suddenly doesn't feel like
I'm any closer to anything.

Day 4354 (V:78) - 6/2

Hopefully no new assignments
Today is a class day. I hope there are no new assignments due anytime soon, as
the one big one will likely eat up more time than I have. In a home I'd have just gotten a
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special something to eat, maybe pizza, and pounded it out in one sitting. But that isn't my
life anymore. I don't have options like that.
I guess today will be what it will be. And, as always, all I can do is hope
opportunity for change comes. And try to hang on to what I have left as best as I can;
physically and emotionally.
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Week 623

Day 4355 (V:79) - 6/3
Hot water

Today it was so hot the water I had in my car to drink was warm to the touch,
almost hot. I spent most of the day not in the car because of the heat. I was even a bit
worried about my tablet and phone when I was in the car.
I spent about 1.5 hours getting some good progress for the big project, or so I
hope. I got a bunch of pictures to add and hopefully it will be all I need to put it together
in the program and finish. Seems kind of wasteful though since if I had my laptop that
could have directly gone into it instead of a file to reference later. I have what I have
though, and it's more than nothing, so I'm grateful for that.
I'm so very exhausted. The extreme heat lately has made it difficult to sleep, and
extra punishing to my body during the day. Normally I'd just eat extra to compensate, but
I'm on the last few days of my food money, so I have barely enough for the most minimal
lunchmeat only.
But so far at least, I have survived the day. Hopefully that will continue. And at
least for the moment I can try to continue to hang on to what little is left.

Day 4356 (V:80) - 6/4
Smells like tires
Today everything smelt like hot tires. I'd guess that was due to the extreme heat
most of the day and there being about double the number of people around. I don't know
if it's excitement of things reopening a bit tomorrow or if it's because it's a touch cooler
than it has been, so people who were waiting to leave their house are doing it all now.
I didn't get as far in my project last night as I'd hoped I would for several reasons.
But a few people asking about it today don't know how to record themselves, and one
person said they printed the slides and just recorded it on their phone, so I'm sure, even as
bad as I may wind up feeling about my project it will be way fancier than most others. I
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think I should be able to finish pretty quickly in a 'decent' form. I'm not going to have the
time or ability to make it as amazing as it could be, but it will be pretty good compared to
a normal slide show.
I haven't seen any change in news for the library or other places to be reopening,
so it seems there is no real news for today.
But I guess outside of a gentle breeze in the afternoon, nothing really changed. I
guess I have to just keep waiting and hoping for change to come, as things are out of my
control. And try to hang on as best as I can until it does.

Day 4357 (V:81) - 6/5
Sanctuary visit

Today things were pretty different. Yesterday, a few hours after I did the writing I
got word from the ex-roomie I can have sanctuary for a while. So, I had a bit last night,
and again today, and will for Saturday and part of Sunday. As always with time in a safe
space it's very happy, but also extremely sad.
On the one hand it put me in a place emotionally where I felt better doing my
homework, so I finished the important presentation stuff. Not quicker than I thought
sadly, since in total it was probably 6-8 hours total adding yesterday and today. But it's
done, and it's not terrible.
But after I finished, after I'd had a chance to play a bit, I started to again feel
profoundly sad. While I am safe and comefortable-ish, and with my stuff, it's not a
forever home. And much of what is in a home is still missing. I am just here a few days
and nights. I have lost so much. I have so little left. And while I hope I can hang on to
enough to upgrade my laptop, much of myself is lost, and getting worse. My health
continues to decline. My emotions fall to sad more and more. And with everything going
on in the world, and how long it will take to recover, it feels less and less likely I will ever
make it back to anything close to a real life.
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Day 4358 (V:82) - 6/6
Upset tummy / hanging on
Today my tummy feels upset. It has for a few days now. No doubt it is too much
lunch meat, especially since what I've had was out in extreme heat. I really really wish I
could go get fresh Chinese food. I'm very tempted to do it even though I can't afford it.
But I really need to get a new laptop, and what I have is barely enough for the entry level
system.
I literally barely have enough to survive. With limits on what I can and can't eat,
where I can and can't be, how I can and can't be physically, all I can do is try to hang on,
hope my system and mind can handle the struggle, loss, and pain. And hopefully someday
I will make it through.

Day 4359 (V:83) - 6/7
Slow start
Today emotionally was a very slow start. I felt very extremely sad when I got up,
and for a long time I felt like I might throw up from stress and worry. It's just early
afternoon now, I guess about when I normally write, and I'm feeling a bit better. I'm still
very extremely sad that I'm in exile and that this brief time in the ex-garage shelter is not
a forever home. I still don't know when, or if, I will ever be able to really recover.
Especially with everything going wrong in the world right now.
Last night in the early evening the ex-roomie asked if I wanted some pizza. It was
super yummy. I don't know when the last time was that I had fresh (not micro) pizza,
probably years. It's not the vegetables my tummy has been wanting lately, being just
pepperoni, but with the salad I'd gotten to eat I don't feel quite as bad.
There was a bit of inside time today, but in a bit I will be back out in exile. And in
a few days, if not immediately, my inside time will become a distant memory and I will
be staring into a seemingly endless void of sad homelessness. I still hope I can recover
someday. I still hope things get better. But with everything as it is now in the world that
seems less and less likely.
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Day 4360 (V:84) - 6/8
Don't feel presentable
Today I don't feel presentable. Less and less my cheap disposable razors are able
to shave anything. So my face is half shaved, similar to hair loss from a disease or
chemical treatment, than not. And my top of my head isn't shaved at all. (A good razor
could shave things, if it were fresh. But the last time I did that it was wrecked in a single
use, while normally in the shower those good razor blades last 1-2 months. So, I'm not
going to use good ones.) My top teeth, what few are left, are a nightmare. And though the
bottom (that remain) don't show much or any evidence of corruption, no doubt they won't
be far behind. And I'm not in the best shape physically in general. And while this
continues I am not at all able to try to work out, let alone do more important things like
eat healthy. I don't at all feel attractive or presentable for a job interview, let alone a
relationship.
The shopping area was pretty busy and active. With things starting to reopen, kids
done with school (though mine still goes this week and 2 more), and the warm weather,
there has been almost constant activity in the parking lot since about 10. I guess that helps
things feel... better... and certainly helps hide me and helps the perception of time passing.
I wonder how much longer the library will stay closed.

I've heard a couple

counties north of here their libraries are offering pickup and drop-off, which seems to be
much closer to reopening than my local ones. (And technically that library district would
still be in the same 11 strictest areas along with my district.)
I guess the afternoon continues on. I did a bit of stream watching, and some
homework, so the remains of my day will just be waiting. I guess I survived this long, and
all I can do is continue to hang on, and hope things get better for all.
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Day 4361 (V:85) - 6/9
Darkest days
Today is another class day. I have big things due in about two weeks and a couple
of days, so I hope nothing big comes in the meantime to interrupt my time for that. There
isn't anything listed, so I hope things stay free.
I don't know what else the day will hold. Even with things starting to reopen
nothing is changed that helps my life. The increased activity feels better socially, I
suppose, but really my patterns and what I can do and what I have access to remains
unchanged. All I can do is continue to try to hang on. Continue to hope the second
stimulus comes so I can get a great laptop and pay some important bills, or hope word
that it is not coming happens before I get too short to at least get the entry level system.
And try my best to hang on emotionally and physically in these darkest and most hopeless
of days.
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Week 624

Day 4362 (V:86) - 6/10
Hot and not
Today it was hot in the car. So much so that for a few hours I was dropping about
a table spoon of water on my head every 30 minutes or so to cool off. I wasn't sweating,
but I was kind of sleepy and felt faint. Outside the car in the shade there was a breeze and
it was actually pretty nice weather.
I found a new laptop from a manufacturer I'm familiar with but haven't used
before. It's a solid option if the high end from the manufacturer I like doesn't come back.
However, like the ones already on my list in the high end it would require a few hundred
from a second stimulus to get. Still no word on when that is coming yet, but I'd think with
the nation rapidly turning against the president if he's going to stand any chance next
election he'll want to push things like that as quickly as he can. I'm not sure he has any
influence on it though. All I can do is try to stay hopeful, but I feel pretty confident it will
go through with so many suffering.
Really the day was just another day. I'm still profoundly sad and feel great loss,
but I suppose no more than usual these days, so I guess that is something.
Not really sure what else there is to say about today. Like all the others lately it
seems to be nothing but a struggle to hang on as best as I can physically and emotionally
until things get better, and I again have a chance for opportunity.

Day 4363 (V:87) - 6/11
Gray and breezy
Today there really isn't anything different, save for a bit of gray clouds and a
slight breeze. It's a bit cooler because of that, but it's still much hotter than I'd prefer for
needing to be outside all the time.
No real news on the second stimulus. I saw some articles yesterday that said it is
still going through the process and likely won't be figured out until July, with payments
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possibly not coming until August. I guess as long as that happens I'm still on track for
some bill paying and a new laptop, as laptops pretty much have been delayed until then,
and the bills I'd pay are ones that won't happen until the end of the year and into next
year. If it doesn't come I'd be in a very tight spot to even get the entry level laptop, as over
the next two months a bit of what I have saved for it is at high risk of being nibbled away
and then I wouldn't have enough. (Especially since most donations and dad money seems
to have stopped, at least for the moment.)
But, as always, all I can try to do is wait for hopefully good news. Try to hang on
to what is left. And try to hang on emotionally and physically.

Day 4364 (V:88) - 6/12
Coastal weather
Today was what I think some call coastal weather. It was gray and overcast all
day. And the small breeze that was here the past couple of days has turned to a moderate
wind and is kind of chilly. I wouldn't be surprised if it rained soon.
No god news. No news of the library reopening, so nothing really else to think to
talk about today. As always I try to hang on physically and emotionally, and now more
than ever that's all I can do.

Day 4365 (V:89) - 6/13
Pants falling down
Today I'm weaning my pants that used to fit me best, but unless they are all the
way tightened and pulled up to my belly button they fall down when I walk. Which I
guess is fine since I'm sitting nearly all 'day'.
There was a stream showing some game trailers and talking about them. I watched
with people from the chat of the streamer I watch. So the time, and day so far, has passed
seemingly a bit quicker than usual. It's time to write and will soon be 'dinner time', which
I suppose isn't saying much since that is around 2:30-3 depending on what day it is.
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Of course no new news about the library reopening to go back to any chance of a
normal homeless life again. But that isn't really surprising since it really isn't at all likely
until at least mid July, still more than a month away. Unless a miracle happens with one
of the drugs in testing and they come up with a vaccine or cure.
As always, it seems my day is isolated, lonely, very little hope, and all I can really
do is try to hang on until better days.

Day 4366 (V:90) - 6/14
Smallest baby step forward
Today there is maybe sort of a tiny bit of good news. All eight libraries in the
district are starting 'curb side service' starting tomorrow. It's pretty extremely limited in
that you have to have holds to pick up, make an appointment during the 4 hour window
they are open, or come by to return during that same window. But I guess it's a start.
I think I may hold onto the movie I've had checked out a while longer. If even just
one thousand people want to return things right away that would be a disaster. Though
honestly there wouldn't be a whole lot of difference in terms of time wasted by being in a
line for hours compared to in my car. But since that line would be nearish to people I'd
prefer to give it a bit and avoid a rush.
I'm writing pretty early since there was that tiny bit of news. It seems to be getting
hot again. The breeze is mostly gone, and the rainy storm clouds seem almost completely
gone. I guess it's back to shorts tomorrow.
I still feel very profoundly sad all the time.

While everyone else is sheltered at

home safe and sound, some able to work remotely, able to play games or watch stuff to
try to relax and make it through emotionally, mostly everything I had left in my homeless
life has been taken from me due to lack of power, lack of connection, or both. I get a
couple to a few hours a day of anything even remotely close to a homeless normal. But
overall things feel like a bleak unending void with no opportunity for change.
All I can do is hope this little step forward may mean something like a July 15th
reopen date for the library instead of what I would guess was a previous August 15th date.
And hopefully I can continue to hang on emotionally and physically until better days.
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Day 4367 (V:91) - 6/15
Dozing off
Today was pretty rough. Several times during the day I got so sleepy I dozed off
for a bit. It was pretty hot weather until noon when a bit of the coastal weather came back.
It got moderately gray and breezy after that, which helped, but it was still a bit muggy
warm.
There is still a bit of new game trailers and news coming out. Many of which will
be out by the end of the year or sooner. I'm very excited about some, but also terribly sad
because it's extremely unlikely I could play them without getting a new laptop. So I still
try to have hope for the second stimulus (or more help) so I can get a good system. I
could probably still get the entry level system, if I spent everything, but more and more
reviews are coming out lately from people who have had them for a bit for testing and
they are all uncomfortable with temperatures in that system, and most find the monitor
very disappointing due to extremely poor color and slow response time, making it one of
the worst monitors. Nothing is really an option until things change though, so I still have
time to research and find a good choice, as long as I can hang on to enough money.
I guess really all I can say about today is I survived the day, or at least so far. And
these days I guess that is something. So I continue to try to hang on as best as I can,
physically and emotionally.

Day 4368 (V:92) - 6/16
Less than two weeks
Today is the start of almost the last week of class. There is this week and I think
next, leaving basically just over a week to finish my big projects. One is basically done I
think. I'll have to check for final adjustments tomorrow. But I think I should be ok. I
almost haven't done anything for the other final, and with a week and a few days I really
only have 5-10 hours useable to work on it. So, I really hope that's enough time. I can
only do what I can do, so I'll just have to try my best with these limitations. I really didn't
expect the library and other places to be closed all quarter, so this has really disrupted my
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ability to do stuff. But I guess I made it through ok, or at least have in a bit. Grades so far
have been max, or very high, so I should be fine.
As always I can't control what I can't control, which basically I can't control
anything these days. Some days I can't even control myself. All I can do is continue to try
to hang on, and hope better days come for us all soon.
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Week 625

Day 4369 (V:93) - 6/17
Puffy eyes
Today I am pretty sad about, well, everything. But I suppose most of all me...
physically.

These homeless times have taken such a toll on my physical health, and

yesterday I noticed below my eyes my skin is super puffy. It kind of looks like someone
put their knuckle out and booped me just under the eyes.

Added to my radiation

fallout half shaved look, extremely bad teeth if people see the top ones, and overall poor
health, I feel very bad and sad for me. For not having basic support, well, pretty much all
my life.
I guess at least I feel ok about my remaining final project. I have a week to do it
and have been worried it would be too much to do. While I do have a lot, I spent about an
hour drawing it out and making a plan. It doesn't seem so bad after planning it out. There
is some design work I have to do that may take a while. Like a big one is a logo I expect
will take an hour to do (so basically a night's window). But most of it is seemingly quick
text placement design. Honestly text I can write on my tablet and mail to myself if I have
to. And I can spend as many as possibly three hours with my laptop a night if I had to.
But I think the normal 1-2 I get should be enough.
There is no new news of any positive change coming though, so that seems very
sad. It's also getting hot again. I passed out for 30-45 minutes in my car from exhaustion
and too much heat. But I guess the day passed ok, and I feel in a better position to do the
assignment than I expected, so that is something. But, as always, it seems all I can do is
continue to try to hang on as best as I can.
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Day 4370 (V:94) - 6/18
Feels like burning
Today it was way too hot. Thankfully not so hot that I was sweating all the time,
but much of the day it was hot to the point that even in indirect sunlight my browned parts
- the back of my neck, outer sides of my arms, and tops of my shins - all felt like they
were burning from the heat.
I spent about an hour or so doing all of the more complex and detailed parts of the
writing for the big final. So, I can email that to myself later and then put it on my laptop
and just drop that in. Hopefully that will help reduce the time needed for doing stuff on
the laptop and I can get through the rest quickly.
Nothing else new today. I still feel extremely sad about everything. It still feels
more and more like these terrible times will be my end, especially with the school closure
continuing on for an additional 4.5 months causing extremely limited food choice and no
showers. All I can do is try to adjust the extremely few things I can. And hopefully I can
continue to hang on physically and emotionally until better days.

Day 4371 (V:95) - 6/19
Indirectly tan
Today I took off my boots and socks. I need to try to do that more often if I can, as
this extra heat and walking has made things stinky. Somehow, even more than my arms,
my shins have become very incredibly tan. I don't get how the indirect light is making my
parts so tan. I guess maybe reflections, or possibly the effect of burning even through the
shade.
I found a new possible laptop. It's between the entry level systems and the high
end ones. It has a vastly better monitor than the entry level ones, and doesn't have a
problem with heat. It's battery life isn't great, but unlike most laptops it's a bit old school
in that it has a battery you can swap, so if I really wanted to I could get a second one and
recharge them both overnight. (Though that likely is prohibitively expensive. Laptop
batteries usually aren't cheap.) It's a few hundred out of my price range though, So I'd
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need more help or the second stimulus to get it. But it's a very solid option for something
without the entry level systems limitations for only about $250 more.
Today was hot again. By about 9:30 I was almost sweating. Thankfully around
noon a small constant breeze came in and it cooled just a little.
My brain wandered today. I thought about my job and hobby things I've never had
the opportunity for in my life. I wonder how much lost potential there has been due to
lack of money to try, or lack of support and opportunity. Hopefully someday I'll be in a
position to offer these things to others, like me, who are invisible, less fortunate, left by
the wayside, and can help pick them up, so they can try the things they want and find their
way to happier days.
As always today I couldn’t do much but try to hang on. And so I do. And
hopefully I can continue to hang on.
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Indirect uneven tanning.
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Day 4372 (V:96) - 6/20
Unexpectedly cool
Today it was cooler than I expected. Having seen the weather prediction it showed
it would be in the 80s, even in the 90s in a couple of days. Today there was little to no
evidence in the trees, but there was a decent breeze keeping things cool in the shade. It
was still warmer than I'd have liked being forced to be out in it all day, but I have no
choice.
I feel... better today. Maybe a touch hopeful, as if something has changed or
gotten better and I'm just not aware of it yet. Hopefully that's true. But it seems more
likely the feeling will simply fade in time and I will be back to my lingering depression
and hopeless feelings.
Nothing changed that I knew of today. So I continue to try to hang on as best as I
can.

Day 4373 (V:97) - 6/21
Hot, cold, balanced
Today started very hot. I passed out from heat and exhaustion by 10:30 AM for
about an hour. I got out of the hot car and went into the shade on the bench for a couple of
hours. When I went back the shade from the tree was covering most of my car, and the
breeze had returned, so I was a lot cooler.
I guess I feel a bit more balanced today. I'm still very sad about everything, but I
guess there are more things I can accept and set aside today. Both classes are at the final,
so I have that to work on when I get to my laptop. But there isn't anything I can do
without, so mentally I can just set that aside.
Today again feels like yet another day in an endless series. Three times I thought
we were near a point that the library would reopen and I would be back to a 'normal
homeless life'. But now with cases increasing and no end in sight I expect I've got another
two months before any possible end. And that far off is effectively forever.
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But I guess today I feel more balanced, accepting what my life is. Stopped, unable
to change. With no chance for change with my limitations and what the world is. No
matter what my mind thinks of that I might like to try to do should I have a normal life,
there is no opportunity. So my life remains what it is. And I suppose as long as it's not
less, that's something. So I try to continue to hang on as best as I can.

Day 4374 (V:98) - 6/22
Hungry day

Today I'm pretty hungry. I guess it's because I've been getting hungry for a week
or two. I guess that's good, as that possibly means after nearly 100 days my appetite may
finally be returning to normal. However, it's kind of bad because of how extremely
limited my food choice is, especially now with this extra heat. Basically everything I can
really eat qualifies as junk. So, more junk, be it a bit more lunchmeat, cereal, chips,
whatever, really doesn't feel like it would help. I’d consider fruit. I did actually feel like
getting a small grape and cheese single serving cup today. But at $4 that is way too
expensive. That by itself is nearly my entire food budget in a day.
Getting extra food when I could microwave isn't anywhere near as much. An extra
cheap spaghetti is $1, or cheap noodles are like $0.50, or some red potatoes are $1. Since
I can't micro extra food things are far more difficult. If my hunger continues I won't have
much choice but to come up with something in a couple of days. I'll have to catch up.
That's really it for today. I grabbed some stuff that will hopefully allow me to
finish the final. Though that may have to wait until tomorrow depending on how quickly I
can type things in tonight. Typing this may take all my laptop time tonight. It was
extremely hot. It had been cooling off so I switched to pants, but I guess I need to go back
to shorts. I suppose though it really doesn't matter.
Things still seem extremely sad. And with no word on a second stimulus and
everything being so bad for everyone help seems unlikely, so my finances seem extra
bleak. As always things are out of my control, and all I can do is try to hang on to what I
have, and hope opportunity and help come in time. And hopefully I can continue on until
they do.
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Day 4375 (V:99) - 6/23
Finals week
Today is the start of finals week. It seems crazy. I barely remember the classes
passing by. I guess that's in great part due to them being only 6 hours of my week, and
access to my laptop to do stuff like assignments being a similar 6 hours per week, out of a
potential 112 total hours. Barely 10% of my available time could be spent for that. I hope
I did ok. I hope the knowledge is in my brain somewhere, and can be retrieved later when
I need it. Maybe the stuff I did in the class that focused on things you need to get jobs will
help. Right now all of this terrible life and my limitations have me completely exhausted
and hopeless feeling.
In the afternoon I have my 'appointment' to pick up a TV series from the library
that I have on hold. It's great to finally drop off a movie I've had for these 100 days, better
to get a new series to watch. But I don't know that it feels like much of a step forward. In
a normal time I'd just walk downstairs from my seat in the library, grab it, then return to
my seat. Now there are designated lanes, special parking spots, a four hour window of
being open, they place it in your trunk or on a table for contactless delivery. My life was
already terrible from being homeless and this likely won't help me feel any closer to
recovery.
But it is what it is. It is one small thing I can have among a number of small things.
And it seems all I can do right now is try my best to hang on to what little I have left;
physically and emotionally.
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Week 626

Day 4376 (V:100) - 6/24
Turned in assignments
Today there isn't really anything different other than I turned in my final (early)
and now I am free from worry about assignments for the quarter. There is one discussion I
need to do based on what was turned in, but as of a couple hours ago I was the only one
who turned it in, so there weren't others to comment on. I guess that isn't really surprising
as technically they aren't due until tomorrow by midnight.
There was news of a solid lead on another manufacturers' new laptop. It's actually
an update to one I've had my eye on for more than a year. Since I never had money, I
never had a chance to upgrade to it. And now with new things coming out, its current
price was not balanced to its old specs. Early word is the base new model will be $1200,
which is very fair. But it won't come out until possibly September, so it could be a ways
off.
I had some crumbs for the birds today. They didn't see them at first, but after a
while they saw and three showed up and they happily ate the crumbs.

I hope they are

ok. There basically aren't any bird sounds these days, and people's normal routine for
eating have been thrown off for months now.
I still need to rush to rush to finish some stuff with the software before I lose
access to it. I don't know how quickly it will block my access once school is done for the
quarter. If I have it another week I should have time to finish some stuff I've been wanting
to do for a long time. I guess we'll see.
Oh, I did go to the library for a pickup yesterday. It was weird to be outside with it
closed. Especially since I passed by a restaurant which had a big sign saying their dining
room was open and to call for reservations. With no official word from the library I am
still expecting it could be two months until they open.
But really nothing has changed today. Tiny baby steps forward through time, so
things do change, but nothing real. Nothing of note that will improve my life. So I try to
continue to hang on to what little I have. And hopefully I can make it to better days.
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Day 4377 (V:101) - 6/25
Fast day
Today actually passed very quickly. It's time to do the writing for today and 'have
dinner', but it only feels like it's around noon. The day started off very sad though. I had a
dream about the last kitty I had who passed from old age just a bit before I'd become
homeless. In the dream I had traveled back in time and location to a time he was alive and
an adult kitty, so he was at his biggest and fluffiest. I hugged him tight and he purred and
I cried and cried because I miss him. It made me so sad and stressed my brain pushed me
out of the dream to fully wake me up.
The morning there was a stream I watched about a new game I'm looking forward
to. It was super exciting to see news about it, but also pretty sad. There is no way my
current laptop would be able to run it. I wouldn't be surprised if it were one it refused to
even load. And later in the afternoon there was kind of more bad news about the entry
level systems I've been watching. So I really hope I get good news about a second
stimulus soon so I can pick a good base model mid range system. Or, if I can get
confirmation soon enough I may be able to find a model that is getting pushed out for a
cheap enough price that I could afford it with the money I have. It's still really just an
extremely stressful waiting game.
I guess that's really it for my day. I think the day passed quickly because I'm
reaching a new balance without classes in my 'this is it until my end of days' outlook on
things. This is what I have. Today. Right now. What items are left in my life. And it
seems that won't change. It will just remain. At least I hope it does. I hope things don't get
worse.

And I try to hang on to hope more stimulus money or donations will come to

pay some bills, and upgrade my laptop to something I can hopefully try to find some
'remote work' on, as well as play new games I'd like to get. Trying to remain hopeful
seems like one of the only things I can try to control these days.
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Day 4378 (V:102) - 6/26
One ear
Today felt a bit sad and slow. I'm very tired. I'm feeling extra exhausted lately.
My body is really taking a pounding from being out in the weather, noise, and constant
motion (not just with my moving around, but in terms of constant motion around me.)
I don't know if I mentioned my ear buds, but I'm running out of options. I had
been using a very cheap $5 pair lately, but it died after less than 100 hours of use. I went
back to an older pair I'd been using until recently. They were wobbling between both ears
and just one, which is why I got the cheap set. But now it's almost completely failing. I
have yet another pair that was similarly suffering. I do still have my very nice wireless
ones I got as a gift, but the issue with those is they only last about 6 hours, which is less
than half the day I listen to things. It seems soon they may be my only option left. I don't
mind suffering through listening to things I've heard before with just one ear, and I'd
worry with spending 12-16 hours a day listening to little ear buds I'd just burn out a new
pair quickly again, but for watching shows or listening to new things I will use my nice
wireless ones.
I am still trying very hard to hang on to everything I have for a new laptop. That
would be critical for my future 'remote work', and is very needed for any new games. I
think at this point I'm still right around $1k saved, but the mid range systems I'm hoping
to get are closer to $1500.
It was pretty hot today. I felt pretty exhausted. Most of the day I could only listen
to things in the one ear. It feels like nothing will ever get better, only worse, especially
with all the virus chaos going on. But I try my best to stay hopeful and hang on.

Day 4379 (V:103) - 6/27
Wiggly bunny ear

Today I suppose there is a little good news. Last night I got a pretty big donation,
which helps a lot.

I also got the software - while I still have the license from school -

to do a different form of my animated bunny for my website. Early this year web
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browsers stopped supporting the web code that made the ear wiggle. I had been trying to
figure out what to do about that, and what web site updates I wanted to make, then all of
the bad stuff happened. But last night after I got the software I did it in about 45 minutes,
so now he's a happy bunny everyone can see again. (At least on the pages I update. I
won't go back too far in time.)
In the early afternoon and late morning I got the possible information I need to
update the site. It's been getting more and more behind. Normally I do an update every 34 months, and around bunny day is when I normally would have done it. But again, all the
bad stuff happened, and with school lately I haven't had time or availability of power to
try. There are still a couple of other things I need to probably do first, but that should be
ready to go soon.
There isn't really anything new today. It was super hot, so it was pretty rough. But
in the mid afternoon the wind picked up quite a bit. Hopefully in the evening and
following days things will cool off.
As usual it seems today is about managing to make it through, and hoping for
change while I try my best to hang on.

Day 4380 (V:104) - 6/28
Sad start, cooling

Today had a sad start. I slept well, so when I had to get up, get moving, and start
yet another homeless day and a seemingly hopeless life, I didn't want to leave the dream
space where I felt safe and normal. All I wanted to do was go home.

But I can't.

Thankfully my very sad feelings didn't last long, and by noon I was back to my
regular amounts of sad. The day to that point was pretty hot, but then a breeze started to
pick up, and started to get chilly in the shade. I may go back to regular pants tomorrow.
Hopefully it will stay cooler. It is far more difficult to survive when it gets super hot. At
least if it says cool I will just become emotionally exhausted, which is far easier to
recover from than both physically and emotionally exhausted.
In the late afternoon I noticed the laptop I talked about a few days ago showed up
on the online shopping site. It is indeed $1200 and has even better specs than the review
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mentioned. I am still hoping for more stimulus, as there is one that's supposed to be $1500
that has even better specs than that. Doing a quick search there is supposedly a 'July
deadline' for deciding if there will be one and it's details, so we should know Monday or
Tuesday on if one is coming. At that point I should have more info to decide if I should
jump on this new one, or if I will have the money to wait for better. I do hope I have
enough. It will be extremely close I think, and if there is anything like tax I'll be short for
sure. I guess I'll know in a couple of days.
I suppose I continue to try to hang on. And hopefully more help and opportunity
come. And hopefully we can all hang on and make it to better days.

Day 4381 (V:105) - 6/29
Feeling helpless and trapped
Today is pretty sad. I again had pretty good sleep, so again felt like I woke up to
freshly being homeless.

The day was warmer than expected, so that was rough. I

watched the streamer I watch for just a bit, and did a bunch of research for updating my
site. But with no new show posted I was basically done with my day by late morning with
little to nothing to look forward to.
It's nearing the end of the business day on the east coast, so it seems no news of a
second stimulus will come. Added to my sad feelings in the morning, concern about
extreme limitations for work prospects, and recent returning fear of the virus, I am feeling
pretty helpless to save myself and very trapped in terms of visible paths out. But I can't let
myself panic too much, become too sad, or dwell on my limitations. I would just spiral
out of control and uncontrollably cry or throw up, and otherwise be much worse than I
am. Lately I already feel so stressed from everything I feel like throwing up in the
morning.
So I try to hang on. I try to be patient. I try to watch for opportunities, increase
what few chances I have, and hope I have enough money to continue on. And hopefully I
can stay rested enough physically, and calm enough emotionally, to make it through to
better days.
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Day 4382 (V:106) - 6/30
No class, end of the fail year
Today is the first Tuesday and week without class for the rest of summer. Though
it really won't at all feel like summer to me since it's possible it could be months before
my life is back to anything close to homeless normal.
I don't know what the day will bring. I will probably watch the streamer I watch
for an hour or so in the morning. I have my card game I can play about an hour during
various times through the day. Maybe there will be some game or hardware news to
watch. But really I expect the day will just be waiting.
I always hope each day brings good news. I hope I can continue to hang on. But it
seems with each fail year end all I have tried during the year has led to nothing, and I
continue to lose hope. But maybe this next year things will change. Maybe this next time
something I did will help. Maybe this next time opportunity will come. As always, it
seems all I can do is continue to keep trying, try my best to stay hopeful, and keep hoping
someday I can have a real life again.
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Where did I see it?

Wondering where you may have seen my day subtitles before? Here's a list.

Day 4280 - TV; Mystery Science Theater 3000, Season 5, Episode 24.
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